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TEACHERS COMMENTARY
Introduction
A sequence is a function whose domain is the set of positive inte-
gers [or, more loosely, a function whose domain is the set of integers
greater than some given integer]. Recursive definition and mathemat-
ical induction, studied in Unit 7, are techniques for defining sequences
and for proving theorenns about sequences, respectively. In Unit 8
these techniques are applied to continued sum sequences [section 8. 01]
and continued product sequences [section 8. 02].
In conventional algebra courses, continued sum sequences occur,
implicitly, in the work on arithnnetic and geometric progressions--an
arithmetic progression, for example, is a sequence of a certain kind,
and its continued sum sequence is the function s whose value for each
positive integer n is the sum, s n, of its first n terms. One of the
sinnplest exannples of a continued product sequence is the factorial se-
quence- -the sequence whose value for each n is the product of the first
n positive integers. Another example of a continued product sequence
is the sequence s of positive integral powers of a given real number.
In line with the illustrations given in the preceding paragraph, sec-
tion 8.01 includes the usual material on arithnnetic progressions, but
placed in proper perspective as an illustration of a more general prob-
lem. Section 8. 02 includes the usual material on integral exponents.
[Nonintegral rational exponents, irrational exponents, and logarithms
are dealt with in Unit 9.] Work on geometric progressions falls in sec-
tion 8.02 because of its dependence on exponentiation. There is, there,
a careful development of the theory behind assigning sums to "infinite"
geometric progressions. The theorem- - Theorem 153--which is basic
for finding sums of "finite" geometric progressions suggests methods
of factoring differences of like powers, and there follows, consequently,
additional work on factoring. The remaining nonoptional material deals
with combinatorial problenas-- including work on "combinations" and
"pernnutations ". Students have already had some experience with such
problems in Units 6 and 7 [p. 5-42 et seq. , and p. 7-71 et seq.] eind
now have an opportunity to consolidate and extend their knowledge of
ways to deal with them. Also, combinatorial problems suggest the bi-
nonnial theorem- -Theorem 178.
As in Unit 7, there is considerable optional material and many sets
of Miscellaneous Exercises distributed throughout the text.
TC[8-i]

The remarks on pedagogical matters in the Introductions to the
COMMENTARY for Unit 7 are again relevant. Please re-read TC[7-i]
through TC[7-iii]. As was the case in earlier units, the COMMENTARY
for Unit 8 contains much that can add to your understanding of the text
and of the reasons why the text is written as it is. You may find it help-
ful to begin by skimming the text, with the help of the Table of Contents,
to establish some landmarks, and then start over to study the text and
COMMENTARY more carefully. Renaember that a worthwhile degree
of understanding of a mathematical concept can seldom be acquired [by
anyone] at the first reading. Expect that you will need to return to the
same topic again and again, each time with the benefit of more experi-
ence, before beconaing satisfied with your knowledge of it. Familiarize
yourself with the optional material- -if you don't have class time for it,
it may still give you valuable insights.
Here is a tentative schedule for teaching Unit 8 in 40 class sessions
[ignoring most optional material, tests, and Review Exercises]. It is
offered as a first approximation to help you in organizing your work.
The pace this schedule requires is high, and you may well feel the need
to devote nnore time to some portions of the subject. Also, you will
certainly want to spend some time on the Review Exercises at the end
of the unit. Some of the Miscellaneous Exercises which are spaced
throughout the text should be included in your assignments. [You will
probably not have time for all of them.] It is also handy to assign these
exercises on days when, because class discussion has not proceeded as
rapidly as you expected, students are not quite ready to tackle the exer-
cises you planned to assign.
1. Discuss pages 8-1 through 8-7, doing some exercises in class and
assigning the remainder, through Exercise G7 on page 8-8. [Part F
and, to some extent. Part G are exploration exercises for the recur-
sive definition near the top of page 8-9.]
2» Discuss previous assignment and pages 8-8 through 8-12. Do Part
A in class. Assign Parts B, C, D, and F.
3. Do the discovery part of "^ on page 8-13 in class [see TC[8-13]d],
and suggest completing the proof part as optional work. Do Part G
on page 8-14 in class, and discuss text through page 8-18. Assign
Parts A and B.
4. Discuss previous assignment [B2(a) is important discovery work;
the later parts of B4, and B7, may have been difficult]. Discuss
pages 8-22 and 8-24. Assign Parts C and D on page 8-23 and some
of the Miscellaneous Exercises, which begin on page 8-26, includ-
ing some of Part B.
TC[8-ii]

5. Discuss Part B on page 8-27 as suggested on TC[8-27]e. Do Ex-
ploration Exercises on page 8-31 and discuss pages 8-32 and 8-33.
Assign Parts A, B, and C on pages 8-34 and 8-35.
6. Discuss pages 8-35 and 8-3 6, and do most of Parts A through E in
class. Discuss pages 8-39 and 8-42. Assign exercises on pages
8-37 and 8-38 which were not done in class, Parts A and B on
pages 8-39 through 8-41, and Parts D and E on page 8-43. [Note
that E5 and E6 are exploration exercises for text on page 8-43.]
7. Discuss pages 8-43 and 8-44. Do Parts A [orally] and B on page
8-45 in class. Assign Part C on page 8-46 [and Miscellaneous
Exercises],
8. Discuss pages 8-52 and 8-53. Do Part A on pages 8-63 and 8-54,
orally, in class. Assign Parts B and C. [You may wish to point
out the connection between Part ^D and Part ''-''E on page 8-13.
Part '^D has much to offer students in training for discovery, and
should be assigned if time permits.]
9. Discuss 8-57, and do Parts A, B, and C in class [mainly oral].
Seat work on Exploration Exercises. Discuss pages 8-60, 8-61,
and 8-62. Assign Part A on pages 8-62 and 8-63.
10. Do Parts B, C, and D in class, and discuss page. 8-66. Do Parts
A, B, and C on pages 8-66 amd 8-67 in class. Assign Parts D, E,
and F.
11. Do Parts G and H in class. Discuss text on page 8-73, and do Part
K in class. Discuss page 8-74 and assign Part L and, for reading,
text from middle of page 8-76 to middle of page 8-77.
12. Discuss pages 8-76 through 8-78. Do Exercises Aland Bl in class,
and assign remainder of Parts A and B, and Part C.
13. Discuss pages 8-80 through 8-82. Assign Parts D and F.
14. Discuss previous assignment and do some Miscellaneous Exercises
in class. Assign some Miscellaneous Exercises.
15. Do Exploration Exercises in class. Discuss pages 8-92 through
8-94. Do Part A in class. Assign Part B.
16. Discuss Part B. Assign Part C. Do Part D in class.
TC[8-iii]
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17. Discuss pages 8-99 through 8-101. Do Part A in class [orally]. Do
Exercise Bl in class. Assign B2 and Parts C, D, E, and F.
18. Discuss text on pages 8-102 and 8-103. Assign Exercises in Part
G; Gl, 2 to one group of students, G3, 4 to another, etc. Do HI,
2 in class. Assign H3-9.
19. Do some of Part A of Miscellaneous Exercises [which begins on
page 8-108], in class. Assign Parts B, C, and D.
20. Discuss pages 8-113 and 8-114. Do Part A on page 8-115 orally.
Assign Parts B and C.
21. Discuss pages 8-116 through 8-119. Assign exercises of Part A to
groups of students. Start Part B in class. Assign some of Part B
cuid all of Part C. [Complete Part B in later assignments.]
22. Discuss pages 8-122 and 8-123, and do Exercises 1-6 and 8 of Part
D in class. Assign the remiainder of Part D, some of Part B [pre-
ceding] and some Miscellaneous Exercises.
23. Do some of Part F, beginning on page 8-124, in class [see COM-
MENTARY], and assign what is not done.
24. Discuss pages 8-129 and 8-130. Do Exercises 1, 2, and 3 of Part
A in class. Assign the remainder of Part A, and Part C.
25. Discuss examples on pages 8-133 and 8-134. Assign Part D.
Assign exercises of Part E to different subsets of the class.
26. Discuss Part E and pages 8-138 through 8-141. Assign Parts A, B,
and C on page 8-142.
27. Discuss Part C and pages 8-143 and 8-144. Assign Part D and
Exercises 1 and 2 of Part E.
28. Discuss Part E and page 8-146. Assign Exercises E3-9 to various
subsets, and assign Part F.
29. Discuss Part F and do Miscelleuieous Exercises in class. Assign
additional Miscellaneous Exercises.
30. Discuss pages 8-158 through 8-162. Do most of Part A in class,
orally. Assign reniainder of Part A, Part B, some of Part C, and
Exercises 1 and 2 of Part D.
TC[8-iv]
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31. Do remainder of Part C in class, discuss Part D. Do some of
Part E. Assign remainder of Part E, and Parts F and G.
32. Discuss pages 8-166 through 8-168. Do some of each of Parts A,
B, C, and D in class. Assign the remainder, together with Part
F. Also, assign some Miscellaneous Exercises.
33. Discuss text from bottom of page 8-169 through page 8-172. Do
Parts G and H in class. Discuss pages 8-173 and 8-174. Assign
Exercises 1-6 of Part A.
34. Discuss previous assignnnent. Do Exercises 7-12 of Part A in
class. Discuss page 8-177. Assign Part B.
35. Discuss pages 8-179 and 8- 180. Assign Part C.
36. Discuss pages 8-182 cuid 8-183. Assign Part D.
37. Discuss pages 8-184 through 8-186. Assign Exercises on page
8-186.
38. Discuss pages 8-196 and 8-197. Assign Parts A and B, and some
of Part C.
39. Discuss previous assignment. Do Part F in class. Assign re-
mainder of Part C and Parts D and E.
^40. Discuss pages 8-207 through 8-210.
The foregoing should take from 10 to 12 weeks. It is likely that
the sequence of lessons described above will need to be interrupted with
lessons given over to consolidation and individual help.
TC[8-v]
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qth positive odd number is 2q - 1.] First, we prove that the "sum" of
the first 1 positive odd number{s) is 1 . Since 1=1, we have it. Now,
supposing that the sum of the first q positive odd numbers is q^, we wish
to show that the sum of the first q + 1 positive odd nunnbers is (q + 1)^.
Since the qth positive odd number is 2q - 1, the (q + l)th positive odd
number is 2(q + 1) - 1, or 2q + 1. So, the sum of the first q + 1 positive
odd numbers is q^ + {2q + 1), or (q + 1)^. Hence, if the sum of the first
q of them is q^ then the sum of the first q + 1 of them is (q + 1)^. So,
by the PMI, the generalization in question follows.
In the second case, the relevant generalization is that, for each n, the
sum of the first n terms of the sequence is n/(n + 1). The case for n = 1
is obvious. Now, suppose that the sum of the first q termis is q/(q + 1).
Since the qth term is l/[q' (q + 1)], the (q + l)th term is l/[(q + l)(q + 2)].
So, the sum of the first q + 1 terms is q/(q + 1) + l/[(q + l){q + 2)]. That
is [by algebra], it is (q + l)/(q + 2). Hence, if the sum of the first q
terms is q/(q + 1) then the sum of the first q + 1 terms is (q + l)/(q + 2).
So, by the PMI, the generalization follows.
The proofs of these generalizations are handled with much more finesse
later in the unit, thanks to the introduction of S-notation, but a prelim-
inary informal treatment like that described above helps prepare the way.
TC[8-l]b
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The sum of the first 60 positive odd numbers is 60 and the sum of the
first 90 is 90 . Use as many examples as necessary to get students to
discover the generalization. Giving examples out of sequence is a use-
ful device for determining if students have the generalization without
actually asking them to verbalize it. For example, a student might give
very quickly the answer '36' for the sum of the first 6 positive odd
numbers, and his answer nnight have been obtained just by adding 11 to
25. So, the next thing to ask him for is the sum of the first 15 positive
odd numbers or the sum of the first 60 positive odd numbers.
The sums in order for the second sequence are 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 4/5,
The sum of the first 5 terms is 5/6, that for the first 6 terms is 6/7,
that for the first 1000 terms is 1000/ 1001, and the sum for the first
1000000 terms is lOOOOOO/lOOOOOJ. We guess that, for each n, the sum
of the first n ternns is n/{n + 1.), Since, for each n, < n < n + 1,
n/(n + 1) < 1. So, we guess that no matter how far out in the sequence
one goes, he cannot get a sum greater than 1.
Both of these introductory problems are handled in more formal fashion
later in the unit- -the second on page 8-8, and the first in Part A on page
8-12. Although this introduction is largely motivational and attempts
to lead students into the work on continued sums [section 8. 01] after
defining sequences and giving practice in recursive definitions, your
students may want to attack immediately the problem of proving the gen-
eralizations they discovered. If so, after mentioning that this will be
done again later, go to it. Clearly, these are proofs which require math-
ennatical induction.
In the first case, we want to prove that, for each n, the sum of the first
n positive odd nunnbers is n
.
[in part (ii) of the proof you will need to
talk about "the qth positive odd number". Before beconning involved in
the proof, have students suggest formulas and reach agreement that the
TC[8-l]a
line 10: O^ = 2*4 - 1 = 7; Og^ = 191; '0_3 ' is not defined since -3
is not in the domain of the sequence O. [See page 7-62 of
Unit 7 for a discussion of the type of functional notation exem-
plified by 'O^ '. ]
line 12b: Note that the meaning of 'values' in this sentence is different
from its meaning in lines 2 and 3. The values of a variable
are the things whose names may be used as replacements for
the variable [the values of 'x' are the real numbers, those of
'n* are the positive integers, those of 'a' and 'b' (in this con-
text) are sequences]. On the other hand, the values of a
function are the members of its range- -that is, they are the
things which are second components of the ordered pairs which
belong to the function. [Historically, it seems likely that the
use of 'value' in these two senses arose from confusing vari-
ables and the functions we call 'variable quantities'.]
line 6b: | a.^ = -r
Vn ^n + i = ^rv'-^TTi
Answers for Exercises.
1. 8* 7* 6 [or: 336]; 504; 720
2.
n fe. , _ n - 1 K^-^"-N - (n + i) ~ 1 _ n -i n -f 1
2n + 3 ^'''''''^ ''n - 2n + 1 ' ^^i+J, " 2(n + 1) + 1 " 2n + 3--'' '^TE
[Recall from Unit 7 that the domain of 'm', 'n', 'p', and 'q' is I* cind
that of *i', 'j', and 'k' is I. See Exercise 8 on page 8-3.]
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such that, for each x, f{x) = 4x^ - 36x + 71 is symmetric with
respect to the line {(x, y): x = 9/2} (page 5-177 of Unit 5. A
good follow-up problem is provided by changing ' 4n - 36n+ 71'
to '4n - 40n + 71'. In this case there is no integer m such
that Sgj^ = 2s^^. In general, there is such an integer m if and
only if the axis of symmetry is {(x, y): x = (2p + l)/2}, for
some positive integer p. ]
14. 1600 [The sequence is 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, ...--that is, each odd-
numbered term is 1 and each even-numbered term is 2.
Among the first 1000 terms, there are 500 of each kind. So,
the sum of the first 1000 terms is 500(1 + 2). Ask for the sum
of the first 999 terms (1498); the sum of the first 1001 terms
(1501).]
15. [The terms are eilternately land-l--l, -1, 1, -1, .... So,
the sum of the first 100 terms is 50(1 + -1). Ask for the suna
of the first 99 terms, of the first 869 terms, of the first 2846
terms. (Answers ; 1, 1, 0)]
16. 100^; 200^- 100^ [Computing hint: 200^- 100^=100*300]
TC[8-3]c
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9. 3 [a^n = 3(2n) - 4, a^^ + i = 3(2n + 1) - 4; difference is 3
If you ask students for a recursive definition of the sequence
a, make clear that one needs to compute a^i +i ~ ^ which
might (but in this case, doesn't) differ frona st.^^^^ - a^^^. ]
10. 10 [The sequence b is a constant; more explicitly, a constant
sequence- -that is, a constant function whose domain is I*.
(See page 5-104 of Unit 5. )]
11. the 1st term; there is no smallest term [Students should see that
each term after the first is 10 less than its predecessor. So,
the first terna, —7, is the largest, and there is no smallest.]
12. there is no snnallest term; the 5th terna; three [Since, for each m,
(m - 5) > 0, each terna of a is at naost 3, and the 6th term is
3. To find how many ternas are positive one must find the num-
ber of positive integers na such that 3 - (na - 5) > 0. Equiv-
alently, find the number of positive integers na such that
(m - 5)^ < 3- -that is, by Theorem 98, such that -7F < m - 5
< VT. Since ^VT< m - 5 < VTif and only if5--/3'< m< 5+ VT,
there are just three such positive integers--4, 5, and 6. So,
the positive terms of a are the 4th, 5th, and 6th. Ask students
to graph the sequence a.]
5^13. 4 [Students should compute the first few ternas of the sequence a.
39, 15, -1, -9, -9, -1, 15, 39, 71
Noting the symnaetry, it is easy to see that the sum of the first
8 ternas is twice the sum. of the first 4 terms. In discussing
this exercise, recall to students that the quadratic function f
TC[8-3]b
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3. 2m; 6m- 1 [or: 2(3m) - 1]
4. the 10th [Since the positive integral root of 'p^ - 3p + 5 = 75' is 10,
75 is the 10th term of the sequence b. Ask students which
termi of b is 16 (Ans : 1 6 is not a term of b, sine e 'p^ - 3p + 5
= 16* has no positive integral root. ) Ask which terna of b is
3, (Ans : 3 is both the 1st and the 2nd term of b. )]
5. 60^ [We hope students will discover that the sequence s is the
sequence of sums of the odd positive integers, starting with
the first. Thus, s^^ = 60^ or 3 600. If they don't make this
discovery, Exercise 5 will take a lot of work.]
6. 1/61 [We expect students to handle this problena in the samie way
the problems on page 8-1 are handled. That is, find the
first few terms and look for a pattern.
1 term -
^
=2
2 terms ^ 2 3 "3
12 3 1
3 terms ~* "2 ' 3 * 4 ^4
So, an inspired guess is that the 60th term is 1/61.
[Although formal work on continued products does not
commence until nnuch later in the unit (section 8.02), an
informal proof at this point (like those in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-1) would not be amiss.]]
7. (n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4) [or: (n + 1 + l)(n + 1 + 2)(n + 1 + 3)];
(n + 3)(n + 4)(n + 6) [or: (n + 2 + l)(n + 2 + 2)(n + 2 + 3)]
J. r a, = 4
lyn^n + i = an +
[a^ = 5' 1 - 1 = 4, a^ = 5* 2 - 1 = 5(1 + 1) - 1 =
5 (5* 1 - 1) + 5 = aj^ + 5, and, in general.
^p + i = 5(p + 1) - 1 = (5p - 1) + 5 = ap + 5.]
TC[8-3]a
It is sometimes helpful in getting students to understamd the role of the
'for all p < n' to analyze an instance of the generalization in line 10:
V the sum of the numbers O , for all p < n, is n
n P
Take the "fifth" instance:
the sum of the numbers O , for all p < 5, is 5p. f - f
The portion of this instance up to the word 'is' can be trcinslated into:
Ox + O2 + O3 + O^ + O3
Similarly, the portion up to the word 'is' of the fifth instance of the
generalization in line 12 can be translated into:
(2* 1 - 1) + (2^ 2 - 1) + (2- 3 - 1) + (2- 4 - 1) + (2* 5 - 1)
•J,
Note the parentheses in (2).
3
y (2p - 1) = (2* 1 - 1) + (2- 2 - 1) + (2- 3 - 1)
compare
3
V2p - 1 = [2- 1 + 2- 2 + 2* 3] - 1
p = l
Because of our convention to carry out multiplications before additions,
3 3
' y 2p' is an acceptable abbreviation for ' y (2p)'. Also, because of
p=l p=l
our conventions to do additions and subtractions from left to right,
V (^\ .
' y 2p - 1' is an acceptable abbreviation for 'I y 2pl - 1'.
p=l Vp=l /
TC[8-4]
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and:
V„ P > 1 <=> V_ m > 1
p m
In contrast, the "statement":
3 3
^(2 - 3x) = ^ (2 - 3m)
X = 1 m= 1
is nonsense. Since the domain of 'x' is the set of real numbers, the
expression on the left is nonsense, ['V x > 1' is, of course, not non-X —
sense, but it is not equivalent to 'V ni > 1'.] Similarly,
{n: n > 5) = {p: p > 5} ^ {x: x > 5} = {y: y > 5}
1(1- 1) 2(2-1)
,
3(3- 1)
,
4(4- 1) r
.
1-0 2-1 3-2
,
4-3,
1.1.1.1.1
5.
1(1 + 1) 2(2 + 1) 3(3 + 1) 4(4 + 1) 5(5 + 1)
t°'= r^ + 2^ + 3^ + 4^ + 5^^
^•(4-i)^(i-i)<i-i>(i-l>(M)t-^l-i-|i
[Here it is instructive to ask for a simplified answer. In fact, you
can build a set of discovery exercises by using numbers like 6, 7,
9, 17, and 1000 as upper limits. Exercise 2 of Part D can be
anticipated in this way.]
Answers for the rest of Part C are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-6.
TC[8-6]b
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Answers for Part A.
n 2
1. V^ 2(2p + l) = n^-l-2n 2. ^-^^ . ^
p=l q=l
5 2 1
m=l q=i P~ ^
Answers for Part B.
1. Sigma, from p = 1 to 7, of 3p - 4 is greater than or equal to 0.
2. Sigma, from p = 1 to 8, of p is not sigma, from p = 1 to 9, of p.
[Ask students if they think these two sentences (and the ones in
Part A) are true.]
o-
i^
Answers for Part C.
[Here we want students to practice translating from S-notation to indi-
cated-sum-notation. Hence, "unsimiplified" answers are acceptable.
If we wanted simplifications, the exercise instructions would have been
'Compute. '.]
1. 1+2 + 3+4+5 2. (2 - 3* 1) + (2 - 3*2) + (2 - 3- 3)
3. [same as the answer for Exercise 2]
'I*
In connection with Exercises 2 and 3, note that in writing S-expressions
one may use any apparent variable whose domain is I"*^, and that two
expressions which differ only in the apparent variables used have the
same meaning. Compare true statements such as:
3 3
y^ (2 - 3p) = 2 <2 - 3m)
p= 1 m =
1
TC[8-5]a
7. 4*1 +4*2 +4*3 +4°4 + 4*5 + 4*6 + 4*7+4'8 + 4*9 +4»10
[We trust that some students will factor out the '4' and thus antici-
pate Theorem 133.]
8. (3* 1+4) + (3- 2 + 4) + (3* 3 + 4) + {3* 4+4) [or: 3(1 + 2 + 3 + 4) + 4* 4
This second answer ajiticipates Theorems 134, 133, and 132a,]
9. 6*4 [or: 24]
[Note that Exercise 8 paves the way for Exercise 9 which, in turn,
prepares students for Exercise 3 of Part D.]
Each of the exercises of Part D is intended to suggest a generalization
which will be handled formally later in the unit. At this time students
should be encouraged to state the generalization suggested by the exer-
cise after they have carried out the verification asked for.
In the case of Exercise 1, the generalization is:
n
n(n
2
p=l
Students will probably recall this from their work with triangular num-
bers in Unit 7.
The generalization for Exercise 2:
+1/ n+1
n
q=l
n ^l_,\q q
should have been anticipated in Exercise 6 of Part C on page 8-5.
Similarly, the generalization for Exercise 3:
n
p=l
V V„ / X = nx
TC[8-6]a

was foreshadowed in Exercise 9 of Part C, amd will be called for again
in Exercise 5 of Part E. Note that the groundwork for continued sums
of constant sequences was laid in Exercise 10 on page 8-3.
Answers for Part D.
1. 1 + 2 + 3+4+5 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 4'9 = 8*9
z. (,.i).(i.i)....
.(^.^)1- J-^ - 1 i_ _ 1210 " 11 i " 11 11
3. 4+4+4+4+4+ 4 = 6°4 = 24 [As does Exercise 10 on page 8-3,
this exercise deals with a constant sequence--the sequence whose
value for each (positive integral) argument is 4. Compare with
Exercise 5 of Part E. ]
Answers for Part E.
[The exercises of this part do not have unique answers. For example,
as noted in the COMMENTARY for page 8-5, equally correct answers
for Sample 1 are:
4 4
^(2 + 3q)
q = 1 m = 1
4
(But ' y (2 + 3x)* is not correct. )]
x = l
V (2 + 3m)
4
^ (2 + 3n)
n = l
1. ^(5? + 2)
p = l
2. (1 - 3p2)
= 1
I'P
p = l
TC[8-6]b

5 6 3
4. ^p' 5. ^4 6. ^(p'- p)
p=l p=l p=l
4 4 5
'• Zp(p+ 1) ^' Z, (p + IHp + 2) ^- Z 2p(2p + 1)
p= 1 p = l p=
1
6 40 11
10. ^p(p+l)(p + 2) 11. ^(2p-l) 12. ^(3p + 2)
p= 1 p=l p=
[Exercises 11-13 exemplify a commonly-found procedure for indicating
a continued sum.]
Answers for the rest of Part E are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-7.
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Answers for Part F.
[These exercises go further in anticipating the definition of S-notation
given on page 8-9. Exercises 1 and 2 are designed especially for the
first part of that definition. Actually, it is innpossible for students to
verify the sentences given in Exercises 1 and 2, just as it was impossible
for thenn to say 'true' or 'false' to the sentence in Exercise 5 of Part A
1
on page 8-6. All that they can say is that if ' y a ' means the first
q=l
term of sequence a, then the sentences in Exercises 1 euid 2 are true.
This point should be made now in this informal setting to build an aware-
ness of the need for definition, and thus help students appreciate the
definition on page 8-9 and the discussion about extension of nneaning on
pages 8-32ff. Of course, the sentences in Exercises 3 and 4 can be
verified by actual computation, but we hope that the large upper limit in
Exercise 3 will discourage this.]
•J,
'•*
The exercises in Part G lay the groundwork for Exercises 3''^(k), 4, and 7
on pages 8-20, 8-21, and 8-22. They also help to develop facility in the
use of S-notation. The solutions depend on the fact that, for each positive
integer n and each positive integer q, there are exactly q integers m
such that n < m < n + q [compare with Theorem 112], Students should
beconne aware of the releveince of this as they do the exercises.
Answers for Part G.
1. 7 [The given sentence is equivalent to:
6 6
Vp < m < V p + 7
6
p=l p=l
Since \ p is an integer--say, n--the least integer m which satis-
P=l
fies this sentence is n + 1, the next is n + 2, ... and the greatest
is n + 7.
]
2. 33 3. 58 4. 255 [255 = 16^ - 1]
Answers for the rest of Part G are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-8.
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13. ^2q^ 14. ^{p^+l)
q=l p=l
15. ^[(p - 1)' + 1] 16. ^(2q)^
D=l D=l
'I*
Some students may suggest ' y (p + 1)' as the answer to Exercise 15.
p =
Note that such an answer anticipates the extension of meaning of S-
notation which is taken up on pages 8-32ff. With such an extension the
variable 'p' is not appropriate in view of the fact that the domain of 'p'
is the set of positive integers.
I"
Exercises 17-21 anticipate the definition of S-notation given on page
3-9. Note that these exercises also force students to pay attention to
the scope of the S-sign. The scope would be unambiguously indicated
by the use of a pair of grouping symbols associated with it. For
example, the expression in Exercise 17 is an abbreviation for:
8 6 7
17. ^(3p+l) 18. Tip'+l) 19. ^(4p+l)
p=
1
p=l p=
1
n+ n +4
20. ^p(p+l) 21. ^(p-l)(p+l)
p=l p=l
TC[8-7]a
5. [For any integer n, there are no real numbers --let alone integers
--X such that n < x
_£ n - 18. We set things right in the next
exercise, and prepare students for the description of the sequence
a in Exercise 7.]
6. 18 7. agg
The explicit definition for the sequence s asked for in the third line from
the bottom of page 8-8 is, of course, the generalization \which students
probably discovered on page 8-1:
V s
n n n + 1
The connection between a given sequence a and its continued sum sequence
can be illustrated schematically as follows:
^2 ;
^3
_J
V
^4
J
^5
V J
Sn
1
^n+i
'1*
A pair of sequences, the second of which is the sequence of continued
sunns of the first, is called a series. The terms of the first sequence
are called the terms of the series and the terms of the second sequence
are called the partial sums of the series. So, for the sequences b and s
of page 8-8, the pair (b, s) is a series whose pth terni is bp and whose
nth partial sunn is s^^. [We do not nnake use of this terminology in this
unit. ]
TC[8-8]

"We give below both column proofs and paragraph proofs for Part A and
for Exercise 1 of Part B= Since column proofs for all exercises of this
kind are similar [and the same holds for paragraph proofs], we give only
the "algebra" parts for Exercises 2, 3, and 4 of Part B. Students shoiiLd
give some coluinn proofs, since doing go will prepare them for the dis-
cussion of Theorem 130 v/bich starts on page 8-14. They should also
give some paragraph p:.-oofs to practice their skill in writing paragraphs.
Answer for Part A„
Part (i):
1
(1) y (2p- 1) = 2" 1 - 1 [recursive definition]
P-1
(2) I^ = 2° 1 - 1 [theorem]
1
(3) 2^(2p- 1) = 1^ [(1), (2)]
P =
Part (ii) :
(4) y {2p - 1) = q' [inductive hypothesis]*
q
p= i
n + 1 n
(5) V^ 2^^^-^" ^' " X'^^' "^^
''"^^^''^^^"
^' [recursive definition]
p=i p=l
(6)
q +
1
q
2^(2p-l)= y(2p- 1) +[2(q + l)-l] [{5)]
P=l pT^i
(7) =q'-.42{q+ 1)-1] [(4), (6)]
(8) = q^ + 2q + 1
(9) = (q + 1)2
[algebra]
TCf8-12]a
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q + 1
(10)
(11)
Y^(Zp-l)=q'=^ ^(2p-l)= (q+l)2 [(9);*(4)]
n
= 1
n
p = l
n + 1
^(2p-l)=n^=^ ^(Zp-l) = (n + 1)'
p=l p=l
[(4) -(10)]
Part (iii) :
n
(12)
D=l
l)=n^ [(3), (11), PMI]
•J,
[The fact that part (ii) of this proof is one step shorter than part (ii) of
the proof given on pages 8-10 and 8-11 is wholly due to the fact that the
instance:
(q+l)2 = q^ + [2(q+ 1)- 1] [cf. step (9) on page 8- 1 1]
of the theorem:
V (n+ 1)^ = n^ + [2(n + l)- 1] [cf. step (8) on page 8- 11]
is established directly in steps (7) - (9) of the proof above and that steps
(6)- (9) of this proof obviate the explicit use of the substitution rule for
equations which results in step (10) on page 8-11. "Doing the algebra*'
in the proof will result in column proofs of varying lengths. But, as the
discussion of Theorem 130 brings out, replacing this by "theorem,
instance, and substitution-step" results in proofs for which parts (ii)
invariably consist of 9 steps.]
Paragraph proof for Part A:
(i) By the recursive definition,
1
^(2p - 1) = 2'1 - 1 = 2 - 1 = 1 = l2.
P=l q
(ii) Suppose that [for some integer q] \ (2p - 1) = q'
the recursive definition, "
~
Since, by
TC[8-12]b
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r . .'
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q+1 q
y(2p- 1) = y (2p-l) +[2(q + 1) - 1],
p=l= 1
it follows that
q+1
^(2p- l) = q^ + [2(q+ 1) - 1]
p=l
= q^ + 2q + 2 - 1 = (q + l)^
Hence,
q + 1
y(2p-l)=q'^ ^(2p- 1) = (q + 1)\
p=l
q.
p-i
Con s equently
,
n
n n + 1
^ {2p- 1) = n^ -^ y (2p- 1) = (n + 1)'
IP=1 P = l
{Hi) So, in view of (i) eind {ii), it follows, by induction, that
n
V S'(2p- 1) = n\
p=l
Answers for Part B.
1. Column p»roof
:
Part (i):
1
(1) y {5+4p) = 5+4-1
p=l
[recursive definition]
(2) 1(2* 1 + 7) = 5 + 4" 1 [theorem]
(3)
1
)> (5+4p) = 1(2- 1 + 7) [(1), (2)]
p=l
TC[8-12lc
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Part (ii):
(4) y (5+4p) = q(2q + 7) [inductive hypothesis]*
p=l
n+ i n
(6) V y (5+4p)= \ (5 +4p) + [5 +4(n + 1)] [recursive definition]
p= 1 p=
1
qjf^l q
(6) ^(5+4p) = y{5+4p) +[5+4(q + l)] [(5)]
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(il)
P=l p= 1
= q(2q+7) + [5 + 4{q+l)]
•N
= 2q' + 7q + 5 + 4q + 4
= 2q^ + llq + 9
= (q + l){2q + 9)
- (q + l)[2(q + 1) + 7] J
)
[(4), (6)]
[algebra]
(12)
.= 1
y (5+4p) = q(2q+7) =^
q + 1
^(5 + 4p) - (q+l)[2(q + l) + 7]
p=l
[(11); *(4)]
n
(13) V y (5+4p) = n(2n + 7)
p=l
n + 1
Part (iii):
y(5 + 4p)= (n+l)[2(n + l) + 7]
n
(14) V^
2_, (^+4P) = ^(2-^ ^"
"^^
P=l
[(4)^(12)]
[(3), (13), PMI]
TC[8- 17.1d

Paragraph proof [for Exercise 1 of Part B]
:
(i) By the recursive definition,
1
y {5 + 4p) = 5 + 4* 1 = 9 = l-{2* 1 + 7).
(ii) Suppose that ^ (5 + 4p) = q(2q + 7). Since, by the
p=i
definition,
q + 1 q
y (5 + 4p) = y (5 + 4p) + [5 + 4(q + 1)],
p=l p=l
it follows that
q + 1
y (5 + 4p) = q(2q + 7) + [5 + 4(q + 1)]
= 2q^ + 7q + 5 + 4q + 4
= 2q^ + 1 Iq + 9
= (q + l)(2q + 9)
= (q + l)[2(q + 1) + 7].
recursive
Hencei
q q + 1
y (5 + 4p) = q(2q + 7) => V (5 + 4p) = (q + l)[2(q + 1) + ?].
p=l
Con sequently
,
f~ n
n
,= 1
n+1
y (5 + 4p) = n(2n + 7) ^ y (5 + 4p) = (n + l)[2{n + 1) + 7]
D=l D=l
TC[8-l2]e

(iii) So, in view of (i) and (ii), it follows from the PMI that
V^ y (5 +4p) = n(2n + 7).
''p
= l
Since the styles of the proofs for Exercises 2, 3, and 4 are precisely
the same as the styles for the proofs for Exercise 1, we give below just
the "algebra'* parts for these exercises.
q + 1 q
2. y (3p - 2) = y (3p - 2) + [3(q + 1) - 2]
p=l p=l
= a^^V^ + [3(q + 1) - 2]
q(3q - 1) f 6(q + 1) - 4
2
39=^-q - ^t + 6(q + 1)
2
(3q - 4){q + 1) + 6(q + 1)
2
(qH- l)(3q -4+6)
2
(q + l)f3(q + 1) - n
TC[8- I2]f

q + 1 q
3. ^(2p-l)'= y (2p - 1)2 + [2(q + 1) - 1]'
p=l= 1
=
q(2q - lH2q + 1) + [2(q + jj . j^
q(2q - l)(2q + 1) + 3(2q + 1)^
3
(2q + l)fq(2q - 1) + 3(2q + 1)1
3
(2q + l)(2q^ - q + 6q + 3)
3
(2q + I)(2q^ + 5q + 3)
3
(2q + l)(q + l)(2q + 3)
3
(q + l)[2(q + 1) - 11[2(q + 1) + 1]
3
TC[8-12]g

q + 1
p = l
-
1
^ "^ (q + 1)^
p=l
< 2 - - +
q ' (q + 1)2
= 2
= 2
q^ + q + 1
q(q + 1)2
q(q + 1) + 1 ->
q(q + 1)2
. , q(q + 1)
^ " q(q + 1)2
q(q + l)+l
q(q + l)2
q(q+l)
q(q + l)2
r 1VVV [z>y=>x-z<x-y]
t t
2 2
X y z
= 2
q + 1
[The theorem used in getting from the fifth line to the sixth line is both
obvious and frequently useful. Its proof is a good review exercise for
students :
Suppose that c > b. Then, by Theorem 94, — c < — b and, by the
atpi and the cpa, a + — c < a + -b. So, by the ps, a - c < a - b-
Hence, if c > b then a - c < a - b. Consequently, V 1
TC[8-12]h
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[There are further generalizations which students will discover if they
solve the exercises of Part *D on pages 8-56 and 8-57.]
The algebra steps in the proof of the generalization are:
q + 1 q
's—
'
1 'T^ 1
2_,[mp-(m- l)](mp+l) " 2^ [mp - (m- l)]{mp + 1)
p=l p=l
^
*" [m(q+l) - (m- l)][m(q + l) + 1]
-_q_+ I
mq + 1 [m{q + 1) - (m - i)][m(q + 1) + 1]
-_a_+ 1
" mq + 1 (mq + l)[m(q + 1) + 1]
TC[8-l3]e
mq^ + (m + l)q -I- 1
(mq + l)[m(q + 1) + 1]
(mq + l)(q + 1)
(mq + l)[m(q + 1) + 1]
q + 1
m(q + 1) + 1
uf ii fi'4 vd'^
.u r
iy-.'i'iil'-Sir'^'rj-j :n : .• ?-;
•fii/yi^'l 4 =J-.'--iij
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' •!
'ji*.; i'tlA
Answer for Part *E •
The two theorems:
^n
n
n
n
Z_,P(P +
p = l
1) + 1
n
^n A (2p - l)(2p +1) 2n + 1
p = l
bear a family likeness. One feels that there must be a summation
theorem of the form:
VnZ
n
1 n
(3p )(3p ) 3n + 1
p = l
and, in fact, that there nnust be a generalization of which these theorems
are the first three instances. To discover this generalization, we begin
by trying to make the first two theorems look as alike as possible:
VnZ
n
1
p = l
(Ip - 0)(lp +1) In + 1
Vn2
n
1 n
(2p - l){2:p + 1) 2n + 1
p = l
Surely, the third theorem in the family nnust be:
n
1 n
^nE (3p - 2)(3p +1) 3n + 1
p = l
and the generalization we seek must be:
n
^ w "Y" - =
^
m n /_i, [mp - (m - l)](mp + 1) mn + 1
p = l
TC[8-13]d
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3Y ^ J^ _1_ _j_ ^ 2 , J_ _ 3
Z-.^p 1*3 3-5 5-7 5 35 " 7
p=l
4 5
p=i p=i
6
L^ P
P=l
6
13
n
^n / , ^P ~ 2n + 1 •
p = l
(
The next step is to give an inductive proof. To save space here in the
COMMENTARY we give just the algebra steps
:
q + 1 q
2, (2p- l)(2p+ 1) " 2. (2p-l)(2p+l) ^ [2(q + l)-l]t2{q + l) + l]
p=l p=l
= q + 1
,2q + 1 (2q + l)L2(q + 1) + Ij
2q' + 3q + 1
(2q + l)[2(q + 1) + 1]
q + 1
~ 2(q + 1) + 1
Finally, we prove the generalization in question- -that is [by substitution],
we prove:
V —^— < -
^n 2n + 1 2
2^ < i <=> 2q < 2q + 1
<=$ < 1
So, since < 1, it follows that - ° . < -r . Consequently, V • .. •
TC[8-13]c

3. One such general theorem is
n
VxVnZ''"'-'''-'"°
°''""2''""^
P = 1
Another is
:
n
^^x^n Z ^^P ^ y) =
n[xn + y ^^x + y)]
p=l
The proofs of these theorems are entirely analogous to those for the
theorems in Exercise 2 of Part B and in Exercise 2 of Part C. How-
ever, each involves an additional generalizing step after part (iii).
Answer for Part D.
The second problem on page 8-1 niay have prepared students for this
exercise. However, it is probably still necessary to do a bit more
preliminary work to get students started. We have here a sequence
which starts
1*3' 3-5' 5' 7' 7-9' ***
and ovir problem is to show that, no matter how many terms we take,
starting with the first, we can never get a continued sum which is as
large as -r . As indicated in the hint, we compute some of the terms in
the continued sum sequence.
/. P
P=l
1
1-3
1
3
2
/. P
P=l
1
1-3 ^^.
-i^
1
15
2
5
TC[8-l3lb
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Answers for Part C.
100
1. |^(3p-2)=
^°°'^-f°-» = 14960
p=l
2. A procedure to use in discovering the theorems in Exercise 1 and in
the present exercise is the procediare illustrated in the following
diagrams ;
1 + 4 + 7 + 10 + 13 + 16 = 6 X -^ = 6 X i^ = ^^^'^I^^^^^
^ ^
^ ^ i- i- i-
^'^
^ ^
^ 6(3' 6 - 1)
17
17
1+5 + 9 + 13 + 17 + 21 = 6xf =6xlifi - 6L(4- 6- 3) + H2
_
6(4-6 - 2)
2
This suggests for Exercise 2 the theorem:
n
V^ ^(4p-3) =aii-^=n(2n- 1)
p=l
The algebra steps in the inductive proof of this theorem are;
q+1 q
y(4p-3)= y (4p - 3) + [4(q + 1) - 3]
p=l p=l
= q(2q - 1) +[4(q + 1) - 3]
= 2q^ - q - 3 + 4{q + 1)
= (2q - 3)(q + 1) + 4{q + 1)
= (q + l){2q + 1)
= (q + l)[2(q + 1) - 1]
TC[8-13]a
Answers for Part F. ,c
1. The .'^um is 1^ + 3^ + 5^ + . . . + 29^ that is, V (2p - 1)^
p = l
The theorem in Exercise 3 of Part B on page 8-12 is relevant here.
1^(2,. 1)3 .
15(2-15- 1)(2» 15.1) ^ 15-29-31 ^
^^^^
P=l
2. In tlii.?-. exercise v/e are looking for 4*l+4*3+4'5+,.. +4* 29,
15
that 13, 4(i + 3 + 5 + , . . + 29), or 4 ^ (2p - 1).
p=l
The tlieorem in Exercise A on page 8-12 applies here-
16
4y'(2p - 1) ^ 4* (15)^ = 900
= 1
'4*
Answer for Part G.
The purposv'* of thin exercise is to test the student's understanding of
v.'hat a continued sum sequence is. Given a sequence a, it is possible
to compute the terms of its continued sum sequence. If b is the con-
tinued sum. sequence, then
bi = ^1, bg = a^ + a^, bg = a^^ + a^ + a.^, etc.
M - —L— 1 J_ - _L 1i\ow, a^^ 1-2^3 " 6-' ^2 ^ 24' ^3 ~ 60' ^4 " 120' ••' *
cu-iu 5 , 9 , 7So, b^-^, b^ - 24, bg - — , ^4 - 30 ••• •
We now examine each of the six given possibilities to see which can be
eliminatedc
TC[8-14la
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In the case of (a), we find, by computation, that bj^ = -7, b^ = -r-j, and
b =
-^ . Since -~^ 4 "TTj. the sequence in (a) cannot be the continued
sum sequence.
In the case of (b), t>i = -g , b^ =
-^^ ,
bg =
-^, and t>^ = 43 • Since
Students will find that the sequence of part (c) gives the correct values
for the continued sum sequence for sequence a as far as they have
patience to check. They can prove that it is the continued sum sequence
by showing that, for each p, b - b ^^ = a :
p(p + 3) (p - l)(p + 2) ^ p^(p + 3) - (P - 1)(P + Z?
4(p + l)(p + 2) " 4p(p + 1) 4p(p + l){p + 2)
4p(p + l){p + 2)
1
p(p + l)(p + 2)
So, the sequence in (c ) is the continued sum sequence.
3 3 1
In the case of (d), b^^ = -r^ • Since
-^ 4 T' (^^ is out.
In the case of (e), b^^ = -7- and b = -^ . Since -= ^
'To.' ^^^ "^^ out.
The sequence in (f) is the continued sunn sequence. It is defined recur-
sively in precisely the way in which the continued sum sequence for a is
defined recursively. This is an introduction to the discussion which
follows and which leads up to Theorem 130. In this connection you naay
wish to re-read the COMMENTARY for pages 7-63 through 7-65 of Unit
7. [in that COMMENTARY it is shown that at most one sequence satis-
fies a given recursive definition.]
TC[8-14]b

The applicability of Theorem 130 [mentioned in lines 8 and 9] can be
made more apparent by doing the following with the recursive definition
of T:
1
l^i,
T. = 1
^^1
VnTn + x = Jx,^^^^)
\ t J t
Here is the algebra needed in proving the theorem (ii):
n{n + 3)
4(n + l){n +2) (n H
n(:ri + 3)(n + 3) + 4
4{n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)
n' + bn' + 9n + 4
4(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)
(n + 1 (n'' + 5n + 4)
4(n + 1 (n + 2)(n + 3)
{n + l)(n + 4)
via the division-with-
rennainder algorithm
4(n + 2)(n + 3)
TC[8-18]
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^tJ5 J-)S'
J, ;.J.
.a-.. •!
1^
_ J_ _ J. X(l + 1) _ 2 _ 1
(2' 1 - 1)(2' 1 + 1) 1-3 3' 2(2* 1 + 1) 6 "3
.
_
(q + l)(q + 2)
.
"^q + i " 2(2q + 3) '
^q "* ^q + 1
= q(q + 1) + (q + i)
2(2q + 1) (2q + lH2q + 3)
q(q + l)(2q + 3) -h 2(q + 1)^
2(2q + l)(2q + 3)
(q + l)(2q^ + 3q + 2q + 2)
2{2q + l)(2q + 3)
(q + l)(2q + l)(q + 2)
2{2q + l)(2q + 3)
-
(q + l)(q + 2)
2{2q + 3)
Answers for Part B.
1.
n 1 2 3 4 5
n
>;^^ 1 5 14 30 55
p=i
n
» 1 3 6 10 15
p=l
n
»' 1 9 36 100 225
p=l
Exercise 2 of Part B is discussed in the COMMENTARY for page 8-20.
TC[8-19]b

Answers for Part A.
1. In this case ap = 3p + 5 and bp = p(3p + 13)/2. Now, a^^ = 3 • 1 + 5 = 8,
and bj^= 1(3* l + l3)/2 = 8. So, a^^ = b^^. Also, b^
^.^^
= (q + l)(3q + 16)/2,
and bq+a^^= q(3q + l3)/2 + (3q + 8). Since
q(3q + 13) ^
^^^ + 8) =
3q^ + 13q + 6q + 16
3q^ + 19q + 16
2
(q + l)(3q + 16)
2
it follows that bq^^^ = b^ + a^^^^. Hence, Vn^j^+i = t)^^ + a^^ ^. j^
.
n
Consequently, by Theorem 130, V y a = b --that is.
P
p=l
n
V^ ^(3p + 5) = n<3n_tJ3).
= 1
2. aj^ = bj^ because a^^ = 6 * 1^ + 12 * 1 = 18, and b^^ = 1 • 2* 9 = 18.
Since bq^.j^ = (q + l){q + 2)(2q + 9)
and bq + aq+
^
= q(q + l)(2q + 7) + [6(q + 1)^ + 12(q + 1)]
= (q + l)(2q^ + 7q + 6q + 6 + 12)
= (q + l)(2q^ + 13q + 18)
= (q + l)(q + 2)(2q + 9),
it follows that b^
^ j^
~ ^q *" ^q + i*
So, Vnbjj + 3^ = bj^ + a^ + i- Consequently, by Theorem 130, .
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2. (a) Notice:
1 2 3
1^' 7/ »^
P = l 1 3 P=l 5 p=l
.
14
_ 7. 9. 11
1 " 1 3' 2 "' 3
6 " 3' 3' 3
1^ >;p >;p
p = l p=i p=i
It appears that
n
I
= 1
2n + 1
n
p = l
So, we guess that the summation theorem for the sequence of
squares is:
n
^.1y_ ) p- =
p=i
2 _ n(n + l)(2n + 1)
6
Next, notice that:
1 \2 2
i^'-m-' z^'-iti- h'-ii^-' -p=i \p=i/ p=i \p=i/ p=i Vp=i/
So, we guess that the summation theorem for the sequence of
cubes is:
n
_
^2
""
r -IV„3 _ n(n + 1) 4
p=l -^
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2. (b) Use mathematical induction directly, or use Theorem 130. In
either case, the algebraic manipulation is the same. For the
sequence of squares:
13 = 1 = L411
q(q + l)(2q + 1) ^ , ^
^^2 ^ (q + l)(2q^ + q + 6q + 6)
6 6
_
(q + l)(q + 2)(2q + 3)
6
For the sequence of cubes;
1^ = 1 =
1° 2
[
qCq + 1)1 ' + (q + 1)3 ^ (q
+ l)V + 4q +4)
^ (q + l)^(q + Zy
4
(q + l)(q + 2)1 ^
L 2 J
Sums of powers of positive integers are discussed in two recent articles
in The Mathennatics Teacher :
"Sunns of Powers of Integers" by Robert C. Yates, April 1959
"Some Challenging Series ..." by Robert M. Rippey, January 1961
See also:
"On the Sum of Powers of Natural Numbers" by J. G. Christian©,
in the February 1961 issue of The American Mathematical Monthly .
The recursive procedure for finding sunnnnation theorenns for sums of
powers which is given in the first paper is explored in Part B on pages
8-54 and 8-55 and developed explicitly on pages 8-202ff. The Fibonacci
sequences discussed in the second paper are introduceH in Part ''^E on
TC[8-20]b
:)(
pages 8-24 and 8-25 and are studied further in Parts "^D and "E on
pages 8-46 and 8-47 and in Parts "^G and^ on pages 8-126 through 8-128.
3. This exercise provides practice in applying the three theorems of
Exercise 2.
10 1000
/ V V 10- 11 r-r- .,, V 2 1000' 1001'2001 ,,,o^^cno(a) ) P = —2 ~ ^^ / P 6 ~ 333833500
p=l p=l
(c) 2860 (d) 2850 - 1830 = 1020
(e) Mlii _ 39140 ^ ^^^ , ^^ _ 39 • 5) = 396
(^) 200^201 _ 100^ ^ 100^^. 201 . 101) = i°AOO , 13^30
1000 99
,
. V 2 V 2 1000" 1001° 2001 99" 100' 199
<S^ Zp " L" ^ 6 6
p=l p=l
= 333833500 - 328350 = 333505150
1000 99
p=l p=l
= 250500250000 - 24502500 = 250475747500
(i) By the associative and commutative principles [or Theorenn 5],
the given expression is equivalent to:
1000 1000
p=l p=:l
So [using computations in parts (g) and (h)], the result is
333833500 + 250500250000, or 250834083500.
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(j) Since, for each n, n (n + 1) = n + n , the answer to this exercise
is that of part (i).
'^(k) By inspection, it is clear that the first factor of the pth term is
p. This leaves one free to concentrate on the second factors of
the first few terms --
2, 5, 10, 17, 26.
It appears from this that the second factor of the pth term is
p + 1. To check, and to find the nunaber of terms involved, we
look for positive integral solutions of 'p(p + 1) = 738'. Trying
6, 7, 8, and 9 shows that 738 is the 9th term of the sequence
whose pth term is p(p^ + 1). [One can save half the labor by
noticing that neither 7 nor 8 is a factor of 738.] So, the given
expression is equivalent to:
JptP ^ + 1)
p = l
By the idpma and Theorexn 5 [or Theorem 134], and the theorems
of Exercise 2,
9 9 9 9
^p{p^ + 1) = ^ (p^ + p) = ^p^ + ^ p
D=l P=l P=l P=l
9' 10\ ^ 9 • 10
Exercise 4 provides preparation for Exercise 7 on page 8-22.
4. (a) 476776 [{976 ' 977)/2 = 476776]
(b) 976 [Since the donaain of 'n' is I*, the equation
"
= Albllii has only one root,]
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h^Jf-
(c) 25
n{n + 1)
= 325
n + n - 650 =
n = 25 <r
r.
(n + 26)(n - 25) = /
Note that the last *<=> ' is
justified by the fact that the
domain of 'n' is I*. Were the
domain of 'n' the set of all
real numbers--or even the
set of all integers --the final
step would be '<=^ (n = -26
or n = 25)'.]
V.
(d) no solution [There is no positive integer n such that
n^ + n - 1088 = 0. In fact, using the quadratic
fornnula, the discriminant of this equation is 4353.
One can see that 4353 is not a square by noting
that it is divisible by 3 but not by 3
. ]
(e) 66 [
(n + IMn + 2)
= 2211 (n - 65){n + 68) = 0]
(f) {n: n < 19} [n^ + n - 380 <
(n + 20){n - 19)<
n < 19 <-
Note that the third line need
not be '<=^ -20 < n < 19*
because the domain of 'n'
is r.]
Answers for the rest of Part B are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-21
and for page 8-22.
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(c) With respect to the coordinate system described in (d), the slope of
—
• 1-0.5 1
, ^^ , ^
•
—
r
1.5-1 112 ~ 2-05 ~ "3 ^ ^ slope of A^Ag = . ^ _ = -r . So, since
Aj^, Ag, and A are noncollinear, so are A^^, A^, A , ... , and A^^.
"(d) We notice that the x-coordinate of P , for n < 10, is the sum of the
first n positive integers. We see that the x-coordinate of A and of
Bjj is
-y (Pj^ + P^
- i)- So [noting that the x-coordinate of P., is 0],
1
for n < 10, the x-coordinate of A and of B is -:r[n(n + l)/2 +~ n n 2
(n - l)n/2], or n /Z. The y-coordinate of P^ is 0, and since the
diagonals of a square are congruent perpendicxilar bisectors of each
other, the y-coordinate of A is n/2, and the y-coordinate of B^ is
— n/2. So, we are looking for an equation which defines a set of
ordered pairs for which the first component is twice the square of
the second. One such equation is 'x = 2y '. [its graph is a parabola
with vertex (0, 0) and the x-axis as axis of symnnetry. ]
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(i) 24 [24 is the only positive integral root of = = 300 .]
^(j) 11 [Since Sp^ = (Sp)^, part (j) is like part (h), but with *721'
replaced by '60\]
5. Since AB^^Cj^ <=> AB^C^ is a similarity and since AB^ = 2» AB^^, it
follows that BgC^ = 2* B^^C^. Similarly, BgC^ = 3''B>^C^, B^C^ =
4'B^Cj^, etc. So, since the altitudes to the bases of the shaded
isosceles triangles are congruent, the area-measure of the second
shaded region is 2 times that of the first, the area-measure of the
third is 3 times that of the first, etc. Hence, the sum of the seven
area-measures is _
(1 + 2 + 3 + ... +7)- KUAB3^C3^)= (Vp) • 1 = -^ = 28.
p = l
[A good follow-up question is to ask for the sum of the area-
measures of the unshaded regions. ]
6. (a) Using the formula for the area-measure of a rhombus, we find
that the required sum is
10
1^
.
2^
,
3^
, ,
10^
T + T + T + = \ ^p^= 192.5.
p = l
(b) This is equivalent to asking for the sum of the perimeters of the
ten squares. Since the perinaeter of a square is 2v2 times the
measure of a diagonal, the required sum is
10
2a/2"{1 + 2 + 3 + .. . +10) = 2/2 y P = 110^/^.
p = l
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Now, 37. 5 < V1442 < 38. So, if Vn(n + 1) < V1442, it follows.
since n < Vn(n + 1) , that n < 38. On the other hand, if n < 38
then n < 37 and n + -r < 37. 5. Hence, if n < 38 then, since
Vn(n + 1) < n + -, it follows that Vn(n + 1) < 37. 5 < V1442.
Consequently, Vn(n + 1) < V1442 if and only if n < 38- -that is,
if and only if n < 3 7. ]
(h) 38 [ iB_:J^ < 721 < Mn_+il
<=» n^ - n - 1442 < and n^ + n - 1442 >
. 1 +7^^5 769 J ^ -1 +/g769n < r and n > r
=> n < 38 and n > 38
5> n = 38
In the passage from line 2 of the above to line 3 students should
make use of their knowledge of quadratic functions. The first
inequation of line 4 follows from that of line 3 just as in part (g)
[remember that the values of 'n' are integers!]. The second
components are related in a similar manner.
The alternative procedure illustrated for part (g) can also be
applied here- We are looking for a positive integer n such that
V(n- l)n < V1442 < Vn(n + 1) .
As in part (g) [with 'n - 1' for 'n'], the left-hand inequation is
satisfied if and only if n - 1 < 37. Looking at the right-hand
inequation we see that, since n < vn(n + 1) and V1442 < 38, it
follows that V^"(n + 1) > /l442 if n > 38. Since Vn(n + 1) < n + -^
and V1442 > 37. 5, it follows that if Vn{n + 1) > V 1442 then
n + -r > 37. 5--that is, that n > 37. So, the right-hand inequation
is satisfied if and only if n > 38. Hence, both inequations are
satisfied if and only if n = 38. ]
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4. (g) {n: n < 37} [ Ulll+l) < 72I2
<=> n(n + 1) < 1442
=> n^ + n - 1442 <
,, ,. / -1 +V5769 \f -1-V5769\^
i"
—
z
—
X"—2
—
;
<
^ -1 + V5769
n < r
<==^ n < 37
The final step comes from the preceding together with the fact
that 75 < V5769 < 76 [see table on page 8-249]. From the latter
it follows that
37 < Z±±:^m< 37.5.
« .. ^ ,_^, . -1 +V5769 . ^
..f ^ -1 +V5769Hence, if n < 37 then n < = ; and if n < 5
then n < 37. 5 and, since n is an integer, n < 37.
Students should recall froiri their work with quadratic functions
that X + X - 1442 < if and only if x is between the two roots of
the equation 'x + x - 1442 = 0'. Since one of these roots is nega-
tive and the other positive, ajid since n > 0, n + n - 1442 < if
and only if n is less than the positive root. [Make a rough sketch
of the quadratic function.] There is an alternative procedure for
solving exercises such as this, which involves nnore under-
standing of inequations and less computation. It is clear that
n(n + 1) < 1442 if and only if Vn(n + 1) < V1442. It should also
be clear that, for even a moderately large positive integer n,
vn{n + 1) is very nearly n. More precisely, since n < n(n + 1)
< (n + -r )^, it follows that, for each n.
n < \/n(n + 1) < n + 2.
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7. [Recall that we have agreed in Unit 1 that a fraction is a numeral.
Thus, the sequence in this exercise is a function whose domain is
the set of positive integers and whose range is the set of all frac-
tions whose numerators and denominators are the standard decimal
numerals for the positive integers.]
One easy way to see the pattern is to add the numerator- nunnber and
the denominator -number for each fraction. The corresponding
sequence of sums is
2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6,
So, with each fraction in the given sequence, there corresponds a
sum. For each sum s > 2, a fraction for which s is the sum occurs
in the (s - l)th "block". The numerator-number of the fraction tells
the position of the fraction in its block.
(a) The fraction ^^ is the 823rd term in the (823 + 471 - l)th
block. There are 1292 blocks preceding this one, and so there
1292
are a total of y p terms preceding the first term of the 1293rd
P"^ /1292 \
block. Hence,
'TyT is the y p + 823th term in the given
sequence- -that is, it is the 836101st term.
"^(b) First, we locate the block in which the 743rd term occurs. This
is the (n + l)th block if and only if
n n+ 1
^p < 743 < ^p
p=l p=l
--that is, if and only if
{*) n(n + 1) < I486 < (n + l)(n + 2)
From the origin of (*) we know that it has a unique solution-
-
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the 743rd term is in some unique block. The unique solution, 38, of
{*) can be found by either of the methods illustrated in the answer for
part (h) of Exercise 4 [see COMMENTARY for page 8-21].
Here is a slight simplification of the second nnethod, as applied to
(*): From tables, 38. 5 < V1486 < 39. Since n< Vh(n + 1), it
follows that to satisfy the left-hand inequation in {*) it nnust be the
case that n < 39. Since V(n + l)(n + 2) < n + -^, it follows that to
^
3
satisfy the right-hand inequation, it must be the case that n + ^ >
38.5--that is, that n > 37. So, if {*) is satisfied then 37 < n < 39.
Hence, since, as noted above, (*) has a solution, the solution of (*)
is 38--the 743rd term is in the 39th block.
38
Since the first 38 blocks contain y p terms, there are 741 terms
p = l
which precede those in the 39th block, and the 743rd term is the
' 2 '
second term of the 39th block. Hence, the 743rd ternn is ttq
.
Exercise 7 shows that there is a sequence whose terms are all the frac-
tions whose nume rator -number s and denonminator -numbers are positive
integers. Since each positive rational number is named by many such
fractions, there also is a sequence whose terms are positive rational
numbers and which is such that each positive rational number is a term
[in fact, is each of niany terms] of the sequence. [To describe such a
sequence, replace, in the first sentence of Exercise 7, 'fraction' by
'positive rational number' and 'shown' by 'listed'.] It is not difficult to
proceed from here, by omitting repetitions, to show that there is a
sequence of positive rational numbers in which each positive rational
nunnber occurs exactly once. Frona this, we know that there are exactly
as many positive rational numbers as there are positive integers.
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J:)i
nis no n such that y p = 180. But, if we find the largest n such that
p=l
n ^
y> p < 180, we can solve the problem readily. For suppose that q is
p = l'^ n
the largest n such that y> p '^ 180. Then, the nunnber of cents earned
is P='
yp(p + 1) + 180 - y p (q + 2).
p=i \^ p=i/
Soi let's find q.
q q+1
y p < 180 < Vp <=> q = 18
p=l p=l
Hence, the number of cents earned at the end of 3 hours is
'^•"•^° t(l80- 18li2),18 + 2),
--that is, 2460. So, for 3 hours of work, the boy earned $24.60.
Answer for Part D.
n
The completed theorem is: y 1 = n
p = l
Proof by Theorem 130: b^^ = 1 = a^^;
bp +ap+3^ = p + 1 = bp + ^
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.>. ' I
100
(d) |;p(p + l)(p + 2)(p -f 3) = 100'101-102-103>104 __ 2207IOO48O
p = l
(e) The required sum is 8 times the sum in (c). So, the required
sum is 212221200.
4. The boy has earned at the end of
1° 2 cents 1 minutes
1*2 + 2*3 cents 1+2 minutes
l*2+2*3 + 3'4 cents 1 + 2 + 3 minutes
n n
y p(p + 1) cents y p minutes
p=l p=l
Now, suppose that the boy has worked for m minutes. If there is an
n
n such that / p = ni, it is easy to find the amount earned at the end
p = l
of m minutes. This is the case in the first problem.
n
^p = 120 <=> aln_LD = 120 <=> n = 15
p = l
So, for two hours of work, the boy earned $13.60.
*The second problem is more challenging. For in this case, there
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Answers for Part Co
1. (^) q(q + m + 2) + (q ^ i)(q + 2) = q(q-H)(q+l)+3(q + l)(ct + 2)
^ (q + l)(q + 2)(q + 3)
3
(b) Theorem 130 and (**) make this task almost trivial. For, if
a^ = p(p + 1) then {**) tells us that, for b_ = ^i^jLlEsJ-H ^
bq + a_
^ j^
= bq
^ j^.
So, we have only to check that a^^ = 1*2
1*2*3
= r = h^ to discover and prove [by Theorem 130] that
V^ ^p(p,l) = n(n-H)(n.2) ^
2. ,,)
q(q-M)(q^+2)(q + 3)
^
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ 3^
= q(q + l)(q + 2)(q + 3) 4- 4(q.+ l)(q + 2)(q + 3)
4
_
(q + l)(q + 2)(q + 3)(q + 4)
4
(b) v„ Xp<p + ^»P * ^' =
"fa
^
^"V '"° "
"
p = l
The proof is easy since the manipulation is embodied in the
algebra theorem of part (a).
100 100
_
, , V 100* 101 c„c„ ,,x V , ^n 100*101 '102 ,.,.««3. (a) / P = 2 " 5050 (b) > p(p + 1) = r = 343400
p=l p=l
100
I \ V / u. 1\/ a. 0\ 100* 101° 102* 103 o/corr.co(c) /^P(P + l)(p + 2) = 7 = 26527650
p = l
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Ask students to state the theorems which would be parts q and £of
Theorem 132. Later, students nnay prove a generalization [Theorem
179b]. whose instances are equivalent to the parts of Theorem 132.
Later parts of Theorem 131 are not easy to predict, [it can, of course,
be done. See, for exanaple Hall and Knight's Higher Algebra [London:
Macmillan, 1948], pages 336 and 337.] For your amusement, here is a
list of fornaulas for sums of powers:
-, , . n(n + 1)
Sj^(n) = 2 = "^' s^y»
S^Cn) = (2n + 1)^,
Sgin) = mS
S^(n) = (2n + l)(|m' - j^m),
c- I \ 4 3 1 2Sg (n) =
-3 m - -^ m ,
S^ (n) = (2n + l)(^m^ - r^m^ + yjni),
S.^(n) = 2m*-|m^ + ^m^,
Sg(n) = (2n + l)(-gm* - -gm' + -^m^ - jg m),
g (n) = -p- m' - 4m* + -^m - -=m ,
c/x /7j.i\/16 5 80 4, 68 3 10 2, 5 .
^10^"^' " (2n + 1)( j-j-m' - -^^m + -03 m " JJ "^ + ^^m)
[Note that Vn Sgin) + S.y.(n) = 2[S3(n)]^. This is only moderately difficult
to prove by induction. ]
Part *E, which begins on page 8-24, is discussed in the COMMENTARY
for page 8-25.
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5. There are at least two such theorems derivable from the theorem of
Exercise 2. From the latter it follows that, for each n.
n n + 1
^fp + ^fp = f^
+ 2
- 1 + f^+3 - 1 = f^
+ ^-
2 [first theorem],
D=l D=l
n + 2
= ^ f -1 [second theorem].
D= 1
6. Suppose that the initial pair of adult rabbits is procured on Jan. 1
and that births occur on the last day of each month. Tabulating the
results expected we have:
Jan.l Jan.3
1
Feb.28 Mar.3l Nov. 30 Dec.31
Pairs of
adults
1 - 1 > "^ ^ o , f ^ fX
\ / \ '' \/ ^ \ / \
*13
Pairs pro-
duced on
given date
^/ 1 \^ \ /^ /^11 /\ fl2
The horizontal and the upward- slanting arrows indicate the sources
of adult pairs, and the downward- slanting arrows indicate geneal-
ogical descent. The second line makes clear that the total number
12
of pairs produced is / ^p • By the theorem of Exercise 2, this is
p = l
'14 l--that is, 376. [Alternatively, the total number of pairs
produced is 1 less than the sum of the numbers of adult and nonadult
pairs on Dec. 31. This is i^^ + l^^ - 1, and, by the recursive defi-
nition, again, f
^^
" 1- ]
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Part '^E is the first of several sets of optional exercises dealing with
the Fibonacci sequence f:
fi = 1
f.
= 1
v'^n^n+s " ^n
"•
^n + i
and its generalizations. [These parts are referred to in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-20,] Make sure, in connection, say, with solving
Exercise 1, that students see that the suni of any two successive terms
is the next term--that is, don't substitute in 'f^+o ~
^n
"*"
^n + i'' t>ut,
instead, "do what it says".
Answers for Part ^E.
1. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 65
n
2. 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 20, 33, 54; the theorem is: Vn / fp = fn + 2 " ^
p=l
3. Suppose that, for each n, a^ = f^^ and b^^ -
^n + 2 " ^* Then,
a.j^ = i^ = I = Z - 1=^1 +2" l = t)j^. Also, for each n,
bn + ^n +1 = ^n +2 - 1 + fn + 1 = ^n +3 " ^ = '^n + 1- ^o, by
n n
Theorem 130, V^ 2^ ^P " ^n"^^* ''^' ^n ^ ^p = ^n + 2 " ^'
p=l p=l
4. The odd-numbered terms of f are 1, 2, 5, 13, 34, . .. , and the con-
tinued sunn sequence for this sequence is 1, 3, 8, 21, 55, ....
These seem to be the even- numbered terms off, suggesting that
^n Z. ^2p - 1 = ^2n-
n
v.
\
p=l
This is easy to prove, using Theorem 130: fg-i - 1 ~ ^ ~ ^2*1'
^2p • ^2p + 1 " ^2p + 2 ~ ^2 (p + ij •
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IAnswers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
Easy ; Al-12; Bl-5; CI, 3, 4, 5d-l, 7a, 10, 12-30, 32, 34
Medium : A13; C2, 6 (tricky), 7b, 9, 33
Hard ; B6-9; C5a-c, 8, 11 (long), 31
Students should discover, as illustrated in the solution for the Sample
in Part A, that in order to find which corresponding ternns of sequences
a and b are equal, all that one does is to find all positive integers p
such that a = b . In the case at hand, this involves solving the equa-
p p 5
M
tion '3p + 4 = 2p + 9'. Since this equation has just the root 5, only the
fifth terms are corresponding equal terms.
The more general question as to which terms of a are also terms of b
leads to the Diophantine problem of solving '3p + 4 = 2q +9'. Students
who have learned in Unit 7 how to solve such problems may like to
practice their skill on sinnilar modifications of the first 8 exercises of
Part A. [The rennaining exercises, when so nnodified, lead to second
degree Diophantine problems, and will prove quite difficult.] For the
Sannple, one sees that the solutions of '3p - 2q = 5' are the pairs
(l+2k, -1 +3k), for k > 1. So, for each n,
^.^n + 1 ~ ^3n - i* From this,
incidentally, it is easy to see that the only pair of corresponding equal
terms is (a^, b^ ) [2n + 1 = 3n - 1 if and only if n = 2].
You might ask students if they could find the corresponding terms by
graphing the sequences. Try to get students to predict the outcome of a
graphing approach ["Each graph is a set of dots, and the sets intersect
at one point. The first conaponent of this point is the required term
number. "] . Then, actually carry out the graphing. Graphical interpre-
tations are instructive for all the exercises in this part, but particularly
for Exercises 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
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Answers for Part A.
3. no terms [ {p: 5p + 4 = 3p + 7} = 0] 4. no terms
5. a^ = b^ 6, a^ = b^ 7. a^ = b^
8. all corresponding terms [That is, a = b. We have violated the
exercise description by not giving two sequences in this exercise.]
9. a^ = b.^ and ^12 ~ W2 10. no terms
11. a^ = bg 12. no terms 13. ag = bg
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9. By the algebra theorem proved in Exercise 8,
q(q+ l)(q + 2-|)(q + 2-| +1)
^ ^ + (q + l)(q + 1 + |)(q + 1 + 2- |)
(q + l)(q + 1 + l)(q + 1 + 2* |)(q + 1 + 2« | + 1)
c^ q(q + l)(q + k)(q + k + 1) , (q + l)[2(q + 1) + k][q + 1 + k]oo, 4 + 2
_
(q + l)(q + 1 + l)(q + 1 + k)(q + 1 + k + 1)
4
-that is. q(q + i)(q + k)(q + k-n) ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^2^^ ^ jj ^ j^^
- (q + l)(q + 1 + l)(q + 1 + k)(q + 1 + k + 1)
2
This result leads immediately to the algebra theorem we need in
establishing the generalization in Exercise 9. [Of course, with Theo-
rem 133 available, we could get Exercise 9 right from Exercise 8
just by replacing the 'k's by 'k/2's and doing a bit of manipulation.]
Students may enjoy checking the theorems in Part B against one another
and against earlier theorems. It is also very worthwhile to develop the
habit of checking a result [or a guess] against one's previous knowledge.
This not only helps to guard against errors, but also develops one's
power of guessing a general result on the basis of more special ones.
For exannple, the instance of Exercise 8 for k = 1 should check with
Theorem I32d, and the instance for k = should check with Theorem
131d. Also, the instance of Exercise 9 for k = 1 should check with
Exercise 5, and the instance of Exercise 7 for k = 2 should check with
Exercise 4. Exercise 7 can also be checked against parts of Theorenns
131 and 132 and, perhaps, by your better students, against Exercise 1
[in doing so they may discover Theorem 137], It also checks with Exer-
cise 3. Exercise 2 can be checked against Theorem I32d. Finally,
comparing Exercises 8 and 9, students may see [anticipating Theorem
133] that the first is a special case of the second and that, in either one
[as well as in Exercise 7], 'k' niay be replaced throughout by 'x'.
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^^
q(q -f l)(2q -M + 3k) ^
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ j^^
(q + l)(2q' + q + 3kq + 6q + 6 + 6k)
6
(q + l)[(2q' + 7q + 6) 4- (3kq + 6k)]
6
(q + l)[(q + 2)(2q + 3) + 3k(q + 2)1
6
{q + l)(q + 2)(2q + 3 + 3k)
6
(q + l)(q + 1 + l)[2(q + 1) + 1 + 3k]
6
3^ q(q 4- l)(q + 2k)(q + 2k -f 1) ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ j ^ j^j^^ + 1 + 2k)
{q + l)(q + 2k + l)[q(q + 2k) + 4(q + 1 + k)]
(q + l)(q + 2k +
4
l)(q' + 2kq + 4q + 4 + 4k)
(q + l)(q + 2k +
4
l)[(q + 2)^ + 2k(q + 2)]
(q + i)(q
4
+ 2)(q + 2k + l)(q + 2 + 2k)
(q + l)(q + 1 + 1
4
)(q + 1 + 2k)(q + 1 + 2k + 1)
TC[8-27]d

4. q(q + l)(2q + 7) ^ , ^ jj, ^ 3j ^ (q+ l)[q(2q + 7) + 6(q + 3)]
6 6
_
(q + l)(Zq^ + I3q + 18)
_
(q + l)(q + 2)(2q + 9)
6
_
(q + l)(q + 1 + l)[2(q + 1) + 7]
6
5. q<^ " ^^'^^q " ^> + (q + l)(q + 2){2q + 3)
_
(q + l)(q + 2)[q(q + 1) + 2(Zq .^ 3)1
2
-
(q + l)(q + 2)(q' + 5q +6)
2
_
(q + l)(q + 1 + l)'(q + 1+2)
2
6. [The algebra in this problem is probably easier if we proceed in the
reverse direction.]
(q + l)[6(q + 1)^ + 15(q+ 1) + 11] ^ (q + l)[(6q^ + 15q + 11) + (12q + 21)]
2 2
_
q(6q^ + 15q + 11) + l(6q^ + 15q + U) + (q + l)(l2q + 21)
2
-
q(6q^ + 15q + 11) + 2(9q^ + 24q + 16)
=
q(6q^^l5q + ll)
^ (3q ^ ^^z
=
q(6q'+ 15q+ 11) ^
^3(^ ^ ^) ^
^^z
TC[8-27]c
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Answers for Part B.
^^
q(q+4)(q + 5)
., (g + 2)(q +5) . (q + 5)[q(q + 4) + 3(q + 2)]
_
(q + 5)(q^ + 7q +6)
-
(q + l)(q + 1 + 4)(q 4-1+5)
3
2. aiaLL.iM3_±2) +[(q+i)3.(q + l)3
=
q(q^ - l)(q + 2) + 4(q + l)[(q + I)' - l]
4
=
(q' - l)(q' + 2q) + 4(q + l)[(q + 1)^ - 1]
4
-
(q" - l)[(q + 1)'- 11+ 4(q + DRq + 1)^- I]
4
-
(q + l)[(q + D' - Il(q -1+4)
4
_ (q + l)[(q + D' - l](q + 1+2)
4
3. q(q- l)(2q+5) ^r^^^j^z. ^j ^ q[(q - l)(2q + 5) + 6(q + 2)]
6 o
_
q(2q^ + 9q + 7)
_
q(q + l)(2q + 7)
6
_
(q + l)(q + 1 - l)[2(q + 1) + 5]
6
TC[8-27]b
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Answers for Exercises 12 and 13 of Part A are given in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-26.
'4^
Mathematical induction or Theorem 130 may be used for the proofs of
Part B. Some students may invent methods which consist of applying
Theorems 131 and 132. But, in doing so, they will be anticipating
Theorems 133 and 134. They should realize this, and thus become
aware of a need for proving Theorems 133 and 134. For example, con-
sider Exercise 1.
q.
p-i
^ (p + l)(p + 4) = y (p2 + 5p + 4)
p=l
q q q
p= 1 p=i p= 1
q q q
p= 1 p=i p=i
_
q(q + l)(2q + 1) 5q(q + 1)
6
^
2
^^^
Th. 134
Th. 133
Th. 131
_
q(q + l)(2q + 1) + 15q(q + 1) + 24q
6
_
q(2q^ + 3q + 1 + 15q + 15 + 24)
6
^
q(q^ + 9q + 20) ^ q(q + 4)(q + 5)
3 3
In the following answers we give only the algebra needed for application
of Theorem 130, or proof by induction.
TC[8-27]a
Answers for Part C,
1. $400 at 5% and $600 at 3
-2%
4j^ - 7j - > 8q- + 25q + 28
(j + l)(j + 2)(j - 1) (q + 2)(q2 + 3q + 4)
3. (a) No real roots. (b) --| 4. 136
5. (a) (y - 1 - x)(y - 1 + x) (b) (t + u - s)(t + u + s)
(c) k(k - 2)[(k - 1)' + 1] (d) (x - 8)(x - 3)
(e) 3(x - 3)(x + 3) (f) |x(x - l)(x + 1)
(g) 4(t + 2)2 (h) 3(a + 14)^
(i) (3 + y)(2 - y) (j) (a - 5b)(a - 12b)
(k) (x + 10y){x - 9y) (i) (2x - 3)(x + 2)
6. 32 7. (a) -2.5 (b) 2
8. This exercise in "partial fractions" should prove to be a real
challenge since students must invent their own techniques for
solving it. The job is to find real numbers a, b, and c such that
for each x / 1,
2x^ - 3x - 5 _ ax + b c ^ (ax + b)(x - 1) + c{x^ + 2)
(x^ + 2)(x - 1) x^ + 2 x-1 (x^ + 2)(x - 1)
Clearly, this will be the case if, for each x,
(*) 2x2 - 3x - 5 = (ax + b){x - 1) + c{x^ + 2).
We try to solve this simpler problem. If (*) is to be satisfied by
each real number, it must be satisfied by the number 1. So,
2- 1^ - 3* 1 - 5 = (a- 1 +b)(l - 1) + c(l2 + 2)
TC[8-28]a
KS.^
--that is, 3c = —6, and c = —2. With this choice for c, (*) is
equivalent to:
{**) 4x^ - 3x - 1 = (ax + b)(x - 1)
and, since, for each x,
4x^ - 3x - 1 = (4x + l){x - 1)
(*«) will be satisfied for all x if ax + b = 4x + 1." This suggests that
_2x^ - 3x - 5 ^ 4x + 1 ^ -2
X5^1 {x2 + 2)(x - 1) x2 + 2 X - r
The preceding discussion does no more than make it seem likely that
this is the case. Completion of this exercise requires checking
that this is so.
Students will probably discover other ways of guessing the solution
[needless to say, this activity should be encouraged]. In any case,
their only recourse, after guessing, will be an algebraic check
that their guesses are correct.
There is a theorem according to which there does exist a linique
solution (a, b, c) for the problem of this exercise, and a theorem
according to which (a, b, c) is a solution for the problem, not only
ii, but also only J^ it is a solution to the problem set by (*). From
the preceding discussion and the second of these theorems it follows
that if the given problena has a solution, this solution is (4, 1, -2).
From this and the first of the two theorems referred to it follows
that (4, 1, -2) is a solution- -and there is no need for a further check
that this is so. However, neither theorem [let alone proofs of the
theorems] is accessible to students at this point. The first requires
the concept of prime factors of a polynomial expression and the
second requires the concept of continuity. [See any calculus text or
Hall cind Knight, for an exposition of the partial fraction technique.
For justification of the technique see, for example, N, H. McCoy's
Introduction to Modern Algebra [Boston: Allyn and Bacon, I960].]
r^ / V
-b^
,^v 9t^ - 5tu -I- u^
9- <^) a(a - b)^ t^> r^
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23. (a) -7(m+n) (b) (a - b)(a^ + b^) (c) 15aVl4
24. 16t 25. 6 inches
26. (a) 12x - 28y - lOxy (b) 2(a + b) + 3a^b^
(c) 6(s - t) (d) 4a^b - 6ab^ + 1
27. (a) 3/4 (b) (x - y)/(x + y)^
28. (a) 7; 3 (b) 2/7; -5/7 (c) 7/3; -2
(d) 3; -7 (e) 2.1; -3. 5 (f) 3/4; -19/4
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14. This is a surprising result,
the area-measure formula:
It can be established with the help of
K = Vs(s - a)(s - b)(s - c)
,
where a, b, and c are the side-measures and s is the semiperimeter.
Or, one ceui compute the measure of the altitude to the base of each
of these isosceles triangles. For the smaller base, the altitude's
measure is 40, and for the larger, it is 30. So, for each triangle,
the area-measure is 1200.
An insight into the result, and cin overview of all such results, can
be obtained by noticing that the area-measure of each triangle is
half the area-measure of a rhombus of side-measure 50 whose diag-
onals have measures 60 and 80.
In general, (a, a, b) and (a, a, c) are
the triples of side- measures of pairs
of isosceles triangles with the same
area-measure just if b and c are the
measures of the diagonals of a rhom-
bus whose side-measure is a. That
is, just if b^ + c^ = 4a^. A quick way
given a, is to use the parametric formulas:to find numbers b and c.
b = 2a cos 9
c = 2a sin 9
15. (a) (5, -2) [it is easier not to clear the equations of fractions.]
(b) (-3, 15)
16. 20 17. (a) 0.6
18. (a) 7200 (b) 1
2
19. No 20. 6c
22. (a) -5x^ (b) 6x + lOy
(b)
25
(c) 6
21.
25x''
(c)
53
(c) 2y^ - 3y + 2
TC[8-29, 30]b
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10. /(r - 10)r l
11. (a) -1 and -^ (b) Yes (c) Yes (d) No (e) No
(f) [Principcilly] by Theorem 99a, it follows that, for -1 t^ x. '^ "t.
(3 - x)(x + 4)
(2x - l)(x +1) (3 - xKx + 4)(2x - l)(x + 1) > 0.
At this point the ftpi [specifically. Theorem 96b] is applicable.
A systematic procedure for applying this theorem consists in
making a table:
X + 4 x+ 1 2x - 1 3 - X Product
x< -4 - - - + -
-4 < x< -1 + - - + +
-1 < x< 1
2
+ + - + -
i<- 3 + + + + +
3< X + + + - -
So, f(x) > <=^ (-4 < X < -1 or 1/2 < X < 3).
After sufficient practice on this sort of thing one replaces the
table by:
.
+ .-, + .-
-4 -1 1/2
which is obtained by checking that, for x < —4, an odd number
of factors have negative values, writing, therefore, a '-'to
the left of the '-4', cind then 5ilternating '+'s and '-'s. But,
before going on to this stage, one should solve similar problems
involving such factors as '(x - 1)^' suid *(x + 2)^*.
12. 1 and 2 [But, x^ + 4x - 21 < <=> -7 < x < 3.]
13. — lOx^ - X + 1 [Ask students to complete when the '+' before the '('
is replaced by a '- '.]
TC[8-29, 30]a
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/
q q q
2. ^c= ^c*l = c^l=c'q.
1
I
p=l
j
p=l t
pml Ex. 1 Th. 131
P =
Consequently [two applications of the test pattern principle],
n
V V > X = x'n.X n Z—i
p=l
50 50 50
3. (a) Tp = 1275 (b) V 7p = 7V p = 7-1275 = 8925
p=l p=l p=l
50 60
<^> Z 3 = •5Sp = i'^275 = 425
p=l p=l
50 50
p=l p=l
50
(e) V4 = 4*50 = 200
p=l
TC[8-3l]c
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33. For this problem we must find numbers a / 0, b, and c such that
{(1, -3), (3, 5), (-1, 5)} C {(x, y); y = ax^ + bx + c }.
And, to do this amounts to solving the system of equations:
The sought-for quadratic function is {(x, y): y = 2x^ - 4x - 1 }.
[Much labor is saved if one notices that two of the points-- (3, 5)
and (—1, 5)- -are symmetric with respect to {(x, y): x = 1 }. So,
this Is the axis of symnaetiry, and since the third point--(l, -3)--
belongs to the axis of symmetry, it is the vertex. Hence, all that
remains is to find a number a f such that, say, (3, 5) belongs to
{(x, y): y = a(x - 1)' - 3}.]
34. (a) no roots (b) —2 [Note that 3 is not a root.]
Answers for Exploration Exercises.
1. By Theorem 130, since ca^ = c y a and
p = l
c > ^p + caq
p=l
it follows that
Lp=l
n
^p + ^q+l
n
q+1
p=l
/ y ca = c > a .
p=l p=l
n n
Consequently [test-pattern principle], VV yxa =xya..
-
• ''p=l p=l
[Alternatively, the theorem can be proved by mathennatical induction.
This involves little more than a rearrangement of the >MDrk done in
the proof given above.]
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30. (a) ZVT (b) 7VT - 3V6' (c) 7 (d) 16 (e) 106 - SSVT
31. Suppose that the farmer has p feet of fencing and wishes to build k
pens with the two east-west fences each x feet long. To do so, he
must use (p - 2x)/(k + 1) feet of fencing for each of the k + 1 north-
south fences. So, the measure of the total region enclosed is
x(p - 2x)/(k + 1). Since k is given and k + 1 > 0, the problenn of
maximizing the area-measure reduces to that of maximizing
x(p - 2x), Since
x(p - 2x) = -2(x2 - |x) = -2[(x
-\? - ^],
the maximum is attained when x = p/4--that is, when half the fenc-
ing is used for the east-west fences [and the other half for the north-
south fences].
It is somewhat surprising that the result is independent of the num-
ber of pens. You might ask students to guess, before doing this
exercise, whether more fencing will be used for north-south fences
in, say, the case of 3 pens than in the case of 2 pens. After the
exercise is solved you might ask for the total area-measure
l(p--l) p^
k + 1 8(k + 1)
and note that it is directly proportional to the square of the measure
of available fencing and is inversely proportional to the number of
pens increased by 1.
32. ,= Zii^LlS (p^o, q^>4prl
[Encourage students to do this by completing the square.]
TC[8-31]a
Be sure students realize that, for any q el* and any real number c,
q
N c is flie sum of the first q terms of the constant sequence each of
p = l
whose ternris is c.
One consequence of (*) is:
1
(1) V^^x = x-1
p=l
Since, by the recursive definition of S-notation [page 8-9],
1
X = X,
p=l
it follows from (1) that
(2) V X = X' 1.X
So, [by symmetry of equality],
(3) V X' 1 = X.X
TC[8-32]
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One advantage of the more general definition (ft) of S-notation is that
it justifies writing, say:
q q- 1
p=l p=l
without the restriction '[q > 2]' which would be necessitated if one used
the less general definition (t). This freedom simplifies sonae proofs
which would otherwise have to include special treatment of, say, the
case q = 1. [An example like this occurs in passing fronm the 3rd to 4th
lines of the proof of (*) on page 8-5 2. The only difference is that, there,
*2' replaces '1' and 'q + 1' replaces 'q'. ]
[The cause of avoiding meaningless expressions would be better served
by replacing the first sentence of (tt) by:
k
p=l
and, although we do not do it, this is often done. ]
One can think of y a as the "sum of no terms" of the sequence a.
p=l^
It is clear that we need to make some kind of fuss about extending the
meaning of 'sum' this way.
In (tt) we use 'k' instead of 'n' because we now need a variable whose
domain includes as well as the positive integers. [But the donnain of
'k', by an earlier convention, includes the negative integers, also.
Hence, the restriction on the quantifier in the second sentence of (tt).]
The consequence of (**) which does not follow from (*) is
'Vx x* = 0*
which tells us that "multiplying by is repeated addition where we
don't even get started adding".
In the fourth line from the bottom the sentence 'for each n, n > 0' tells
us, in effect, that the domain of 'n' is a subset of the domain of 'k'. So,
each instance of the second sentence of (t) is also an instance of the
second sentence of (tt).
TC[8-33]
Answers for Part A.
1. 2. 3. [The fraction is a "red herring".]
4. 1 5. 6. 7. 5' 7 [or: 35] 8. 9.
Answers for Part B,
1. go = 3-0 + 7 = 7; gi = 10; g^ = 13; g^ = 28
[Notice that the domain of g is not I*. That is why we don't refer to
g as a sequence.]
2. a_.^ = -13; a_^ = -7; a^ = 1; a_j^ = -1
3. -13 + -11 + -9 + -7 + -5 [or: -45]
4. We say 'guess* because the symbol has not yet been defined. We
hope that Exercise 3 has prepared the way for the "right** guess:
-3
V (2k + 1) means -13 + -11 + -9 + ~7 + -5
k=-7
7
6. y[2(p-10)+l] means -13 + -11 + -9 + -7 + -5
p=3
Answers for Part C.
5 5 2
1. Hope for: X^^P "* ^^ ^^^ accept: V (7p + 2) - V (7p + 2)
p=3 p=
1
p=l
5 9 U
2. ^p^ 3. 22p 4. ^p^
p=4 p=6 p=4
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As another example, consider a function whose domain is {k: k > 4},
say the function a such that, for each k > 4, a.]^ - k +1. Let's find a
S-expression for the sum of the first five values of a.
a^ = 4^ + 1 = b^ X (1+ 3)'
-V \
a^ = 5^ + 1 = b^ ^ C^-^^f -> \
^6 = 6' + 1 = bg = (3 4 3f H- \
a,^ = 7' + 1 = b^ = ( 4 ^ 3)^ -A- \
ag = 8^ + 1 = b_ - C6 ^ S)^ ^ \
^[{p + 3)^+ 1]
p = l
And, now, let's find a S-expression for the sum of three consecutive
values of a starting with the tenth.
'13
'14
15
= 13^ + 1 =
= 14^ + 1 =
= 15^+1 =
^1 = ( \ ^r2.y -f \
<=2 ^ ( Z t ^-2.^ -\ I
^3 ^ (3 + l2-)^-V I
3
^[(p+ 12)^+ 1]
p=l
In the equations implicit in lines 1-8 on page 8-36 students may see a
short cut illustrated:
4+1
2(2k + 3)= ^ [2(pJj) + 3] ^(2p + 3)= ^ [2{p£2) + 3]
k = p = OH-l. p = 3
[They will probably discover this short cut while doing sonne of the exer-
cises of Part A on page 8-37.] The short cut is justified, later, by Theo-
rem 137 on page 8-44.
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Answers for Exercises 3 and 4 of Part C are on TC[8-34].
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It may be helpful to give additional exannples to illustrate the second-
to-last sentence on page 8-35. Consider a function whose domain is
{k: k > -5}, say the function a such that, for each k > -5, a, = 3k + 17.
Suppose that we wish to write a S-expression for the sum of the first
seven values of a. Since we know how to write such expressions for
sums of consecutive values, starting with the first, of functions whose
donnain is I*, what we need to do is to find a function b whose consec-
utive values are precisely those of a.
^-5
a
= 3'-5 + 17 = bj^ - 3C I -<^) + 17
= 3'-4 + 17 = b^ - ^Cz-i^) + n
-4 2
a = 3--3 + 17 = b„ - 5(3- (p) -t 17
-3 3
a_2 = 3'-2 + 17 = b^ = 5(0 -C) + »"?
a_j^ = 3--1 + 17 = bg - j>(^~(^) -t 17
a^ = 3'0 + 17 = b^ = 3(g-(o) -+ H
a^ =3-1 + 17 = b^ = 3C7-0 -1-17
7
^[3(p - 6) + 17]
p=l
If we wish to write a S-expression for the sum of three consecutive
values of the function a, beginning with the twentieth, we need to find a
function c whose domain is I* and such that
= SC I -4-133 + 1"^
- 3( 3 -^ 13J) i- 17
^14 = 3- 14 + 17 = Ci
^15 = 3* 15 + 17 = ^2
^16 = 3- 16 + 17 = ^3
3
^[3{p + 13) -^ 17]
p = l
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Answers for Part A.
1. (3*0 - 4) + (3* 1 - 4) + (3' 2 - 4) + (3* 3 - 4) + (3* 4 - 4) + (3* 5 - 4)
2. (3*-2 + 2) + (3' -1 + 2) + (3*0 + 2) + (3* 1 + 2) + {3* 2 + 2) + (3' 3 + 2)
3. (3* 3- 13) + (3-4- 13) + (3*5- 13) + (3*6 - 13) + (3'7- 13) + (3*8- 13)
[Note that the 2-expressions in Exercises 1, 2, and 3 are equivalent.
This is a foreshadowing of Part D, and of Theorem 137 which appears
on page 8-44. ]
4. (2^ - 1) + (3^ - 1) + (4^ - 1) + (5^ - 1) + (6^ - 1)
5. (31 - 2* 15) + (31 - 2* 16) + (31 - 2* 17)
6. 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 [This is preparation for Part B.]
7. (10 - 10) + (11 - 10) 8. (10-10) 9.
Answers for Part B.
1. 4 2. 4 3. 4 4. 4 5. 9
6. 10 7. 9 8. 9. k - j + 1
Answers for Part C.
1. ^6p = 6^p = 6Sia_tJL). 3q(q + l)
p=l p=l
2. J;5p = 5^P = 5ili^
p=l p=l
TC[8-37]
Answers for Part D.
6 5
1. 2(3-4p); ^[3-4{p + l)],
p=2 P=l
or: ^ (-1 - 4p)
L P=l
2 [3 - 4(p- 3)],
p = 5
or : ^{15 - 4p)
p = 5
y [3 - 4{i + 4)],
i = -2
or : ^ (-13 - 4i]
L i = -2
; etc.
L 2p'
p = l
14
I
p = 9
1
2(p- 8)' or
14
• Z. 2p - 16
P = 9
1
i =
2{i + D'
i=0
°'- ZirVi ' Z 2{i+4)' °'= ZiTT
i = -3 i = -3
; etc.
3- Z.p(p + i)'
p = 3 p = 4
P- 3
.
(P- Dp' z
i =
i + 1
(i + 3){i +4)'
-2
1
L = -5
i + 6 .
(i + 8)(i + 9)' ^^^'
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Answers for Part E.
[There are many correct answers for each exercise.] [Recall, in
Exercise 1, that y 2p + 12 is ein abbreviation for
[ y 2pj + 12 .]
p=3 \p=3 /
5 6 11 11
1. V2p + 2-6 = y2p 2. (3-7+1)+ V(3p + 1)= VlSp+l)
p = 3 p=3 p = 8 p=7
13 10
3. ^(3p - 11) 4. ^p2
p=5 P=4
9 n + 1
5. y (2k + 5) ^- X ^p^p '" ^^
k=-3 p=l
12 12
7. ^ (2p2 - 1) 8. ^ (p + 2)
p=l p=l
14 n+2
9. Y {5k + 31) 10. y p
k=-5 p=5
TC[8-38]b
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(i: -r
-iiq:
* •^ ;i\i(
Q'-J :h S- \ V.-.V .
. i'- i- > Si
Proof of Theorem 133;
(i) By the recursive definition on page 8-36 and the pmO,
^ ca. = = c* = c \ a..
i=j i=j
k k
(ii) Suppose that, for some k > j " I-* / ^^- ~ ^/ ^- • Then, by the
i=j i=j
recursive definition [since k > j - 1],
k+1 k k
2_]cai = 2_|cai + ca^+i = c^a^ + caj^^.^
i=j i=j
k
^^i+^k + i =c^ak.
by the Mpma and the recursive definition. Hence,
k k k+1 k + 1
k+1
i = J
k>j-l ^ca. =c2a.=> X"i = '=Z^
U-=3 i=J i = J i=J -I
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii), by Theorem 114, that
k k
V, >. , / ca. = c ^ a. . Consequently, V V
i=J i = J
The answer for Exercise 1 of Part A is in the COMMENTARY for page
8-40.
TC[8-39]
Answers for Part A.
[Exercise 1 is on page 8-39.]
^' Z'^ ^ 'Z^ ^
zSiH^
=q(q + l).
p=l p=l
n
Consequently, V / 2p = n(n + 1).
''p
= l
•J,
The theorems of Exercises 1 and 2 could be proved as well by using the
theorem in the first of the Exploration Exercises on page 8-31, rather
than Theorem 133. Make sure that students realize that the earlier
theorem is a consequence of Theorem 133 and is, in fact, the conse-
quence one needs in proving the theorems of Exercises 1 and 2.
[theorem]
\ [(1)]
[theorem]
^ ^ ^ 'i f^^^' ^^^^
i'^l ' i^^l
(1) [Theorem 133]
(2)
k k
\>i-i Z"i = ""J/
i=l i=l
(3) q >
q q
(4) > ca,. = c > <
n
(5) Vx^nZ"^ = "Z"i f<'>-<^>^
i=l i=l
'1^
TC[8-40]a
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i('- -U'
:'.-'i.\
!:;n-. -J •
iV'-.- U r.i
-J '
-if; ; : ..'
p=l p=l
Consequently, ...
p= 1 p=i p=i
Consequently, ...
k k
3.I. Vx = Vx* 1 = X Vl = x(k - j + 1)
Answers for Part B.
10 10
, ,
. V — -2 L V - 10* 11 - 11
Zj 10 * 10 ~ 102 ZjP 200 " 20
p=l p=l
n
(b>
n
P
w V P 1 . n(n + 1) n + 1 T i . J.!
Zj n2 n2 2 ~ 2n " 2 2n
= l
^ -^
The remaining answers for Part B are in the COMMENTARY for
page 8-41.
TC[8-40lb
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2. We assume from the figure that a < < b. So, from Exercise 1,
the area- measure of the region below the parabola is
3 3'
The total shaded region is bounded by a trapezoid. Hence, its area-
measure is
-|(b- a)(b' +a2).
So, the ratio of the area- measure of the upper shaded region to that
of the lower shaded region is
|(b-a)(b^+a^)-^.^
b^ a^
3(b - a)(b2+a2) - 2{b^- a^)
2(b^ - a^)
_
(b - a)[3(b^ + a^) - 2(b2 + ba + a^)]
_
(b - a)^
2(b^ - a^) 2(b^ - a^)
Students should see that, for j = 1 and k = 2, Theorem 134 on page 8-42
implies
:
(a^^ + hj^) + (a^ + bg) = (a^^ + a^) + (b^ + b^)
which is an instance of the sum rearrangement theorem.
•J,
bottom of page 8-42: In practice, one would probably skip most steps
and write:
12
^{3 - 4p) = 3-12- 4- i^^ = ... ,
p=l
TC[8-41, 42]d
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.1. r
j:}j:r .U.-0
6. l/(ra + 1) [To check this guess students would need at least partial
knowledge of a summation theorem for the sequence of
nnth powers. The needed knowledge is contained in (*) on
page 8-204.]
There is much that can be said in connection with Part B. For one thing,
although students have, in Unit 6, adopted a definition of area-measure
for polygonal regions according to which the area-measure of the tri-
angular region of Exercises 1, 2, and 3 is 1/2, they are probably
unacquainted with any definition of area- measure which applies to the
regions discussed in Exercises 4, 5, and 6. As indicated in the COM-
MENTARY for page 6-349 of Unit 6, even in the case of circular regions
such an extension of the definition of area-measure requires the intro-
duction of some limit concept. In this connection, you can tell students
that the process of approximations on which they based their guesses in
Exercises 4, 5, amd 6 is actually used, in calculus, as the basis of a
definition of area-measure. So, their guesses turn out to be correct by
definition
!
Answers for Part '^C.
^' To To "* To To *" To To "*
n
n Z_j n
-3 2
3
a^(n + l)(2n + 1)
6n2
101 10
= .H^,
10
^j ^p2=0.385a3;
p = l
2n 6n2
etc.
A good guess for the area-mieasure of the region bounded by the
graphs of 'y = x^ ', 'y = 0', and 'x = a' is aV3.
TC[8-41, 42]c
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3. (a) n 10 100 1000 10000
U
n
0. 385 0. 33835 0.3338335 0. 333383336
^n
0. 285 0.32835 0.3328335 0. 333283335
U - L
n n
0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001
3. (b) 1/3
10
5. 1. (a) ^^,
p=l
1 /lO' IV
10^\ 2
= 0. 3025
n
1. (b) Yn ^ n
3
4 n*V 2
1 [ n(n 4- ].)Y _ (n + 1)^
4n'=
= 1
4 2n 4n2
2. (a) 2-^,
D=l
1 / 9' 10^
104\ 2 = 0. 2025
n- 1
2. (b) Yn Zj n* n
i(0^ (n - 1)^
4n2
p=l
[ J. _ J_
1
4 " 2n
"*"
4n2
3. (a) n 10 100 1000 10000
U
n
0. 3025 0.256025 0.25050025 0. 2500500026
L
n
0.2025 0.245025 0.24950026 0.2499500025
U - L
n n
0. 1 0.01 0.001 0.0001
(b) 1/4
TC[8-41, 42]b
lii.
.?--e j.
2. (a) ^-j§2
p=l
9' 10
200
_9_
20
n- 1
(b) V_
n Z_j n2 2n 2 2n
p = l
•-
-^
3. (a) n 10 100 1000 10000
U
n "/zo 101/200 '""/^ooo
loooiy
/^T^oooo
JL
n V^o 99/200 *«/<..
o
/^oooo
U - L
n n /lO 1/100 '/^loO'^ // oooo
(b) The sequences of overestimates and underestimates "approach"
1/2 as the term num.ber increases. A good guess for the area-
measure of the triangular region is 1/2.
' <^»Tlfe "* lolioj * lolio) "•"
10 2 LO
"
Z. To3 = To5 Z P^
p=l p=l
+ -L12
• lO^lOJ
1 10' 11' 21
10^ 6
= 0. 385
n
p=l
^
(n + l)(2n + 1)
6n2 3 "^ 2n * 6n2
'• ^^' Z. 103 - 103. £,
= 0. 285
n- 1
2. (b) V Y P ^ 1 . (n - l)n(2n - 1) _ (n - l)(2n - 1)
p=l |_ 3 2n 6n2j
TC[8-41, 42]a
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Answers for Part E.
9 9 9
1. ^(1 + 2p) = Vl + zVp = 9 + 2- -5-y^ = 99
p = l p=
1
p= 1
100 100 100
P=l p = l p= 1
100* 101/201
2 \ 3
50 50 50
+ 1 = 343400
3. 2<p>-p, = ^p3.2p = (10^)^0^.10111(50^.,)
P=l p=l p= 1
= 1624350
n n n
4. ^p(p-fk)= ^p^->-k^p=
"^-^^^f"^^) ,M(n_tJj
p=l p=l p=l
n(n + l)(2n + 1 + 3k)
6
5. and 6. [See lower part of page 8-43.]
Students should see, on page 8-44, that for j = 1, jj^ = 1, and k = 3,
Theorem 135 implies:
which is an instance of the associative principle for addition.
For jj^ = j, Theorenn 135 implies Theorem 136.
TC[8-43, 44]b
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Answer for Part D.
J-1
(i) ^(a. +b.) = = + =
J-1 J-1
(ii) Suppose that [for some k > j " l] y (a^- + b.) = ^ a. + y b.
1 =J i=J i=J
k+1
Then ^(a. +b.) = ^i^i + b-) + (a^+i +bk + x)
i=J
k k
inductive
hypothesis
= Y^i+Y^i+(^h+x +'^k+i) {
i-=j i=j sum rearrange-
ment theorem
k+1 k+1
recursive
definition
k k k + 1 k+1 k+1
«--"tVj^>j-i Z<^+V=X^^E^^ Z<v^^= Z^^Z^
^^ =i i=j i=j i=j i=j i=j
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that V, > _ i
Consequently, VV, ^- i
TC[8-43, 44]a
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18 22 22
5. y (i + 5) = ^[(i - 4) + 5] = ^(i + 1) =
i = -3 i= 1 i=
1
275
12 18 18
6. ^ (11 - 2j) = ^[11 - 2(j - 6)] = ^(23 - 2j) =
J=-5 j=l
72
= 1
15 20 20 17
p = 4 p = 16 P = 4 P = l
17
4 2(p-7) = 17
p=l
50 50 50 50
8. ^ (4 - 3p) + ^ (3q - 4) = y (4 - 3p) + - ^ {4 - 3q) =
p=l q= 1 p= 1 q= 1
TC[8-45]b
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Answers for Part A.
6 12 5
1. ^[(p + 4)-l] 2. ^[(p-2)-l] 3. ^[(i+5)-ll
p=l p=7 i=0
3 11 n + 1
4. y[(i + 7)-l] 5. ^[3-2(p-6)] ^- Xp
i=-2 p=l p=2
Answers for Part B,
14 14 14
1. V (4p + 3) = 4 y p + V 3 = 4^^^ + 3 • 14 = 462
p=l p=l p=l
20 12 12 12
2. y P = 2 (p + 8) = y P + ^8 = 174
p=9 p=l p=l p=l
20 20 8
p=9 p=l p=l
3. -255
19 12 12 12
4. V (2 + 4p) = V[2 + 4(p + 7)] = y (30 + 4p) = 2 V (15 + 2p) = 672
p=8 P=l P-^ P-^
TC[8-45]a
NAnswers for Part C.
n
1, Since
p = l
equivalent to
y (2p + i) = 2" r + n = n{n + 2), tiie given equation is
n(n + 2) = 15
This equation has the root 3.
p=l = 1
_
q[2(q + l)(2q + 1) - 6(q + 1) + 3]
3
q(4q^ + 6q + 2 - 6q - 6 + 3 )
3
_
q(4q^ - 1)
J J+4 j+4
3. y 2i = y2{i -4) = 2y(i - 4) = 2
i = -3 V i = i
ii±ML±Sl
. 4,j .
•]
= (j + 4)(j - 3)
[The use made of Theorem 137 requires the restriction 'j > —4'.
The use of Theorem 131 requires the stronger restriction 'j + 4 > 1*.
So, the preceding algebra justifies the theorem of Exercise 3.
Actually-; one could prove the theorem with the restricted quantifier
•\>-4'-l
TC[8-46]a
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4. The area- measure of the exposed surface of the pth cube [1 < p < n],
counting down from the top, is
4p2 + [p2 - {p - 1)2], or 4p2 + 2p - 1.
t T
sides top
|](4p=' + 2p- 1) = 4.iii2_±i|[^L±_l) + 2- ^i(n_til . „
P=l
_
n[2(n -I- l)(2n + 1) + 3(n + 1) - 3]
3
_
n[4n^ + 6n + 2 + 3n + 3 - 3]
3
=
n(n -f 2)(4n + 1)
3
[a quick- answer question to follow this:
If the weight of the topmost cube is 1 ounce,
what is the weight of the step-pyramid?
Ans: (^2i£L+il]^ ounces [Theorem I3ld. ]]
An interesting variation is to make the step-pyramid out of n rectan-
gular blocks of dimensions 1 by 2 by 3, 2 by 3 by 4, .... n by n+ 1
by n + 2, with each block resting on one of its largest faces. In this
case, the area-measure of the exposed surface of the topmost block
is
2[l-2 + 1* 3] + 2' 3
and, for 1 < p < n, the area-measure pf the exposed surface of the
pth block is
2[p(p + 1) + p(p + 2)] + [(p + l)(p + 2) - p(p + 1)].
^_ \^ J V .^ J
sides top
TC[8-46]b

So [rewriting the first case as •2[1» 2 + 1* 3] + [2* 3 - !• 2] + 1* 2'], the
area- measure of the total exposed surface is
+ !• 2^ 2[p(p + 1) + p(p + 2)] + [(p + l){p + 2) - p(p + 1)]
p=l
*!,.*;« 2(n 4- l)(2n + l)(n + 3)
--that IS, r .
[Again, the volume of the step-pyramid is easily found, this time by
using Theorem 132d. Ask for its weight if the topmost block weighs
6 ounces.]
In finding the area- measure of the toted exposed surface of either of the
step-pyramids discussed above, students may discover that the area-
measure of the exposed horizontal surface is the same as the area-
measure of the top surface of the bottom block. [Take a birds- eye
view !] So, for the first pyramid, the area nneasure of the total exposed
surface is
n
1 4p' + n^
I
p=l
and that for the second is
n
2[p(p + 1) + p(p + 2)] + (n + l){n + 2).
p = l
Students who notice this are well on their way to discovering Theorem
138 on page 8-53. In the case of the first pyramid this theorem [with
a = (p - 1)^] tells us that
n
^[p'- (P- 1)'] =n^- (1- if =n^
p=l
In the case of the second pyrannid the theorem [with a^ = p(p + 1)] tells
us that
n
• ^ [(P + l)(p + 2) - p{p + D] = (n + l)(n + 2) - 1*2;
p=l
so, the area-measure of the exposed horizontal surface is
(n + l)(n + 2) - !• 2 + 1* 2.
TC[8-46]c

^^5. (a) Suppose that the integers are p, p+1, . .. , p+(q- 1), so that
p+q- 1
100 = y i = (p+q -^l)(p + q) . l£.I_l)E [Theorem 135]
i = p
_
q(2p +q - 1)
~
2 •
So, find positive integers p and q [with q > 2] such that
(1) q(2p + q - 1) = 200.
Evidently q and 2p + q - 1 are factors of 200 and, since their
product is 200 and q< 2p + q- 1, q< V200 = 14. Since q > 2
and 200 =2^* 5^, the only possibilities for q are 2, 4, 5, 8, and
10. Noting that, by (1), (200/q) - q = 2p - 1 [an odd positive
integer], we solve the problem as follows:
q 200/q 2p- 1 P
2 100 98 —
4 50 46 —
6 40 35 18
8 25 17 9
10 20 10 —
So, the only sets of two or more consecutive positive integers
with sum 100 are {18, 19, 20, 21, 22} and {9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16}.
(b) A similar analysis, with (1) replaced by:
(2) q(2p + q - 1) = 2 • 16
shows that there are no sets of two or more consecutive positive
integers whose sum is 16.
TC[8-46]d
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Exercise "^S can be supplemented in several ways. One way is to re-
move the restriction that the sought-for integer be positive. This
amounts to removing the restriction that q < 2p + q - 1. So, the addi-
tional solutions for part (a) can be obtained by extending the table to
test the remaining positive integral factors [other than l]--20, 25, 40,
50, 100, and 200--of 200. Doing so, one obtains three additional solu-
tions for part (a), {-8,-7,..., 16}, {-17,-16,..., 22} and
{-99, -98, . .
.
, lOO}. Each of the first two are obtained by tacking on
a 0-sum set of integers to one of the solutions of the original problem.
The third is obtained in a similar way by starting with the set {lOO}.
Evidently, this generalization of the given problem is rather trivial--
once one has found solutions in positive integers one can obtain the
solutions without the restrictions in a trivial manner. For example,
for part (b), removing the restriction results in gaining a single solu-
tion{-15, - 14, ..., 16}.
A more interesting investigation is into the difference between 100 and
16 which leads to part (a) having solutions while part (b) does not. Given
a positive integer n, how can one tell whether n is the sum of two or
more consecutive positive integers ? More explicitly, how many sets of
consecutive positive integers have the sum n?
To answer the second question [and, with it, the first] we consider the
equation:
(3) q(2p +q - 1) = 2n
As in part (a), positive integral solutions p and q of the equation corre-
spond with sets {p, p+1, ..., p + (q- 1) } of q consecutive integers whose
Sum is n. Note, first, that if q is an even number then, since 2p - 1 is
odd, 2p + q - 1 is odd, and that if q is odd then 2p + q - 1 is even. So,
of the two positive integers q and 2p + q - 1 whose product is 2n, one is
an odd factor of 2n and, so, is an odd factor of n. [That, for each n, an
odd factor of 2n is a factor of n, is a consequence of Theorenn 128.]
Suppose, now, that m is any odd factor of n. Solving equation (3) for *p':
n q - 1
we see that (3) will have a solution (p, q) for which q = m if and only if
—
- r— is a positive integer. Now, since m is a factor of n, — ism 2 ^ ° m
an integer; and, since m is odd, (m - l)/2 is an integer. Hence,
TC[8-46]e

— - =— is, in any case, an integer. It is a positive integer if and
only if {m - l)/2 < n/nn. So, if m is a "snaall" odd factor of n then n
is the sum of m consecutive positive integers. [We must discard the
smallest odd factor, 1, of n, if we wish to restrict our search to sets
of two or nnore consecutive positive integers whose sum is n,]
There remains the possibility that, not q, but 2p + q - lis m. In this
case, for a solution (p, q) of (3), we must have q = Zn/m and [substituting
in (3) and solving for 'p'] p = r— - — . Since m is an odd factor of n,
m + 1
. •^- • ^ J • ^v m + 1 n .
^— IS a positive integer and, as in the previous case, =— - — is
an integer, and is positive if and only if ^— > — . The latter is the
case if and only if :;— - 1 > that is, if and only if —=— > —
.
Z m c ~ m
So, if m is a "large" odd factor of n then n is the sum of 2n/m consecu-
tive positive integers.
Summarizing, we see that the number of sets of two or more consecutive
positive integers whose sunn is n is precisely the nunnber of odd factors
of n other than 1.
Applying the results obtained above to the solution of Exercise ''^5 we
see that since the odd factors of 100 [other than 1] are 5 and 25, there
are just two sets of two or more positive integers whose sum is 100.
Since (5 - l)/2 < 100/5, one of these sets has 5 mennbers, starting with
18. Since (25 + l)/2> 100/25, we see that the other has (2* 100)/25
nnembers, starting with 9. On the other hand, since 16 has no odd fac-
tor other than 1, it follows that 16 is not the sum of two or more consec-
utive positive integers.
A similar problem is that of deternnining how many sets of consecutive
odd integers have a given sum n. Using a similar analysis, based on
the equation:
p + q-
1
n = y (2i - 1) = (p + q - 1)^ - (p - 1)' = q(2p + q - 2),
i = p
one sees that the number of such sets is the number of factors m of n
such that m < n and either m and n/na are both even or m and n/m are
both odd. [incidentally, this is the same problem as that of determining
the number of ways in which a given positive integer n is a difference of
squares of positive integers.]
Answers for Part ^D are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-47.
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(ii) Suppose that Vi^<p F^ = af^. 2 +bfjj^_ j^. Since, for p > 1 ,
F
^ j^ ~ ^p - 1 * -^p' ^^ follows [since p - 1 € I"^ and p - 1 < p,
andp<p] that Fp + ^ =[afp-3 + bfp - 2 ] +[afp.2 + bfp _ J
= ^tfp-3 +fp-2l +b[fp_3 +fp.J
= af j_ + bf , by the r. d. (**) for f.
On the other hand, F^^x ~ ^ ~ aO+bl = af^^ + bf^^.
Hence,
Vn[V^<nFm = afm-2 + ^f^ - 1 ^ ^n + x = ^^n - 1 + ^fJ.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the SPMI, that
Vn^n = af„.3 +b^_3^.
The preceding SPA^-proof for the theorem of Exercise 5 is not much
simpler than the proof given earlier in the COMMENTARY. It is some-
what more "natural"- -less tricky. The true strength of the SPMI
appears when one has to go back more than two steps to find material
to justify the conclusion *n + 1 e S'.
TC[8-47]k

As pointed out above, it is sufficient for our purpose to show merely that
the SPJvil is a theorem. The easiest way to do this is via the least num-
ber theorem [Theorem 108].
Suppose that [for a given set S of real numbers] 1 € S and that, for each
n, if each m < n belongs to S then n -r 1 6 S. And, si^pose that p ^ S.
Since 1 6 S and p ^ S, it follows that p ^ 1. Hence, by Theorem 104,
p > 1 and, by {l\) and Theorem 105, p - lei*. So, by hypothesis, if
each m < p - 1 belongs to S then p - 1 + 1 e S. But, since p - 1 + 1 = p
and p ^ S, this is not the case. Hence, there is a positive Lnteger--say,
q--such that q < p - 1 and q ^ S. Since, by Theorems 90 and 92, q < p,
it follows tfiat if p ^ S then there is a q < p such that q / S. Hence, if
the set of those positive integers which do not belong to S is nonempty
then it is a nonempty set of positive integers which has no least member.
Since, by Theorem 108, there is no such set, it follows that the set of
positive integers which do not belong to S is empty--that is, that each
positive iiieger belongs to S.
[For theoretical purposes it is often desirable to restate the SPMI as:
Vs [V^ [V^<_ m € 5 => n e 5] => V^ n e S]
That tiiis is possible is due to the fact that the instance for n = 1 of the
antecedent is equivalent to *1 e S' and that 'V^,[V ^ m€S=>n€ S]'^ n>l'^m<n "
is equivalent to *V [V ^ , , m € S => n + 1 € S]\ However, this
n " m<m-
1
*
apparently simpler statement is seldom of advantage in giving proofs.
In order to establish its antecedent one generally has to separate proofs
of its two "parts", and this amounts to using our form of the SPMI.]
"We shall now illustrate the use of the SPMI by proving:
>in^ =^^-2 "^^^-1 [Exercise 5 of Part *D]
(i) Fj^ = a = al !- bO = af_^ + bf^,
TC(8-47lj

However, the strength of the SPMI consists, essentially, in simplifying
proofs rather than, as one might at first think, in making it possible to
prove theorenns which cannot be proved by using the PMI. In fact, any
theorem which can be proved by using the SPMI can also be proved by
using the FMI and some previously proved theorenis. One way to show
that this is the case is to show how to transform an SPMI-proof into a
PMI-proof. This is sonnewhat more complicated than the reverse pro-
cess which has been described above, and we shall discuss it only
briefly. But, it is very easy to justify the use of the SPMI by showing
that it is a theorem. This we shall do by deriving it from previously
proved theorems.
To transform an SPMI-proof into a PMI-proof one proceeds as follows.
Given S, let S* = {p: V ^ me S>. Now, 1 e S* if and only if V ^ , 1 € S.
But, since V < i '^ ~ ^ [Theorems 104 and 93], the latter is the case if
1 e S. Since part (i) of the given SPMI-proof shows that 1 € S, this part
of the proof can be transformed into a proof of '1 € S*'.
Part (ii) of the given SPMI-proof amounts to deriving 'p + 1 € S' from the
inductive hypothesis 'p k S*'. So. from this inductive hypothesis one can
derive 'p e S* and p + 1 € S'--that is, 'V ^ m € S and p + 1 e S', But,
since V < , i (i^^ ^ p or na = p + 1) [by the only-if-part of Theorem 107b],
it follows from the latter that V ^
,
,
m
€
S--that is, that p + 1 € S*.
nn< p+ 1 ^
So, part (ii) of the SPA/H-proof can be transformed into a proof of
'V [n € S* =^ n + 1 e S*]'.
Now, fronn the conclusions of the transformed parts (i) and (ii) it follows,
by the PMI, that V n € S*--that is, that V V ^ m € S. But, since
—
'
— n n m^n
V n < n, it follows from this that V n e S.
n ~ n
So, by considerably complicating the given SPMI-proof, one can obtain
a PMI-proof of the same conclusion.
TC[8-47]i
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^n the COMMENTARY for ExerciE;e 4 of Part ^D it was remarked that it
might be possible to establish the theorem of that exercise by using a
more powerful kind of inductive proof. This is, indeed, the case and we
shall now discuss the strong principle of mathema tic al induction [SPMl]:
Vc[(l G S and V [V ^ m e S => n + 1 e S]) => V n e S]S*- n m.<n " n •*
which is useful in proving this and other theorems.
The strength of the SPA/[I resides in the fact that while its conditional has
the same conclusion, *V n e S\ as does the PMI [that is, as does (!*)]>
n 3
its antecedent contains the component:
(a) V [V ^ m e S =» n + 1 6 S]
instead of:
(b) Vj^ [n e S => n + 1 £ S]
A proof using the SPMI is jx^st .like a proof using the PMI except that in
part (ii) one establishes (a) [for the given set S], rather than (b). In
either case, part (ii) consists mainly of deriving the same conclusion,
'p + 1 e S', from an inductive hypothesis. In the case of the SPMI the
inductive hypothesis is 'V ^ iti € S', while in the case of the PMI the
inductive hypothesis is 'p e S'. Since [because V n < n] the second of
these hypotheses is an inamediate consequence of the first, it follows
that whenever one can use the PMI. he can just as easily use the SPMI.
[Take part (ii) of a PMI-proof beginning with the sentence 'Suppose that
p 6 S. ' Replace this sentence by:
Suppose that V <- m € S. Then, since p <p, p € S.
The result is part (ii) of an SPMI-proof of the same theorem.]
So, whenever one can prove (b), it is just as easy to prove (a). But, some-
times it is easier to prove (a) than to prove (b). This is, of course, be-
cause the hypothesis 'V ^ m e S' gives one more to work with than^^ mL<p ^
does 'p e S'.
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k k+j^
(ii) Suppose [for some k > j - 1] that ^ a, = \ a. . . By the
i=j i=J+Ji
k+1 k + jj^
r. d. for 2-notation, it follows that ) a. = > a. . + a,
.
Zj 1 Z-^ ^-Ji k+i
k + Ji k + Ji + 1 k+l+J3^
Z^ ^^"Ji ^k + ji+l-jj^" Zj ^i-Ji~ Zj ^i-Ji*
i=J+Ji i = J+Ji i = J+Ji
Etc,
4. The theorem can be proved in several ways. One is by a niethod
which might have been discovered in solving Exercise 4 of Part C
on page 8-46 [see COMMENTARY] and which is discussed on page
8-52. The proof may be motivated as follows: First, either by
experiences like that furnished by the first problem on page 8-1, or
by one's familiarity with elementary algebra, he is led to think of
the fact that, for each p, (p + 1)^ = p^ + (2p + 1) and, so, 2p + 1 =
(p + 1) - p . This suggests adding up differences.
n n
^(2p+ 1) = ^[{p + 1)'- p'] =
p = l= 1
+ (n + 1)''-
(n + 1)^- 1^
This is the procedure which is formally justified by Th. 138 on 8-53.
-J,
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2. (i) Forj3^>j-i, y^ = y^i +° = y^i + y ^•
i = j i=Ji + ll=J l=J
(ii) Suppose [for some j^ ^ j - 1 and some k > j^^ ] that
N a. = \ a. + \ a.. Since k > j - 1, it follows, by the r. d.
k + 1 k + 1
for S-notation, that / ^i - / ^i "*" ^k+i' Hence, y a^
Jl k j^ k+1
= Va- + y ^i "'^k + 1 ~ y^i "*" Z-, ^i' again, by the r.d.
i = j i=Ji+l i = j i=Ji+l
for 2-notation, since k > j^^. Consequently, for j^ > j - 1,
~ k j^ k k + 1 ji k + 1 -
Li = j i=j i = Ji + l i=j i=j i=Ji + l
_
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that, for j^ > 3 - 1,
Consequently, the theorem follows [by two applications of the
test- pattern principle].
3. (i) ^ a. = = y a.
_
. [by the r.d. for S-notation, since
i=j i=J+Ji
J - 1 +Ji = J +Ji - 1]
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(ii) Suppose that V]-n[("^|fp ^^^ "^Up + i) ^^^ "^ ' ^» «"^d suppose that
q|^p+i ^n^ ^l^p + 2- ^^^^^ S+2 = ^p +^p + i' ^^^ s^"<=e «lUp + i
andq|f I , it follows, by Theorem 1 26e, thatq|f . Sinceqjf
andqjfp^j^ it follows by the inductive hypothesis that q = 1.
Hence, ifq|fp.|.^ andq|fp^2 then q = 1--
Vmt<"^l^p + i ^"^ "^1^+2^ ^ m= 1].
Consequently, V^ [V^^ [(m|f^ and mlf^^^j^) =i> m= l]
-^V^[(m|fn + ^ and mlf^ + 2) ^ m= 1]].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) the theorem follows by the PMI.
2. (i) Since F^^ = a and F^ = b, it follows that HCFCF^^, F^) = HCF(a, b).
(ii) Since F ^^ = ^p + -^p + 1' ^* follows that F ^^^ and F ^^ have
the same common factors as do Fp eind Fp+ j^. So, ^n + i ^^^
F . have the same highest common factor as do F and F ^. j^.
Hence, if HCF(Fp, Fp + ^) = HCF(a, b) then HCF(Fp + ^, Fp^.^)
= HCF(a, b). Consequently, Vn [HCF(F^, F^^^.^) = HCF(a, b)
=^ HCF(F^ + ^, F^ + 2) = HCF(a, b)].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) the theorem follows by the PMI.
•J.
Answers for Part ''^F.
k j k
1. By Theorem 135, for k>j, \ a. = Va. + y a.. But, by the
i=j i=j i=j+l
J J-1
recursive definition for S-notation, \a. = > a. +a. = 0+a.=a..
i=j i=j
TC[8-47]e
)"
q q q q
p=i p=i p=i p=i
q-2 q-1 q-2 q-1
p=-l p=0 P=l P=i
= a[l +0 +fq- 1] +b[0 +fq + ^ - 1] = afq + bfq + ^ - b = Fq+2 - b
[in the sequence of steps above we use, first, the theorem of Exer-
cise 5, then Theorems 133 and 134, next Theorem 137, then Theorem
136, next the theorem of Exercise 2 on page 8-25, then algebra, smd,
finally, the theorem of Exercise 5. Note that the use of Theorem
136 requires the restriction 'q > 2' and that of the theorem of Exer-
cise 2 requires the restriction 'q > 3'. So, to complete the proof
1 2
one must add: V F = F^ = a = a + b - b = F^ - b; ^ F = F^^ + F^
p=l p=l
= Fg=a + b = a+2b-b = F - b] The preceding proof is interesting
in that it makes use of several important theorenas. However, the
theorem in question can be established more easily, just as that of
Exercise 2 on page 8-25, by using Theorem 130.
^1.
Answers for Part *E.
1. The proof that 'V^HCFlf^^, fji + i) = 1' amounts to proving the theo-
rem of Exercise 2 with 'F' replaced by *f' and 'a' and *b' by '1', and
then using the theorem 'HCF(1, 1) = 1'. So, for this it is sufficient
to recast the cinswer given below for Exercise 2. Alternatively, one
could prove 'Vn Vm [(rn|fn and m|fn + 3^)^=** m = 1]'. Here is a proof
of this theorem:
(i) if qjfj^ and qjfg then, since f^^ = 1, q = 1.
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To make the instance for n = 1 meeiningful, both 'f_j^' and 'f^' must
be defined; the instance for n = 2 requires that 'f^' be defined.
Exercise 2 has shown that if we accept the definitions 'i_^ = 1' and
'f^ = 0' then the usual Fibonacci recursion equation will yield the
terms of the Fibonacci sequence f. This suggests giving a new mean-
ing to 'f by replacing the recursive definition (*) on page 8-46 of the
text by:
(**) / fo =
IVn^n = fn-2+fn-i
Using this one can, as in the answer for Exercise 4, prove the
generalization:
(tttt) Vn(F^ = af^_3 +bf^.,andF^ + , = af„.,+bf„)
from which the desired theorem follows at once^ Here is the proof
[compare it with that of (tt), above]:
(i) Fj^ = a = al + bO = 3ii_^ + bf^, and F^ = b = aO + bl = af^ + bfj^.
(ii) Suppose that Fp = afp
_ ^
+ l^fp
. i and Fp ^ ^^ = afp . ^ + bfp.
Then, Fp + ^ = afp . ^ + bfp and Fp^.^ = Fp + Fp + ^
= ^t^p- 2 + ^p- J + I'tfp- X + fp] = afp + bfp + ^.
Hence, yJ{F^ = ^^- ^ + ^^n - x ^^<^ ^n+x = ^^ - x + ^^)
=^ <Fn + i=^fn-i+bf^ ^"d Fn+2 =^^+bfn + i)].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the PMI, that (tttt).
n
p = l
TC[a-47]c
^p = Fn+2 - b;

conclusion 'F , = af ^ ^^ + bf ^^'^ Evidently, what is needed is
some more powerful kind of inductive proof or some trick for using
the usual kind of inductive proof in a more powerful way.
It is not difficxolt to discover how to adopt the second alternative.
[The first will be discussed later in this COMMENTARY.] Instead
of attempting to prove (t) directly, we prove the equivalent gener-
alization:
(tt) V^ (F^ + 2 = af^ + bf„+, and F^ +3 = af^ + , +bfn+2)
Here is the inductive proof:
(i) Fg = Fj^ + Fg = a + b = al + bl = afj^ + bf^ and
F^ = Fg + F3 = b + (a + b) = al + b2 = afg + bfg
(ii) Suppose [inductive hypothesis] that
^p + 2 = ^^p + ^^p + 1 and Fp+3 =afp^^ +bfp + 2.
Then [by the inductive hypothesis, alone], F . = afp+i + bf_+2
and [by the recursive definition for F, the inductive hypothesis,
and the recursive definition for f] F„
, ^
= F^
, „ + F^ ,„ =
• p + 4 p + 2 p + 3
[afp + bfp + J +[afp + 3^ +bfp + 2] =a[fp + fp + J +b[fp + ^ +^p + 2^
= ^^ + 2 +'^^p+3- Hence,
Vn[(Fn + 2=afn+bf„ + i ^^^ F^ +3 =af^+^ +hf^+^) =>
<^n+3 =afn + X+bfn + 2 a^d F^+^ =^in+2 + b^n +3 >]
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the PMI that (tt).
5. The procedure illustrated in this exercise- -that of extending a defi-
nition in order to simplify applications of it--is comnnon in mathe-
matics. [An earlier illustration is the extension of the definition of
2-notation. ] The theorem to be stated and proved is:
(ttt) V„F^ = af^.3+bf^.,
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Nil ff
V :M: J£nj'
•<->'Jr3T
;c i;
swoli'
,-v(t^-
Answers for Part '^D [which begins on page 8-46].
1. 4, 6, 10, 16, 26, 42, 68, 110, 178, 288
2. 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21
3. The successive terms of f are those which one obtains by starting with
the 3rd term of the sec;uence F of Exercise 2--that is, ^n^n +» ~ Ki»
4. Comparing the terms of f and F,
f: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ...
F: a, b, a + b, a + b''2, a''2 + b''3, a'3+b*5, a*5 + b*8, ...
suggests the theoremi:
<t) ^nFn+2 = af^ + bf„+,
[Notice that this is consistent with the answer for Exercise 3, and
with that for Exercise 1. For example, 288 = 4* 21 + 6" 34.] An
inductive proof of the suggested theorem involves a new twist. Part
(i) of such a proof will offer no trouble. However, consider part (ii).
The inductive hypothesis will be 'F^^^ ~ ^^p • ^^p + i' s^nd, from
this and the recursive definitions of F and f, one is to deduce
*F
,
=^^r) + i '^^^a + z' Starting out, one notes that, since, by the
recursive definition of F, F ^^ = F ^^^ + F ^^, it follows from the
inductive hypothesis that F ^^ = F + j^ "*" t*'^ "*" ^^ + 1 1* Now, if one
could replace 'Fp^^^' by 'afp_ j^ + bfp', he would be able to conclude
that Fp^3 = a[fp_ i + fp] + b[fp + fp + i] and, using the recursive
definition of f, that F
, = a[f ^^ "*" ^pl + '^^p +2* But, in the first
place, 'F ^j^ = af j_ + bfp' is not available to justify the required
substitution, and, in fact, this equation leads [at present] to nonsense
in the case p = 1 [but, see Exercise 5]. For this second reason ['fp'
not defined], one could not, even had he gotten so far, complete the
derivation by replacing *fp- i + fp' by '^p + i' to obtain the desired
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Answers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
Easy : 1-6, 10-21, 23, 24, 26-29, 31, 32, 34, 36-41;
Medium : 7-9, 22, 33, 35;
Hard: 25, 30
1. P = 4/k 2. (a) 2x (b) 2a +4b 3. 5/3"
• 3 |_B 3 t- = ! c = AB + D
2 ^^^4
7. Suppose that s is the side-measure of the square and x is the
measure of one of the legs of APAQ. Then,
x(s - x)K(APAQ) =
s
4 (! - -^y
g
The maximum value of K is attained when x = -^ . In that case
15 for 68 cents [Suppose that he had 2n apples. Then, he collected
a total of 17(n/3) + 17(n/5) cents. So, he could have collected the
same amount if he sold all at the rate of 2n/[l7(n/3) + l7(n/5)]
apples per cent- -that is, at the rate of 15 apples for 68 cents.
[Warn students in advance that the answer is not '4 for 17 cents'.]]
Students may like to figure out the least nunnber of apples the mer-
chant could have had. [Since n must be divisible by 3 and by 5, 2n
is a multiple of 15.]
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t-^ ' i-
^NJJ
9. 3 [Students will probably implicitly assume that the domain of *x'
is the set of integers. If they do, fine. For this case they
know, from Unit 4, that 27^ = (3^)^ = 3^^, and should see that
2.x. "I" ^ ^X.
3 =3 if X = 3. Later in this unit they will see how to
prove that 3 is the only integral root of the given equation. In
Unit 9 they will learn of nonintegral exponents and be able to
show that 3 is the only real root of the equation.]
10. (D) [The absolute values of the differences are, in order, l/6,
1/48, 1/33, 1/66, and l/30. ]
11. 9
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;
Nit? ''j '^ j
^.i -r"
25. [All measures are treated as positive.] Since x < a, y < b, and
z < c, l/x> 1/a, 1/y > 1/b, and l/z > l/c. So,
1
X y z
xy + yz + zx
xyz
xy + yz + zx
xyz
1
xyz
,1,1
a b c
ab + be + ca
abc
2(xy + yz + zx)
abc
by hypothesis
abc
^abcxyz
=> xyz j^ T^^^
Note that what has been shown is that "decreasing the dimensions
of a recteuigular solid increases the ratio of its area to its volume".
This is why small people are likely to be more affected by changes
in temperature than are large ones.
26. 2250
27. By the distance formula, the side-measures are v34, V34, and v68.
So, by definition, the triangle is isosceles. [Since v34 + v34 / v68
and •fSi + v68 / v34, the three points are noncollinear.] By the
converse of the Pythagorean theorem, the triangle is a right triangle.
28. 36 cos 63" feet [= 16^ feet] 29. gn/54 dollars
30. Suppose that r is the radius of the circle and 2s
is the side-measure of the square. Then,
100(s - x)/s is the required per cent. Now,
X = r - s . Since, by hypothesis, TTr^ = 4s^,
x^ = (4 - 7r)sV^. So, X = sV(4 - n)/lT. There-
fore, the required per cent is 100(1 - V(4 - 7T)/7r).
31. (xy + uv)/(y + v) miles per hour.
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12. 11 13. K=|w(P-2w) 14. 15
15. 711 [x + (x + 106) = 1528]
16. {a)j|lx| (b) l^ ^^) ^V^ ^'^' <^) ^-^ (b) 10. 1
18. 66Tr [A quick way to do this problem is to note that the altitude
3
from A of AFAB is half as long as the altitude from C of
AFCB. So, the area-measure of AFCB is twice the area-
measure of AFAB or 2/3 that of JM FABC. A longer
procedure involves sinnplifying the fraction:
(2.|/T)s
Students should see both approaches.]
-_ . . 8a + 6b ,,. 343t^ - ll2t
19. (a)
-^^ (b) 49^2
. 8
20. 4 [See discussion of Exercise 9 on TC[8-48]b.]
21. -2 _1 _ _1 _ y
- X
_
X - y
X y xy xy = -il]
22. 4/VT7 [(x + y)^ = (x^ + y^) + 2(xy) = 9+8 = 17. Since x e P and
y € P, X + y e P. So, X + y = /I7. ]
23. (5x - y)/4 24. z = (x - y)/x [z / 1, x / O]
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t-t^Ji)'
36. -5 and -2 [(a + 3)^ + (a + 3) - 2 = <=> (a + 3 + 2)(a + 3 - 1) = 0]
37. 0, 6 [ (6 + x)^2 = 6^(2 +x)] 38. 30
39. (a) llx^ + 3x^ - 6x - 7 (b) 3(x + y)^ - 2(x + y)^ + 6(x + y) + 2
(c) 6x^ - 44x^ + 30x
40. (a) x^ + 5x + 25 (b) x* + x^ + 1
41. Since P = 6s 2ind K = zir: " -=— s(s + d)), and since d = 2s, it follows
that P = 3d and K = ^^ d^.
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32. |(x2- y')
33. 18 -x
So, AP = 72 BQ
(b)|(y^-y- 6) ( \ 3<^^ 8ab4
Since PQ re X _ 16 - y^^' 18 16 •
Since RQ AB, 24 . 16^
X y
Hence,
' 18
24
_
16 - y . 16
X 16 y
Thus, 4
3
16 - y , 48
-y-^
,
and y = ^ .
and CR = -^. [The '24 16 -yoronortion -r— = ^
7 ( ( ^ * " lO y
follows immediately from the fact that AQ bisects ZA and the theo-
rem that an angle bisector of a triangle divides the opposite side
into segments proportional to the including sides. See Exercise
*29 on page 6-436 of Unit 6.]
34.
35.
lOOn
n + na + p
1 [The problem is equivalent to finding the number of integers x
such that |x - 2 1 < X - 1 and | x - 3 j < 2 - j. Now, | x - 2 1 <
x - 1 if and only if - (x - 1) < x - 2 < x - 1, and |x - 3| < 2 -
^l
if and only if -{2 --2)"^ x-3< 2- — . So, our problem is to
find the number of integers x such that (x > 3/2 and —2 < —1),
and (x/2 > 1 and 3x/2 < 5)--that is, such that x > 2 and x < —
.
There is one such integer-
-3.]
[The exercise can also be solved by graphing. Doing so leads
one to notice that any solutions (x, y) will be pairs of integers
such that X = y, and y > 1 and y < 4. So, the only possibilities
are (2, 2) and (3, 3). The first does not satisfy *|x- 3| < 2 - ^'
but the second is a solution.]
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In the early pages of this unit, students discovered theorems for con-
tinued sums by experimenting with special cases and looking for patterns
[see page 8-1]. This is the nnanner in which Theorems 131 and 132 were
discovered. With the help of Theorenns 133-137, Theorenns 131 cind 132
were put to use in deriving other theorems for continued sums [see Part
B on page 8-45] but this time without the experimenting-and-searching-
for- patterns procedure. Although these latter theorems could have been
discovered by experimenting, such a chore would have been difficult.
[To see how difficult, try the step- pyramid problem (Exercise 4 on page
8-46) for, say, 100 cubes, on students who have not learned Theorenns
131-137.] So, we now have sonne powerful nnachinery to use in solving
rather difficult problems and in discovering theorems which are not at
all obvious. The work on summation by differences which begins on page
8-52 will add cuiother weapon to this problem- solving arsenal.
You may find it helpful to introduce this topic with a difficult- appearing
problenn and let students observe you at work solving it. Here is such a
problem.
A step- pyramid is formed by stacking 100 thin rectangular
plates, [if you and your class are acquainted with the Tower
of Hanoi problem, use that as a setting.]
Each plate has a volume of 3 cubic inches. The plate at the
very top has a base 4 inches by 5 inches, the next one is
thinner and has a base 5 inches by 6 inches, the next is still
thinner and has a base 6 inches by 7 inches, etc. How tall
is the pyramid?
If you wish, you can let students struggle with this for a while. Then
you solve it. We wish to cooipute
3 3 3 3 3
4-5 6*6 6*7 (p+3)(p + 4) '•• 103*104'
that is,
100
1 (p + 3)(p + 4)
p = l
After two seconds of deep contennplation, you bring forth the following
theorem from your vast storehouse of algebraic knowledge:
V.
J _ p + 1
p (p + 3)(p + 4) p+4 p + 3
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Give students a moment or two to check this, and then proceed.
100 100
^P+ 1
P + 3
X\J\J J.UU
Z_, (P + 3)(p + 4) Zj l^p + 4 p
p=l p=l
100 100
3Zj P +4 Zj p +
p=l p=l
101 100
3" Zl.{p-l)+4 ZjP +
p=2 p=l
101 100
3Z-. P + 3 Zj P +
p=2 p=
1
[You can let students suggest the steps from here on.]
100 \ 100
y_^ + 101 . y_E
Z^p + 3^ 101+31 ZiP +
^P =
101 1 ^ 75
104 " 4 104
75
So, the pyramid is r-nJ °^ ^^ inch high.
3
p=2 y p=
1
100 \ / 100
ZjP+3^101+3 1 + 3 ZjP +
D 2 / V p=2
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'" 'ff^^'^ t^,. '^(\\'.'-v4W
5. 150 [= [3(50 + 1) + 7 ] - [3' 1 + l]] [Of course, this problem can be
worked more readily by simplifying the expression following
the S-sign. Our purpose here is to give students practice in
picking out the 'a-' and the 'ap^ j^'. They are less obvious in
the exercises which follow. [Similar remarks hold for Exer-
cises 2, 6, and 7.]
6. 200 [ap = 4p + 7, ap^^^ = 4(p +l) + 7 = 4p + ll; students should feel
comfortable with obtaining the answer by substituting *50' for
*n' in '(4n + 11) - (4» 1 + 7)'.]
TC[8-53]b

An inductive proof for Theorem 138;
1
(i) y t^p+i " ^p) ~ ^1 + 1 " ^1 \y^y reciirsive definition]
p=l
q + 1 q
(ii) ^{ap+^-ap)= ^(ap + i - ap) +(aq + 2 - aq + J
p=l p=l
= (aq + i - ^i) + (a^q + 2 " ^q+x^
= ^q + X + 1 ^x
For a further discussion of Theorem 138, see TC[8-57]d.
o,
'•<-
Answers for Part A.
1. -
50
51 50+1 1 2. 50 [= (50 + 1) - 1]
60
\, -^ [The S- expression needs to be transformed in order to use
^ Theorem 138.
60 60 60
A \p " p+ 1/ " A "\p+ 1 " P j " " Z.\FTT " ij
p= 1 p= 1 p=l
Students may suggest a corollary to Theorem 138:
n
Vn 2^^P' ^P+i^ = ^i - ^n + x
p = l
4. 6 [= V48 + 1 - VT]
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7. 100 [a = 2p - 1, a +1 = 2(p + 1) - 1 = 2p + 1;
(2-50 + 1) - (2* 1 - 1) = 100]
8. -
100
101 9 -^^' 36 ^p = vri'
_ p
^p+i - a]
... I
[This exercise is loaded. The given expression must be trans-
formed in two ways before Theorem 138 can be applied.
p=6
5 Vp-4
D=l D=l ^
Also, a student might discover that he can get the right answer
if he works as follows:
p = 6 p = 6
1
4 Vp-5
1
U29 - 4 V6- 5
He has, in effect, discovered the following generalization of
Theorem 138:
k
1 =J
which is a consequence of Theorems 137 and 138.]
^j^k>j-l Z^^i+i" ^i) = ^k + i- ^j
11. 2450 [a = (p - l)(p - 2), ^-n+x ~ P^P " ^)' ^^ students simplify the
expression after the S-sign by factoring out the 'p - 1', they
will anticipate the work of Exercise 1 of Part C on page 8-55.]
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J. : '
i ,-
12. -2850 [ap= (p + 2){p + 3). ap + ^ = (p + 3)(p + 4)]
,, n r n + 3 1 + 2 I
"*• 2(n + 6) [_" n + 6 " 1 + 5 J
h) [=w^-3^] 15. Vim-
1
14 ^"^
• 2(3n
16. Vn + 1 - vm [if you discussed the generalization of Theorem 138 in
connection with Exercise 10, students should use that
for this problem. If they didn't discover it in connec-
tion with that exercise, they will certainly discover it
now after working the problem in either of the following
ways:
n n - m + 1
V (Vp+ 1 - Vp" ) = y (Vp +m - Vp + m - 1 )
p = na P= 1
= Vn - m+ 1 +m - vT+rn-1
= Vn + 1 - Vm
or:
n n
^ (V;^TT - VJ ) = y (Vp + 1 - V7
)
p = m P - 1
m- 1
^ (VpTT - VF)
p = l
= (Vn + 1 - VT) - (Vm- 1 + 1 - /T)
= Vn + 1 - Vm" ]
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17- —
, [Simplify the expression following the S-sign to:
vn + 1
_1 ]__
Vp Vp + 1
Then,
-(-L. - -U = - p-^gTT \ V^TTT- 1 ^^
VVn+i VI / \ Vn + 1 / Vn + 1
18. VnTT - i [Since p + 1 > p, Vp + 1 > Vp . So, Vp + 1 - Vp" / 0.
1 1 Vp + 1 - V p"Hence,
Vp + 1 + Vp Vp + 1 + VpT Vp + 1 - Vp"
Vp + 1 - VpT
p + i - p
Now, Exercise 15 can be used,]
TT^ = VTTT - V?.
Answers for PartB.
q q q q
1. q^ + 2q= y(2p + i)-2yp+yi = 2yp+q
p=
1
p=
1
p=
1
p=
1
q
So, q^ + 2q - q = 2 \ p.
p=l
q
Hence, / P =_
q^ +q
_ q(q + 1)
2 2
p=l
Answers for Exercises 2,. 3, and ^4 of Part B are in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-55.
TC[8-54]c


The procedure illustrated by the exercises of Part B admits of genersil
application once one has the binonnial theorenn as a uniform source of
the requisite algebra theorems. The problenn of obtaining summation
theorems for sequences of powers is taken up later in this unit [pages
8-202ff. ] as an application of the binomial theorem. The theorems of
Part C, below, are also treated [pages 8-205 ff.] in a more systematic
nnanner by making use of the binomial coefficients.
Answers for Part C.
1. (a) Vp p(p - 1) - (p - l){p - 2) = (p - l)[p - (p - 2)] = 2(p - 1)
q q
(b) ^ 2(p - 1) ^ ^ [p(p - 1) - (p - 1)(P - 2)]
p=l p=l
= q(q - 1) - (1 - 1)(1 - 2)
q
So. ^(p-i) = a(a_Li),
p = i
TC[8-55]d

So, > p^
q
1
p=i
q q q
q4 + 6^p2-4yp+ ^1
p=i p=i p = l
-
4
q^ + q{q+ 1 )(2q + 1) - 2q(q + 1) + q
4
q[(q^ + 1) + (q + l)(2q + 1) - 2(q + 1)1.
4
q(q + l)[(q' - q + 1) + (2q + 1) - 21
4
_
q(q + l)(q' + q) _ fqtq + 1)1'
4
-
L 2—J
'
Now, using the algebra theorem:
V P^ - (p - 1)^ = 5p^ - lOp^ + lOp' - 5p + 1
ir
and Theorem 138, we see that
q q q q q
5 Vp'' = q^ + 10 Vp^ - 10 Vp' + 5 Vp - y 1.
p=l P=l P~l P~l P~l
q
So, 30 y p^ = 6q^ + 15[q(q + 1)]' - 10q(q + l)(2q + 1) + 15q{q + 1) - 6q
p=l
= q[6{q^ - 1) + 15q(q + 1)' - 1 0(q + l)(2q + 1) + 15(q + 1)]
= q(q + l)[6(q - IXq' + 1) + 15q(q + 1) - 10(2q + 1) + 15]
= q(q + l)(6q' + 9q' + q - 1) [= q(q + l)(2q + l)(3q' + 3q - 1)].
q
V^4_ q(q + l)(6q' +9q'+q- l) r q(q + l)(2q+ l)(3q^ + 3q - 1) -.Hence, ^^ P - Jq [- 3^ J.
p=l
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1
q^ = ^{3p' - 3p+ 1)
p=l
q q q
p = i p= 1 p = i
q
Hence, \ p =
p=l
q^ + 3q(q + 1)
2 q
q[q'
3
- 1 +
3(q +
2
^'1
_
q(q + l)[2(q - 1) + 3]
6
_
q(q + l)(2q + 1)
6
[The algebraic manipulation is less demanding than in Exercise 2.]
"4. [Students should be allowed to discover that they need the summation
theorem for the cubes to solve this problem.]
VpP^- (P - 1)* = 4p' - 6p^ + 4p - 1
q
Since, by Theorem 138, y [p^ " (p - 1)*] = q*. it follows that
p=l
q q q q
p= 1 p = l p= 1 p = l
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2. Vp (p + 1)^ - p^ = p^ + 3p^ + 3p + 1 - p^ = 3p^ + 3p + 1
Now, since, by Theorem 138,
q
^[(p + If - p'] = (q + lf - 1,
p = l
it follows from the just-proved algebra theorem that
q
(q + 1)' - 1 = y (3p' + 3p + 1)
p=l
= sY^^^S^p^ Yl = 3^p^+ 3a(a_Ll)+q.
p=l p=l p=
1
p=
1
q
Hence, ^
p^ = |[{q + 1)^ - 1 - 33ia_t_i) . q]
p=l
= 3(q+i)[(q+ 1)'-^ - 1]
=
-|(q+ l)[2{q + D' - 3q - 2]
=
-|(q+l)[2q^+q] = ^iSL±imj^ ,
3. Vp P^ - (p - 1)^ = p^ - p' + 3p2 - 3p + 1 = 3p2 - 3p + 1
Now, since, by Theorena 138,
q
^[p'- (P- 1)^ = q'- (1- D' = q\
p=l
it follows that
TC[8-55]a
2. (a) Vp p(p - l)(p - 2) - (p - l)(p - 2)(p - 3) = (p - l){p - 2)[p - (p - 3)]
= 3(p - l){p - 2)
q q
(b) ^3(p - l){p - 2) = y [p(p - l)(p - 2) - {p - l)(p - 2){p - 3)]
p=l p=l
= q(q - l)(q - 2)
So,
|;(p-l)(p-2) =Rh.zJMjLj),
3. [See Theorems 139c and d on page 8-239. The proofs are quite like
those for Exercises 1 and 2.]
Answers for Part "^D.
1. [We trust that the discovery made in Exercise 3 of Part A on page
8-53 and used elsewhere will render the discussion about "remedy-
ing the situation" unnecessary.]
Z. p(p + i) " Z p" P+^r "Z p"+^ " pj" ^ " q+T " ?TT
p = l p=l\ / p=l\ /
2. [This theorem has been proved in solving Part D on page 8-13.]
1 1 _ 2p + 1 - 2p + 1 ^ 2
^p 2p - 1 " 2p + 1 (2p - l){2p + 1) (2p - l)(2p + 1)
Y \ =^V —^^ ^-]=^—^ ^1 =-^
/_, (2p- l)(2p+l) 2/^ 2p-l 2p + ll 2l2*l-l 2q + 1 1 2q + 1
p=l p = l\ / \ /
TC[8-5 6]


k k-
1
k- 1
[For t±ie first, y a. - y a. = a, ; for the second, y (a^^ ^ ^^ - a^) =
i=0 i=l i=0
ai^^ - a^ (cf. Th. 138).] These theorems are analogous to well-known
results from the differential and integral calculus:
V^D^ f(x)dx = f(t) and: V^ I D^f{x)dx = f(t) - f(0)
[The first holds for continuous functions; the second holds for functions
which have integrable derivatives. ] The sanne analogy carries over for
more special formulas. For example:
w 2j t^ ^ w V/- IV k(k- l)(k- 2)
^"
i =
The role played in the differential and integral calculus by the power
function [the squaring function, the cubing function, etc.] is played in
the calculus of finite differences by the descending factorial sequences
[the sequences a, b, etc. such that for each k > 0, a, = k(k - 1),
b, = k(k - l)(k - 2), etc.]. [See, for examples, the book on this subject
by G. Boole and the book Interpolation by J. F.. Steffensen, both published
by Chelsea.]
TC[8-57]g

The question about (Ab)j^gQ forces the student to use the formula, and if
he has been observant about how the fornnula "worked" for the previous
two questions, he will proceed as follows:
{Ab)^50 =bisi - bi5o =2(151'- 150^)
= 2(151 - 150)(151 + 150)
= 2(151 + 150) = 602
He may even be tempted to generalize to:
V (Ab) = 2(n + 1 +n) = 2(2n + 1)
n n
If he does this, he has answered the questions in the next paragraph [last
paragraph on page 8-5 7]. If he doesn't, those questions will lead him to it.
c^ = 18; c = 22;
'^iso = ^^^ [Since c = Ab, these results are not
surprising. ]
The justification is very easy:
(Ab)p = bp^.^ - bp = [3 + 2(p + If] - [3 + 2p2]
= 2[(p+ 1)^- p'] = 2(2p+ 1)
^The relation between summing and differencing becomes more apparent
if one considers "sequences" whose domain is the set of nonnegative
integers. In this case, if one defines two operators, S and A, by:
k- 1
^k>o <^^^k = Y.\ ^"^= ^k>o <^^>k = \ + i - ^k
i =
one obtains without difficulty the theorems:
Vk>o ^^^^-K = ^k ^"^= \>o <^<^^»k = ^k - %
TC[8-67]f

The following comments refer to the text on the lower half of page 8-57.
Students should be able to "translate" their intuitive feeling about what
a difference- sequence is into an understanding of the formula:
Vp (Aa)p = ap + ^ - ap
[Pronounce 'A' as 'delta' and '(Aa) ' as 'delta a [slight pause] sub p'.]
The questions which follow the fornnula [questions about the sequence b]
are designed to force students into doing some thinking about the for-
mula. Students should fornn the habit of pondering a new formula until
they do understand it. Some students with lots of analytical talent may
be able to do this instantly in the present case. But others may need to
construct examples, and then "discover" the formula from the examples.
For instance, such students might follow the formula and construct and
check these consequences:
(Aa)j^ = a^^^j^ - aj^ = a^ - a^ = 18 - 10 = 8 y
(Aa)^ = ag - a^ = 28 - 18 = 10 s/
(Aa)^ = ag - a^ = 108 - 88 = 20
we get these'' ^we check this in
from the list the list of terms
of terms of a of Aa
If a student does understand the formula, he can handle the questions
which follow in a mechanical way. Otherwise, he may need to list the
beginning terms of b and of Ab.
(Ab)^ = b^ - b^ = [3 + 2- 5'] - [3 + 2-42] = 18
(Ab)^ = b^ - bg = [3 + 2- 6^] - [3 + 2- 5^] = 22
TC[8-57]e
h-^yrx'-
An inductive proof for Theorem 138 has been outlined in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-53. Like all summation theorenas which can be
proved by induction, Theorem 138 can also be derived from Theorem
130. According to the latter theoremi, in order to prove:
n
p = l
11
'^ ^ (^p+i - ap) = a^^^ - a^ [Theorem 138]
it is sufficient to establish two results ["b^ = a^^" and "V^
'^n + i ~
^n + ^n + i"^
^1 +1 " ^1 ~ ^1 + 1 " ^1
and:
Vn ^n + 1 +.1 ^1 = ^n + 1 ~ ^i *". <^n + l + i " ^n + 1^
The first is absolutely trivial and the second is nearly so. So, Theorem
138 follows from Theorena 130.
It is of more interest to note that, with the help of two general theorems
on S- notation- -Theorenis 136 and 137--Theorena 130 can be derived
from Theorem 138. Thus, Theorems 130 and 138 are merely different
ways of saying the same thing.
To derive Theorem 130 from Theorenn 138, we begin by assuming that
h^ = a.j^ and Vn b^ .). j^ = b^^ + ='-n + i- Since, by Theorem 138,
q-1 q-1
/ ^^p + i " ^p) " ^q " ^1' ^^ follows that ^ ^p + i = bq - a^^-'that is,
p=l p=l
q-1 q- 1 q
that a^ + y ap^j^ = bq. Now, by Theorem 137, y ^p + i ~ / ^p»
p = l P=l P- ^
q q q
and, by Theorem 136, a^ + N a = y a . So, y a = b^. Hence,
p=2 P=l P-
^
n
w y a = b . Consequently, Theorem 130.
^n Z_j p n ^ ''
p=l
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requirement is necessary, but for c ^ it is necessary to require that
— d/c i I*. Clearly, these conditions are also sufficient. Our restricted
quantifier notation does not lend itself readily to expressing these re-
strictionSo [if we did not insist that instances of generalizations be
meaningful, we could easily settle the matter by prefixing to (*);
V V^ Qd 7^ and [c 7^ => -d/c i V)\ =>
and adding a closing bracket.] However, it is easy to find various re-
strictions which, while not necessary, are sufficient and are easy to
invoke by restricted quantification. For example, the necessary and
sufficient requirements obtained above are evidently satisfied if c >
and d > 0. They are also satisfied if c < and d < 0. So, for example,
we have the following theorem:
n
(**) V^>
^y > ^n 2j [xp - (x - y)](xp + y) ^ y(xn + y)
p=l
and a similar theorem with the two inequality signs reversed. [There is
a way of stating the "complete" generalization using restricted quanti-
ficrSo This is to introduce a definition: Vjj S^ = {z: Vj^<o z ?^ xk}. Then,
replace the first two quantifiers of (**) by 'VjjVy gs '• ^
Students may discover a summation theorem of a different order of
generality:
For any sequence a such that, for each p, a 4 0»
n
a., , - a
p=l
p ^n + X " ^1
p °-p + 1 ^1^+1
The basic algebra .theorem is simply [ignoring 0-restrictions]
:
^P
or. naore adequately stated:
p\^p ' ^p+i/ ^p ^p+i
This sunnmation theorem includes the valid cases of (*) [For each p,
ap = c{p - 1) + d.].
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summation theorem:
n
n
m n Z_j [mp - (m - l)](nip + 1) ~ mn + 1
p=l
5. The summation theorem of Exercise 4 can be generalized to amy ex*
tent to which the corresponding algebra theorem can, be generalized.
Ignoring the impossibility of dividing by 0, it is easy to See that
1
. _
1/1 1 \
[cp - (c - d)](cp + d) " c^cp - (c - d) cp + dy
and, since cp - (c - d) = c(p - 1) + d, the right side of this eCJuation
is of the form:
rt^p- ^P + il
So, for any choice of real numbers c and d which does not lead to
division by 0,
n
^*^
^n Z. [cp - (c - d)](cp + d) * d(cn + d) *
p = l
1 1 \ 1/1
c{p - 1) + d cp+d/ c\d cq + d/ d(cq + d)
p = r / \ /
To investigate the necessary restrictions on c and d, we note* first,
that although the algebra theorem- -and, hence, the proof given for
the sumnnation theorem- -requires that c / 0, the summation theorem
(*), itself, is correct for c = 0. [in this case, it reduces to
n
*V y l/d^ = n/d^ ', which we know to be correct for d ^ 0. ]
P=l
Evidently, however, we must have c(p - 1) + d j^ for p € I*. [This
is merely to say that 'V a = —; .- . . , ' is not nonsense.] Since' '
P P c{p - 1) + d *
1 c I*, this leads to the requirement that d 7^ 0. For c = no further
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3. Completion of the hint suggests that the summation theorem begins:
n
^n X (3p - 2)(3p + 1)
p=l
and Exercises 1 and 2 suggest the algebra theorem:
1 if 1 1
^p (3p- 2)(3p + 1) 3\3p-2 3p+iy
The algebra theorem is easily proved and, with Th. 138 yields:
n
V ^
1 n
'.E (3p - 2)(3p +1) 3n + 1
p = l
q q
2_, (3p-2)(3p+l) " 3 Z. Isp^ SiTTJ " 3r IqTlj ^ 3q + 1
3=1 p=l
.
4. [The theoreni in question has been discovered in a different way, and
proved by induction, in solving Part '^ on page 8-13. The difference
between the two ways of discovering the theorem is significant. In
Part '^E, this discovery came about by comparing the summation
theorems of Exercises 1 and 2, above. These suggested the theo-
rem of Exercise 3 and, finally, that of Exercise 4. In the present
Part ''^D, on the other hand, investigation of only the "general
terms" of the sequences suggested a summation procedure [use of
Theorem 138] which led, sinnultaneously, to the discovery and proof
of the theorems of Exercises 1, 2, and 3 and, in the present exer-
cise, of a generalization of which of these are instances.]
Generalizing on the hint for Exercise 3 we see that if, for each p,
2ir> + 1 - T~T then, for each p, a , , . = —-. rm = j rr .P+ • mp +1 i-'p-i + i rn(p - 1) + 1 rnp - (m - 1)
Previous experience' suggests the algebra theorem:
1 / 1 1 \V„Vm p [mp - (m - l)](mp + 1) m \mp - (m - 1) nnp + ij
This is easily proved and, as in Exercise 3, yields the desired
TC[8-57]a
Answers for Part A,
1. 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 2. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
3. 10, 24, 44, 70, 102, 140 4. 10, 24, 44, 70, 102, 140
[Exercises 3 and 4 should be assigned together. In solving them stu-
dents should become aware that a given difference-sequence is generated
by any number of sequences. They should be pronnpted to examine the
sequences s and t more closely cind notice that t - s is a constant se-
quence- -the constant sequence 4. This discovery should lead to questions
about whether each two sequences whose difference is a constant have the
same difference- sequence and about whether each two sequences which
have the same difference- sequence differ by a constant. In both cases
the answer is 'yes'. In fact, suppose that a and b are sequences whose
difference is a consteint--that is, suppose that, for each p, ap + j^ - bp^j^
= a- - bp. It follows that, for each p, ap^ j^ - ap = bp+ j^ - bp--that is,
that Aa = Ab. On the other hand, suppose that a and b are sequences such
that, for each p, ap ^ j^ - ap = bp^ j^ - bp. It follows that, for each p,
ap^j^ - bp^j^ ~ ^p ~ '^p '"^*^» ^°» '^y ^^ easy inductive proof, that, for each
p, ap - bp = a^^ - h^. So, a - b is the constant sequence whose value is
[The results just proved correspond to the calculus theorem that two dif-
ferentiable functions have the same derivative if and only if their difference
is a constant. ]
5. 20, 48, 88, 140, 204, 280 [A student on the lookout for short cuts
may be able to predict this result by noting that u = 2s. Because
of this, for each p, (Au)p = 2Sp + j^ - 2Sp = 2{Sp^j^ - Sp) = 2(A8)p
—that is, Au = 2As.]
6. 12, 28, 50, 78, 112; 16, 22, 28, 34
7. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2
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8. 1, 7, 19, 37, 61, 91, 127, 169;
6, 6, 6, 6, 6
6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42;
[Exercises 7 and 8 should be assigned together. A student might pre-
dict the results in Exercise 7 from his knowledge that, for each n, the
sum of the first n positive odd numbers is n . In any event, the two
exercises together may suggest that if, starting with a sequence of
powers, one forms enough successive difference- sequences, he will
arrive eventually at one which is a constant [See page 8-206.]. This is
the case, but it is difficult to prove. The difficulty is to be expected
since the difference calculus is not well- suited to handle, easily, se-
quences of powers. Compare, for example, the difficulty of extending
Theorem 131, and the ease with which Theorem 132 can be extended.]
Notice that it is customary to abbreviate *A(Ac)' to 'A^c', *A(A(Ac))' to
*A3 etc.
[For typographical reasons we list the terms of the sequences in
columns, rather than in rows. ]
s As A^s A^s
a
nn
a + m n
m + n k
a + 2m + n n + k
m + 2n + k k
a + 3m + 3n + k n + 2k
m + 3n + 3k k
a + 4m + 6n + 4k n + 3k
m + 4n + 6k k
a + 5m + lOn + 10k
m + 5n + 10k
n + 4k
a + 6m + 15n + 20k
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As in the exercises in Part A where, given only the beginning terms of
a sequence, students could find only the beginning terms of its difference-
sequence, so, in Part B, given only the beginning terms of a difference-
sequence, students have no way of determining more than a few terms
of a sequence whose difference-sequence it is. So, in both Parts A and
B, the instructions are to "find as many terms as you can". Point out
to students, if necessary, that even in the case of Exercise B3 the au-
thors may have been considering a sequence x for which (Ax)g = 87.
Students will discover the answers for Part C while doing the exercises
of Part B. They may also discover Theorem 140. [if not, they will in
the Exploration Exercises.] Incidentally, Theorena 140 is scarcely more
theUi a reformulation of Theorem 138 which, as is pointed out on TC[8-57]d,
Ls, itself, a reformulation of Theorem 130. [You, yourself, may recognize
in Theorem 138 a generalization of the familiar formula 'aj^ = aj^ + (n- l)d'
of the theory of arithmetic progressions,]
Answers for Part B,
[Students should see the need for choosing a first term--ai, for Exercise
l--in order to get started. The brighter--as well as the less decisive
ones--naay even state their answers in the.form given here.]
1. a.^, a.j^ + 3, aj^+8, a^^ + lS, a^+ZS, a^^ +45, a^^ + 68, aj^+98, aj^ + 136
2. Vj^, v^ +8, v^+ 17, v^ + 27, v^^ + 38, v^^ + 50, v^^ + 63, Vj^ + 77, v^^ + 92
3. x^, Xj^ +3, x-^+ 6, Xj^ + 9, Xj^ + 12, x^^ + 15, x^^ + 18, x^^ + 21, x^^ + 24
'^' Vi' Vi' 2' Yi " '^' Vx' ^' yi ^' Vi * ^^' Vi" 12, yj^- 14, y^^ - 16
5. Az: (Az)j^, (Az)j^+5, (Az)j^ + 9, (Az)^ + 12, (Az)^^ + 14, (Az)j^ + 15,
(Az)^^ + 15, (Az)^^ + 14
z: Zj^, Z3^+(Az)j^, Zj^+ 2(Az)j^ + 5, Zj^ + 3(Az)^ + 14, z^^ + 4(Az)^ + 26,
Z3^+5(Az)3;+40, Zj^ + 6(Az)3^ + 55, z^^ +7(Az)j^ + 70, Zj^ + 8(Aa)j^ + 84
Answers for Part C.
Infinitely many; of these, just one has a given first term.
Answers for the Exploration Exercises are on TC[8-60].
TC[8-59]
Answers for Exploration Exercises [which begin on page 8-59]
1. 1229 [Students whose have not yet discovered Theorem 140 should
49
49* 50do so here, a^^ = 4 + 1+2 + ... =4 +
p=l
4 + ]
49 49
2. 1232 [agQ = 7+yp] 3. 148 [b^^ = 1 + Y 3 = 1 + 3- 49]
p=l = 1
49 49
49*48
4. 106 [b5o = 8+^2] 5. 1178 [t^Q = 2+ ^(p- l)=2 + ^^^2^]
p=l p=l
49
1
p=l
6. 36855 [sgo = 7 + ^ (p " l)(p - 2) = 7 + iil^llZ]
Proof of Theorem 140 [Except for the instance for n = 1, Theorem 140
is a restatement of Theorem 138.]: For any positive integer q, q = 1
or q - 1 el*. If q = 1 then, by the recursive definition for S-notation,
q-1 q-1
> (Aa)p = = aj^ - a^^. If q - 1 e I'^then, by Theorem 138, V {Aa)p
p=l p=l
q-1 q-1
= a. a.^. So, in any case, \ (Aa)p= aq - aj^--that is, a_ = a^^ + y (Aa),
p=l p=l
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In the second illustration of the use of Theorenn 140 to prove summa-
tion theorems, we make use of Theorem 139. This is more efficient
in such problemis than is Theorem 131 and leads to an algorithm which
should be apparent by the end of the illustration. This algorithm is
developed more explicitly later in the unit [see Theorem 180],
Notice that the application of Theorem 139a to obtain line 4 on page
8-62 makes use of the instance for n = q - 1.
Answers for Part A [bottom, of page 8-62].
1. 300 [Since A(Aa) = A^a, it follows from Theorem 140 that
q-1
(Aa)q = (Aa)^^ + ^(A'a)p
p=l
q-1
p = l
= 5 + 7(q - 1).
Hence, by Theorem 140,
q-1
ii + ^ (Aa)^
p=l
^q - ^x • ^^""'P
q-1
= 3 + ^[5 + 7(p- D]
p = l
= 3 + 5(q- i) + 7^a^-i|a_:-^
Consequently, a^^^ = 3 + 5*9 + T^y- = 300.]
Answers to the remaining exercises in Part A are given in the COM-MENTARY for pages 8-63 and 8-64.
TC[8-61, 62]
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^: - l'-A-
-Si^^ .n- .;>
r\e
-,- ... .
r
ii:iC:i;\,'
h rt .-,
'"
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• ".i\-
'i. .
.ijv- r;. . ?,•
-•.-•'-•
'
.,...•«•, .-•.., I. !i;-.^. ^,. . , . - - . • •'• ; /4.. :.»
'
"
'1*. 3ls r
:? .
^:^>;p:: ^:
—Wi i . v.
\'y-
LI. :' ^
•V*d'*tJ-';i^ie-b
•!v^-'-';.^-.-l%
'-
^If- ..r-Vi.:
(b) V^ ^P^ = n + 63 '^^"^" ^^ + 602
,n{n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)
n(n - l)(n - 2)
2'3
,= 1
+ 2100
+ 3360
+ 2520
+ 720
2» 3-4
n(n - l)(n - 2Mn - 3)(n - 4)
2'3-4*5
n(n - l)(n - 2){n - 3){n - 4){n - 5)
2* 3*4*5'
6
n{n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4)(n - 5)(n - 6)
2* 3»4« 5'6* 7
['
n
Another formula is: ^ p^ =
^3n^ . 6n^^- 3n -H l
^
|n(n -f lM2n . l)
j
p = l
6, (a) Since the A -sequence is the first constant difference-sequence
for the sequence of cubes, any sequence obtained by adding a
constant to the sequence of cubes will do. Also, any sequence
obtained by multiplying the sequence of cubes by a constant will
do. "We hope that a student will generalize on his experiences in
the preceding exercises and come out with something like the
following
:
a is a sequence whose first constant difference-
sequence is the third if and only if there are
real numbers Xj^, x^, x , and x . ?^ such that
Vn^n -^1 + ^2^^ ^' +^3 2 ''^4 2T3 •
Of course, x^^ = a^^, x^ = (Aa)^, x^ = (A^a)^^, and V (-^^a) = x^.
<b) f ap= VL,.^(p.,),.Jp-l)(p-3) ,.Jp-l)(p;^Z)(p-3n
p=l p = l'- J
n(n- 1) ^ n(n- l)(n-2) ^ n(n - l)(n-2)(n-3)
= x,n + x^ —^ + ^ 2TI
—
- + ^^- TTTri
-
Answer for Exercise 6 of Part C is in the COMMENTARY for page 8-65.
TC[8-63, 64]f
•Jff^illl
.ra^
"'? :i,:.
4. (a) Yes, the first of the successive difference- sequences which is a
constant is A^a. [We trust that the student will determine this
by experimenting. Here is a table he might prepare [it contains
more entries than he shoiild need to make his conjecture]:
a Aa A^a A^a A*a A'a A^a
1
63
64
665
602
2100
729
3367
2702
5460
3360
2520
4096
11529
8162
11340
5880
3240
720
15625
31031
19502
20460
9120
3960
720
46656
70993
39962
33540
13080
4680
720
U7649
144495
73502
51300
17760
5400
720
262144
269297
124802
74460
23160
531441
468559
199262
1000000
This guess can be proved by using the technique illustrated in
Exercise 2. It involves sonne heavy algebra.]
TC[8-63, 64]e
A L^- ,'.:(.
> - ' r.i : ii
\-
,
tt
-^
-•
±Zjh
k
n n
Y%= ^[7 + d(p-l)] =7n + d^^i^if^ [= |[2a^ + (n-l)d]]
p=l p=l
However, more attention is paid to such sequences on pages 8-66ff. ]
Answers for Part B.
From the results obtained in Exercise 5 of Part A it follows that
100
a^„= 7 + 11(78- 1) = 864 and Va„ =?• 100 + 11 ^^^^-^ = 55150.
P = i
Answers for Part C.
1. If (A^a)^ = 6 then {A^a)^ = 30 + 6 = 36, (Aa)^ = 91 + 36 = 127, and
a^= 216 + 127= 343 = 7^
2. ap = 1 + 7(p - 1) + iz i?-^np-^) H- , ip - inp^-2np - ^)
= 1 + 7(p - 1) + 6(p - l)(p - 2) + (p - l)(p - 2)(p - 3)
= 1 + 7(p - 1) + (p - l){p - 2)[6 + (p - 3)]
= 1 + (p - 1)[7 + (p - 2)(p + 3)]
= 1 +{p- l)(p' +p + 1) = 1 +{p3 - 1) = p'
,.,
n(n - l)(n - 2)
, ,
n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)
r 5^ q
a = N
P Zl.
|j> = 1 p = 1
1 + 7(p - 1) + iz ^P-^n?-^) , 6 <P- ^HP-2)(p-3)2* 3
= q + 7 q(q
- 1) + ^-> q(q - l)(q - 2) ^ ^ q(q - l)(q - 2)(q - 3)
2* 3 2'3' 4
TC[8-63, 64]d
-M^
H)<i
\ .- : :: I
,
,i.j-i:.j..'
Y (P - Dp = "y P(P o) =yP(P+ 1) = ia^^Mazila
p= 1 p = p=
1
V(p-l)p= ^(p-2Hp-l)= ^(p-l)(p-2)= q<q-^j<q-^>
p=l P=2 P=l
The first makes use of Theorems 133, 134, and 131; the second and
third naake use of Theorems 137 and 13 6, and of Theorem 132 or
Theorem 139. In any case, the result is that
Hence,
a = 1 + 5(q - 1) + q^^ %V1^ " '^2*3
Ya = V ri-f5(p-l)+ P^P%^)lP-^>
p=l p=l'
n
2-3
n + 5 "<"^" ^^ + -i ^p(p - l)(p - 2),
= 1
Again, there are various possibilities, all of which lead to the
result:
n
"^^
a - „ + .
n(n - 1)
,
(n + l)n(n - l)(n - 2)
/l,^p - ^ +
^ 2 + 2^Tm
p=l
It is easy to see that this is consistent with the answer given above.
5. 7 + d(n - 1); 7n + d n{n
- 1)
[This exercise takes care of arithmetic progressions,
q- 1 q- 1
aq = a^ +
p=l
(Aa)p = 7 + ;. d = 7 + d(q - 1) [= a^^ + (q - l)d]
c I
p=l
TC[8-63, 64]c

However, a student who fails to make this observation can still do the
exercise by using Theorem 140 and appropriate summation theorems.
Here's how he would begin.
q^l
(Aa)q = {Aa)i + V (A'a)p
p = l
q-1
= 5 . ^p
p=l
- 5 + (q
- i)q
" 2
q-1
^q = ^1 + ^(^a)p
p = l
q-1
= 1 + 5 + (P
- Dp
2
p=l
q-1
= 1 + 5(q - 1) +
-^ ^ (p
- Dp
p=l
' q-1
The student now has the problem of evaluating ' \ (p - l)p'
p = l
Here are three ways:
q-1 q-1 q- 1 q- 1
^{p- Dp = ^(p^- p) = ^p^- Vp
P = l p=l P=l p=l
_
(q - l)q(2q - 1)
_
(q - l)q
_
(q - l)q(q - 2)
3
TC[8-63, 64lb
J
\
2. 1685 [As in Exercise 1, we have:
a = 5 + 7{q - 1) + uia_Li|qjL^
q ^ ' 2
So, Vap= |;[5.7(p-l).ll <^-^><P-^) ]
p=l p=l
- K„ a. -7 J^(n - 1) , 1 1 n(n - l)(n - 2)
-
5n + 7 2 + 1^ 2^-3 '
10
V^ 10 •
9
10
•
9* 8
Therefore, ; a = 5- 10 + 7' -^ +11* , ^„ °
/
I p c c' 5
P^-^
= 50 + 315 + 1320. ]
3. 17450 [As in the second example on pages 8-61 and 8-62, >we have:
a =-ll-f7(q-l)4-5 (^-H^^"^^ ^,,
(q-l)(q-2)(q-3)
q
»T. ' 2 2*3
= -11 + 133 + 855 + 16473. 1
A , . n(n - 1) , , n(n - l)(n - 2) , , n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)4. n + 5 2 +1 2^1 +1 rryri
This exercise requires nothing more than an additional step in the
procedure for Exercise 3 if one notes that
,
Vp (A'a)p = (A'a)p^^ - (A'a)p = p + 1 - p = 1,
and that (A^a)j^ = 1. Then, since
a^ = 1 , 5(q - 1) + 1 <q - ^Hq - 2) + , (q -
l)(q^-
^2)(q - 3)
^
n
; a = n
Zj p
p=l
. n(n - 1) n(n - l)(n - 2) . n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)
2 2*3 2«3'4
TC[8-63, 64]a
iA
„_,, __ A .._^
1 2 3 4 5 6 \
1
given data 0.46 1.24 2.35 3.77 5.5 7.55
formula data 0.46 1.24
1
2.34 3.76 5.5 7.56
4. d,„ = 19:
'10/3 = 0. 16-
100
+ 0, 3.10 .
3 =
2. 78
[The bracketed question is meant to bring up a little discussion of
the problems which arise in extrapolating and interpolating from
empirical data. Perhaps at the end of the 6/10 second the body-
landed in water and slowed down. Perhaps during each tenth- second
the body fell with constant velocity, increasing its speed suddenly
at the end of each tenth- s econd. ]
5. s^ [= dj^Q^] = 16t^ + 3t
TC[8-65]b
' 11
i i.
6. [This exercise sums things up.]
(a) n - 1
(b) s + r(n - 1); t + s(n - 1) + r
(n - l)(n - 2)
IS xw i> . (n - l)(n - 2) . . (n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(c) w + t(n - 1) + s 2 +
^ 2T3
Ans^wers for Part D
1.
3 1 2 3 4 5 6
<*j 0.46 1.24 2.35 3.77 5. 5 7.55
(Ad)j O.H-(o 0.1& /•// i^Z '73 Z.oS-
(A^d)^ 0.31 03^ o.^l 0.3/ 0.^%
j-1 j-1
2. (Ad)j = (Ad)^ + y (A^d)!^ = 0. 46 + y 0. 32
k =
= 0. 46 + 0.32J
j-1
k=0
[0 < j < 5]
i- 1
dj = dg + y (0. 46 + 0. 32k) = + y 0. 46 + y 0. 32(k - . 1)
k = k=0 k=l
= 0. 46j + 0. 32y (k - 1) = 0. 46j + 0. 16j(j - 1) [0 < j < 6]
k~l
Formula: dj = 0. 16j^ + 0. 3j [0 < j < 6j
TCf8-6F]?
Much of the material in the ten pages on arithmetic progressions is in-
cluded to prepare students for conventional test questions. As should be
clear, the theory of arithnnetic progressions is an almost trivial appli-
cation of the preceding work on difference- sequences.
<ji.
'f
For each of the given lists, (1) - (8), there is an infinite number of se-
quences each of which has the listed numbers, in the given order, as its
first seven ternas. At naost one of these sequences is an arithmetic
progression.
Arithmetic progressions: (1), 2, 19; (2), 4, 25;
(5), 27T, IBtt; (6), -7, -41
Answers for Part A.
1. — 2, — i, U , 1, 2,_y,T"> •••
2. 3, ^M-, 4^, ^^, 67 , ID&, ...
3. 9, 10, 11, /Z , /3 , /^ , /S' , ...
4.
-8,-3^,3,^^,^1,/;:%, 17, ...
b.^ ,3 , /X , lb, ZO , 24, ...
6. -5
, '/o , -/5 , '20 , 'Z^ » "30, -35, ...
i- i f 2 / 5"
o. 3, 6' 3 ' fc' ' 3 ' -^ ' •••
9. impossible [There is no d such that 3 + 2d = 7 and 3 + 4d = 9. ]
10.
-3,-3+^,Tri , -3 + 472", -3-^4.-\rr ,-3J-gVT »-3-f/ovX ' ••*
11. l-'^iL >
~f-3% ' 1- Z-f ' T-r ' ''' 7^ ^ , 7+^^ I •••
Answers for the exercises of Part B are given in the COMMENTARY
for pages 8-67 and 8-68.
TC[8-66]
: iO (.:
f.llI-T c-Ji-. <•'.•..V
ov ;.\
b
q2. Yap = |[2a^ + (q - l)d] [Ex. 1]
= |[a, +[a, + (q- l)d]]
) Theorem 141a
= f[ai + aq]
Answers for Part E.
1. 1290 2. 5400 3, -3.5 4. 462.5 5. 108
6. 380 7. 1000000 [Recall page 8- 1. ]
8. 14(81 + ZVF) 9. -2501499 10. 1
>
11. 1220 [= -|^(2[7 + 4*4] + 19*4)]
12. -17232 [= -^(2[64 +47'-6] +47'-6)]
13. 500500 [= ^^ (1 + 1000)]
TC[8-67, 68]b
'.I diisc: fi s.r-.«Ws-it!&,
iv^i a-
r>'- , i
''^'^]^W
Answers for Part B [which begins on page 8-66].
1. 114 [=4 + 11' 10] 2. -37 [=3 + 10* -4]
n- 1
3. a^^ = a^ + y d = a^ + d(n - 1)
p^l
4. a^ - a^ = [a^ + d(m - 1)] - [a^^ + d(n - 1)]
= d(m - 1 - n + 1) = d(m - n)
*"i ' ^n
, [ J ^
= d, [m ji njm - n
'I*
Answers for Part C.
1. 173 2. 31 3. 11 4. 63/2 5. 7c - 8d
A 4.q fR^r T>iPr.T<=m 14.1h- "6 " 14 _ 14 - aj_3 ,
-
- - *-
l_
24 - 20 20 - 13
Answers
"1^
for Part D.
q-1
1. aq = a^ + ^ d = a^ + d(q - 1);
p=l
q
^'a
Aj p
p=l
q
= y[a, +d(p- D]
p=l
q q
= y^^ + Yd(p- 1)
p=i p=i
= a,q + d^ia_lJI = |[2a, + (q- l)d]
TC[8-67,, 68]a

(b) a' is a sequence of positive integers [Since the domain of a' is
I* that of ao a' will be I* if and only if the range of a' is a subset
of the domain of a. So, the given condition is a necessary and
sufficient one for a<» a.' to be [even] a sequence. If it is satisfied
then, for each n, [ao a']n = a^^ + (a^J - l)d = a^ + [a[ + (n- l)d'- l]d
= aj^ + (a^ - l)d + (n - l)d'd. So, in this case, a* a' is the AP
•with 1st term a^^ + (a^ - l)d and comimon difference d'd.]
10, A positive integer n is the sum of m consecutive positive integers
if and only if there is a positive integer q such that n is the sunn of
the first m terms of the AP whose 1st term is q and whose common
difference is l--that is, if and only if n = -2"[2q + (m - 1)* 1], for
some q e I*. Transforming this equation one sees that this is the
case if and only if m = 2q - 1, for some q 6 I*. [For related
problems, see Exercise '^b of Part C on page 8-46 and the accom-
panying COMMENTARY.]
Answers for Part G.
2s„ - n{n - l)d 2(s - na,)
1. a^ = —ii 5 2. d = S ^ [n?^l]^ 2n n(n - 1) ' ' *
3. -2/45 4. -217/30 5. 107/15; -1/15 6. 20
7. no [The sum of any nunmber of ternns is am even number.]
,
23, - na, iflLjL^fn
" n In
[However students solve Exercise 8, they should solve Exercise 9
by noticing that, since (b) is symmetric in 'a^^' and 'a^^', all they need
do is interchange 'a^^' cind 'a^^' in the solution for Exercise 8.]
Connments on Exercise 10 and 11 of Part G are on TC[8-71, 72]a,
TC[8-69, 70]c
iWi^'i-
^:- iP
5. The youngest child receives $430. [4(23^^ + 7* 20) = 4000]
6. (a) 55 [{10° ll)/2]
(b) 5; 15 [We want positive integers n (number of rows) and m (num-
ber of cases) such that ——^ .= 24m, By the quadratic
, ,
-1 + Vl + 192m „ 4. ui rformula, n = r . From a table of squares we
find that the fiist positive integral multiple of 192 which
is 1 less than a perfect square is the 5th. For m=5, n= 15.]
7. (a), d; (b), 7d; (d) 3d; (e), 0; (f), -3d; (g). d/2
[From Unit 5 (see page 5-121), if f and g are linear functions, so is
f« g. By the same reasoning, if f is a linear function and a is an AP
then f ° a is an A P. Proof: Suppose that, for each x, f(x) = wx + y,
and that, for each n, a^ = a^ + (n - l)d. Then for each n,
[f''a](n) = f(an) = w[a3^ + (n - l)d] + y = (wa^^ + y) + (n - l)(wd).
So, f o a is an AP with first term wa^ + y and common difference wd.
The reasoning applies even if w = 0, in which case f is not a linear
function but a constants This takes care of parts (a), (b), (d), (e),
(f), and (g). For part (c), [hoa](p) = [ai + (p - l)d]2 and, for part
(h), [vo a](p) = l/[ai + (p - l)dj. It is easy algebra to prove that
neither A[h° a] nor A[voa] is a constant. So, neither hoa nor va
is an AP. ]
8. 4, 9, 14 [Students should be prepared to ignore the conventional
notation for APs when convenient. For example, in this
exercise one should lock for numbers x and y such that
(x - y) + X + (x + y) = 27 and (x - y)x(x + y) = 504.]
9. (a) yes; d + d' [Since, for each n, a^^ = a^ + (n - l)d and a^J =
a^ + (n - l)d', it follows that, for each n, (a + a')n =
(a^^ + a^) + (n - l)(d + d'). So, a + a' is the AP with 1st
term a^^ + a^ ajid common difference d + d'.
TC[8-69, 70]b
\t
Ij,' 1 ..•' '' \.j'.
Answers for Part F.
1. [The problem is this:
Al Moore is trying to decide between two job offers. Each position
starts at the rate of $4000 per year. The first offer promises a
salary increase of $100 each six months » The second assures him
of an annual increase of $400. If he plans on staying with one posi-
tion for five years, which one will pay him naore naoney?]
the first job [For the first job, the number of dollars earned in 5
years is the sum of the first 10 terms of the AP with
1st term 2000 and common difference 100, For the
second job, the number of dollars earned in 5 years is
the sum of the first 5 terms of the AP with 1st term
4000 and common difference 400, And 5[2« 2000 +
9" 100] > ^[Z' 4000 + 4'" 400].]
2. 6633 [=-^(3 + 198)]
3. 10732 [By Exercise 2, the sunn of tLose divisible by 3 is 6633
andj similarly, the sum of those divisible by 5 is 3900,
Those which are divisible by both 3 and 5 are just those
which are divisible by 15 and, by the same method, the
sum of these is 1365. So, the sum of the positive inte-
gers less than 200 which are divisible by either 3 or 5
is 6633 + 3900 - 1365--that is, 9168. Since the sum of
all the positive integers less than 200 is (199* 200)/2,
the sum of those which are divisible by neither 3 nor 5
is 19900 - 9168.]
4. $30. 50 [The $2 rate will be attained at the nth hundred, where
5 + (n - 1)"
-2 = 2--that is, at the 7th hundred. So, the
dollar-cost of 1000 programs is
-| (5 + 2) + 2' 3,]
TC[8-69, 70]a
-: < ::.';'.
For d = 0, for each p, a = a^^. So, for d = 0,
q
[Proof of algebra theorem: For a > and < b ^ a, it follows that
Vb^ j^ /a^--so, Va - Vb / 0. Since, also, Vb > and va > 0, it follows
that Va + Vb^ ^ 0. Consequently,
1 ' ^ 1 . vr-Vb" _ VT-Vb" _ vr-Vb" -,
A/a+Vb" yfI+^fh Va'-Vb' {Va")^ - (Vb")^ ~ a-b
'J"
Answers for Part ^J.
q q q
1. ^[a^ + (p - l)d] = ^[a^ + {q + 1 - p - l)d] = ^[a.^ + (q - p)d]
p=i y p=i p"" ^
Theorem 142
The rest of Part *J is treated on TC[8-73, 74]a.
TC[8-71, 72]c
>
m j^ n then 2a3^+ (m+n - l)d = 0. [ m(m - 1) -n{n- 1) = (m^-n^)- (m-n)
= (m - n)(m + n - 1)]. Consequently, —^
—
[Za^^ + (m+n - l)d] = 0--that
m + n
' I
p=l
is, > Ep = .
Answers for Part '^I.
[The requirement that the terms of a be positive serves the purpose of
ensuring, for Exercise 1, that they be nonzero and, for Exercise 2, that
they be nonnegative and not all 0.]
1 1
^p+ 1 " ^p ^
1. For each p, — - = —
^
^ = ^ So, for d / 0,
^P ^p + 1 ^p ^p + 1 ^p ^p + 1
1
q
_
1 V / 1 1 \ _ 1 /I
p=i - - p = i
+ 1 d Z.\a ' a^J d\a^p'^p i " ^—'\p °-p + ^/ "N*"! q + 1
= i£9jLi-^
^\ ^X^q + l / ^i^q+l*
For d = 0, for each p, ap = a^^. So, for d = 0,
q
Y L_ =_a_ - q
-^^^^P^P+l ^1^1 ^l^q + i
P= 1
2. For d f^ 0, for each p, a ^ j^ / a . So [by the algebra theorem in the
hint],
q q
P=l P P"^^ D=lp
q + l " "i1 a„ a. n - a
d V^qVl +^ ^ + ^^q + i
TC[8-71, 72]b

10- [^10 =^ - 1 = 01
11. 24/11; insufficient information [(a^ + aj^)/2 = s^^/n]
'I*
Answers for Part H.
1. (a) -848 (b) -56/r (c) 488/3 (d) -3344 (e)
[Part (e) of Exercise 1 may prepare students for Exercise '^2, The
condition stated in part (e) amounts to the assertion that 5(2aj^ + 9d)
= 3(2aj^ + 5d)--that is, that Za^^ + 15d = 0. Since the sum of the first
16 terms of the AP is 8(2a^ + 15d), this sum is 0. To see what is
going on, select a value for 'aj^'--say, to simplify the arithmetic, 15
--and compute the corresponding value of 'd'--in this case, -2. The
first few terms of this AP are
15, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, -1, -3, -5.
Clearly, the sum of the 7th through the 10th term is 0--as is to be
expected, since the AP was chosen so that the sum of its first 6 terms
equals the sum of its first 10 terms. Furthermore, the sum of the
6th through the 11th term is 0, as is the sum of the 5th through the
12th, that of the 4th through the 13th,
. . ., and that of the 1st through
the 16th. The possibility of such a situation occurring is a conse-
quence of the fact that the sum-sequence of an AP is a subset of a
quadratic function-
-V^ s^ = -^n^ + (a^^ - — |n. The situation will occur
whenever the axis of symmetry of this function is, for some q e I*,
{(x, y): X = —^ }. Exercise *13 in page 8-3 deals with a related
situation.]
nn n
^2. If V^p = Vap then ^[Za.^ + (m - l)d] = f [2a^+ (n - l)d]--that is,
p=l p=l
(m - n)(2a^) + [m(m - 1) - n(n - l)]d = 0. It follows that if, in addition,
TC[8-71, 72]a
:;•.:!;
I
If a is the AP such that a^^ = 6 and a^ = 15, it follows by Theorem 141b
15 - fi 3
that d = -
_
. = -r . So, the 5 arithmetic means between 6 and 15 are
7.5, 9, 10.5, 12, and 13. 5. [Instead of using Theorem 141b, one can
calculate the difference, d, between successive ones of n arithmetic
* V ~ X * Tmeans between x and y by the formula d = ^ . . .1
' ' n + 1 *
Answers for Part K.
1. 6, 8 2. 2.5, 4, 5.5 3. 7.6, 6.8, 6, 5.2, 4.4
4. -6.8, -7.6, -8.4, -9.2, -10, -10.8, -11.6, -12.4, -13.2
5. 0, -1.5 6. 10 7. {x+y)/2
8.
3x + y X + y x + 3y
4 ' 2 ' 4
a (n + 1 - m)x + nay r , ^ ^9. Ti » for 1 < m < n.n T 1 — —
The phrase 'arithmetic means* [note plural] is ordinarily used as in
Part K. The phrase 'the arithmetic meein' may be used either in a
context 'the arithmetic meein of the sequence . . . ', as in the text or,
derivatively, in a context 'the arithmetic mean of the numbers . . . ' [see
last paragraph of page 8-74]. In both cases, as in 'arithmetic progres-"
sion', the proper pronunciation is ar^ith- metric , not a-rith^mie-tic .
TC[8-73, 74]b
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q q q
2. 2 y[aj^+ (p- l)d] = y[a3^+ (p- l)d] + y[a3^+ (q-p)d] [Exercise 1]
p=l p=l p=l
q
= y[a3^+(p-l)d + a^ + (q-p)d]
p = l
q
= ^[23^ + (q - l)d] = q[2a3^ + (q - l)d]
p = l
n
So. Vn y [a^ + (p - l)d] = |[2a^ + (n - l)d].
p=l
J-1 J-1
3. U)ya, = 0=ya._,,..,
i=j i=j
k k
(ii) Suppose [for some k > j - 1] that "^ aj^ = y a, , . .. Then,
k+1 k k
y^i = 2j-i'^^y^+i = 2.^k+ j-i +^^+1
i=j i=j i=j
k k
+ 1 + 2.^k+j-i = 2_. ^k+j-i
i = j i = j- 1
k+1 k+1
Etc.- 2_.^k+j- i-i = ^^k + i+j-i
i=j i=j
TC[8-73, 74]a
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f
ri^iti:; I. .Jr.:: uj
(c) If a is a constant sequence and b is any sequence then
q q q q
(SB), = i ^(ab)p = i ^a^bp =
^
^a, bp = a,, i Jb^
P= 1 p= 1 p= 1 p= 1
= a^ (b)q = aq(b)q. So, ab = ab.
i GO Q19C r 100*3 + 95-4 + 90'8 + 85« 1 1 r^^ . , ^ ^,. .3. 92.8125 [= 2 + 4 + R + 1 -I ^ ^^^ wish to, this is an
appropriate time to make a few remarks about frequency
and related statistical concepts. See Part ^M which
follows. ]
Answers for Part *M.
1. (a) 10.5 (b)
2. V VX n
n
^(ap-x)==0<->x = (a)^
P=l p-^1
2(ap-c) = a - cq =
P
p=l
if and only if c = — >
q /^ P
p=l
n n
>. f(x) = ^ (a - 2a X +
P P "''^ZV-''' 2^
p=l
a " - 2x ) a + nx , for each x.
P ^ P
p=l p=l
The argument for which this quadratic function has its mininaunn
/ V w2 ^ a /{2n)--that is, (a) .
\P=1^
value is
TC[8-75, 76 Jb
'AW'v,
i
'.u
•
Answers for Part L.
n
1. (a) .3/2[V^i2p=i.i!<il±J)]
p=l
n
p=i
n
(c) n+1 [V^^^2p =i-n(n+ 1)]
p=l
(d) (a) =iYa =l.S.{a +a_)
q q Zj p q 2 ' 1 q'
^1 + ^q
2
p=l
2. (a) If a is a constant sequence then? for each p, ^n ~ ^i * Hence,
q q
p=i p=i
--that is, a = a.
q a
(b) For any sequences a and b, (a + b)^ ~ ~ / ^^ "^ '^)p ~ "~ / ^^p "'' ^p^
p=l pnl
q q
= i y ap + i Vbp = (a)^ + (b)^. So, ^T^b = a -l- b.
p=l p=l
TC[8-75, 76]a

3. Since 1 + 4p > 9 + 2p if and only if p > 4, it follows from Theorem
n n
143 that, for each n > 5, \^{1 + 4p) > V(9 + 2p). Since, for
p = 5 P = 5
m m
m £ 4, y (1 + 4p) = 1 + 4m ;!^ 9 + 2m = V (9 + 2p), 5 is the
p = m p = m
smallest value of *m' which can be used.
TC[8-77, 78]b
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>. J iO'f )::..-
Part (i) of an inductive proof of Theorem 143:
Suppose that V ^ , a < b o Since 1 € I'^ and 1 <. 1, it follows that
'^'^ m <. 1 m tn
1
a < b . Since, by the recursive definition for 2-notation, \
^n
"
^i
1 1 1
P=l
and \ t> = b^, it follows that \ a < y b •
p= 1 p=
1
p=
1
1 1
Hence, if V ^ , a < b then ) a < \ b ,m< 1 rn m /^ p ^ p
p=l p=l
The justification of the statement made on lines 6 and 5 from the bottom
of page 8-77 is that, by the if-part of Theorem 107b, if m < q then
m < q + 1 [and. if m. = q + 1 then m <. q + 1],
'1^
Answers for Part A.
1. Since, for ea.ch m, Zm. + 1 > 2m [^Theorem 82 and atpi], it follows
that, for each m, -= r^ < -=— [Theorena 100, Theorem 82, etc.],2na + 1 2m. * "
n n
Hence, by Theorem 143, V^ V j^^ < Yl^-
p=l p=l
- r^ . ^ . , ^. r , 4m - 3 ^ 4m - 1 .,
2. [Similar to Exercise 1. Since, for each m, -= r *^ 5—— , tne
• cm - 1 ^m
theorem follows by Theorem 143. [ ^"^ ~_
^
<
—2m~ because
2m > 0, 2m - 1 > 0, and 2m(4m - 3) < (2m - l){4m - 1).]]
TC[8-77, 78]a

Answers for Part C,
1. 3 2. [See page 8-81.]
3. 50 [There are ten categories to consider: boxes containing 231
apples, those containing 23 2 apples, .., , ajid those containing
240 apples. If each category contained at most 49 boxes then
there would be at most 490 boxes in all. So, since there are
more than 490 boxes, some category contains at least 50 boxes.]
When one answers 'eleven' for Exercise 1 of Part C, he may be thinking
of how many socks might have to be taken out to find two that don't match.
The analyses of Exercises 1 and 2 may seem pretty heavy for such simple
problems. They do point out the sinailarity between the two problems,
and suggest a nnethod for solving nnore difficult problems of this kind.
TC[8-79, 80]d

5. (a) 1998 [By the theorem of Exercise 4,
Z/ioS" - 2 < y -pr < 2/l0^ - 1
p=l^
--that is, 1998 < y -^ < 1999.]
p=l^
(b) 2n - 2 [As for part (a), with *n^' in place of '10* '. ]
"6. [The same procedure used in proving the theorem of Exercise 4
leads to a more general theorem:
n
V V ^ ZV^ - 2Vm < Y -L- < 2^ - zVm + -4=-m n>m Z_j Vp^ y;;^
p = na
In particular,
n
V^V„>^ 2(n - m) < y -L < 2(n - m) + :;^ .]m n>m /_, j— m
p = m^
^
(a) 90000 [By the result just stated,
10*
2-900 < ^ j:r < 2.900+^.
p=10*P
10*
So, 90000 < 50 y -L < 90000 + 4.]
-^ ,Vp '^
p= 10"*
(b) 2q(n - nn) [Similar to part (a). ]
TC[8-79, 80]c

It now follows, by a similar extension of Theorem 138, that
q
Vq + 1 - ViT < V —^ < Vq - Vk - 1 .
p = k
Consequently,
V V .. Vn + 1 - Vm < V < VnT - Vm - 1 .m n>m ^ 2VF
p =m
4. [The answer is given largely in the hint.] By the left inequation in
the theorem of Exercise 3, since n > 1,
n
Vn + 1 - /r < Y -^.
p'^i^^
Since, by Theorems 90 and 98b, ViT < Vn + 1 , it follows that
•\nti - 1 < Vn + 1 - 1. Hence, using Theorem 133 and the mtpi,
n
ZVT - 2 < y -pr
.
p=l^
Now, by the right inequation in the theorem of Exercise 3, for n > 1,
n
7-^ < vr-/r.
„^.2Vpp-2
n
Hence, by Theorem 136, / < ViT - 1 + -5.
p=l^^
n
So, y J- < 2Vir - 1.
p=l^
Combining these two results [recalling that the second holds only for
n > 1], we obtain the desired theorem.
TC[8-79, 80]b

As motivation for Part B on page 8-79, reconsider Problenn IV on page
7-1 of Unit 7:
Study these sentences and complete the last one.
2<-^+-pr+-^+-jL <3 4<-^+-L + ...+-;L <5
6 <
--J^+-^ + ... +-7Lr <7 8<-L^+-7:r + ... + -^ < 9
^ yfz yflb VT VT V25
18 < -^ + -iL + ... +-^=L-< 19 <-tL+-L+ ^ -
VT Vz" *" \AIob VT A^ '" VTo6
•J,
Answers for Part B.
1. By the theorem referred to in the hint [which is proved in the COM-
MENTARY for pages 8-71 and 8-72] it follows that, for c - 1 > 0,
^EjiJIH =^-vr^.
•ic + Vc - 1 c - (c - 1)
Also, since c - 1 < c, it follows, for c - 1 > 0, that Vc - 1 < Vc".
Hence, Vc + Vc - 1 < zVc, and —=- < -= . So,
Zvc vc + Vc - 1
V ^ , -4^ < VT - Vx - 1.x^i zVT
2. [Similar to Exercise 1. For c > 0, l/CzVc") > l/(Vc + 1 + Vc")
= Vc + 1 - Vc".]
3. Since p > 1, it follows from the theorems of Exercises 1 and 2 that
Vp + 1 - Vp < —^ < vj - vi^nr.
2Vp
So, by a slight extension of Theorem 143, for q > k,
q q q
y (Vp+ 1 - Vi" ) < V -L- < y (VJ - V^^~l
)
.
p = k p =k p=k
TC[8-79, 80]a

r- n
V VX n 1
p = l
a > xn
P
3 ^ a > Xm < n m
The proof of Theorem 144 is like that just given for the "corollary'*
except that Theorem 143 is used as given on page 8-76['<' instead of,
as above, ' < '], and in place of 'c' one should write 'c/q'.
TC[8-8l]c

The explanation asked for concerning line 4 on page 8-81 is that, since
2
the numbers a are integers, so is ^ a , And [for the antecedent],
p=l
an integer is greater than 2 if and only if it is greater than or equal to
3, and [for the conclusion] is greater than 1 if and only if it is greater
than or equal to 2, [For positive integers these last two assertions are
consequences of Theorena 106. For integers in general they follow
from a similar theorem {'j' and 'k' in place of 'm' and 'n')].
The corollary of Theorem 143 which is displayed as the 4th line from
the bottom of page 8-81, is proved as follows :
By [one of the forms of] Theorem 143 [see remark preceding 'EXER-
CISES' on page 8-78], it follows that
q q
V , a < c => Va < Vc.m < q m - Z_, P ~ zl^
p=l p=l
q
Since ^ c = cq, it follows [by contraposition] that
q
/__, p ^ m<qm-^
p = l
So, by Theorem 88,
q
p = l
1 ^ a > c. Consequently,m^ q m
TC[8-8l]b
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The sentence (*) on page 8-81 follows from the sentence at the foot of
page 8-80 in this way. First, by contraposition, one derives from the
latter sentence:
> a_ < 2 I => not -"°*
I X ^p - ^ I "^ ""^^ " !^^^ 2 ^^ - ^
\p = l
2
Now the antecedent can, as usual, be written ' y a^ 2'. And, from
p = l
the meaning of 'for each. . . ' ['V^
^
^
'] and 'there is some. . . such that'
['3
. .
.
*] it follows that the conclusion is equivalent to '3j^<; 2 ^.j^ J^ !'•
By virtue of Theorem 88, we can replace each ' ^ ' by ' > '. Doing so,
we obtain {*). In dealing with the equivalence of 'not for each. . .' and
'there is some. . . such that not' you may find it useful to give [and ask
for] nonmathematical illustrations. For examples:
'^ It is not the case that each student in this room is less than
years old.
There is some student in this room who is not less than
,^
years old.
fNot every cow is brown.
Some cow is not brown.
Using the rules of reasoning adopted in the Appendix of Unit 6 and two
additional rules for handling existential generalizations, we can prove
that each sentence of the form.:
not - V F(x) <=> B not - F(x)X X '
is logically valid.
TC[8-8l]a
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"(d) You might never find two such ternns. [The AP whose 1st term
is 3 and whose common difference is 4 has no term whose
remainder on dividing by 3 equals its remainder on divi-
ding by 4. For, the remainder upon dividing any term by 4
is 3, and 3 is never a remainder upon dividing by 3.]
'f
Answers for E.
1. There are just n remainders possible upon dividing a positive inte-
ger by n. So, if the members of S are the numbers ap, for p ^ n,
q
then either, for some q, the remainder upon dividing N a by n is
p=l
0, or for some q^ and q^ > q^, the remainders upon dividing \ a^
-='
and \ ap are the sanne. In the latter case, the remainder upon
p = 'l
dividing \ ap - \ ap --that is, \ ap--by n is 0. So, in
p= 1 p= 1 P = qi+ 1
any case, some sum of memibers of S is divisible by n.
2. If two positive integers have the same greatest odd factor then the
larger of the two is divisible by the smaller--in fact, the quotient
is some power of 2. Now the greatest odd factor of a positive inte-
ger less than or equal to 2n is one of the n odd numbers which are
less than or equal to 2n. So, given more than n--say, n + 1 --posi-
tive integers less than or equal to 2n, at least two of these have the
same greatest odd factor. And, as noted above, of these two, one
is a factor of the other.
TC[8-83, 84]c
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4, (a) 4th term; 5th.; 6th; 7th [There are q possible remainders upon
dividing positive integers by a positive integer q. If,
for p <. q, a- is the number of terms among the first
m terms of the sequence which have the remainder
p - 1 upon dividing by q, then y ap = m and we wish
pVi
to know how large m must be to be sure that, for some
p <, q, a > 2. By Theorena 144, this will be the case
if m/q > l--that is if m > q + 1 . So, by the (q+ l)th
term, one will find two terms which have the same
renaainder upon dividing by q. ]
(b) 13th term; 7th; 13th [For two terms to have the same remain-
der upon dividing by a positive integer q, it is neces-
sary and sufficient that their difference be an integral
multiple of q. So, for them to have the same remain-
der upon division by each of two positive integers, it
is necessary and sufficient that their difference be a
naultiple of each of the two positive integers --that is,
be a multiple of the lowest common multiple of the
two positive integers. But this is a necessary and
sufficient condition that the two terms have the same
remainder upon division by the lowest comnaon multi-
ple of the two positive integers.]
(c) 5th term [By the 4th term one would have found two terms
which have the sanne remainder upon dividing by 3,
and by the 5th term one would also have found two
terms which have the same remainder upon dividing
by 4.]
TC[8-83, 84]b
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Answers for Part D.
1. Exercise 2: For each p ^ 240 let ap be the number of boxes which
240
contain exactly p apples. Then, y a- = 500 and, by Theorem 144,
p=l
^ 500 e- ^,-
=J ^ - ._ a > -T-rrr. Since the numbers a_ are integers, =i ^ ,.„m< 240 m — 240 P ^ m< 240
a > 3. So at least 3 boxes contain the same number of apples.
240
Exercise 3: In this case, y ^p ~ ^^^ and, by an obvious ex-
p=231
tension of Theorem 144, there is an m [231 < m < 240] such that
^m — "TfT ~ ^^ ' ^°' ^^ least 50 boxes contain the same nunnber of
apples. [Theorem 144 can be used as it stands by letting a^, for
p S. 10, by the number of boxes which contain exactly 230 + p
apples.]
2. 5 [Let a be the number who have birthdays in January, and a.^
the number who do not. To be sure, by Theorem 144, that
either a^ > 3 or a^ > 3, it is sufficient to know that (a + aL^)/Z
> 2 [--that is, that x/2 > 2]. So, it is sufficient to have 5
people present.]
3, 136 [To be sure that at least one white bottle contains not less than
10 pills, the number x of pills in the brown bottle whose pills
are distributed must be such that x/3 > 9. So, some brown
bottle must contain at least 28 pills. To be sure of this, the
total number of y pills must be such that y/5 > 27. So, to be
sure of the result, there must be at least 136 pills in the five
brown bottles.]
TC[8-83, 84]a
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A way of naming the required sum is by using a sign for double-
summation:
n
I p.
p, q=l
As the table suggests.
The transformation from double -surrunation to iterated summation is
analogous to the calculus procedure of transforming a double integral
to an iterated integrcil.
TC[8-85, 86]f

13. It may help students if you suggest the following schenne for listing
the ordered pairs.
(1, n) (2, n) (3, n)
(1, n-1) (2, n-1) {3, n-1)
(1, n- 2) (2, n- 2) (3, n- 2)
(n- 2, n) (n - 1, n) (n, n)
(n- 2, n- 1) (n- 1, n- 1) (n, n-1)
(n - 2, n - 2) (n - 1, n - 2) (n, n - 2)
(1, 3) (2, 3)
(1, 2) (2, 2)
(1, 1) (2, 1)
(3, 3) ... (n- 2, 3)
(3, 2) ... (n - 2, 2)
(3, 1) ... (n - 2, 1)
(n-1, 3) (n, 3)
(n-1, 2) (n, 2)
(n-1, 1) (n, 1)
Then, the sums of the products colunnn by column starting with the
leftmost column are
n n n n n
1-^P 2-^p 3-^p ... (n-2)- ^p (n-1)- ^|p n-\ p
p=l P=l P = 1 P= 1 P = l P = l
So, the sum of the sums is
or,
[1 + 2 + 3 + . . . + (n- 2) + (n- 1) +n]* Vp,
p=l
|- n -| n
pi • ^p.
p=l p=l
„ ,, . n(n + 1) n(n + 1) n^(n + 1)^Hence, the sunn is —^— • -, or 7 '-.
Some students may just as easily see, directly, that the required
sum is
(1+2 + 3 + ... +n){l + 2+3 + ...n).
TC[8-85, 86]e

is to use Theorem 130:
q(4q^-lH12q^-7)
^ (^^ + ^^4 ^ la + l[q(2q _ i)^2q. . 7, + 15^2q.^ IjSj
=
-^^|-^[24q* + lOSq^ + l^q^ + 97q + 15]
= ^^[|-^{q + l)(24q^ + 84q^ + 82q + 15)
_
(q + l)(2q + l)(2q + 3)(l2q' + 24q + 5)
15
_
(q + l)[4(q + 1)^ - l][l2(q + 1)^- 7]
15
[To do the factoring expeditiously, one needs to know the expected
result.]
A third procedure is as follows:
q
_q^ q q q q
y {2p - 1)* = 16 y p^ - 32 y p3 + 24y p' - 8 y p + y i
p=i p= 1 p=i p=i p=i p=i
- |, q(q + l)(2q + l)(3q^ + 3q - 1) q^(q + 1)^
- 16 30
32
^
^ ..^qCq + lpq + l) _ „ q(q + l) ^
^6 "2
q(48q^ - 40q^ + 7)
_
q(4q^ - l)(12q^ - 7)
15 15
11. (a) 2x^ - 3x^ + 4x - 5 (b) 2x^ - x^ + x - 1
12. (a) 92/13 (b) 4
TC[8-85, 86]d

10. The simplest procedure, and one which would enable one to dis-
cover the theorem as well as prove it, is to note that, for any
sequence a.
n n 2n
'n Z^-P-^ ^ Z"-P == >:v
p=l p=l p=i
[This is easily proved by induction.] Using this, one has:
q 2q q 2q q
y Up- D* = ^p^ - ^(2p)* = ^P^ - 16 ^P"
p=l P= 1 P= 1 p-^ P = l
_
2q(2q + l)(4q + l)(12q^ + 6q - 1)
30
,
q(q + l)(2q + l)(3q^ + 3q - 1)
" ° 30
=
^<\^^^ [(4q+l)(12q^ + 6q- 1)
- 8(q + l)(3q2 + 3q - 1)]
= q(2q^+ l) [24q^ - 12q^ - 14q + 7]
= ai2^^[l2q2(2q - 1) - 7{2q - 1)]
=
^^^^f^(12q^-7)(2q- 1)
_
q(4q' - l)(12q" - 7)
15
If one does not have to discover the theorem, the simplest procedure
TCf8-85, 86lc

circular sectors is 77s /8, and that for the larger semi-circular
sector is TTs /2. Now, looking from two points of view at the region
bounded by the closed path AXBYCZDA, we see that
K, +K,+K3-l-l|!=3-^+(l|^+K,
So, Kj^ + K^ + Kg = K^.
1. almost 42-^ yards ^6 = -^ => X = 42—24.5 40 ^ ^49
3. (a) -56k6 + k^ + 17k* + 2k^ + 40k^ + 5k
(b) 21x^ - 25xV + 26xV + 6xV^ - 15xV* " 2xy5 + y^
4. No. [Substitute from the first equation into the second to get
*{x - 2)^ + (2x - 3)^ = 25'. Since the discriminant of this quad-
ratic equation is 496 which is not a perfect square, there are
no integrad pairs which satisfy both equations.]
5. 7fw/c [x/w = 7f/c]
6.
7. b =
9. impossible
2x + 2y + 2z = AB + BC + CA = 24;
x+y + z=12; y + z=8; x = 4 = AP
8. 11-^%
1,1^1 1 .1^1 1 .1,1 1,^
— + T- + — = TT and — + r- = T and — + — = -x => aabc2 ab6 ac8/ = -4. a
TC[8-85, 86]b

Answers for Part F.
1. There are at most 23 teachers at Z.H. S, [if there are n teachers
and, for p < n, the pth teacher received ap letters, while Mr. Jones
n + 1
received a^^
^. 3^
letters, then ^ a = 49. By Theorem 144,
p = l
3
-
, 1 a > 49/(n + l). For Mr. Jones to conclude that someonem <n + 1 nn ~ '
had received at least 3 letters, it must be the case that 49/(n + 1) > 2.
So, n + 1 < 24.]
2. There are at least 16 teachers at Z. H. S. [For Mr. Jones to be un-
able to conclude that someone had received more than 3 letters, it
must be the case that 49/(n + 1) < 3. So, n + 1 > 17.
3. 16 [Supposing that the (n - l)st and nth teachers received no letter,
n- 2
> a =49-6. So, by Theorem 144, B . .a > 43/(n - 2),/
,
p ^ m<n- 2m '
p=l
Since Mr. Jones could conclude that some teacher had received
at least 4 letters, it must be the case that 43/(n - 2) > 3. So,
n < 16. But, by Exercise 2, n > 16. So, there are just 16
teachers at Z. H.S.
Answers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
Easy : 2-5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15-24, 26-32, 33 (tedious), 34,
35, 37, 38, 40-43, 45-52
Medium: 1, 6, 9, 13, 14, 25, 36, 44
Hard : 10, 39
1. Let s be the side-measure of the regular hexagon. Then, the area-
measure of the region bounded by each of the four smaller semi-
TC[8-85, 86]a
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29. (a) 2x^ + 3x^ - 13x + 6 (b) 5x^ - 3x + 1
30. (a) 2(x + y + z - xy - yz - zx)
(b) Since (a - b)^ > 0, (b - c)^ > 0, and (c - a)^ > 0, it follows
that
< {a - b)^ + (b - c)^ + (c - af
= 2(a^ + b^ + c^ - ab - be - ca).
So, since 2 > 0, a^ + b^ + c^ - ab - be - ca >. 0/2 = 0.
31. (a) ^ ^
aqr_i_br£_:^eEq
qr + rp - pq
(b) X = ^ -^.^^^ - ^>
p(a - b)
TC[8-87, 88]e

(d) 4y^ + 4y - 3 (e) 1 2 + 7c - 1 2c^ (f) a^c^ + 2ac - 3
21. b^^ [5 + 8- 10 = (p + 3){p-9), p^-6p- 112=0, (p - 14)(p + 8) = O]
q q q
22. yp(p + 2a-l)= Vp^+(2a-l)yp
p=l p=l p=l
^ q(q + l)(2q + 1) ^ ^^a - l)ai3JLl)
6 2
= qia_LH[(2q + l)+3{2a- 1)]
_
q(q + l)(2q + 6a - 2)
_
q(q + l)(q + 3a - 1)
6
~
3
23. 9999^ - 1^ = (9999 + 1){9999 - 1) = 99980000. So, 9999^ = 99980001,
24. (a) 12 (b) 13 (c) 4. 1
25. Suppose that the first time he tried, he made a solid square with
m pennies on each side. Since he had 116 pennies left over, he
must have started with m +116 pennies. Since he was 25 short of
making a solid square with m + 3 pennies on each side, it follows
that mi^ + 116 = (m + 3)^ - 25--that is, that m = 22. So, he must
have 600 pennies, and since 600 is not a perfect square, he can't
form a solid square with them.
26. (a) -5xy- 2yz + 5zx (b) -2pq + lOqr - 7rp (c) 3a - 4b + 4c - 3d
27. 2 28. false [The intersection is {(1,
-1)}, ]
TC[8-87, 88]b

14. For a > 3, it follows that a - 1 > 2 and, since 2 > 0, that a - 1 > 0.
So, 1 < ^^ < 2
' a - 1
<=> a-l< a+l<2a-2
<=> < 2 < a - 1.
a + 1
Since a - 1 > 2 and 2 > 0, it follows that, for a > 3, 1 < r < 2.
3l " X
15. llw/(12k)
16. (a) 4a6 (b) a^b* (c) SlpV'' (d) TT (e) xV9x6
216
(f) Sx^z' (g) -27p^V (h)
1 25a^5b6
17. (a) a (b) a^ (c) ^
1 - a
[We hope this exercise suggests the following generalization:
n
p = l
n
From this it is easy to see that VV l-a^ = (l-a)^aP"*
p=l
See Theorem 153.]
18. (a) x=-f-^^ (b)x=5£4-^ (c) x= ^-^q-b^bd - ae bp + aq ap - br
19. K = a^ - 2ab [a^ - 4^]
20. (a) x^ - X - 42 (b) y^ + y - 20 (c) c^ + 13c + 42
TC[8-87, 88]a
' •/-'>•' ?>^
45. $6000, $4000 [{3x - 1000)/{2x - 1000) = 5/3] 46. 12
47. (a) X - 17y [or: -8(x + y) + 9(x - y)]
(b)
-llTm-gn) [or: 2(m - 3n) + y (m + n)]
48. X + Y + Z = X + S-=-4 X +§^ X = X
[Alternatively
:
B - C
X
B - C
Y + Z
(B - C) + (C-A) + (A-B)
^ ^
Y + Z
B - C (C- A) + (A-B) " C-B
B - C
,
X = -(Y + Z)]
'] =
49. (a) 97/8 (b) 5 (c) 8
50. 52, 91 and -91, -52 [|4x - 7x1 = 39]
TC[8-89, 90]c

So, since I^ is closed with respect to addition and multi-
plication, there are positive integers m' and m" such
that 3(q + 1)^ + 5(q + 1)^ + 7(q + 1) = 15m + 15m' = 15m" .
^ 3(q + 1)5 + 5(q + 1)^ + 7(q + 1) ,+ „Hence, —^-^ '- ^^ '- i-i ^el. Consequently,
n
3n^ + 5ri^ + 7n .+
-. 3(n + 1)^ + 5(n + 1 )^ + 7(n + 1) ,+
j3 el
=>
j5 el
(iii) In view of (i) and (ii), it follows from the PMI that.
. , .
(b) Since (1 - 2)(1 - 1)1(1 + 1)(1 + 2) = 0, and 5|0, and since
V (x - l)x(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3) - (x - 2)(x - l)x{x + l){x + 2)
= 5(x - l)x(x + l)(x + 2), it follows by induction that
V 5
I
(n - 2){n - l)n(n + l)(n + 2).
n
Similarly,
V 3l(n - l)n(n + 1)
n '
So, by the algebra theorem given in the exercise.
Hence,
V 15|3n5 + 5n^ + 7n.
n '
w 3n^ + 5n^ + 7n ,+
n 15
40. 15, 17 and -17, -15 [(2k- l)(2k+ 1) = 255 <=> ( k = 8 or k = -8)]
41. 7.5 [2x - 5 = 10]
42. (a)
c + d
a - b
(b)g (c) ^P - 5q
6p + 7q
43. 9/4 [a = 3, b = 5]
44. 124, 4, 7 [lOOp + lOi + w = 12697 - 250 = 100 •124+10-4 + 7]
TC[8-89, 90]b

32. 6,-1 [k^ + k = 6{k + 1) <==> (k = 6 or k = -1)]
33. (a) Yes . [a . _ = 43^ - 3 • 43 + 43 = 43(43 -3 + 1)]43
(b) a..
'42 [For your convenience, here is a list of the first 42
terms of a : 41, 41, 43, 47, 53, 61, 71, 83, 97, 113,
131, 151, 173, 197, 223, 251, 281, 313, 347, 383, 421,
461, 503, 547, 593, 641, 691, 743, 797, 853, 911, 971,
1033, 1097, 1163, 1231, 1301, 1373, 1447, 1523, 1601,
1681]
[Call the attention of students to the table on page 8-250.] [For
a discussion of prime-representing formulas, see page 8-210.]
34. (a) 56z6 + 24z5 + 32z^ + 21z3 + 58z^ + 33z + 28
(b) 4x^° + 20x^ + 2x' + 25x^ + 17x^ + 36x3 + 6x^ + 15x + 3
^^ A4.R + r-^-l+R4- ^ _ (B^-2B+1)+(b3-B^) + 2B _ bH 13b. + U + C -.-g-+a+g-^ B(B - 1) B{B - 1)
36. 50 n(n
- 1)
= 1225 (n - 50)(n + 49) =
37. (-1, 2.5, -0.5)
39. (a) (i) i +i +^
38, V = Vo + U^^ + i2 - e)t
j_5
15
= 1 €l*
(ii) Suppose that 3q
+5q +7q.
^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^^ suppose that there
is a positive integer m such that 3q^ + 5q3 + 7q= 15m. Now,
3{q+ 1)^ + 5(q + 1)^ + 7(q + 1)
= 3q^ + 15q-* + 35q3 + 45q^ + 37q + 15
= (3q^ + 5q2 + 7q) + ISlq"* + 2q' + Sq^ + 2q + 1) .
TC[8-89, 90]a
.1
..
6. 3, 3(1 +
-r^l, 3 1 + -^4^ 1 + -^l 3 1 +^ (l + ^, 1 + 21 + 1/ ' \ 1 + lj\ 2 + 1/' -^ \ 1 + l/\ 2 + V\ 3 + 1/ •
411 .^Yi . a.Vi 4 ^Yi . ^.Yi . X\(i +^Yi .^li + ^
1 + lA 2 + l/V 3 + lA 4 + l/\ 5 + l/\ 6 + l/\ 7 + l/\ 8 + 1
Answers for Part B of the Exploration Exercises.
(3.) 3*'"' (4.) -jij- (5.) 10 (6.) 5151 [= 121ll^]
TC[8-9l]b
Jisj.i'.r > J, O )>!-, j-;«''; Jr.
ruiji ;.i! . uu^..;:;;ii. :
!j ;:;
.
:...• ' V!; ''<i'/3
r;:.:.-q :^-; ;. j
(/:)
vol '-?.".:
I-* »
51. at the end of the 7th minute
[The problem is nicely solved graphically. Otherwise, since the
rate for the first 5 minutes is 3 gallons per minute and the effective
4
rate during the first 9 minutes is 3^ gallons per minute, we know
that the rate was changed sometime after the end of the fifth minute.
Suppose that it was changed at the end of x minutes. It follows that
3x + Vi", y (IJ- - x) = 41. So, X = 7.]
52. (a) y^ (b) 7x\ (c) -2b^c* (d) Iz"
'1^
Answers for Part A of the Exploration Exercises.
1. 5, 5*1, 5*1'2, 5°1*2»3; 5 • 1* 2* 3* 4' 6 • 6 • 7'
8
2. 1. 1(1 + 1), 1(1 + 1)(2 + 1), 1(1 + 1)(2 + 1)(3 + 1);
1(1 + 1)(2 + 1)(3 + 1)(4 + 1)(5 + 1)(6 + 1)(7 + 1)(8 + 1)
3. 3, 3*3, 3*3'3, 3 • 3 • 3 3; 3 • 3 " 3 • 3 • 3* 3* 3* 3 • 3
4 I A /I + A 1 (i + i \fz + i] i/ i -f 1Y2 + 1W3 + i \2' 2^1 + 2/' 2\l+2A2 + 2y' 2\1 + 2/U + 2J\3 + 2/'
1 fl + IV 2 + l\ f 3 + IY4 + IV5 + l\ / 6 + l\ / 7 + iV
'
S + 1
2 1^1 + 2J\2 + 2/\3 + 2J\4 + 2/^6 + 2/^6 + 2^7 + 2/^8 + 2
c 1 1 / I + 1 T / I + 1 fZ + .1 , /I + 1 /2 + 1 /3 + 1
1 fLU fL±l / 3 + 1 / 4 + 1 /TTT 1 6 + 1 / t+T / 8 + 1
si 1'>/2'v/3'v/4n/5'n/6'v/7'n/8
TC[8-91]a
nRead ' /
|
..." as 'pi, from p = 1 to n of . . . ', or as 'the product of the
p = l
numbers . . . , for all p < n'.
The recursive definition (*) is a way to remove the ambiguity from
expressions of the fornri:
^1^2^ • • • ^p • • • ^n ^n +
1
Note that in accord with our convention about doing multiplications from
left to right, the expression:
n
/ I
^p*^n + i
p=l
is an abbreviation for:
^n + l
Answers for Part A.
4 3 2 1
1- /|P=7Tp*4 = T|rp'3*4= TTp* 2'3*4 = I'Z'SM
p=l p=l p=
1
p=l
2. (3' 1 - 1)^ 3. 3'3» 3* 3* 3*3
[Students may rewrite this as:
2.1.4.1.6.7.8.912 3 4 6 6 7 8
and simplify to '9'. Thus, they will anticipate Exercise Bl.)
TC[8-92>.
^t •.;;.;>=•,
-M--
''':>. TX
,
.^-
.-i5 i^^ii-'^
r[n 'rr-t^.-
f... .:i\ sfrvivr-^-''
:^^
•J,
Answers for Part B.
1
p=i
p=l p=l
= (q+ 1) 1 +
q
= q + 1 + 1
^)
(iii) So, in view of (i) and (ii), it follows by the PMI that. . .
Students may discover an analogue of Theorem 130:
n
(b, =a^ and V^b^ + i =K'^n+i)^ Vn J\ ^p = K
p = l
2. (i) 77 (l + 2E_Mj ^ ^ ^ 2:^ = 4 = (1 + 1)^
p = l
p=i p=i
+ l)2/l +2(3^= (q ir q + 1)
-H
^(q+l)' /
= (q + l)' + 2(q + 1) +1
= [(q+l)+l]'
TC[8-92]b
Wr\u. n.i..,o»- \t
'J 1 U J -'1
r !• ^-
1
-
(ill) So, . .
.
[The theorem in Exercise 2 is easy to discover if one notes the algebra
theorem:
v2
-p(-^)-{^)
cuid then simplifies a few instances. It should suggest an analogue of
Theorem 138:
For any sequence a none of whose terms is 0,
n
^n I I a a, ' ^
p = l *'
TCfH-9Z'*c
^ido^is sxii ioiy.
JC 9!.: -.^vl'^nfe .''

5. 1 [= 1]
8. 1 [= 1]
6. 23 [=(3-7 + 2)]
9. -36 [= (-3--2--l)(l-2-3)]
7. 1 [= 1]
Answers for Part B'
1. 4 2. 4 3. 3 [= 7-0 + 3] 4. 5 5.
6. 20 7. 109 [= 12^ - 3- 12 + 1]
8. 9701 [= (11^ - 3- 11 + 1) • 109]
9. 9 [(2-8 + 3)(2-9 + 3) = 399]
10. 4 [See Theorem 146 on page 8-99.]
11. 2 [3- 1 + 7 = 10; See Th. 147.]
1? ^^Q r(2-l +9)(a-a-r5)...(2^-l^-f-^)(2-20 + 9) _ , , .„-.
'^- ^
^ (a—&-m - . . U-^-J^-+^) ~ ^
13. 6 [1 = 1, 1 -2 = 2, 2-3 = 6, 6-4 = 24, 24-5 = 120, 120 -6 = 720]
14. 7 [a^ = 2, a^ = 2, .. .; a^a^aga^a^a^a,, = 2" = 128]
15. 6 [a^ = 2, a^ = 2, . . .; a^a^a^aga^a^a^ = Z' = 128]
16. 3 [See Th. 148.] 17. 14 18. 2
19. 1 1 +- 1
P + 1
= 1
TC[8-93, 94, 95, 96]b

bottom of page 8-93:
a = X • a. if and only if (x - l)a = 0, and this is the case if and
only if X = 1 or a^ = .
The adoption of the convention according to which for any sequence a,
77ap = 1
p=l
results- in the sanae sort of simplifications as attend the adoption of
the analogous convention for continued sums. In particular, it leads
in a natural way [see pages 8- 100 and 8-101] to the theorem :
V x° = 1X
4
yT i= i._5._4._3._2--l-0.1-2-3-4=
i = -5
Note the leading '1 • '. This results from application of the recursive
definition. If, in evaluation problems such as this, one uses the theorem:
J
V.
'i I a. = a.
4 = j
then such unnecessary '1 • 's will not occur.
Answers for Part A.
1. 10395 [= 1 •3- 5-7-9- 11] 2. 315 [= -3 • -1 • 1 • 3 • 5 • 7]
3. 16 [=2- 2- 2
-2] 4. 16 [= 2 • 2 • 2 • 2]
TC[8-93, 94, 95,96]a
5 ^:''"^^x!? ^*"'
J C ; rs 1
.
3. (a) (n + 1)! - 1
(- q q
^p-p! = ^[<P+ 1)! - pO =
_p=l p=l
1
(q + 1)! - 1
(b) 1 (n + 1)!
Z. (P + 1)! z
p=i p=i
(p+ 1)! f]
=
(q + 1)!
4. (a) (i) 1! = 1 > 1
(ii) Suppose that p! > p. Then, p! > 1 and, since p + 1 > 0, it
follows that p!(p + 1) > p + 1. So, by the recursive definition
for the factorial sequence, (p + 1)! > p + 1. Etc.
(b)
"' i is = i ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ - T
k=0
q+1
^"^ El^^ Zi^"" (TTITI
k =
q
1
k=0
< 3 -
= 3 -
< 3 -
1
q! (q + 1)!
•>>
(q + 1).'
1
[See discussion of Exercise '^4
of Part B on page 8- 12.]
w/
(q + 1)!
[You may recall that the case, e, of Naperian logarithnns is given by;
CO
e
k=0
- ^k!
Exercise 4(b) gives a way of showing that e < 3. More basically, it
shows that the summation sequence of the sequence of reciprocal fac-
torials is bounded. ]
TC[8-97, 98]d
f^^^^^r-f:
•i;o;.crf
U) ^gi = go = ^ = Si ^
i =
q q- 1
(ii) ^ g- = ^ g. + gq
= (g^
= i =
def. of TT-notation
4. 9 [This is a straight- forward computing problem which foreshadows
the factorial sequence treated on the next page in the text.
k 1
'7
3 4 5 6 7
!
8
f
9 10
^k 1 1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 362880 3628800
Since gg < lOS g^Q > 1Q\ andVngn+i ^ ^n [definition of g^ and
Theorem. 104], it follows that 9 is the smallest integer m such that
for alln > m, g > 10^.]
'n
Answers for Part D,
1. See the discussion of Exercise 4 of Part C, above.
2. (a) 20 [= 1.^.3^ ]
^^^ 17160 ^"^ 10» 11« 12' 13 J
(f) 3003
(i) 92378
TC[8-97, 98]c
(b) 12
(g)
40320 •" 8!
1
288
(j) 210
(c) 6
(h) 120

2. 99
[Computing a few of the values of f will lead students to discover the
theorem:
V_f_ =
1
n n n + 1
which should be proved by mathematical induction.
1
<^) ^1 = /l p + 1 - 1 + 1
p=l
q+1 q
(ii) fq a.
3^ = /
1 p + 1 = / I ^-+-1
'^2 "q + 1 q + 2"q + 2
p=l p=l
_£_ = ',, -E^.-Uli = _J_.gL±i = ^_
Then, f„ < 0.01 <=> —^ < 0.01
' n. n + 1
<=> n + 1 > 100
<=> n > 99.
Students should be asked to find an n such that fj^ = 0. Of course,
there is none. ]
3. (a)
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
gk / ^ ^
8 /^ 3^ 6^ /Z3
k
i =
/ 3 7 15 3/ ^3 /^7 Z5-S
n- 1
i =
TC[8-97, 98]b

Answers for Part C.
1.
5 -
H 1 1- H 1 \ ^-
For your convenience, here is a table which gives the relevant
values.
p '^^ n fn
1 1.1 1 i.i
2 1.2 2 1.32
3 1.3 3 1.716
4 1.4 4 2.4024
5 1.5 5 3.6036
6 1.6 6 5.76576
7 1.7 7 9.801792'
8 1.8 8 17.6432256
9 1.9 9 33.52212864
10 2 10 67.04425728
TC[8-97, 98]a
X'.ii;nf : •7"'
[Theorem 133 may suggest another generalization to some of your
students
:
k
aiV V.V, ^ . / I x"^ = XX J k> J - 1 M
i=j
If the terms of the sequence a are restricted to be nonnegative, this is
a generalization of the theorem of Exercise 2 of Part B on page 8-101.
With the further restriction that the terms of a are integers it can
easily be proved by induction^ If the quantifier 'V ' is replaced by
*V / »', it is a generalization of Theorem 155 and can be proved underX /O
the restriction that the terms of a are integers. After Unit 9, it can be
proved with no restrictions on the sequence a, if 'V ' is replaced by
X > •••
X
'1^
Note that exponentiation is, like addition, a binary operation. [Actually,
exponentiation bears somewhat more resemblance to division than to
addition in that; like division, it is not defined for all pairs of real
numbers --for example j for the pair ( — 1, l/Z).] Note also that questions
such as 'Is 81 a power ? ' are as trivia] as 'Is 15 a suna?' or 'Is 5 a
quotient?'. The answer to all such questions is 'yes'. One can, more
or less reasonably, ask:
What is the divisor of the quotient 15 if the divident is 3?,
What is the first sunnnnand of the sunn 5 if the second summand is 17,
What is the exponent of the power 81 if the base is 3 ?
,
but it is less confusing to say: Solve '15 = 3/x', '5 = x + 7', '81 = 3^'.
TC[8-99, 100]b

The proofs of Theorems 145-149, mostly by mathematical induction,
are straightforward adaptations of those of Theorems 134-137 and
Theorem 142, respectively. For example, consider the proof of
Theorem 134 given in the COMMENTARY for Part D on page 8-43. If,
in this proof, one replaces 'S's by 'Il's, ' + 's by * • 's, and 'O's by 'I's,
he has a proof of Theorem 145. [In the explanation of the proof of
Theorem 134, one should, also, replace the reference to the sum
rearrangement theorem--Theorem 5--by a reference to the product
rearrangement theorem- -Theorem 4.] The proofs of Theorenns 135
and 137 given in the COMMENTARY for Part *F on page 8-47 can be
modified in the same way to yield proofs of Theorems 146 and 148.
Theorem 147 is a corollary of Theoremi 146, just as Theoremi 136 is
a corollary of Theorem 135 [See, again, the discussion of Part ''^F on
page 8-47.]. Finally, Theorem 149 can be proved just as Theorem 142
is proved in the COMMENTARY for pages 8-73 and 8-74. The latter
proof makes use of the cpa and Theorems 136 and 137. The proof of
Theorem 149 makes use of the cpm and Theorems 147 and 148. [De-
scriptive nanmes are given in the Table of Contents on page 8-viii.]
n -theorems analogous to Theoreois 130 and 138 have been noted in the
COMMENTARY for Part B on page 8-92. Once students, on studying
page 8-100, discover the analogue:
k
(n) Vk>o'|T" = ^^
p=i
of the given theorenn (S) [The naissing word in line 9 is 'power'], they
may suggest the analogue:
k / k \x
vv.v, . . .'TTa.-^J'TTa-X J k > J- 1 / I 1 /I 1
i = j \i = j /
of Theorem 133. This is a generalization of Theorem 158 [page 8-119].
With 'x' replaced by 'k^' and with the restriction that the terms of the
sequence a are all different frona 0, this generalization can be proved
just as Theorem 133 is proved in the COMMENTARY for pages 8-39
and 8-40. [Instead of the idpma one must use Theorem 158«] [Once the
definition of exponentiation has been completed, in Unit 9, the same
proof will go through without 'x' being replaced by 'ki', if the terms of
a are further restricted to be positive.]
TC[8-99, 100]a

j+k
2^ c^"^^ = 'JT
c
[definition; (j > and k > 0) => j + k > 0]
p=l
J- U^
= /
I
c • yr c [Theorem 146; j>l-l;k>0=^j+k>j]
p=l P=j+1
= TTc • T7c [Theorem 148; k> 1 - l]
p=l p=l
_ j ^ k [definition; j > 0; k > 0]
TC[8-101]f

Now, workers in cardinal number theory invariably define exponenti-
ation in a very simple and natural manner which has as one of its conse-
quences that, for cardinal numbers, 0° = 1 . So, if one is to maintain
the imaging of each number system in the succeeding one, one must
accept the consequence that, in any of the successive number systems
including the system of real numbers, 0° = 1 . [Note, still that the
definition, for real numbers, of '0°' is only a m.atter of convenience.
One could give up the imaging. But, this would be inconvenient.]
Answers for Part A.
1. 1 2. 1 3. 1 4. 1
5. 1 6. 1 7. 8. 1
9. 1024 10. 4096 11. 256 12. 1048576
13. -1 14. 1 15. 243 16. -243
17. 19683 18. 324 19.
20. 39366 [= 39 13* - 1)]
Answers for Part B. [Old friends are finally proved!]
k K K-
1. (cd)^ = 77^''^)^= 7i '^^ 7i ^ =
^^^^
,,.-,.,,
'J, // p=ix p=i p
^def. ^Theorem 145 "^def.
[Each step requires the restriction 'k >. 0'.]
TC[8-10l]e
::d: ^'.
i.:i
.?lriiJ S>ii/a:
nc.
-
£'.'
A : ;.
:/o ^Ja W 7fj:'r!/i Vv 1 '^r> f
• .:J£maj'i3^.'-!'.
..'ji.'/.ji;T, l<3 >
;.>-?/!#.J ij.c'itr
J //i.« .
*y^iM^} t-
^a aqhi;
definition can have is convenience. Is it convenient to say that O*' = 1 ?
The greatest nnass of evidence that it is convenient to do so is contained
in the advanced mathematics texts [from calculus on] which adopt this
convention. [If such books make any explicit reference to '0°', they
usually say that it is not defined. So, their adoption of the convention
that 0° = 1 is usually innplicit--but it's there.] All one need do is turn
to any treatment of infinite series to see many statements similar to:
00
n - 11^X" - =-7 , for |x| < 1 [cf.. Theorem 168b]
n= 1
Since |o| < 1, one instance of this generalization is
:
00
-1
_
1
n=l
which, for our present purposes, may be paraphrased as:
0° + 0^ + 0^ +. . .+ 0"~^ +. . . = 1
Clearly, this is meaningless unless '0*'* is defined, and is false unless
0° = 1. [Oddly enough, the same writers take considerable pains to
point out that, by definition, 0! = 1, just for the purpose of making
sense out of similar theorems, such as :
I
,n- 1
(n - 1)1 =
^''' ^°^ ^^^ ^ 1
n= 1
From the mass of textbook writers one should single out one prominent
mathematician, Landau, who, in his Differential and Integral Calculus
[Chelsea 1951, page 11] says:
Let 0^ always be understood as meaning 1.
There is still another reason why it is desirable to adopt the definition
'0° = 1*. As you are aware, one kind of procedure for defining the real
numbers begins with the cardinal nunabers and, in terms of these de-
fines numibers of another kind [integers or, alternatively, unsigned
rationals], in ternas of which still others are defined, in ternns of which
are, finally, defined the real numbers. Concomitantly with defining
different kinds of numbers, one defines operation on them- -at least
operations of addition and multiplication. The procedure is such that
each number systenn has its analogue in the succeeding one- -technically,
each number system has an isomorphic innage in the succeeding one.
TC[8-10l]d
b-iilfr
--"^-fs-i'^
presented by calculus is that of convincing students of the illegitimacy
of such a substitution procedure for finding limiting values, this last
suggestion is a particularly unfortunate one.
Summarizing the discussion thus far, it appears that the misleading
character of the phrase 'the indeterminate form O"' is enough to make
it an insecure basis for an argument against defining 'O**' to be a numeral.
Proceeding, now, to the argument against defining '0°' which is found
in most elementary algebra texts, we recall that it develops through the
attempt to motivate the definition of expressions such as '2~^'.
Since, for any positive integers m and n < m, 2 /Z =2 "^ ,
it seems desirable to define '2"^', say, so that, for example,
2^/2? = 2"^. If this is to be the case, it is evident that'2"''
must be a numeral for l/2^. On adopting the definition which
this suggests, it is not hard to prove that, for any integers j
and k / j, 2^/2)^ - 2J " -^ . Now, one considers the case j = k.
Since, for any k, 2^/2^^ = 1, it is natural to accept '2°' as a
numeral for 1. But--let's be careful. Whatever k is, '0^0^'
is nonsense. So, '0^"*^' must be nonsense also! You mustn't
define '0°'.
This is, course, an unjustified conclusion. Whether '0°' is defined or
not [and, if it is, how it is defined] has no relevance for the theorem
one wishes to prove:
V^ / Q V.Vj^ xJ/x^= xJ -k [Theorem 156]
The fact that '0*^/0^' is nonsense merely precludes the possibility of
motivating the definition '0°= 1' in the way '2° = 1' was motivated.
So far we have treated the objections to defining '0°'. Now, let's con-
sider the advantages of the definition '0° = 1'. The only advantage any
TC[8-10l]c

As a matter of fact, if one knows something about logarithms, including
the theorenn
:
\> \ ^°S xY = y log
X
and the fact that |logx| is arbitrarily large if x is a sufficiently small
positive number, it is very easy to prove (**)• In fact, one can prove
a much stranger result- -that
no matter what number z > one chooses other than
(*«5!t) 1^ there are nonzero numbers x and y, as near as
one wishes, such that xY = z.
For, given a number c > 0, logc j^ and, for a > 0, al^ = c if and only
if b = logc/loga. Since, for a sufficiently near 0, |loga| is arbitrarily
large, it follows that, for a sufficiently near 0, logc/loga will be differ-
ent from but as near as one wishes. So, there are nonzero numbers
a and b, as near as one wishes, such that a" = c.
Expressions which, like x ° are of the form.:
f(x)g(x)
--when f and g are functions whose values, for argumients near 0, are
also, near 0--are said to be 'of the indeterminate form)0°'. Among the
techniques of the differential calculus there is one which, in certain cases,
enables one to discover how the values of a given such expression behave
for small nonzero values of 'x'. When [as in the case treated above]
these values cluster about some number [c], the expressions are not,
in the intended sense, indeterminate. In any case, speaking of such
expressions as being "of the form 0°" is misleading because it suggests
--what is often not the case--that f(0) = = g(0) and that the values of
the expression for small nonzero values of 'x' do cluster about some
numberf{0)g(0). Since one of the most difficult pedagogical problems
TC[8-10l]b
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Objections are often raised against defining '0°'. The basis of these
objections has to do with the nature of the exponential function ["z = xy"]
when it is defined [as is done in Unit 9] for positive bases and arbitrary-
real exponents. It is then the case that
I
no matter what number z one chooses [as a referent
(*) for '0°'] there are nonzero numbers x and y, as near
as one wishes, such that xY is not near z.
[In fact, there are such numbers x and y for which | xY - z | is as large
as one may wish.] In more technical language, the exponential function
does not have a linait at (0, 0). As a consequence of this, it is im-
possible to define '0°' in such a way that the exponential function [which
would, then, be defined at (0, 0) as well as on {{x, y) : x > O}] would be
continuous at (0, 0).
Note that the property of exponentiation just described does not, in any
way, preclude one from defining '0°'. Its only effect is that, no matter
how one does this, exponentiation will fail to have a certain desirable
property. The question of whether it is desirable to define '0°' is left
wide-open.
Now, it cannot rationally be argued, merely in the ground of the fact
mentioned above, that '0°' should not be defined. For there are many
useful functions which fail to be continuous at certain places where
they are defined [the greatest integer function is one]. Instead, the
only reputable argument against defining '0°' rests on the fact that it
is customary, in calculus texts, to use the phrase 'the indeterminate
form 0°* as a section-heading under which to discuss problems which
arise in consequence of another theorem, stranger than ('), about the
behavior of exponentiation for "small" bases and exponents. [The
disreputable argument against defining '0°' v/hich is cominonly given
in elementary algebra texts will be discussed later.]
According to the theorenn, stronger than (*)» just referred to, it is the
case that
no matter what nunnber z >. one chooses there are
{**) nonzero numbers x and y, as near as one wishes,
such that |xy - z| is as small as one may wish.
[It may seem at first that (''"'') contradicts {*), but, actually, (**) implies
(*). For, values of 'xY' which are as close as one wishes to a given
nonnegative number are not near to "most" numbers other than the
given number. For example, to find values of 'xY' which are not near
to 1 , it is sufficient to find values which are near to 1000.]
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Answers fcr Part C,
2.
Answers fox- Part D.
1. 1^
-e-
-* 1 1 1 1 h
% Y. yi jiXXXKxxx
1* X X X X X
-I 1 1 1 h
1^
1
X
X X X X X
-i 1 1 1 1-
i 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1-
[Students should repeat Exercise 1 of Part D with '1' replaced by '2'.]
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Answer for Part F.
1-
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p = l
and the second can be rewritten as:
3kV /l\P"'T /_. [Tb)
p = i
Simplifying the first of the two expressions, we see that
10
/ 1\P-1
Z(-i = k
4.)
1
,= 1
4-'
4k
5
1
1
410
4k
5
1
1
Since 2^° = 1048576, 1 - (1/2^°) = 0. 999999, and the sum of the area-
measures of the shaded regions is approximately 0. 799999k. [it is
precisely 0. 799999237060546875k.]
Sinnplifying the second expression given above, we see that
5 / l\5
3k
4
1
16)
3k U6
4
1
1
16
- 1
4k
5
1
165
[Som.e students should wonder about "the sum of the area-measures
of all the shaded triangles". This leads into the subject of infinite
geometric progressions, which is taken up on pages 8-138ff. The
question of what "the sum of infinitely many nunnbers" means is a
subtle one, and it would be well, at this time, to answer an inquiry
about the sunn of all the area-measures by saying 'Well, at any rate,
it's clear that the nnore triangles you take into consideration the
closer the sum of the area- measures will be to 0. 8k. ']
Answers for the rest of Part H are in the COMMENTARY for pages 8-105
and 8-106,
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2^ + 28 + . . . + 2' + 2^ + 1 +
-| + 1^1' + . . . + [|]'°
=
-^[2^^ + 2^8 + . . . + 2^' + 2^' + 2^° + 2^ + 2^ + . . . +2°
20
- J_ V ?P - 1 - _L . 2^°- 1 _ ,10 _ 12* -
210 /_, 210 2-1 2^°
p=l
= 1024 - 0. 0009765625
= 1024.
(b) The phrase 'the shaded regions of the first ten triangles' should
suggest the three shaded regions at the corners of the first triangle,
the three at the corners of the third triangle, and so on, ending with
the three at the corners of the ninth triangle. For each n, the area-
measure of the nth triangle is k/4^ ~ ^ . If n is odd, the sum of the
area-measures of the three shaded regions at the corners of the nth
triangle is, by "subtraction of areas",
k/4"-' - k/4^,
or, by "addition of areas",
4n
So, the sum of the area-measures can be computed by simplifying
either:
il . Jl\ + /Ji . ii\ + + fii - A
40 41J + '^42 4V " U' 49
or :
3k , 3k ^ ^ 3kT T . . . T
4I 43 49
The first expression can be rewritten as
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(e) 1016
10
^2P-i
= > 2P"'*' = 8
.P = 4 p = l
zP-^
p = l
(f) 1
(g) 97655
8 8
-P - 1 P ~ 2 p = l
(h) 10 [The instance for x = 1 of Theorenn 153 is not helpful.
Use Theorems 150a and 131.]
3. [Here is the problenn:
Stan Brown has a choice between two jobs. Each job is to last for
30 days. The first job pays $100 per day. The second job starts
with 1 cent the first day, 2 cents the second day, 4 cents the third
day, etc. doubling each day. Which job pays mar e? By how
much?]
30
The first job pays y 100 dollars --that is, $3000.
p=l
30
The second job pays y 2" cents--that is, 1073741823 cents.
p = l
So, the second job pays $10734418. 23 more than the first.
4. (a) For each n, the perimeter of the nth triangle is twice the peri-
meter of the (n + l)th triangle. So, the sum of the perimeters
of the first twenty triangles is
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6. (i) By the r. d. , c° = 1 ji^ [basic principle].
(ii) Suppose that c 4 0- By the cancellation principle for multipli-
cation, it follows, for c /^ 0, that o? " o. / 0* c = 0. Since . . •
[continue as in answer to Exercise 5].
There is a longer proof of Theorem 152b which makes use of Theo-
rem 15 2a. It is of some pedogogical interest at this point since it
also makes use of the following genercilization of Theorem 150c:
-, ^ r/ \2k 2k , , .2k + l 2k+l-,V^Vj^>q[(-x) =x and (-x) = -x J
Here is this proof of Theorem 15 2b:
Suppose that c > 0. Then, by Theorem 152a, c'^ > and, by Theorem
81, c^ 4 0- Hence, if c > then o? 4 0-
Suppose that c < 0. Then, by Theorenn 85, — c > and, as above,
{—c) 4 0. By the theorem in Exercise 1 of Part B [and algebra],
(-c)^ = (-Ire . Now, if j is even, it follows by Theorem 150c that
(— c) = ^ and, if j is odd, it follows that (— c) = -c . In either case,
since (— c)'' / 0, it follows that c*^ 4 0, Since j is either even or odd,
it follows that if c < then o) 4 0.
Since, for c / 0, either c > or c < 0, and since if c > then
c-' / and if c < then o? 4 0, it follows that, for c / 0, c^ f^ 0.
k /Consequently, V Vo^k>0^ f ^'
7. For c > 1, c > and, by Theorem 152a, c^ > 0. Hence, by the
ntpi [and the cpm], c^ * c > c^' 1 = c^. Since c^'c = C'^ , it follows,
for c > 1, that cJ"*"^ > c^. Consequently, V >
^ \>0 ^^ ^ ' ^ ^
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Consequently,
if {-l)^j= 1 and (-n^j"*"^ = -1 then
(-ifO^^) =land(-l)^^J+^)+^ =-1.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that
3. By the r. d. , 0° =1.
(i) By the r.d. , 0^ =0°'"^ = 0°' = 1 • = 0.
(ii) Suppose that qP = 0. By the r. d. , 0^"*"^ =0P'0 = 0'0.
Consequently, V^ [O^ = ^ O"
'''
^ =0].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the PMI, that V^ O" = 0-
Consequently, 0° = 1 and Vn 0^ = 0.
4. (i) By the r.d.
,
p° = 1 and, by (l\), 1 e T. Hence, p" € T.
(ii) Suppose that p'' e I^. By the r.d., p^ ^ = p^'p and, by
Theorem 103 and the inductive hypothesis, p * p € I*. Hence,
if pj eTthen pj"*"^ € T.
k
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that V, >q p €l .
Consequently, V V, >f)m el*.
[Theorenn 151b is given in Exercise 1 of Part A on page 8-107.]
5. (i) By the r.d., c°= 1 > [Theorem 82].
(ii) Suppose that c' > 0. By the mtpi, it follows, for c > 0, that
c-'* c > 0* c = 0. Since, by the r.d., c^* c = c^ , it follows
that, for c > 0, if c^ > then c^ "'"^ > 0.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, for c > 0, by Theorem 114, that
\>o^''^o-
Consequently, V^>o^k>0^ ^ ^'
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In tiie proof of Theorein 150b, given on pages 8-102 and 8-103, the res-
trictions necessitated by presence of the restricted quantifier in the
recursive definition of the exponential sequences have been omitted. If
these were included, the last line on page 8-102 would begin:
(ii) Suppose that [for a j > 0] (-1)'^''"^ = (-l)"^. Since...
Since, on page 8-114, exponentiation is defined for all integral exponents,
the need for such restrictions as that just mentioned is temporary. For
this reason, such restrictions are omitted, also, in the answers for Part
G. For the same reason. Theorems 150 and 152 as given in the theorem
list on pages 8-241 and 8-242 have 'V, ' rather than 'V, >q'. This more
general form of Theorem 150a, for example [cf. Exercise 1 of Part G],
is proved in the Sannple on page 8-115, and the proofs of the nriore gen-
eral forms of the three parts of Theorem 151 are the exercises which
follow this sannple.
'1^
Answers for Part G.
1. (i) By the recursive definition for the exponential sequence with .
base 1, 1° = 1.
(ii) Suppose that 1"^ = 1. Again by the r.d,
,
it follows that
1J+^
= IJ- 1 = 1' 1 = 1. Consequently, if 1^ = 1 then iJ"*"^ = 1.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that V, >q 1^ = 1.
2. (i) By the r.d., {-1 )2 •»=(- 1 )«= 1 and (- l)^ •«>*»= (-1 )<>* »
= (-1)°' -1 = 1« -1 = -1.
(ii) Suppose that (-1)^J= 1 and (-1)^^'^^ = -1. By the r.d.,
(_l)2(j+ij = (-l)(2J + i^ +1 =-1.-1 = 1. and
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last line:
p = l
k = 0\
n
m'^
n
m-k + l
mm
p-1
k = 0'
P
n
m
m n
n
k = lVi-
mk-i
m-
m
k-i
k + i m
k + r
Theorem 137
Tn^
m
r
[[nil
m -
n
m*
mPj
m
m
m^
) Theorem 138
definition of greatest
integer function;
/ n e I
= n
n
IL'
m"
m
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argument based on. Theorena 126d, that
q
q| ^[(q + l)P"'- 1]«
p = 2
By another application of Theorem 126d it follows that
q
q| ^[(q + l)P~' - 1] +q.
p = 2
Hence, by definition [and the apm],
rq
q^lq ^[(q+l)P-^ - 1] +q
p=2
So, q^|{q + 1)^ - 1. Consequently, V n^|(n + 1)^ - 1
page 8-106, lines 8; 9, and 10: If m = 10, 2 is a sufficiently large
p, n- = and n^ = 5. If m = 6, 3 is a sufficiently large
p, n^ = 2, n^^ = 2, and n^ = 1 [50 = 2° 6° + 2' 6^ +
1^6'].
line 5 from bottom: By the theorem displayed on line 7 from the
bottom of page 8-106, each of the numbers given by (*)
is a difference of integers and, so, by Theorem 110c,
is an integer. By the same theorem, each of these
numbers is nonnegative [and less than m].
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m
intejgers then, for each m, y a el*. So, since q + 1 - 1 = q, it
p=l
follows, by definition, that q|(q + 1) - 1. Consequently,
V n| (n + 1) - 1. [Notice that essentially the same proof shows
that V V n|(n+l) -1. This is referred to in the Hint for
ni. n
Exercise ''^10.]
9. 1 [=1^*1]; 8 [=2^- 2]; 63 [=3^- 7]; 624 [= 4^- 39];
7775 [= 5^« 315]; V n^| (n + if - I
n
^10. By Theorem 153.
(q + 1)^ - 1 = q^(q + l)P"'
p = l
p = 1 v^l
Theorem 134
l
q
) Theorem 131a
= q2[(q + l)P"' - l]+q^
p = l
r q
= q ^[(q + l)P"' - l]+q
_p=l
r q
Theorem 136
= q
p=2
+ 1)P"^ - l]+q
Since, for p > 2, q|(q + 1)^ - 1, it follows, by an easy inductive
TC[8-105, 106]b

5. Since OB is the altitude to the hypotenuse of right triangle ABC,
OB^ = OA-OC. So, b^ = I'OC = OC. Similarly, OC^ = OB • OD. So,
b* = b* OD and OD = b^ Also, OD^ = OC • OE. Thus, b^ = b^; OE
and OE = b*. [This construction can be continued, thus giving us a
way of generating powers geometrically. The diagram is drawn for
a case in which b > 1. What would the diagrann look like if b = 1 ?
If b < 1 ? There are othei" questions one might ask in connection with
this problem. For example, draw AD' such that ZBAD' is a right
angle and D' e OD. Then OD' = l/b. Continuing in this fashion,
OC = l/b^ OB' = l/b^ etc.] See the COMMENTARY for Exercise
El on page 8-136.]
6. [Note that a direct application of Theorem 153 would tell you, for
example, that a factorization of x^ - 1 is *{x - 1)(1 + x + x^)'. The
form we give is the conventional one.] [it is instructive to obtain
the factorizations by using the division-with-remainder algorithm.]
(a) (x - l)(x^ + x^ + X* + x^ + x^ + X + 1)
(b) (y - l)(y5 +y^+y' +y^ + y + 1)
(c) (1 - z)(l + z + z^ + z^) [1 - z^ = -(z^ - 1)]
(d) (2x - l)(4x^ + 2x + 1) [8x^ - 1 = {Zxf - 1]
7. (a) 2 [=3-1] (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 9 (e) 99
q
8. (n + 1)"^; By Theorem 153, (q + 1)*^ - 1 = (q + 1 - 1) V (q + 1)P " ^
p=l
By Theorem 151a, for each p, (q + 1 )" e I* and, by an easy induc-
tive argunient based on Theorem 102, if a is a sequence of positive
TC[8-105. insla
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2. $28. 57 [0. 2{x - 0. 3x) = (x - 0. 3x) - 16 <=> x = 28-|]
3. (a) 4 (b)6.6 t^'IHiil
4. 18,-18
[Suppose that the roots are r and 2r. Then, the equation
*{x - r)(x - 2r) = 0' is equivalent to the given equation. So, we are
looking for a k such that, for each x,
-that is.
c^ - 3rx + 2r^ = x^ + |x + 18,
{| + 3r)x + 18 - 2r^ = 0.
Since this last equation holds for each x, it holds for 0. Hence,
18 - 2r^ = 0. Taking account of this and of the fact that the last
displayed equation holds for 1, it follows that -^ + 3r = 0. Fronn
these two results we see, first, that r is -3 or 3 and, second, that
k is 18 or —18. So, in order that the conditions of the exercise be
satisfied it is necessary that k be 18 or -18. To see whether this
is sufficient for the satisfaction of the given conditions, we substi-
tute, first '18', then ' — 18', for 'k' in the given equation and, in
each case, check that the resulting equation has two roots, one of
which is twice the other.]
5. 12 minutes 6. K = -^4^^
7. x^ - 4x + 2 = [<=> (x - 2 - vT )(x - 2 + VT ) = 0]
7 . 17
8. 59.5 10 20 10° 9. 24
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p - 5) p + 13
P- 5
18
p- 6yT
1 = a.
So,
V p^ + Sp"* - p^ + Zp"" - 3p + 1
= 3 + 72(p- 1) + 161(p- l)(p- 2) + 94{p- l)(p- 2)(p- 3)
+ 18{p - l)(p - 2)(p - 3)(p - 4) + Kp - l)(p - 2)(p - 3)(p - 4)(p - 5).
By Theorem 139,
n
V^ y (p^ + 3p* - p^ + 2p' - 3p + 1)
= 1
= 3n + 72
n(n- 1)
^ ^^^
n(n- l)(n-2)
^
^^
n(n- l)(n-2)(n- 3)
^ ^g
iidi- l)(n-2)(n-3)(n-4) ^ n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4)(n - 5)
5 6
Answers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
Answers for Part A.
Easy : 2, 3, 5-14, 16-19, 21, 23, 24, 27, 29-32;
Medium: 1, 15, 25, 26;
Hard: 4, 20, 22, 28
.
Suppose that AB = 2x. Then, EA = x and, by the Pythagorean Theo-
rem, EB = x/F. So, since EB = EF, AF = x/s" - x = x(/5 - 1), and
the area- measure of the square AFGH is [x(v5 - 1)]^, or x^(6 - 2v5 ).
On the other hand, since AH = AF, HB = 2x - x{v^ - 1), or x{3 - \^).
Also, since ZGHA is a right angle, quadrilaterial KHBC is a rect-
angle and, so, KH=2x. Hence, the area- measure of quadrilateral
KHBC is 2x^3 - ^5"), or x^(6 - 275").
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In this way, any polynomial expression in 'x' can be transformed into a
polynomial expression in any binomial of the form 'x - h'.
As cinother application, consider the problem of proving a sunnnriation
theorem by the method of difference- sequences. For example:
n
V^ ^ (p' + 3p^ - p^ + 2p2 - 3p + 1) = ?
p=l
This problem could be solved easily by using Theorenn 139, if the poly-
nomial *p^ + 3p* - p + 2p^ - 3p + 1' were transformed into an expression
of the form:
a^ +a^(p- 1) +a2(p- l)(p-2) + a^{p- l)(p-2)(p-3)
+ a^{p- l)(p- 2){p- 3)(p- 4) + a^ip- l){p- 2)(p- 3)(p- 4){p- 5)
This can be done by successive application of the division-with- rennain-
der algorithm:
p^ + 4p^ + 3p^ + 5p +2 p^ + 6p^ + 15p + 35
p - l) p^ + 3p* - p^ + 2p^ - 3p + 1 p - Z) p* + 4p^ + 3p^ + 5p + 2
4p^- pI Gp\+ 3pJ4p^ - 4p^ 6p^ - 12p^
3p' + 2p' 15p' + 5p
3p' - 3p^ 15p^ - 30p
5p^ - 3p 35p + 2
5p^ - 5p 35p - 70
2p + 1
2p - 2
3 = ^0
p^ H: 9p +42 p + 13
p- 3)p^ + 6p^ + 15p + 35 p - 4) p^ + 9p + 42
P^ - 3p^ P^ - 4p
9p^ + 15p I3p + 42
9p' - 27p 13p - 52
42p+ 35 94 = a,
42p - 126
161 =a2
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A formally similar problem is that of finding numbers a^, a^^, a^, a ,
and a, such that, for each x,
2 + 3x + 6x^ + 5xH7x'* = a^ +a3^{x - 1) H-a^ix- l)^+a3(x- l)^ + a^(x- 1)*.
As before, these numibers are found as the remainders after successive
divisions-with-remainder by 'x - 1':
7x^ -H 12x^ + IBx + 21
iVx^H- 6x^ + 6x^ + 3x + 2
7x^ - 7x^
7x'' + 19x + 37
X - l')7x' + I2x^ + 18x + 21
7x" 7x'
12x^ + 6x2
I2x' I2x^
18x2
18x2
+ 3x
- 18x
21x +
21x -
2
21
19x2 + 18x
19x2 - 19x
37x + 21
37x - 37
23 = a.
7x + 26
X - 07x2 ^ jg^ ^ 37
7x2 _ 7^
26x + 37
26x - 26
X - 1 ) 7x + 26
7x - 7
33 = a„
58 = a.
7 = a.
63
So,
V 2 + 3x + 6x2 + 5^3 ^ 7^4 = 23 + 58(x- 1) + 63(x- 1)2 + 33(x- 1)^ + 7{x - 1)^
[The algorithm is much simplified by the use of "synthetic division":
7 5
7
6
12
3
18
2
21
7 12
7
18
19
21
37
23 =
1
7 19
7
37
26
58 :
1
= ^1
7 26
7 1
63
7 i"^
7 = a.
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3. 2 1 39
3 I 19
sU
1 = n.
2 = n.
1 =
"3
2 75621
3 37810
4 12603
c
) 3150
6 630
7 105
8 15
9Li
l=n^
l=n,
3 = n^
=n^
0=n,
=n^
7 = n.
1 = n.
2 40320
3 20160
4 6720
5 1680
6 336
7 56
8 8
9 1
= n^
= rij
= n_
n
=
^
= n^
= n.
1 = n
So, 39 = 1* 1! + 1* 2! + 2* 3! + 1'4! ;
75621 = 1* 1! + 1* 2! + 3* 3! + • 4! + 0* 5! + 0* 6! + 7" 7! + 1* 8!;
40320 = 0*1! +0'2! + 0'3! +0-4! + 0*5! +0*6! +0*7! + 1'8!.
The generalization discussed in the answer for Exercise 1 of Part B
[replacing the exponential sequence with base ni by any sequence a of
positive integers such that a^ = 1, Vj^aj^jajj. + ^, and Vj^3 a > n] leads to
an algorithm for finding the digits in the "a-representation" of an inte-
ger. As illustrated in the answers for Exercise 3 of Part B, the digit-
numbers n^, n^^, n^ are the remainders after succession divisions
t>y a-i/ag, a^/aj^, a^/a.^, ....
This algorithm has interesting extensions to problems of a more alge-
braic nature. For exanaple, finding the base-9 representation of the
integer whose base- 10 representation is *75632' amounts to finding
digits, n^, nj^, n , n , n , and n^ such that
2 + 3* 10 + 6- 10^ + 5* 10^ + T 10*
= n^ +n (10 - 1) +n2(10 - 1)^ +n3(10
+ n^(10 - 1)'' + n5{10 - If.
D'
These digits afre found as the remainders after successive divisions'
with remainder by 10 - 1.
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Since a nonnegative number less than 1 is its own fractional part, it
follows that
1 .fffn/inPlJI
m
and, so, that n„
_
, > — • m = 1. Hence, n_,_ , / 0.pi — m 'p-i'
Answers for Part B.
1. The discussion of base-m representations can be repeated with the
exponential sequence with base m replaced by any sequence a of pos-
itive integers such that a^ = 1, V, . _ a, I a,
,
,
and V 3 a > n,° o k>0 k' k + i n p p
All that is required is to replace, in the displays on pages 8-106 and
8-107, 'm^' by 'a^^', 'm' by 'aj^ + ^/aj^', 'm^"^^' by 'aj^^.^', and 'mP'
by 'a '. [The interesting cases are those in which, for each k,
ajj^ j^/aj^ / 1. For, if aj^^^^/aj^ = 1 then, since
^k
=
Fn
^k
- r -
1
^k+ij
^k+i
it follows that, for each n, n, = 0. ]
The sequence a such that, for each k, a, = (k + 1)! has all four of
the properties mentioned above, [it is to obtain the last property
that we make use of this "translated factorial sequence", rather
than the factorial sequence itself.] That this is the case follows
readily from the recursive definition of the factorial sequence and
Exercise 4(a), both of which are in Part D on page 8-98. [For the
third property, note that by Exercise 4(a), (n + 1)! > n + l--and that
n + 1 > n. ]
2. Since, as noted just above, (n + 1)! > n, one "sufficiently large p*
is n, itself.
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Although the exercises on page 8-107 are marked as optional, students
should do Exercise 1 of Part A.
Answers for Part A.
1. (i) p°= 1 >
(ii) Suppose that p"* > j. Since, by Theorem 152c, for p > 1» p'' > p
and since by Theorem 151a, pJ e I* and pJ el*, it follows fronn
Theorem 106 that, for p > 1, p^ rl P + !• Since, by hypothesis,
p'' > j, it follows from, the atpi that p'' + 1 > j + 1. So, by Theo-
rem 86c, p'' > j + 1. Hence, for p > 1, if p'^ > j then p'' >
J + 1.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that, for p > 1,
Vk>0P''>^-
Consequently, Vj^> 1 ^k> "^ ^ ^'
2. [it follows (for nn > 1) from Theorem 151b that m > n. So, there is
at least one integer k > such that m > n. Hence, by Theorem 113,
there is a least integer k > such that m > n. Since m** = 1 J^ n,
this least integer is some positive integer p.] By (*) in page 8-106,
Since m" ^ n < nm , it follows from Theorem 152a and the mtpi
that
1 < n/mP " ' < m.
Hence, 1 < [[n/mP " ^ J < m,
a„d A<IIn/mP-']| <,.m — m
TC[8-107, 108]a

(0 3
-i = 2 = ^1
2
3L
2^
">
H)
i\q + i
_
2
, l/_i\^ + '
" 3 3 I 2
\ [inductive
' hypothesis]
J
= 2 +i
3 3
3 L
1
11
_
j,
2
^q + 2'
"2^
So, the distance of the point from its original position after n seconds
is
\ -
,-f
1
. 2/ l\^+i 1
^-Pnl= 3 + 3 -2
For the second part of the problenn, we note that the shortest distance
moved during the qth second is | Pj - R, _ i | . So,
n
Pr, - P.. 1q q-
1
q = l q=l q=l
2
2
1\"
= 1-4r-
TC[8-109, llO]f

27. x^ - 60x + 676 =
[Students should see the following attack:
Suppose that r j^ and r^ are the roots of the sought-for quadratic.
Then, it is equivalent to:
(x - r^)(x - r^) =
or to:
x^ - (rj^ + r^)x + T^i =
r + r
But, —i-^
—
- = 30 and Vr^^r^ = 24.
So, . .
.
This eliminates the need for finding the roots.]
28. The distance of the point from its original position after n seconds
is
I
1 - F^
I
. As in Exercise 22, we do some computing and search
for a pattern in order to find an explicit definition for P.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Pn
1
2
3
4
5
8
11
16
21
32
43
64
85
128
171
256
After some experimenting, we note that if each numerator-number
is tripled, the result differs by 1 from a power of 2. In fact, it
appears to be the case that, for each n.
2"+»
- (-1)" + ^
>n +1
• (-1)n + i
jn +1
n +n
2
~ 3
_
2
3
[This last expression makes it pretty clear that the point is oscil-
2 2
lating about -t and keeps getting closer to -^r as n increases.]
The derivation of this formula for Pj^ fronn the recursive definition
is easily carried out by mathennatical induction:
TC[8-109, 110]e
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.1.. J -
•?>!•. Bi s-.r> ^K'itixfCi.?/
'
- i = o
25. 70 [Since
^n
"
-^n - i ~ ^^ " ^^' ^^ follows that fj^ > fn- i "^^ ^^*^ only
if n < — --that is, if and only if n < 7. So, the largest value of
f is f. f^ = 22'7 - 3- T 8 = (22- 12)7 = 70. Since 70 is the
'T' *7 — - 2
largest value of f, it is the least upper bound of the ramge of f.
A second procedure is to note that, for each n, f = =
,
and that the quadratic function defined by '41x - 3x^' has its
maxinaun:! at 4l/6. From the symmetry of the function it follows,
again, that the greatest value of f is f^.]
2* 1 2' 1
p=l+l p=l
2q + 2 2q + 2
(-i)P"^
_ mYI^ (-1)'"^ =1.1=1
p=q + 2
Z_j P
p = q+l
2q
q + 1
-N
I
p = q+l
2q + l 2q+2 q + 1
2q
P= 1
2q
-1'
p=l
2q
"1
I inductive
/ hypothesis
(-1)P- 1 1 1 1
2q + 1 2q + 2 q + 1
-1
J
inil^ +—^ +
p 2q + 1 2q + 2
V Theorem
/150c
(_l)P-i (_i)2q+«-i (_i)2q+2-i
+ r: :
—
z + :—
=
2q + 1 2q + 2
p=l
2q+2
J
- 1
(-l)P"^
p = l
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distance the point can have moved during the qth second is the dis-
tance between Pq and P^
^
^^--that is,
I
Pq +x " -^q I • From the
statement of the problem, this is q + 1. So, the shortest total dis-
tance it can have moved during the first n seconds is
n
^(q + 1).
q=l
that is, n(n + 3)/2.
Some students may notice that the intervals P_P^,-5':P^, etc. have
the same midpoint, — . And, from this, they may arrive at the
result:
V„P„ = j +{-lfn n c
1
Or, they may discover that
V P = I +(_i)n2n +
l
n n 4 ^ ' 4
The first result is easy to prove by induction. An inductive proof
of the second requires one to show [part (ii)] that
I
+(-!)" i^ + {-lf^\n+ 1)
= \ U-if^' i^
n + 1
that is, that
n =
n + 1
Now, if n is even, Hn/zj = n/Z = |[{n + l)/2ll, while if n is odd,
I[n/2]] = (n - l)/2 and [[(n + l)/2l| = (n + l)/2. In either case, the
sum is n.
23. 35 miles f-^ = f -2]
74 i^\ 2bt + yt + 2dr + ar
^^' ^^' rt{2c + 3) (b)
X + lOy
5(5x + y)(x + 6y)(x + y)
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Z2. Let d be the distance of the point from its original position [O]
after n seconds. Then, d^^ = | P^^ + i I • We need a formula for d.
Construct a table, and look for a pattern. [A sketch of the number
line may also help.]
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
^n 2
-1 3 -2 4 -3 5 -4 6
^n
2 1 3 2 4 3 5 4 6 5
Clearly, in looking for a fornnula for d, it will be helpful to distin-
guish between the case in which n is odd and that in which n is even.
Recalling that the pth positive odd number is 2p - 1 and that the pth
positive even number is 2p, it is easy to see that, for each p,
'^ap - 1 = P + ^ ^^^ '^sp = P-
So,
n + 1 n
if n is odd then d_ = —=— + 1 and if n is even then d„ = -r,n 2 n 2
[To derive this result from the statement of the exercise, one can
begin by proving:
<*^ Vp(P2p = P+ landP2p + ^= -p)
This follows by induction. For, (i), from the table, Pg.j. = 2= 1 + 1
and Pg. 1 +1 = -1» an«i' UU, if Paq = q + 1 and Pgq + 1 = -q then
^a(q + 1) = Pgq + 1 + 2(q + 1) = -q + 2(q + 1) = q + 2, and
P2(q + l) + i = ^2(q + i) - [2(q + l) + l] =q + 2-[2{q+l) + l] = -(q + 1).
Having established (*), it follows, since d^^ = |Pn + il» that
Vp (dap . 1 = p + 1 and dgp = p).
n + 1Hence, if n = 2p - 1 then d^^ = p + 1 = —=— + 1 and if n = 2p then
dn = P= 2-5
The second part of the problem is somewhat easier. The least
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10. A = 12 - B 11. no roots 12. (3500 + 250t) dollars per year
13. (a)
(x + 4)(x - 3)
(x + 5)(x - 2) (b)
(b + c)(b - c)
(a + c)(a - c)
14.
n(n + l)(4n - 1)
n
2n ; p
p = l
n
= 1
15. -i< ^^±4< 1
3 c2 + 3
<=
-c' 3 < 6c + 6 < 3c^ + 9
<=:
-c^ - 3 < 6c + 6 and 6c + 6 < 3c^ + 9
<= (c + 3)^ > and (c - 1)^ >
<= c 7^ -3 and c j^ 1
<^ -3 ?^ c ?^ 1
^3 00
16. 2y - X [By Theorem 141b, —3Q0 - ?0Q
[3{c^ + 3) > 0]
^00 '^oo " ^100
200 - 100 .]
17. (a) 31/9 (b) 30/49 18. (a) -q/j (b) (a + 2)/[2a(a - 2)]
19. 11 [0 = |[2' 10 - 2(n - 1)] <=> n{ll - n) = 0]
20. Weigh 3 coins against 3. Either (a) they balance, or (b) one group
of 3 is lighter than the other. In case (a), balance remaining 2
coins, one against the other. Either (a^^) they balance, and there
is no underweight coin, or (a^) they don't, and the lighter coin is
underweight. In case (b), balance 2 of the lighter group of 3 coins,
one against the other. Either (b^^) they balance, and the third coin
is underweight or (b„) they don't, and the lighter coin is underweight.
21. (a) 5x* + 3x^ + 37x* + 45x^ + 57x^ + 47x + 10
(b) 30x^ + 15x* + 67x^ + 27x^ + 38x + 5
TC[8-109, 110]a
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2\4 ,4\2 2 2v2(x')* (x*)' x(xx)^x (x'x')
(y^'x x'(y')^ xxxyyyy^ xV^ -r UYf
(Y^)'kY (xy^)SV (xy)°(xy)'(xy)V' ^ x'
(xy)V' x{xy)^y3)2 x^V
3 3xV xW xV ^ (xy) (xV^)' (xy^f (xy)V
X°X X X x^^x' / 2y3(x ) xV (x')3\2
5 1.0 / 3\0/ 0\ 6 12-6 33 12 . / 1 2 3\XX TX (x ) (X )X° X T X° XX X - (x X X X )
2 5X y (x^)
5\2 3 3 2xy y j
{xY)\{K^yY 3\4„8(X^)V 5/„2x4
-_)
X^(X^)
xV
xV
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Answers for Part C.
5^ 50 V 10^ 5 cubed 5^ ^ 5^ 5X5^
the cube of 5 third power of 5 (5 X 5) X 5 125
third power of the second power of the square root of 5
fourth power of 5 5X5^ 5^ X 5'
5* 5« ^ 5^Ev2 2 vx c3v .(5T (5^ X 5^) ^ 5
(4=^)^ 46
4^ X 4 4* 4 X 4^ X 4
4 to the fourth power
42 X 4^ 4^ V 4 (2^)^
2* fourth power of 4
(2^)^ 8^ 4^ 4^ ^ 4^ 2X2X2*
{3')' (3")'
fifth power of 3 3^ 3^[(| X 3) X 3] 3 to the fifth power
4X4X4X4X4 fifth power of 4
5^ X 5^ 8^ v4^
Answers for Part D.
X x^-x^ 9 •x' - X x*x'(xxx)^
xlx^K°xV x(x')* (x^)^(xM' xV x'x^x
TC[8-111, 112]b
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29. 12/17 gallons [0. 15(6 - x) + x = 0. 25(6)]
30. (a) 2 (b) 3
32. 6 [kr^ = k(3^ + 4^ + 5^)]
Answers for Part B.
1. 2* 2. 2^ 3. 3^ 4. 1/5*
7. x^ 8. 1
10. 4^5^ [or: 2iV]
13. -6^3 14. 3^^
17. y'2 18. 2^39 [or: 6']
21. 3^^ 22. 9^/5^
25. x^^V"
27. lOO'aV [or: Z'*5'*a^h^\
30. 3Vy5 31.
32. l/(xyz^) 33. a^b^c'' [or: (abc)*] 34. (2. 9t)'
35. (4. 6p)^ 36. 2^3'4Vc'' [or: 2^*3Vc"] 37. (6. 7mn)'
5. x^ 6. x'
9. 4^5 [or: 2^°5]
11. x^y 12. xV^
15. 1/d^ 16. 1915
19. xVz' 20. 334
23. 94^11 24. 3313
26. 5^6^100^ [or: 21^3^1:>'']
28, 29. -(5a)
Note that in Exercise 22 of Part B, in accordance with our convention,
'5V -^ 5'9' is an abbreviation for *[(5^9*) -^ 5']9'. Compare with
Exercise 19.
TC[8-111, 112]a

So, Theorem 154 tells you (with the help of Theorem 17) that
5^
just as much as it tells you that
5^
In working the Examples at the bottom of page 8-114 as well as the
exercises in Part A on page 8-115, we trust that students will discover
the short cuts which are justified by Theorems 155-160. In fact you
nnay want to augment Part A in order to promote the discoveries, and
to ask students to state the generalizations they have discovered. For
example, more exercises like 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, and 12 will lead to
Theorem 155. More like 2, 7, 8, and 9 will lead to Theorem 156.
Transforming expressions like:
(x-2)3, (yS)-!, (z-2)-3, (5-2)4(5-3)-6
will lead to Theorem 15 7. Transforniing expressions like:
{xy)-^(xyz)^ (xV)-^(x-V)^ (7)~'(-^)'
will lead to Theorems 158, 159, and 160.
Note the 0-exceptions mentioned in connection with Examples 2 and 3 on
page 8-114. We suggest you require explicit statements on these in
doing Part A, but forget about them in later drill exercises . Note how
the text handles this matter in the sentence at the top of page 8-120
[and in the instructions for Part D on page 8-112].
TC[8-113, 114]c
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(10 5-^ =
^
So, (•') is equivalent to an instance of (1) [on page 8-114], Now, taking
reciprocals of both sides of (*), we get:
1
__J
and, from this
i
•2
5--2
= 5-2
Hence, since 5 ^ = 5
,
(20 5'=-^
So, (*) is equivalent to an instance of (2).
Statements (1) and (2) together give us ;
^
' \j^0\^0'' ^k
But, as we learn from (3), (**) doesn't say as much as it could. Thus,
we rennove the restriction on 'k' and get Theorem 154.
In interpreting Theorem 154, students should not make the common
error of thinking that the entire message of this theorem is that "raising
a number to a negative power is the same as raising the num.ber to the
corresponding positive power and taking the reciprocal", [This is what
the supplement to the recursive definition tells you.] This is the same
kind of error as claiming that the complete message of the theorem:
V V (-x)(-y) = xyX y " •" •'
is that "the product of two negative numbers is a positive number". To
avoid this misinterpretation of Theorenn 154, ask for instances, and be
sure to get some like:
.--3_ 1 7-"^ =-4-. (-8)-°=-^
5~^ 7 2 (-8)*
TC[8-113, 114]b

The objective here is to define powers with negative integral exponents
--that is, to extend the domain of the exponential sequences to include
the negative integers --in such a way that [at least] the addition formula
for exponents will still hold. It turns out that this can be done in just
one way, for powers with nonzero bases, and thatj when it is done, not
only does the addition fornnula for exponents continue to hold [Theorem
155], but also the multiplication formula and the distributive fornnula
continue to hold [Theorems 157 and 158],
The text on page 8-113 is concerned with discovering a definition which
may have the desirable consequences outlined in the preceding paragraph.
The discussion culminates in the boxed supplement, on page 8-114, to
the definition of the exponential sequences. That, v/ith this definition of
integral exponentiation, the addition formula does still hold is proved on
pages 8-117 and 8-118.
Be sure that students understand, on completing page 8-114, that what
has been shown is that the chosen definition of integral exponentiation
is the only one for which there is a chance of the addition formula holding.
From then on, until the completion of the proof of Theorem 155, we are
[i n a sense] in suspense--will it work or won't it?
In the discussion on page 8-113, which motivates the definition on page
8-114, i t is innportant to distinguish between 'negative' and 'opposite'.
So, we make use of the superscript'"' for 'negative'. Be careful to
read '"""'as 'positive', '"* as 'negative', and ''- as 'the opposite of.
Theorem 154 follows from (1), (2), and (3) on page 8-114 because, by
Theorem 86a, k>0ork<0ork = 0.
An explanation for statement (3) is that since [by Theorem 80] — = 0,
it follows that a""* = a°, and since [by the recursive definition for expo-
nential sequences] aP - 1, it follows [since 1 ^ 0], by Theorem 51, that
^
a°
•
Some additional light can be cast upon the derivation of Theoremi 154
by considering an instance of the supplement [first boxed statement] to
the recursive definition. Take the instance:
{««) -2 -
1
--25"
Since 2=2, (*) is equivalent to:
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2. [The proof is similar to that for Exercise 1, but it uses Exercise 6
of Part G on page 8-103 and the theorem 'V /q l/x 4 0'. The latter
follows [by contraposition] from Theorem 54 and the basic principle
'Ij^O'.]
3. [As pointed out on page 8-116, the proof of this theorem is not diffi-
cult once one has (*) on page 8-116. In fact, the theorem of this
exercise then follows from that of Exercise 1 exactly as that of Exer-
cise 7 of Part G on page 8-103 follows from that of Exercise 5. For
this proof, see COMMENTARY for Part G. Students who prove the
theorem of the present exercise will probably follow the solution of
Exercise 7 down to the sentence beginning 'Since c"^* c = c' , ' amd
then interpolate a paraphrase of lines 9 through 17 on page 8-116.]
line 4 on page 8-116: For such a solution of Exercise 3, see the answer
for Exercise 7 of Part G on page 8-103.
Proof of {**): Since 1 € I it follows from Theorem 110c that j - lei.
Hence, by €*), for a 7^ 0, aJ
" 1 +1 i
= aJ a. Since j - 1 + 1 = j, it follows.
for a ^ 0, by Theorem 49, that a-* = a-'/a. Consequently, V vn^b-^
k-i
- -k/x.X
TC[8-115, 116]c

4.
Answers for Part C.
1. By Theorem 86a, k > or k < 0. Suppose that k > 0„ Then for
a > 0, by Exercise 5 of Part G on page 8-?-03, a ' > 0„ Suppose
that k < 0. Since, for a > 0, a p^ 0, it follows by definition that, for
a > 0, a - l/sT^, Since -k € I*, it follows, again from Exercise 5,
that a~^ > 0. Hence, by Theorem 99b, l/a"^ > 0„ So, a^ > C
Since, in both cases, for a > 0, a^ > 0, it follows that V^> O^k ^ ^°
TC[8-115, 116]b
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Answers for Part A.
1-
-^ 2.
7.
_1_
-22
6^
11. X, [x 7^ 0]
Answers for Part B.
1, o o * * •
3.
8.
ill
4. 1
9. 8
12. y, [y ?^0]
H 1 1 H H H
5. 2
10. 4, [x/0]
H 1 1-
2.
-^ f ^ H 1 1 1-
-I- 1
3. .
i h
Ih^
-I- 1
4
—
f—f-
TC[8-115, 116]a
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Part (iii) :
(14) Vj^>o aJa^ = a^^^ [(4). (13), Th. 114]
(15) V^Vj>oVj^>o^^^^ = ^''"^^ [(1)-(14)]
The reference '(I^)' in the comment for step (13) refers to the fact that
the restriction that j + i be nonnegative is, by (P3), satisfied if j > and
i > 0.
Steps (6) and (10) are instsmces of (*) on page 8-116. Strictly, (*) should
be included as a step in the proof. But, as we have omitted recursive
definitions from proofs [giving only the appropriate instances] we here
omit (*). Also, an instance of Theorem 110b is needed, strictly, to
justify inferring (10) from (*).
'Sijmiiair Temarks apply to steps (13) and (17) on page 8-118.
TC[8-117, 118]b

lines 7 and 8 on page 8-117:
This remark can be expanded on by outlining part of a tree-diagram
for part (ii) of the proof of Theorenn 155. [in the following, the
numerals refer to steps in the proof given on pages 8-117 and 8-118.]
*
(5)
1
*
(5)
1
1
1
(12)
1
1
(19)
(12) and (19)
(5) =^ [(12) and (19)]
(20)
*
Rennarks on the proof of Theorem 155:
The restrictions '[a ^ 0]' are mostly necessitated by the fact that expo-
nentiation for arbitrary integral exponents is defined only for nonzero
bases. A difference theorem:
[See Exercise 2 of Part B on page 8-101] could be proved by replacing
the five restrictions on page 8-117 by:
[j> 0], [j> 0» i> 0], [i>Ol, [j>0, i>0], [j+i>0]
respectively, changing the marginal connments for steps (6) and (10)
from '[(*)]' to '[recursive definition]*, and continuing fronn step (12) as
follows
:
(13) v,,ota^a'-^''
,j^k+l^ J+(k+l).,
^.^Q^ [(5)-(12); (P3)]
TC[8-117, 118]a
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iines 3-1 from bottom of page 8-119:
As with most cases of simplifying expressions, it is difficult to lay
do\wn a set of rules whereby one can tell when an expression has
been "simplified". Morever [since 'simpler' is always an elision
for 'simpler for the present purpose'], it is quite unnecessary to do
so. Any such rules would apply only to exercises in a given textbook.
The important skill is to be able to manipulate expressions to obtain
certain forms which are useful because they serve a definite purpose.
[Examples: factoring to solve quadratic equations; mianipulating
exponential expressions to solve the equations at the bottom of page
8-123.] Our test [Unit 2] for simplicity which involves counting the
number of indicated operations does not work too well here. For
example, for both of the expressions:
X and: —
—
X
there are two indicated operations. So, the expressions should be
equally simple. Perhaps convention is such that it will not tolerate
minus signs unless it has to! The answers given below represent
just one person's view of what simplification of exponential expres-
sions leads to. Be prepared to be tolerant of your students' inter-
pretations. If a student expresses doubts about what "the final
answer should be", tell him to put down several versions.
1 . 2^
5.
2^
10. 1^
15. 2^
20. \-
25. y"'
0-
='art B.
2. 1 3.
1 +2^
2^
[or: 8.125;
6. 1
106
7. 1
103
8. 1
11.
1
"3^ 12.
100
3
13. 1
16.
1
17.
1
5''^
18. 17
216 3352
21. X 22. r 23. a^-"^
26.
1
k*
4.
-^
9.
1
58
14.
1
2^*325
19.
1
x^
24. ^2 + k
[Answers for the rest of Part B are given in the COMMENTARY for
page 8-121
.]
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Consequently, for a 7^ j^ b,
\< ^^^^ = a b .
4. For b = 0, (a V b)b = a. For a^^O^^b, avb^O. Hence, by
Theorem 158, for a 7^ / b.
Since, by Theorem 152b, for b 7^ 0, b 7^ 0, it follows from Theorem
49 that
Consequently,
,1 1
a\
_
a
~ bi
^x^0\/0\(ff = 7-
[A slightly different theorem:
\ \^0 \>0^y; -^
can be proved in the same way, using the corresponding fornn of
Theorem 158.] [An appropriate name for Theorem 159 is 'the
distributive law for exponentiation over division'.]
5. [Two proofs for Theorem 160 are suggested by;
-i
_ afi ^ l/a^ _ bi _ /b
^-i 1^
and:
l/bi ai /nW
Th.'l59 Th. 154 Th, 159
-i
^
1 ^ 1 ^ bi_ ^ ; b^^
I
(a/b)i faVV l^a^ ^^
Th. 154 Th. 159 Th. 159
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(14) =aJ^'"'^ [(13), algebra]
.,-. w r/ Jvk jk__^ ,, ixk + i i(k+i)(15) Vj^ [(a-J) = a^ =^((a-') = a-*^
and(aJ)^-' = aJ^^-'))] [(9), (14); *(4)]
Part (iii) :
(16) V^(aJ)^ = aJ^ , [(3), (15), Th. 117]
(17) V^^Q V.Vj^ (xJ)^ = xJ^ [(l)-(16);Th. 152b]
[As in the case of the proof of Theorem 155 (see COMMENTARY for
page 8-117) the preceding proof can be transformed into a proof of
another theorem.- -in this case:
Vj>o\>o'''^''' = '=^'' 1
3. [We give the second part of the alternative proof suggested in the
text. From the first part of the proof it follows that, for a/^O^^b,
\ > (^'^^'^ = ^'''^''- 1
For a 7^ and b ;^ 0, ab 7^ . So, by definition, for i < and a/O^^b,
(ab)^ =
l
.
(ab) -1
Since, for i < 0, -i >. and — i e I, it follows from the theorem
proved in the first part of the proof that, for a 7^ j^ b and i < 0,
(ab)"i = a-i b-i;
whence
i
1 1 1
^^^"l = a-i b-i " a-i b-i *
But, by definition, for i < 0, a ^ 0, and b ;^ 0,
—rn- = ai and t-ztt = b^;
a 1 b 1
whence . ^
^
(ab) = a b .
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Answers for Part A.
1. [Compare with proof of (**) in the COMMENTARY for page 8-116.]
It follows from Theorem 110c that j -k el. Hence, by Theorem 155,
/ i-kk i-k+k
for a p 0, a"^ a = a-^ . Since j - k + k = j and since, by Theorenn
152b, for a 7^ 0, a /^ 0, it follows, by Theorem 49, that a'' " - a^a .
Consequently, V / f^V.V, xVx = x'^ ~ .
^2. [Compare with proof of Theorem 155 on pages 8-117 and 8-118.]
Part (i):
(1) (aV = 1 [a ?^ 0] [recursive
definition]
(2) = a [(1), recursive
definition]
(3) = aJ° [(2), algebra]
[a 7^ 0] [inductive
hypothesis]*
[aj^O, J j^O] [{*)]
[(4), (5)]
[a ^ 0] [Theorem 155]
[(6), (7)]
[(8), algebra]
[a 7^ 0, aJ j^ 0] [(**)]
[(4). (10)]
[a / 0] [Theorem 156]
[(10), (12)]
Part (ii) :
(4) (aV = aJi
(5) (aV^^=(aYaJ
(6) = aJ^aJ
(7) aJV = aJ^+J.
(8) (aV' = aJi + J
(9) = aJ<i +
^'
(10) (aV-'=(aV/a
(11) = aJ^aJ
(12) Ji/J , Ji - j
(13) (aV"' = aJ^-J
TC[8-119, 120]a

There is a corresponding, more complicated, result for negative nunnbers
V ^ „ V. V, fx-' = X <=> (fx = - 1 and k - j is even] or j = k)]x<Ojk'-
It is not particularly interesting because, in cases when one might use
it, it is easier to use the technique used to prove it. However, here is
a proof:
i kFor a < 0, if a-^ = a then j and k are either both even or both
odd and, in either case, k - j is even. Also, for a < 0, -a > 0,
J = (_i)J(_a)J and a^ = (_l)^(-a)^. So, if a^ = a^, (-a)-*
k - i k i k '
= (-1) (-a) and, since k - j is even, (-a)"^ = (-a) . Hence,
by Theorem 161, -a = 1 or j = k. [Since if j = k then k - j is
even, this connpletes the proof of the only if -part of the theorem.]
1 kOn the other hand, if a = - 1 and k - j is even, or if j = k, a** = a .
Consequently, the theorem.
Complete the solution to the Sample of Part D by actually applying
Theorenn 161. Since 2 > and 3k + 5 and —1 are integers,
23k + 5 ^ 2~^ ^=> (2 = 1 or 3k + 5 = -1).
But, 2=1. So, 2^^"^^ = 2~' <^^ 3k + 5 = -1, and the latter is the case
if and only if k = -2,
-J,
Answers for the exercises of Part D are given in the COMMENTARY
for pages 8-123 and 8-124.
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Answers for Part C.
—z —7 a-»b^ 4. 5a-' y^
5. mnp— 1 6. xy-'z-' 7. 2" •n ,-m
9. x-2y2z-2 10. 5s -V 11. 3xV 4„612. -9p*q'
13. 48xV 14. 2Vb^ 15. 2ab(a + b)
— 1 16. (2b)-' +(2a)\—
1
Here is a teaching approach to help students discover Theorem 161,
especially the ' x = 1 ' part.
Teacher: I am thinking of a positive number. Let's suppose that
John gives me an exponent [John whispers one to the
teacher] and I raise my positive nunnber to that power.
Next, suppose that Mary gives me an exponent [she
whispers] and again I raise my original number to Mary's
power. It turns out that the results are equal. What can
you tell nne about the exponents Mary and John picked?
Student: They are equal.
Teacher: Well, they might have been equal. But, actually they
weren't. Yet, I did get the same result. How could that
be?
Student: Aha, you were thinking of 0!
Teacher: Pretty clever, but rennember I said that I was thinking of
a positive number. But, you're on the way, now.
Student: You were thinking of 1.
Teacher: Right.
'1^
TC[8-121, 122]b
'»?
- r.
27.
1
28.
-F
y
31. a'
2m35. t
43.
47 ^
51.
55.
59.
63.
67.
71.
75.
78
2b^
5V
x" y"
all
x^ + 1
X^ + X
y^
1 - 3^
x^y^ + 1
n
X5m
32,
36,
40. t
^^
^'
44.
-F-
82. 1
to .
y'
52.
5x*-3
x^
56.
23-3b
a^c^
60.
4
xy
64. 1
68. -x2y3
72.
1
xV
76.
xk
1 - xk
79. xP-2^
83. b"+p.
29. r"
m
30..
37.
41
45.
49.
xV'
3y!
4x3
r^t^
53. 5yz
57.
4xz^
q2 5
^^- (a + b)^
65 . xz +
69.
xa
a - X
7 3. yk + xk
34. ^s+.m
38. m^
42. c^k^
46.
2v5
3u^
50.
bS
a*
54. s^ + t^
58. 23x
3Y
62.
x^z*
y*
66.
X
z + y
70. U^V^
74. -xy(x + y)
7m - 2n -jm „2mi - 5n ,r4m +n
t^ t: ^ ^ X
80,
l4j+ 1
81. 1
TC[8-121, 122]a
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The value of the foregoing discussion is that it motivates Bernoulli's
Inequality which is given in Exercise 2(f) on page 8-125. Students
should be led at this time to formulate their discovery by:
This generalization is false, as one cein easily tell by choosing a value
for 'x' such that the corresponding value of '1 + x' is negative and choos-
ing an odd value for 'k'. For example, the instance:
(1 + -6)^ > 1 + 3* -5
is false. This suggests a restriction on the domain of 'x'. Students
nnight restrict more than necessary and suggest the following as a mod-
ification of (*):
^x>0V0<^+^)^- ^^^
You can then counter this proposal with:
^x>0 VO^^-'^)^- ^^^'
and, after allowing a moment for checking, propose the following:
^x^-lVo^^-"^)^ > 1+kx
Since this i_s Bernoulli's Inequality, students will not be able to find a
counter-example. You can let the matter drop at this time and move on
to Exercise 2, or you can have the students prove Bernoulli's Inequality
by induction [that is, solve Exercise 2(f)] and then move immediately to
Exercise 2'5^(g) or to Exercise 3. [The earlier parts of Exercise 2 do
have value in that they stimulate geometric intuition, and will help stu-
dents in doing Exercise 4.]
2. [The function in question is called a two-way sequence because its
domain, I, "stretches both ways".]
Answers for parts (a) - (g) of Exercise 2 are given in the COMMEN-
TARY for page 8-125.
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2. The required digit is '9'. [2^n = 2500 + lOn + 2]
Answers for Part F.
1. This problem is just a kickoff for Exercise 3. It is designed to
make students aware of the fact that the terms of an exponential
sequence with base greater than 1 [even just a tiny bit greater]
get larger and larger [even though very slowly],
(a) 1.0001° = 1 [first term, k = O]
1.0001^ = 1.0001 [second term, k = 1]
1.0001^ = 1.00020001 [third term, k = 2]
1,0001^ = 1.000300030001 [fourth term, k = 3]
1.0001^ = 1.0004000600040001 [fifth term, k = 4]
(b) *Yes', to all three questions. Exercise 3 (a) takes care of this
problem, but intuition alone can be quite helpful here. By ob-
serving how the multiplication algorithm worked in getting the
terms in part (a) or by just studying the pattern of the terms,
one guesses that
1. 0001^ > 1. 0009,
1. 0001^° > 1. 001 ,
1.0001^9 > 1.0099,
1. 0001^°° > 1. 01 .
So, it seems likely that
1.0001'°°° > 1.1
,
1.0001'°°°° > 2
1.0001'°°°°° > 11
1.0001'°°°°°° > 101
It looks as if the 1000001st term is greater than 101. Of course,
this does not mean that this is the first one of the terms which is
greater than 101.]
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Answers for Part D [which begins on page 8-122],
1. 1 [16 = 2*] 2. 9
3. Each integer is a root. [Theorem 150a]
4. no roots [Theorem 150a and '1 ?^ 2']
5. -5 [4^-1 = 2^(k-^Und8i+^=2^(^+^]
6. —5 [Compare with Exercise 5.]
7. -1 r3k + i iQk + i _ gk + i jQk + i <-_>. 3k + i _ 32(k + i)
(Theorem 152b)]
8. (-3, 2) [2k= 1 - j, 3k= 9 + j]
[i - 2 - (j - 1) = 0, i - 2 = -(j - 1)]9. (2, 1)
10. -2, 2
t
^11. no roots [y, (2^ + Z~^f = 4^ + 2 + 4~^]
JtC
^12. -2, -1, 1, 2 [2^ + 2~^= X, 8(x^ - 2) - 54x + 101 =
[(2^)^ + 1 = ^ • 2^--a quadratic equation in '2*^']
,-kv2
IT-
Answers for Part "^E.
1. For each x.
x^ x' x6
X9 x5 x^
X* x^ x«
is a magic multiplication- square.
The product of the numbers listed in each row, in each column, and
in each diagonal is x^^. [if you wish to restrict magic multiplication-
squares to arrays of different numbers then restrict x such that
ot^xVi.]
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'ta'i:
= -(fj-xfj + i-f^)
Hence. Vj^> qUi^ +A- i " ^k = i'^)^ ^ % +A " ^k+i' = <-l)^^'.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that
\>0 %+x^k- 1 " ^k = ^"^^ •
2. The extra square unit of area in the second figure is accounted for
by a parallelogram-shaped hole in the second figure. [One diagonal
of the parallelogram is a diagonal of the rectangle. The other joins
the vertices of the obtuse angles of the two trapezoids.] Since the
tangent ratio of the acute angle of either trapezoid is 5/2, while that
of the larger acute angle of either triangle is 8/3, and since 5/2 <
8/3, it is clear that, for example, in the second figure, the slanting
leg of the upper trapezoid slants up more steeply than does the hypot-
enuse of the upper right triangle.
The answer for Exercise 3 of Part C is given in the COMMENTARY for
page 8-127.
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Hence, using Theorem 158 [as well as the apm, cpm, and the pq],
it follows that
'f>i.=>.P<c.
So, for b 7^ 1 and c > 0,
iffo < b < 1 and p > -rp^-j^Jthen b^ < c.
Consequently, Theorenn 165,
(d) The (10^° + l)th term is less than 10"?. [This term is 0.9999 .]
[The pth term is 0,9999^' ^ and, by Theorem 165, this is less
than 10'^ if p - 1 > r !•];
~ 10~6lO"*
The (4375961 • 10* + 1 )th term is less than 1/4375961.
(e) yes; yes
(f) [This is impossible. By Theorenn 152a, for b > 0, b" is positive
for each p. So, no term is less than (or even equal to) a non-
positive number.]
Answers for Part ^G.
1. (i) Since f^^ = f_j^ + f^ = 1, it follows that fo +i ^o - i ~ *o "^ ^ * ^ ' °^
= 1 = (-1)°.
(ii) Suppose [for a j > 0] that fj +i fj - i " ^j^ = (-1)^- It follows from
the recursive definition that [since j + 1 € I* and j + 2 € I*)
TC[8-125, I26]j
.*
.1
- > 1 <=> - ' C^> 1«C^
c c
<^=> c^ - c <
<=> c{c - 1) <
<=> [(c > and c < 1) or (c < and c > 1)].
Since 1 ;^ 0, it is not the case that c < and c > 1. Hence, for c ^ 0,
- > 1 <=> (c > and c < 1).
c
Consequently,
V /n [- > 1 <==^ < x< 1].
(c) Suppose, for b 5^ 1 and c > 0, that p >
—
n
rr and that < b < 1.
~ cvi - b}
Since b > and 5?' 0, it follows that b 7^ and, so, by Theorem 164,
that, since < b < 1, l/b > 1. Consequently, by Theorem 163, it
follows [for c / and 7^ b / 1] that
^^P-T7b^ ^^^" (^J
i^ then l^Y> I
1 /_ u
Now [for c / p^ b / 1], , ,^ _ , = ,, _ , > and, since b < 1, it
follows [for c > 0] that c{l - b) > 0. Hence, since b < 1,
J
c(l - b)
^ c(l - b)- ^°'
\ > /A
c(l - b) l/b - 1
'
1 1/c
and, since p >
—r-, ttj it follows that p > , // r. Hence, [foi
~ Q.\i. - b; i/b - 1 ,
b / 1 and c > 0, and assunning that < b < 1 and p > ., _ . . ],
W > i
Since, by hypothesis, b > 0, it follows from Theorem 152a that
b^ > 0. So [for c > 0], b^c > and, by the mtpi [for b ?^ / c].
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sufficiently large, 1. 0001*^ > l/c, it should be possible to prove that,
for p this large, 0. 9999 < c. [This insight can lead to a proof of
Theorem 165 different from that suggested in the Hint for part (c).]
Since the only relevant property of the base 0. 9999 is that it is less
than 1 and positive it should be possible to prove a similar result for
any exponential sequence whose base is between and 1. [Actually,
as some students may see, it is sufficient that the base be between
— 1 and l--but, for our purpose, it is sufficient to restrict our con-
siderations to exponential sequences with positive bases. So, we
wish, for < b < 1, to derive a conclusion of the form:
. . .
=> bP < c
whose antecedent places some condition of largeness on p. This
suggests Theorem 163, but has the inequality sign reversed. But,
this is to be expected, since, if < b < 1, l/b > 1 [Theorem 164, to
be proved in part (c)], and, by Theorem 163, it follows that, for p
sufficiently large, (l/b)^ > l/c. It is not difficult to see from this
that, for p sufficiently large ]and c > 0], b" < c. [From Theorem
163, we see that p is sufficiently large if
P ^
1
c
^^
--that is [for c / j^ b / l], if
^
b
P- c(l - b)-
And, since b < 1 and c(l - b) > 0, the simpler requirement that
P- c(l - b)
is sufficient.] The preceding argument, leading to Theorem 165, is
presented in soniewhat more detail in the answers to parts (b)and(c).
(b) For c / 0, c^ > and
TC[8-125, 126]h
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(c) The
M
i
b
k - 1 >
k- 1 >
b - 1
+ 1
+ 2)th term is greater than c. [This term is
.] [b^"^ = [1 + (b - 1)]^"^ > 1 + (b - l)(k - 1) > c if
c - 1 By Theorem 118b, this is the case if and only if
c- r
b - 1
'c - r
b- 1 , and this is the case if and only if k
>
b- 1 + 2.]
(d) Suppose, for b > 1, that p > .
_
, . Since c > c - 1 and b - 1 > 0,
it foUows that c/{b - I) > (c - l)/(b - 1). So, p > (c - l)/(b - 1).
Now, by Bernoulli's Inequality [as in part (c), above]*
bP> c if p> ^-f-[-
Since the latter is the case, b" > c. Hence, for b > 1,
Vnt-^Fr-r=>^">^^
Consequently,
V^> 1 V V [n > -^ => x"^ > y].x>lvn x-1 •'•'
4. (a) This part of the exercise should provide motivation for the rest
of it. [For your information. Theorem 165 is needed for the
discussion, beginning on page 8-138, of infinite geometric pro-
gressions. Theorem 163 is needed in Unit 9.] The students*
discovery in Exercise 2(d) should lead them to believe that the
terms of the sequence in question decrease in such a way that,
for any positive nunaber c, however small, there is a p such
that 0. 9999P < c. In fact, 0.9999 < 1/1.0001 [Vq/^>_j 1 - X
< 1/(1 + x)--an easily proved, and useful theorem] and, although
this has not been proved [but, see Exercise ''^23 on page 8-222],
one would suspect that it follows that, for any p, 0. 9999" <
(l/l.0001)P. And since we know fronn Exercise 3(d) that, for p
TC[8-i25, 126]g
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Combining this last result and the second alternative for part (ii)
we see that, using Theorenn 114, we may infer, for / c > —1:
^k>2 ^^ + c)^ > 1 +kc
In particular, we may infer this for c > 0. Hence,
and this is, since k ^ 2 if and only if k > 1, equivalent to the theo-
rem in question.
3. (a) The kth term of the exponential sequence with base 1. 0001 is
1. 0001 ^. So, we want a number k such that
1.0001^" ^ > 1000001,
By Bernoulli's inequality,
1.0001^"^ > 1 +0.0001(k- 1).
So, it is sufficient to find a number k such that
1 + 0.0001(k - 1) > 1000001.
This last is the case if and only if k - 1 > 10^°.. The smallest k for
which this is the case is 10^°+ 2. So, the (10^°+ 2)th term of the
sequence is greater than 1000001. [This term is (1.0001)^^ .]
[Bernoulli's Inequality gives only a very rough estimate. Actu-
ally, the first term greater than 1000001 is the 138250th. In fact,
a short logarithmic calculation shows that 1. 0001^^®^*' > 1000010
and another shows that 1.0001*^^^^ < 1000000.]
(b) The (3' 10^° - 1 )th term is greater than 10^°. [This term is
4\3*10'°-2
^ ,/4\k- 1 / l\k-l k- 1 ,n
3/ •' '\3j \ V ~ 3
k - 1 > 3* (10^° - 1). This is the case if k - 1 = 3» 10^° - 2.]
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Inequality but having ' > ' in place of '>'. This is such a theorem.
Its proof, by induction, throws a little stronger light on the role of
the restrictions in Theorem 162.]
The proof is much like that of Theorem 162 and can best be appre-
ciated by studying the proof of that theorem with an eye to imiproving
on it. Looking at part (ii) in the answer for part (f), we see that,
starting with the assumption:
(1 + c)'' > 1 + jc
we may, for 1 + c > 0, infer:
(1 + c)J"^' > (1 + jc)(l + c)
Then, as before, for j > 0, jc > and, so, we infer:
(1 + jc)(l + c) > 1 + (j + l)c
Hence, for c > -1,
Vj^>o[(l +c)^> 1 +kc => (1 +c)^ + ' > 1 + (k+ l)c],
by Theorem 92.
Alternatively, for 1 + c > 0, we may, from the inductive hypothesis,
infer:
(1 +c)J+» > (1 +jc)(l +c)
Then, for j > and c 7^ 0, jc^ > and, so, we infer:
(1 + jc)(l +c) > 1 + (j + l)c
Hence, for ^ c > -1,
\> 1 t<^ + c)^ > 1 + kc => (1 + c)k + ' > 1 + (k + l)c].
Having found two ways of getting ' > ' in place of '>' in part (ii) of the
proof, we now look at part (i). Since, for any c, (1 + c)° = 1 + Oc and
(1 + c) = 1 + Ic, we cannot start our induction before 2. But, (1 +c)^
= 1 + 2c + c^ and, so, by Theorem 97a, (1 + c)^ > 1 + 2c for c 7^ 0.
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For this, one uses Theorem 116 ["backward induction"]. Part (i)
of the proof is as above. Part (ii) proceeds as follows:
Suppose that [for a j < and a c > -1]
(1 + c)'^ > 1 + jc.
Then, since 1 + c > 0,
(1 + c)J ^ 1 + jc
1 + c - 1 + c
and, so,
»+c)i-'>L±^
But, since j < and 1 + c > 0,
For, by the mtpi, this is the case if and only if
y^(l + c) > [1 + {j - l)c](l +c)
--that is, if and only if
1 + jc > 1 + jc + (j - l)c^
And this is the case since (j - l)c^ < [c^ > and j - 1 < O].
Hence, for c > -1,
<k ^ , , T _ _^ /, , _vk- 1
'k ^ q[(1 + c)
> 1 + kc =^ (1 + cr" ' > 1 + (k - l)c].
The remainder of the proof [part (iii) and a generalizing step] is triv-
ial. [Notice that (***) cannot be proved by using Theorem 117, since
we cannot justify the quantifier 'V, ' which appears in the antecedent
of the latter theorem. Of course, one could formulate a more com-
plicated theorem than Theorem 117 which would do the job.]
^(g) [Sometimes (but not in this text) one needs a theorem like Bernoulli's
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given below. ] For most purposes [see, for example, Theorems 163 and
165] one need consider only positive values of 'k'. For these, and even
for k > 0, one can relax slightly the conditions *x > —1'. So, we arrive
at Bernoulli's Inequality:
\>-l\>0 (l+^)^>l+kx
Proof of Bernoulli's Inequality :
(i) Since (1 + c)" = 1 and 1 + Oc = 1, (i + c)° > 1 + Oc.
(ii) Suppose that [for a j > add a c > - 1]
(1 + c)J > 1 + jc.
Then, since 1 + c > 0,
(1 +c)J^+^> > (1 + jc){l +c)
and, so,
(1 + c)''^' > (1 + jc)(l + c) = 1 + (j + l)c + jc^
But, since j > and c^> [Theorem 97a and the pmO], jc^ >
and
1 + (j + l)c + jc' > 1 + (j + l)c.
Hence, for c > -1,
\>ot<^ + c)^ > 1 +kc => (1 +c)^'*'' > 1 + (k + l)c].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, for c >-l, by Theorem 114, that
Vj^>0 (1 + c)^ > 1 +kc.
Consequently,
To prove (***) it is sufficient, now, to prove:
^x>-l\<0<^+")''^ ^-^^
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Now,
{(k, y): y = (b - l)k + 1} C {(x, y): y = (b - l)x + l}. i
So, our observation in part (e) can be expressed by:
or, as in the text:
{*)
This theorem can be proved by induction. However, its only purpose is
to suggest, by geometric considerations, Bernoulli's Inequality. [The
latter theorem has already been suggested by the arithmetic consider-
ations of Exercise 1.] In fact, it follows from (*) that, for I + c > 1
[that is, for c > 0],
(1 +c)J> 1 +[(1 +c) - IJj = 1 +jc.
So, from (*),
(:ic*)
^x>0Vk<l+^>^l+^-
Similarly, (*) is a consequence of (**).
If one repeats part (e) for the graph constructed for part (d)- -instead of
for the graph given on page 8-124 [again labelling by *Q* the point Wh6b e
x-coordinate is l]--a repetition of the preceding discussion leads one to
generalizations like (*) and (**), but with *V. > i' and 'V > «' replaced by
'^0<b<l'^"^'^-l<x<0'- ^^""
we can guess that
(*««)
(1 + 0)J = 1 > 1 = 1 + jO,
V^>_lVj^(l + xr> 1 +kx.
This is, in fact, a theorem and can be proved by using Theorem 116.
[The proof is an extension of the proof of Bernoulli's Inequality which is
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Corrflctiont On page 8* 125 the under-
lining of *Bernoulli*s Inequality'
should be moved from line 12b to
line 16bi
2. (a) (0. 1) {V^ b<> o I]
(b) Ifthd -bade wei'e Of the coordinates of Q would be (1> 0) since
0^ = 0. But y(Q)
-f 0. So, b ;^ 0. [Also, if b = 0, there Awould
not be points in the second quadrant since powers of with
negative exponents are not defined*]
YeS| we can tell [if we can trust the picture]t If b were nega-
tivcf some of the points--Q for example- -would have negative
y-coordinates. But, y{Q)
"f-
0. So, the base is nonnegative.
Since b ;^ 0, it follows that b is positivet
(c) If the base were If the exponential sequence would be a constant
[Theorem 150a]. But y(P) ;^ y(Q). So, b ?^ 1.
YeSf we can tell. Since b » b^ = y(Q) > y(P) = 1, b > !•
(d) As suggested by the answers for Exercises 2 and 3 of Part B on
page 8-115, the graph of 'y « I— j ' is the reflection, in the graph
of the y-axis, of the graph of 'y a b^ *» That this actually is the
case follows from the fact that, since b 7^ 0, for each k, [-rl ~ b
[Theorems 160 and 50]« Sincef in the case in question) b > 1» it
follows that <
-r < 1» Hence, a graph of the required kind can
be obtained by reflecting the one given on page 8-124 in the graph
of the y-axis,
(e) slope of PQ =
^jg} \ ^jpj = ^^ \ \ = b - 1; y-intercept of PQ =
y(P) = b" = 1 ['xCQ)' rather than 'MQ)' for in such contexts, 'x'
names a variable quantity and may be read as 'the first coordi-
nate of. ]
(f) From part (e) we know that PQ is the graph of
{(x, y): y = (b - l)x + 1}.
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is a solution of the given racursion equatiouc To satisfy the initial
conditions stated in the recursive definition, x and y must be such
2 1
that X - 2y = and x + y=l. So, x = -5- and y = -5- . Hence, the
ans^wero ]
4. Vj^ >—l ^k ~ "^ [(^'^ "•" ^-1' "*" (^o " ^1) ^—v" i [The ->work is the same
as that for Exercise 3, except that x and y must be such that x - 2y
= a_^ and x + y = a^ , So, x = (2aQ + a_^)/3 and y = (a^ - a_^)/3.]
You may be interested in the article "A generalized Fibonacci sequence*',
by A. F. Horadairi, in the Anaerican Mathematical Monthly for May 1961.
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These are equivalent, individually, to;
1 + VT "*" 1 - Vs"
1^
2
and:
X + y =
/J- -J-\
Solving, we obtain the solution \ rr > JT \ • Substitution in {*),
above, leads to the desired result.
. .
_
(1 + VT)^
-d -TT)^
^" 2^/r
_
(1 + 4Vr + 6'5 + 4'5V5"+ 5^) - (1 - 4V5" + 6 '5 - 4-5VT+ 5^)
le/T
_
2(4V5"+ 4'5V5") ^ 8/5(1 + 5)
16^5^ I6V5"
[Before doing Exercise 3, students should plot the first few terms
of the sequence a.]
3. Yk > - 1 "k 3
1 / (_i)l^^
a, =
-:r |2 + ;— ] [The procedure in question leads, first,2k
*2x'^ ""-^ •-'^"2to the equation ' x"- x"~' - x" " = 0', which reduces by factoring
out 'x , to '2x'' - X - 1 = 0*. The roots of this equation are 1
and =- . Hence, for any numbers x and y the sequence defined, for
k > -1, by:
vk r - ,vk
a, = Xk '^^vH) [=-^]
TC[8-127, 128]c

The two solutions of (*) which are exponential sequences [with domain
{j:j > -l}] are the sequences a' and a" such that, for each k^ — 1,
and a"k = '^ ^r
Since a'^ = 1 = a''^, neither of these satisfies the initial conditions (**).
The fact that, since a' and a." are solutions of {*), the sequence xa'
+ ya" is a solution, for any nunabers x and y, is an inriportant property
of recursion formulas which, like {*), involve only addition and perhaps
multiplication by constant sequences. For example, the recursion
formula 'a^^^g + ^a^^^^ " ^a^^ = 0' has this property, but'a^^
^
= a.^*
and 'a^^ + 2a ^ = 1' do not. Those which do have the property are
called 'honnogeneous linear recursion forniulas' [the third example,
above, is a nonhomogeneous linear recursion formula]. If you have
studied differential equations, you may recall a discussion like that on
pages 8-127 and 8-128 but dealing with the problem of solving a Linear
differential equation. [Instead of 'recursion formula' we nnight, above,
have written 'difference equation'.]
Answers for Part '''^H.
1. Because of the result stated at the end of the text on page 8-128
[and because there is only one sequence which satisfies the recur-
sive definition for f] we shall have an explicit definition for f if we
can find numbers x and y such that, when, for each k > 1,
(*)
-'H^r^vMr
^
- 1 - ^ ^'^^ 3.Q = 0. This leads to the two linear equations:
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:'.-v;i-::iw/^ .: . •' -.d'.
i'iIijT;.-r If* ";
m = fj^, n = fj^^j^, P ~ ^k- 1' f'^i^ k > 3 [Since, for k > 1, f^ ~ ^k - 2
+ fk - 1' ^^ follows that a square region of side-measure fj^ (8, for
k = 6) can be divided as shown in the first figure into two rectangular
regions bounded by an upper fj^ _ g ^ ^k rectangle and a lower fj^ _ ^^
X fj^ rectangle. (The restriction in the answer is to ensure that
f1- _ 2 € !*•) The upper rectangular region can be divided, as shown,
into two
^k - 2 '^ ^k triangular regions and the lower can (<again since
fv = fj^ _ + fn. ) be divided into two trapezoidal regions. Since
f,
_
+ f, = f,
, ,
these regions can apparently be fitted together
inside an f^ _ x f, ^ rectangle. However, since ^k + i^k- i " ^k
= ( — 1) , the pieces will overlap by one unit of area if k is odd, and
will fail to cover one unit of area if k is even, [See E. P. Northrop*s
Riddles in Mathematics [New York: Van Nostrand, 1944], pp. 48-50.
See, also, pages 162-3 of the May 1961 issue of Scientific American
and . page 176 of the June 1961 issue.]
The roots of *x - x - 1 = 0', which are asked for on the second line
from the bottom of page 8-127, are
1 + VT , 1 - Vs"
_ and —^ .
[The opposite of the second root is the golden ratio . See Northrop,
op. cit., pp. 50-54.]
[Since there is no real number x such that x^ ~ =0, there is no real
number x such that, for each n, x^~^ = 0. Nevertheless, the constant
sequence whose range is {O} and whose domain is {j:j >^ -1} does satisfy
the recursion equation (*). That it doesn't arise in this analysis is due
merely to the fact that we are looking at exponential sequences, and it
is not one of these.]
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(e) 3, sVT, 6 , 6 iTI , /^ , /^ l/^ , . . .
(f) 73,3 .3^ ,9. "fff , Zl ,... [/3? = 9 <^=> r^ =^^/3>^]
(g) V3.-3 ,3\r3' . _9, ^(/T ,-^7 .... [/3? = -9<=> r^
= (_/3)(_73')(-vr)]
[-3r4 = _3 <=> r* = i]
(h) -3,-3 ,-3 ,'3 , -3,-3 ,...
(i) ir,<5 ,0 , o, 0, O,... [TTr* = <=> r = 0]
(j) a^^, O , 0,0,0, 0, . .
.
[provided that a^ / O]
2. (a) 2, /O , S'O , 250 [2r' = 250]
(b) \,^
, J& , G>^, 256
1,-^
,
/-^ ,-^^, 256
[Ir^ = 256 <=> r^ = 16]
(c)
-1,Z ,-^ ..6 ,-/6 , 32 [-Ir^ = 32'^=^ r^ •
= -2^ = (-2)5]
(d) Can't be done since there is no real number 4 such that -r* = 8,
Note that in answering part (i) of Exercise 1, one has not inserted
three geometric means between 7T and because, for this GP,
a^ = a^ = a^ = 0. Similar remarks can be made with respect to both
solutions for part (h). For that matter, one cannot insert even one
geometric mean between say, —3, and -3.
Answers for the rest of Part A are in the COMMENTART for page 8-13L
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[A sequence is both an AP and a GP if and only if it is a nonzero constant
sequence- -that is, if and only if it is a GP with a common ratio [see
page 8-130] 1. [See Exercise C5 on page 8-133.] Note that there is
one AP with common difference which is not a GP--the sequence each
of whose terms is 0.]
-I"
Proof of:
For any geonnetric progression a,
rj^O=^Va 7^0
n n
[See line 3, page 8-130,]
(i) a /^ [recursive definition of a GP]
Suppose that a ;^ . Then [by Theor<
aqf / 0. So, by the recursive definition of a GP, ^n + x ^ ^
'
(ii) j orem 55], since r / 0,
Notice that the general procedure for finding r is to compute the ratio
a^/a^. Since a^ / 0, this ratio exists. If the common ratio is not 0,
Theorem I67b can be used.
If the comnaon ratio is 0, all the terms except the first are 0.
Answers for Part A.
1. (a) 1, 2, ^, 8,/fo, 3Z. ...
(b) 3, 9 ,2 7. 81, £'^3 , 72^f ,
(c) -2,-/
,
-±,^^
-2, / , -
1 L ^ L
i J- '
(d)
-9, 3 . -/. i.
-| . i-7 , ,
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Conceivably, it may help soixie students to look at:
2 3
/
[not 0]
as well as to read the recursive definition, in order to find out what a
geometric progression is„
Each exponential sequence is a geomietric progression whose first term
is 1. Each geometric progression is the product of a nonzero constant
sequence by an exponential sequence.
Especially for the discussion of the topic ''infinite geometric progres-
sions" and for students' later transition to the study of other "power
series", it is desirable to include all exponential sequences, among
geometric progressions [on this point, recall the discussion referring
to Theorem I68b in the COMMENTARY for page 8-101]. In particular,
the exponential sequence with base 0, for which a^ = 1 and, for each
n >. Ij a^i = O5 should be considered a geonnetric progression. However,
there seems to be no adequate reason for including the constant se-
quence each of whose terms is 0. And, excluding it by the requirement
'a^^
"f 0% ensures that each geometric progression has a unique common
ratio, as this is defined at the top of page 8-130.
-1,
(1) r = 2 (2) not a GP[4 = 2 • 2 but 6 / 4 • 2]
(3) r =
-^ (4) r = -3 (5) r = (6) not a GP[a^ = 0]
(7) r = I (8) not a GP[a^ = 0] (9) r = 1
The sequences (2), (8), and (9) could be APs.
(2) d = 2 (8) d = (9) d =
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3, If, for 1 + a > 0, one approximates V 1 +a by the dividing-and-averaging
method, taking 1 as his first approximation, y-j^, then
1 2 + a 1
,
a
y^ = 2 =-2~ =1+2'
and, by (*) of Exercise 1 and (c) and (d) of Exercise 2, (1 + y )
V 1 + a is between -—„,
, ,
—ir~- and •'^ q .-—— . So, the error8(1 + ail 8 • 13
in y„ is between -rrrrL—; r and —r- . If a is near then a^ is very2 o( 1 + a) 8 '
small. For example, with a = 0.02, one finds that V 1. 02 is approxi-
mately 1.01, the error being between 0.00005 and 0.000049. So,
1.00995 < a/T. 02 < 1.009951.
[If one takes an additional dividing-and-averaging step, he obtains,
as a third approximation to v 1 + a.
^ ^ 16(1+ J)
This suggests taking '1 + a/2 - a /8' as a more convenient expres-
sion for obtaining good approximations for square roots of numbers
near 1. Using (*), (c), and (d), again, one finds that
a a^
is between
A/TTa- (i+J-±-)
8a^l+|)^ -a^ 8a3(n.a) -a^
and
128(1 +
J)^ 128(1 + a)(l +-|)
For a = 0.02, this shows that
1.0099504938361483 < Vl.02 < 1.0099504938362672.]
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etc.]. Suppose, now, that a > b. It follows, since va > 0,
that ^fa.^fli> /a-/b^and, so, that a + 2Va'/b^+ b < a + 2VaVT+ a
= 4a. Hence, {-/a + ^fh)^ < 4a. On the other hand, since it
follows that /a" > Vb, /a ^ Vb and, by Theorem 97b, a + b >
zVaV^. So, a + 2-/a/b + b > 4Va V^ > 4/b/b = 4b. Hence,
(77"+ VF)^ > 4b. Consequently, for a > and b > 0, if a > b
then 4b < {^ } /b)^ < 4a.
(b) For a > and b > 0, a - b = (VT - Vb'){-/a' + Vb") and, so,
f— ^ , (a - b)^(va - vb) =v_r--= =r- . Suppose, now that a > b. It follows,
by Theorems 87 and 97b, that (a - b)^ > and, by the theorem
proved in part (a), above, 4a > (-/a + -/b)^ and (Var+ /b)^ > 4b.
Since /a + /b" > 0, it follows, by Theorem 100, that
—r=r-=
—
^— > Ar. • Since b > 0, it follows, again by(/a + ^fh)^ ^^
Theorem 100, that ^^'^^ > ^^ " ^^ . Hence, if a > b then
(a^%(^.Vb)^<(a^.
Consequently, the theorem.
(c) For y^^ > 0,y^^ > and Vy^ = y^^. So, by the theorem of part
(b), for y^^ > and a > 0,
if y/ > a then -^ 5— < — < — *^1 8y^2 2 8a
The desired result follows on dividing by y,.
(d) As in part (c), for a > and y^ > 0,
(a - y^2)2 (/I—7-)2 (a - y 2)^
if y,2 > a then r-^^ < r-^- < r-^^ •
'1 8a 2 Sy^^
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Mathematics , January 1961, pp. 45 and 46. The harmonic mean
of two positive numbers is defined in Exercise Z5 on page 8-222
[see, also. Exercise 9, on page 8-131]. If, in the figure on page
8-131, E is the foot of the perpendicular from C to BP then EP
= 2ab/{a + b), the harnnonic mean of a and b. Arguments sinmilar
to those given in the answer, above, for Exercise 8 show that EP
< PC. So, the harmonic mean of two positive numbers is less
than their geometric mean,]
9. the geonnetric mean of x and y [or: Vxy ] [—=—^ • ——^ = -^^y ]
Answers for Part ''^B .
1. For a > and b > 0, a = (/aT)^, b = (Vb")^, and Vab = VaTVb". Hence,
a + b rr - (^)^ + (^)^ - 2/irVb" _ (/r - /b")^
___
. vab -
: 2
-
2
^ ^, w w X + y I (Vx" - Vy^)^Consequently, Y^ > ^ V^ > ^ -^- - Vxy = ^ '
From the algebra theorem just proved it follows [for y^ > and
a > 0] that
J. 3-
Vy, .. Va/yJ^
2
^ y-L
-V-
a
2
Vy^ - Va/y,)^
^y.Y
2
^y.'
L^Vx - Va/yJ ^r Vi - vr^
2yi 2y.
2. (a) For a > and b > 0, (v^ + ^^b)^ = a + 2-/a"/F + b, and, if a > b
then, by Theorem 98b, vT > -/F [recall that, for a > 0,{^)^ = aL,
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prove the theorem given in Exercise 7. Exercise 5 illustrates the
fact that the arithmetic miean of two numbers is greater than their
geometric mean:
if a 7^ b then —=— > Vab
Reviewing previous theorems on inequations, this looks suspiciously
like Theorem 97b.]
7. For a > and b > 0, va and Vb are positive num.bers such that
(/iT)^ = a and (/b")^ = b. Suppose that a = b. It follows that -f^i
-f Vb"
[if VT = /b" then (VaT)^ = (Vb")^, and a = b]. Hence, by Theorem 97b,
(VT)^ + (/b")^ > EVrVb". Since vT/b" = V^ [V7b" is, by definition
the positive number whose square is ab, while Va vb is positive and
(Va'/b')^ = {Va')^/b")^ = ab], it follows that a + b > z/ab". Hence
[since 2 > O], for a > and b > 0,
\i s. ^ h then —=— > Vab
Consequently, \ > q \ > o 1^^ '^ ^ ^^ ^H~^ ^ ^^]-
8. Given two positive numbers, a and b, let A and D be points such
that AD = a + b, let C be the point of AD such that AC = a [and CD
= b], and let B be the midpoint of AD, Since a 7^ b, C / B . A ray
<—->
with vertex C and perpendicular to AD intersects the circle with
center B and radius BD at a point P. Since BP and PC are hypote-
nuse and leg, respectively, of right A BPC, it follows that BP> PC.
Since the diameter of the circle is a + b, BP = (a + b)/2. Since PC
± AD, PC is a mean proportional between AC and CD and, since
AC = a and CD = b, it follows that PC = Vab. Hence, {a.+ b)/2 > Vab".
[This proof is given in the article "A Geometric Construction for
the Arithmetic Mean, the Geometric Mean and the Hafm.onic Mean
of Two Positive Numbers", by Adrian L.. Hess, School Science and
TC[8-131, 132]b
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3. When the product of the two numbers is positive. [This answers
both questions.] [As remarked in connection with Exercise 2 of
Part A, one can insert one or mors geometric means only between
two numbers, neither of which ip 0. In order to be able to insert
an odd number 2n - 1 of geom.etric means between two nonzero
numbers x and y- it is necessary and sufficient that there be a real
nunnber r such that r " = x/y. Such a number r will be different
from cind, by Theorems 157, 97a and 161a, will exist only if x/y
> 0. Since, as students will learn in Unit 9, each positive number
has, for each n, exactly two (2n)th roots, there are two such num-
bers r if x/y > 0. Since y / and, for y / 0, x/y > if and only if
xy > 0, am odd nunaber of geometric means can be inserted between
two numbers if and only if the product of the two numbers is positive.]
Although one can insert one geometric mean between x and y if and only
if X / y and xy > 0, x and y have a geonietric mean even if x = y. As in
Exercise 4, the geonnetric mean of x and y is vxy and, for simplicity, is
defined only for x > and y > 0„
•J,
4. (a) ZVF (b) 3
(c) Suppose that a, b, and c are positive numbers which are consec-
utive ternns of a GP. By definition, there is a number r such
that b = ar and c = br. Frona this it follows that ac = a(br) = b^
and, since ac > and b > 0, that b = Vac .
5. the arithnnetic mean [assuming that you prefer to pass]
[(40 + 90)/2 = 65, V40' 90 = 60]
6. Theorem 97b [This question is designed to lead students to state and
TC[8-131, 132]a
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' <
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i-
:o.
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^1 ;;-:j/;. ":.,
'i >\ A^l\;ii/*:J ' ;. 'K^ :'; •.Vy;, ^4 g '.,'?J v,-.J V-t. •*:.'
is a d and there is an r such that Va, +{n- l)d = a,r^"*. In
particular, a^ + (2 - l)d = a^r*"* and a^ + (3 - l)d = a^^r^"* . So,
a (r - 1)^ = 0. That is, a^ = or r = 1. But, since a is a GP,
a^ 0. So, r = 1. Also, for each n, ^^•\- t, - ^^i' ^ ~ *n* Therefore,
a is a constant sequence, and since a. ^ 0, it is a nonzero constant
sequence.
Answers for Part D.
1. 8 2. 341/512 3. -1,
Answers to the rest of Part D are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-135.
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Answers for Part C,
.1-1
1. (i) a^ = a^l = a^r-
definition inductive
:of.. GP_ hypothesis
n
2. By Theorem I67a, s^ =
J}
a^rP"^. By Theorem 153 [and Theorem
p=l
n
133], (r - 1) y a^rP-^ = a^(r" - 1). So, [for r 7^ l], ^a^r
p^^l p = 1
a (rn - 1) a (1 - rn) a (1 - r^)
- - Hence, s^^ =
p-i
r - 1 1 - r 1 - r
^ ^
a,(l-r") a^-a^rn a^ - a^^
^ A 1 - r
j.n - 1
. J. a£ - a^^r
1 - r 1 - r 1 - r
Theorem 167c Theorem I67a
4. na^ [If r = 1 then a is a constant sequence. Use Theorems 133 and
132a.]
5. Suppose that a is a nonzero constant sequence. Then, Vj^a^^
^ 3^
= a 7 0. Since V a ^ 1 " ^n = 0, it follows that Aa is a constant.
Hence, a is an AP. Also, a^ = and Vj^aj^^. 1 = a^^ * 1 • Hence, a
is a GP,
On the other hand, suppose that a is an AP and a GP. Then, there
^Cr8-i33. 134]p
^^j!:h
(d) From the work in part (c) we note that
_L - 3
11 " ^m " 11 -lO^ni*
So, we wish to find the smallest m such that
< 10-1°°.
11 • 102"^
Since, by Theorem 152a, 10^"^ is positive, the last inequation
is equivalent to:
3 ^ , n^n^ - 100
11
and to: _
100^-50 >
^
Now, if m = 50, 100"^-^° = 100° = 1 > ^. So, 50 is a number
which satisfies the given inequation. But, is it the smallest?
If m = 49, 100"^ ""= 0.01 < -^. In view of Theorem 152c and
the transitivity of < , 50 is the smallest positive integer which
works.
(e) This generalization expresses what students should have been
noticing- -the miore terms used in computing the continued sum,
3
the closer it gets to
-pp.
3_ < _3_
11 ^n 11 " ^m
11 ' lO^'^
'^
1 1
* 10^"^
jQ2n > jQzm
<^=> 100"" '^> 1
Now [for n > m], n - m > 0. So, by Theorems 151a and 104,
lOO" " "^ > 1. If lOO" " "^ = 1, it follows, using Theorem 161,
thatn-m = 0. Butn-m = 0. So, 100"^""^ =1. Consequently,
3 3
for n > m, 100" " =^ > 1 . So, for n > m, yy - s^ < -jy - s^.
TC[8-135]c
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_3_ 1
^n " 11 i^ " 102°
Then, S3 = yj- {0. 999999) = 3 • 0.090909 = 0. 272727 . Etc.
The second procedure is probably more helpful in doing part (b),
(b) The simplest procedure is the following;
n 11
1 - J_
10
2n
1 \^^By Theorem 152a, (y^l > 0. So, 1 - ly^j < 1. Hence,
an
_3_
11 ['-un<^-
A student who used the first procedure in solving part (a) might
use intuition in noticing that the decimal fraction equivalent for
* 3 *
yrj- is the repeating decimal '. 272727. .. ' and that the sum Sjj
is represented by a decimal fraction obtained by truncating the
repeating decimal just beyond the nth '7'. But, this is not a
proof. In particular, the idea that a repeating decimal is indeed
a numeral is the burden of a lengthy development starting on
page 8-138. Some of the reasoning used in the above proof will
help in foreshadowing the work on pages 8-138ff.
^^1 11 -
S3 11 ~ 11 Y
-
io6J 11 'lO^'
3_
11 ^4 =
2 L. _L
11*108' 11
1
[Alternatively,
'5 - 11 1010
3
11 -^3=T1- •2'^""
11
27 2727
106
3-10^
- 2999997
1 1 • 1 06 1 1 • 1 06
Etc.]
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, 1
S-- . ^h
.-rUL^sO-l
4. 64 [a^-2-' =2-^] 5. 177147 [3a/3(/3)^9 = 3(^3)20 = 3 . 310 ^ 3II j
6. 2 [a^r^ = 2~^ and a^r^ = 2~'; so, 2~^r^ = 2~^. Hence, r = 2"^
and a^ = 2^
.]
7. 1111.111111 [If students use a formula to solve this problem, ask
them to tell you the sum of, say, the first 19 terms.]
8. 7174453/1594323 [a^ =3, r = 3~^ ]
s2°t"
s^t
[Students rnay be surprised at what happens if they
try to simplify this fraction by using the division-
with-renaainder algorithm.]
10, two [19683 and 59049] IK two [l/l9683 and 1/59049]
[In solving Exercise 10 students may notice that, since 3^ < 10< 3^,
there can be at niost three terms of the progression between any
two successive powers of 10. In solving Exercise 11, they should
realize that '1 0"^ < 3"^" " *^ < 10~ *' is equivalent to '10* < 3^-^
< 10 ' and, so, that the answer for Exercise 1 1 is the same as
that for Exercise 10.]
12. There is none at all, let alone a sm,allest.
1 i__ = £(1 - 3-n) < 4 for each n.
_1 - 3-* 2 2
13. (a) There are two ways a student might proceed here. He might
notice that the terms of the progression are
0.27, 0.0027, 0.000027,...
So, obviously, 83= 0.272727, 3^ = 0.27272727, and s^
= 0. 2727272727. Or, he might use the formula for Sn and get:
TC[8-135]a
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Answers for Part E.
1. It is instructive to draw the diagram using the recursive formulas
as instructions o Start ^with AA OB . Step 1 consists in picking
any point A^ of A^ O and drawing the line through A^ parallel to
A B . Let Bg be the point in which this parallel intersects OB ,
• »
Step 2 consists of drawing the line through B^ parallel to B A^.
Let Ag be the point in which this parallel intersects OA . Etc.
An interesting observation is that no matter where on A O the point
Ag is selected ["even if it is real close to O"], the line through Bg
[parallel to B ^A^] which intersects the half-line A^O does so in a
point between A^ and O, [The justi-
fication for this is interesting and
instructive. It will help students
get started on part (a), and it is
essential for part (c).] For, suppose
that P is this point of intersection.
By the angle-angle similarity theo-
rem, AgBgP A^B^Ag is a simi-
larity. So, there is an r > such
that AgBg = rA^B^ and A^P = r A^B^.
Also, OAgBg OA^B^ is a simi-
larity. Since A^B^ = r A^B^, it follows that A^O = r A^O. Now,
Aj^Ag < A^O. So, r A^Ag < r A^O. That is, A^P < A^O. Hence,
since P e A^O, P e A^O,
(continued on TC[8-136]b)
TC(8-136]a
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(a) O^n+i^^+x OA^Bj^ is a simi-
n + 2
larity; so. A„B„
n n
OA.n+i
OA
n
Also, A^+^A^+^B^^. ,— A^^.^A^B^
'n+ 1
is a similarity; so,
Q^n+i - Q^n + s
= OA^-OA^+^
AnBn
Therefore,
OAn+ 1 OAn+ 1 OAn + 2
OA.
n O^n-O^n+i
From
OA.
this it follows that
n+ 1
OA
n
OAn + 2
OA , • ^"^' since OA^+gBn + gn+ 1
—
—
OAjj^ i^nH- 1 is a similarity.
An+iBn+ 1
^n+ i^n+ 1
^n + 2^11 + 2
OAn + 2
OA Thus,n+ 1
-^n^ ^n + 1^ + 1
So, since A B j^ 0, the sequence A^B^, A^B^, A^Bg, ... is a
geometric progression.
J,
Part (a) suggests a geometric construction of the terms of a two-way
exponential sequence with base b [See Exercise 5 on page 8-105]. The
construction involves drawing a trapezoid whose bases are segments of
measures b and 1, respectively, extending the legs of the trapezoid,
drawing one of the diagonals, and then constructing parallels to the
bases and parallels to the diagonal in a zig-zag fashion.
[See figure on following page.]
TC[8-l36]b

,-2
There are other geometric progressions which arise as by-products of
this construction. The measures of the diagonals [dashed segments] are
in geometric progression. So are the measures of the collinear sides of
the trapezoids.
'1^
(b)
2 "3 "4 "5
The key to this exercise is to notice that quadrilateral
Sj^-^jj^ i^n+ I^n+ 1 ^^ ^ parallelogram. The theorem is easily
TC[8-136]c

established by induction ['"easily" because you are expected to
ignore the Introduction-to-Unit-6 matters].
1
p=l
q+1 q
^"^ Z^^p= Z^^p'^+^^+^'
p=l P=l \r. ,. -.
/ [inductive hypothesis]
A C ^ A "R 'iq' q+i q+1 \ [opposite sides of a
- A S + S S / parallelogram are
~iq qq+i j congruent]
[Students should see that -A- S is the sum of the first n terms of
the geometric progression mentioned in part (a).]
(c) As mentioned in the discussion preceding the answer to part (a),
A^^.^eA^O. Also, A^^^Sj^lJOS. So, form geometry, S^
€
AS. Hence, A S^^ < A^S. [Students should conclude from
this part that the range of the continued sum sequence for the
geometric progression of part (a) has an upper bound but not a
greatest member.]
I. (a) The problem is full of isosceles right triangles. The sequence
of area-measures, starting with that of AP^ P^^-P^, is the geo-
metric progression
ill
2' 4' 8 '
n n
So. V„^K(APk.iPkPk+i)= X(r) "^"(if- •
k=l k=l
TC[8-136]d

(b) Intuitively, students should see that no matter how many such
triangles we form, the sum of their area-m.easures is less than
the area-measure of the big triangle. [The point P^^ is between
P^ and A or between P^ and A. This follows from the geometric
considerations discussed in the answers to Exercise 1.] So, it
seenns to be the case that the smallest x is 1. Now, let's prove
this. From part (a) we know that we are seeking the snnallest
X such that
(*) V^l-(^)%x.
Since l/Z > 0, it follows from Theorem 152a that, for each n,
(1/2)'^ > and, so, that 1 - (l/2)'^ < 1. Hence, 1 satisfies (*).
On the other hand, if c < 1 then 1 - c > and, by Theorem 165,
since < l/2 < 1, it follows that (l/2)^ < 1 - c for all sufficiently
large n. Hence, 1 - (l/2)'^ > c for some n, and so, it is not the
case that 1 - (l/Z)'^ < c for each n. Consequently, c does not
satisfy {*). Since 1 satisfies {*) and no number c < 1 satisfies
{*), 1 is the smallest number which satisfies {*).
The rest of Part E is treated in the COMMENTARY for page 8-137.
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-'V^U- :.,-
, Jll-CC [0 1
'
:t-:'^ll-i,!JS! j^^iiiii:
-
• Ji
1*. .
'j'J- --•
•'iiii;
.;].
(b) Since, for each n, —t-t -^ 0. it follows from the result of part
(a) that
n/_, P P+ 1
p = l
On the other hand, suppose that c < 1 . Then, 1 - c > and
—r—T < 1 - c if and only if n > -;[ - 1 .n + 1 ' 1 - c
By the cofinality principle, there is a positive integer n such
that n > T - 1 and, hence, such that—r—^ < 1 - c--that is,
1 - c -
'
n + 1 '
such that 1 7—T- > c. Consequently, it is not the case that
1 r-T < c for each n. Hence, 1 is the snaallest number x
n + 1
n
such that V^^PpPp+3^< X.
p = l
TC[8-l37]c
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We begin by finding a recursive definition for the sequence a
such that, for each n, a^^ = P^^B . For
each n, let Q^ be the point at which
» . •
Pj^Rj^ and R^^A intersect, and let
r^ =
^"^"
.
Since AR^ +16*—
Pn^n
Pj^Rjj
^
^R^ is a similarity,
AB R^+^A
n n ^n^n + 1
Since AR^+^Q^+^
^n^n+ i^n+ 1
n + 1
is a similarity,
"n+ i^n+ 1Q. Qn+i^
^n^n + 1 ^n+i^n+ 1 Pn+A
Now, AB = PnRn + R-nQn' so, AS/PnRn = ^ + ^n- ^Iso, Qn + lA
= Pn+ 1^ = ^n+ 1 ^""^ Pn+ i^n = ^n - ^n+ 1- Consequently,
^n+ 1
•1 + r„ =
R , An+ 1
^ Pn^n+i
= rn+ 1 a - a 1
^n n + 1
Since Q, = R,,- it follows that r = and since, for each n,
r^^
^ j^
= Tj^ + 1, it is easy to see [and to prove by induction] that,
for each n, r^^ = n - 1. Since r^^
^
(a^ - a^^^
^) = a^^^ ^, it
follows that, for each n.
^n+ 1
.,/^n+ 1 - r^^^ + 1 -"n " ITTl ''n'
Since a^ = P^B = R^^A =1, it is easy to see [and to prove by in-
duction] that, for each n, aj^ = l/n. Consequently,
n
V„^PpPp+i = 1 -:^-
TC[8-137]b

3. (a) A key geometry idea here is that a median of a triangle bisects
the region bounded by the triangle. A second important geometry
idea is that the line parallel to one side of a triangle and con-
taining the midpoint of a second bisects the third. [This second
notion allows us to conclude that A^^
^ ^n+ i '"^ ^^® median from
A^^ of AMj^Aj^^^ C] Thus, the sequence of area-nneasures
of the shaded regions is the geometric progression
4 ' 16 ' 64 '
n
So, V^XK(AApMpAp,J= 2{?f4
p=l p=l
n\
1 -
i(i-fi^"
(b) For each of the trapezoids, the longer base is twice as long as
the shorter one. So, using the formiulas for the area-nneasures
of triangular and trapezoidal regions it is easy to show
[•=-h (b + 2b) = 3 • -jhb] that each trapezoidal region is 3 times the
corresponding [shaded] triangular region. Hence, [using the
result of part (a)].
n
V^^K(^ApBpBp,,Ap,J = l-(i)^
P= 1
(c) The smallest x is 1 . [See answer to Exercise 2(b).]
< yz <= 1-1^1 < 3x
^4. (a)- 2PpPp+, = PiPn+iand, since P^B = R^A = 1, P,P„+ ^ = 1 - Pn+ i
p=l
B,
TC[8-137]a
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K
1. 1 ;,i.r:;!c. ;
:
^^l!f~is^
;M.
.-V^^L^^^r-^:
This example should correct any incorrect generalization made by stu-
dents to the effect that the terms of a sequence- -say, a continued sumi
sequence- -necessarily increa.se toward the linait of the sequence. A
repeating decimal stands for the sum of an infinite geometric progres-
sion the terms of whose continued sunn sequence are increasing. [This
is because each term of the geometric progression is positive.] So,
frona working with repeating decimals one may get the innpression that
the terms of a continued sunm sequence "creep up toward the limit",
and are all less than the limit. This i;:; the case for the continued sum
sequences of a geometric progression a such that a > and < r < 1
[if a < and < r < 1, the terms of the continued sum sequence "creep
down toward the linmit"]. However, if -1 < r < 0, the terms of the con-
tinued sum sequence oscillate about the limit, and if r = the continued
sum sequence is a constant whose limit is a . If r > 1, the continued
sum sequence has no linnit, since its terms either increase above any
bound [if a^ > 0] or decrease below any bound [if a, < O] . If r = —1,
the terms of the continued sum sequence are alternately a and and,
since ^-y^ 0, do not cluster about any number. If r < -1, the terms of
the continued suna sequence oscillate more and more wildly and do not
approach any limit. [The preceding remarks sumnaarize the discussion
on page 8-143 and Theorem 168 on page 8-144.]
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by reading the quantifiers properly:
for each y > 0, there is an m such that, for each n >. m, ....
This last assertion says that the inequation is satisfied by all suffi-
ciently large values of 'n', but gives no information as to how large
these values must be. The preceding assertion tells you that a value
of *n* is sufficiently large if it is not less than 10/{9y).
Notice that, in passing from the first assertion to the second, one uses
the fact that V v,
f^
3 m > 10/(9y)--a consequence of the cofinality
principle --and the transitivity of > . [Instead of the cofinality principle
one can use the fact that [[lO/{9y)]] + 1 is a (positive) integer greater
than 10/{9y)--but, of course, the cofinality principle is used to estab-
lish the existence of the greatest integer function.]
The word 'infinite' in 'infinite geometric progression' is superfluous.
By definition, each geometric progression has infinitely miany terms.
It would be sufficient to speak of the sum of all the terms of the GP,
were it not for the fact that students need to become acquainted with the
customary phrase used in lines 4 and 5 on page 8-140.
^1,
43
lines 1-5 from bottom of page 8-140: The 7th term is t^j, the 8th term-
and the 9th term is
64
128 '^"^ "" ^''" -'^^'"" 256 •
i(4r"'=f^"=i('-(4r).Since J> \--^\ = ^—f^ =^ |1 - |--| |, the 100th term is
p=l
to guess that
p = l
2 2
sequence oscillate around
-5-, getting closer to ^ with each oscillation.
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line 8 on page 8-139: The equation on line 8 is less specific than
equation (*) on line 5 but has the advantage that it embodies less
irrelevant information than does (*). What we wish to show is
n
just that, for large values of 'n', y —- differs very little from 1,
p=l
and we are not, at this point, interested in the fact that it is less
than 1. Students may recall that the absolute value concept was
introduced in Unit 1 to answer the question- 'What is the "distance'
between two real nunnbers?'. The equation on line 8 says that the
n
distance between > —;r and 1 is (l/lO)'^.
Z-i lOP
p=l
lines 9 - 14: Students should actually test the assertion by choosing
some small values of 'y' and computing the corresponding values
of 'n'. For exannple choose 10~® for 'y'. Then, "by inspection",
(lif^ 10-« ifn>9.
Theorem 165 gives a much poorer estimate:
lY < 10-« if n > 110/ ^Q-8 ^
-tV)
109
But, the fact that this result is weaker than that found "by inspection'
is unimportant. What is important is that Theorem 165 guarantees
that, for each value of 'y', the inequation:
1 \"
To) < y
is satisfied by all sufficiently large values of 'n*. How large these
values must be is, for our purposes, unimportant.
Be sure students understand why the assertion in the last line is "less
explicit" then the preceding one. They can be helped to this understanding
TC[8-139, UOja
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The text on page 8-141 may with profit, be compared, almost line for
line, with that on page 8-139. In particular, the reason for passing
from the equation in line 6 on page 8-141 to the less explicit equation
on line 8 is more apparent there than it is in the case of the equations
on lines 5 and 8 of page 8-139. [But, the step is equally necessary in
both cases --to say [on the earlier page] that
n
p=i
for some positive number y [however small] would tell nothing about
n
the distance between 1 and ) ——, ]Zj lOP ^
p=l
Students will probably grant the statement made in line 7 on page 8-141
/ l\'^ /l\''^ / l\"
without discussion. For even n, l-^l = ly) and, for odd n, l-yl
=
-fy) . In either case, (yj and I- yj are the same distance from 0.
[The corresponding step is settled in the proof, on page 8-146, of
Theorena 168 by the use of Exercise 5 of Part E on page 8-145,]
TC[8-141]
Answers for Part A.
[It is a good idea to have all students do at least one of the three exer-
cises in Part A in the manner illustrated on pages 8-138 through 8-141
The experience they have had working our preparatory exercises on
exponential sequences will enable them to guess the answers very
quickly. They should do at least one exercise quite carefully in order
to gain an appreciation of what is involved.]
1. We are trying to find a number i such that
00
lOP
= I.
p = l
By definition, this last equation holds if and only if i is a number
such that
n
V 3 V
y > m n > m Z lOP
p=l
Now, by Theorem 167,
n n
3 / l\P-»V— V -L/J_
ZiaP " Z io\io
p=i p=i
10 lolioi
1 --L 1 --L
10 1.0
3
From this it follows that
n
3
p=l
_3_
lOP
10
_1_
10
TC[8-142]a

1 / 1 \"So, since tj- > and, by Theorem 152a,
-wT > 0,
^-1 33 ~ ^^ lOP
p=l
3 Uo,
Now, look at Theorem 165. The relevant instance here is:
l\n
<
-TTT ^ 1 and n > —
^
^" 3c (1 -
10
10
< 3c
» 1 / 1 \n »
[*3c' because we wish the conclusion to be
"olyfr) *" c .]
So, since < l/lO < 1,
3 Z^ U
3_
loP
p=l
< c if n >
10
27c'
Hence [using the cofinality principle- -see COMMENTARY for
page 8-139],
V 3 V
y > m n>. mi
n
i-I 3lOP
p = l
Consequently,
^ j^ = ^
p=l
2. 1 [By Theorem l67c, V
(j) = 1 - (j)^' Since < -^ < l,it follows
p=l
by Theorem 165 that, for c > 0, (l/2)" < c if n > 2/c. The
relevant instance of Theorem 165 is:
(0 < i < 1 and n > , ^ ,J
(^ - i)
n
< c ]
TC[8-142]b
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.
3. -ry [^^^ relevant instance of Theorem 165 is:
(0<0.01< 1 and n > ^y^^pL-^-^)^ (^)" < lie]
Answers for Part B.
1.
'4-
H (-++
^4 I r.t
'
2.
-
o
< I I—
»-
\
c^^
5il 1! ^
a fi ife 4
($)
3.
'/4.
^
Vi
C2^:?
V4 ^u ^z
d
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The purpose of Part C is to point out that the terms of a continued sum
sequence need not differ from the linnit of the sequence.
Answers for Part C.
1.
1
2'
1 1
2' 4' 4
3.
2 i i i
'" 2' ' 4* ' 6
4. i. 0. i. 0. \
1
5- ^1 = 2 = b^;
K +a _ 1
+(-1)^-^^ (2n+ 3)(-l)n + 2
2(n + l) 2(n+l){n + 2)
(n + 2)(l +(-!)" •'•^) + (2n + 3)(-l)'^'''^ - 1
2(n + l)(n + 2)
-
(n + 2) + (n + 2)(-l)"'*'^ + (2n+ 3)(--l)""'"^ - 1
2(n+l)(n + 2)
_
(n + 2) - (n+2)(-l)""'"' + (2n + 3)(- 1)" '''^ - 1
2(n+l)(n + 2)
_
(n+1) + (n+l)(-l)
2(n+l)(n + 2)
n + 2
, 1 + (-1)n
+ 2
2(n + 2)
= bn+ 1
*6. Since n + 1 is either even or odd, it follo>ws from Theorem 150c
that 1 + (-1)^ is either 2 or 0, but in any case, nonnegative. So,
in view of Exercise 5,
n
-I
p = l
_
1 + (-1)
2(n+l)
n + i
TC[8-142]d
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If n is even.
If n is odd.
Since <
—
J-r'
n + 1
2(n+l) " "•
1 +(-1)n + i
2(n+l) " 2(n+l) n+1
1 + (-1)^^^ < 1
2{n+l) - n + 1 •
[Thus, the hint is established. ]
oo
Now, by definition, y ap = if and only if
p = l
V 3 V
y > m n>, m
n
- > a^
p=l
In view of the hint [and Theorem 92], this last result holds if
1
' 3 V
y > m n > m n + 1 y»
•-that is, if
{*) V^n^ V^ n>i-l.y > m n >. m y
By the cofinality principle, we know that, for each y, we can find and
m such that m > 1. So, with the help of Theorem 92, (*) is estab-
lished.
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1 n
is — • = if n is even. In this case, it is easy to see [and not hard to
n Z
prove] that 11 m (s) -
-j- . So, according to the definition in question,
the sum of the GP with a, = 1 and r = -1 is 2*
A proof of Theorem 168 is given on page 8-146.
Answers for Part D.
1.7 [a^ = 7/2, r = l/2] Z. 3/5 [a^ = 1, r = -2/ 3]
3. 1/9 [a^ = l/lO, r = l/lO]
In doing Exercises 4-11, students should begin by using the technique
shown in the Solution for the Sample. Once they see what is going on,
they nriay skip the first few steps, and begin with, say:
0.046
1 . ZiS" =1.2 +
0.99
Answers to the rest of Part D are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-145
TC[8-143, 144]b
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The behavior of continued sunn sequences of geometric progressions
has been described in the COMMENTARY for page 8-140. In general,
a sequence whose terms are all positive [for example, a GP whose first
term and common ratio are both positive] has a continued sum sequence
whose ternns increase. If, in this case, the set of continued sums is
bounded then the continued sum^ sequence has a limit, which, by defini-
tion is the sum of [all the ternns of] the given sequence. [The proof of
the theorem that a bounded increasing sequence has a linnit depends on
the completeness priniciple for the real nuoibers given in Unit 9. In
fact, the theorem itself is an alternative form of the completeness
principle.] If the set of continued sums is not bounded then the con-
tinued sum sequence has no limit and, consequently, by our definition
of 'sum' the given sequence has no sum. [With slight modifications,
these remarks apply to a sequence which has only a finite number of
non positive terms.] Simiilar remarks, apply to a sequence all [or all
but finitely many] of whose terms ar« negative [for example, to a GP
whose first term is negative and \vhose comnaon ratio is positive].
The reason for the phrase 'by our definition of 'sum", above, is that
there are many ways of defining the sum of all the terms of a sequence.
The one we use is the simplest, and is adequate for at least all under-
graduate college nnathem.atics „ And, as a matter of fact, for all current
definitions of 'sum*, a GP whose common ratio is not less than 1 has
no sunn.
A sequence which has infinitely many positive terms and infinitely many
negative terms [for example, a GP whose connmon ratio is negative]
has a continued sum sequence whose terms oscillate. Such a sequence
may or may not have a sum in our sense [in the case of a GP with r < 0,
it does if r > -1 and does not if r < -l].
A sequence whose partial sums oscillate may have a sum by some defi-
nition other than the one we are using 3ven if it does not have a sum in
our sense. For example, a GP with common ratio -1 has, by many
definitions [but, not by ours], the sum. a^/2. According to one such
definition, the s,um of a sequence a is a nunnber I if, where s is the
continued sum sequence of a, lina(s) - H. For the GP with a = 1 and
n—oo n •'•
r = -1 [see the last paragraph on page 8-143], Sp = 1 if p is odd and =
.
•
. n
if p is even. Hence, since {s)^^ " n / ^P' ^^^n ^^ n * ^'^ ^^ ^ ^^ °^^ ^^^
p=l
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Theorem 86c, b > -b, it follows that b + b > 0--that is, that 2b > 0.
So, since 2 > 0, b > 0. Hence, by Theorem 98b, since b^ > |a|^,
b> |a|. Hence, if -b < a< b then |a| < b. Consequently, V V ... .
"IT-
Note that the theorenns proved in Exercises 6 and 7, together, yield 169b.
[Theorem 169a is the theorem of Exercise 3, and Theorem 169c is a
consequence of the theorems of Exercises 8 and 9.]
Note, also, that from Theorem 169b [and the atpi] it follows that
|x - a
I
< b <=> a-b<x<a+b
--that is, that |x - a| < b if and only if x belongs to the interval of length
2b and with a as midpoint.
'I*
8. Note first, that if a = c or a = -c then |a| = |c| cind, so, if c > 0,
|a| = c. From this and the theorem of Exercise 7 it follows that if
-c < a < c then |a | < c.
So, it will follow that |a+b| < |a| +|b| if we can show that
-{|a| + |b|)< a + b< |a| + |b|. This follows, by the atpi, from
the fact that V - |x| < x < |x| . To prove this last theorem it is
sufficient to note that, by definition, either a= |a| ora = -|a| euid
that, by Exercise 1, -|a| < |a|.
9. Since a + b + -b = a, it follows from the theorem of Exercise 8 that
ja|< |a + b| + |-b|. Since |-b| = |b|, it follows that |a| - |b| <
|a + b|. Consequently, V V ... .
The theorems of Exercises 7-9 are not used in the proof on page 8-146.
However they form the basis of much work with absolute values and, for
this reason, students should be acquainted with them.
The theorems of Exercises 3, 5, and 6 are used on page 8-146.
TC[8-145]c
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paragraphs of the preceding proof, one can conclude that V V (|x|* |y|
= xy or |x| • |y| = -(xy)). Now, since, by Exercise 2, |-{ab)] = |ab|,
it follows from the theorem just proved that, in any case, | ja| • |b| |
= |ab| . But, by Exercise 1, | a | > and | b| > and, so, | a | • |b|
> 0. Hence, by definition, ||a|'|b|| = |a|*|b|. So, it follows that
|a|- |b| = |ab|.
Your best procedure may be to advise students to ignore the hint.]
4. Forb^^O, — •b=a and, by Exercise 3, |a/b | * | b| = | a| . Since» by
definition, either |b| = b or |b| = -b, it follows [using Theorem 79]
that, for b 7^ 0, |b| ^0. Hence, for b / 0, | a/b | = |a|/|b|.
Consequently, V V / a • • • •
5. (i) Since a^ = a and | a^ = | a | , it follows that ja^| = |a| = |a|*.
(ii) Suppose that | a" | = | a | ^. Since aP ^ = aP*a, it follows from
Exercise 3 that jaP"*"^! = |aP|'|a|. So, by the inductive hypoth-
esis, laP +
^l = |a|P' |a( = lajP'''^ Consequently,
V^[|a-| = |ar=^ |a-+M = ^1^ + ^.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the PMI, that V |a^| = |a|".
Cons equently, V VX n
6. Suppose that |a| < b. Since |a| > 0, it follows, by Theorem 98c,
that b^ > |a|^= |a^|. Since, by Theorem 97a, a^ > 0, it foUows, by
definition, that |a^| = a^. So, b^ > a^. Since b > | a | > 0, it follows,
by Theorem 98b, that b > a > -b. Hence, if | a | < b then -b < a < b.
Consequently, V V ....
7. Suppose that -b < a < b. Then, b + a > and b - a > and, so,
b^ - a^ > 0. Hence b^ > a^ = |a^| = | a | ^. Since, by hypothesis and
TC[8-145]b
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a. Ii§ r- 7 1 + 0-045 1 .; X f- 0.07
• 55 " • 1-0. Ol-" • 99 *" 1-0.01^
A 11^ r- 0-236 1 - 2360 r_ 2.36 ^
999 ^~ 1-0. 001
J
'• 999 ^~ 1-0.001^
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in 10129 r Q nn^ 4. 0^0005
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,
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cise 10. )J
Answers for Part E.
1. For a > 0, by definition, |a] = a > 0; for a < 0, by definition, |a| = -a
and, by Theorems 80 and 85, -a > 0. Since, by Theorem 86a, a >
or > a, it follows that V |x| > 0.
2. For a > 0, -a < and, by definition, | -a | = a = a = | a| ; for
a < 0, —a > and, by definition, j-a] = -a = |a|. Since, ....
3. For ab > 0, either a > and b > or a < and b < 0. In the first
case, by definition, |a| = a and |b| = b and, so, |a| • |b| = ab. In
the second case, by definition, |a| = -a and |b| = -b and, so,
|a| • lb| = -a* -b = ab. So, for ab > 0, |a| • |b| = ab = |ab|.
For ab < 0, either a > and b < or a < and b > 0. In the first
case, by definition,^ |a | = a and |b| = -b and, so, |a| • (b| = a* -b
=
-(ab). In the second case, by definition |a| = —a and |b| = b and,
so, |a| • jb| = -a*b = -(ab). So, for ab < 0, |a| • |b| = -(ab) = |ab|.
Consequently,
..V V |x| • |y | = |xy |
.
[The hint is somewhat misleading but can be made use of in the fol-
lowing way: Ignoring the '= |ab| ' at the end of each of the first two
TC[8-145]a
line 1: The answer for 'Why?' is 'Theorem 153 [cind Theorem 49 and
the cpm.]'.
line 3; Note the use of the theorem of Exercise 5 of Part E on page
8-145.
line 6: Note the use of the theorem of Exercise 6 of Part E.
line 4 from bottom of page: By the mitpi, it follows that if
n
p = l
\^i
then
n
r^-1 rP-'l < y.
p = l
But, by the theorem of Exercise 3 of Part E,
n n
1 V..P-1
1-r Z./
p = l p=l
n
[Theorems
38andl33].
^-1^^'^-'
= 1
TC[8-146]
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last two cases
:
DID = n' 101 DID = n' 303
EVE = n» m EVE = n* m
TALK = 99'
m
TALK = 33* m
In the first of these, since E < D, n ^ 2 and n ^ 5; and, since E 7^ K,
n 5^ 9. So, n = 3, 4, 6, 7, or 8. In the second case, since D < 9, n = 2
or 3, but, since E 7^ K, n ^ 3. So, n = 2.
Computation shows that there are no solutions of the first kind and just
one solution, given above, of the second kind. For example, consider
solutions of the first kind.
For n = 3, DID = 303 and EVE = 3 • m. So, m = 94, 84, 57,
or 47. Hence, EVE = 282, 252, 171, or 141, and TALK =
9306, 8316, 5643, or 4653. In these cases D is A, A, K, or
K, respectively, and this violates the conditions of the
problem.
For n = 4, DID = 404 and EVE = 4' m. So, m = 73, 68, 63,
58, or 53. Hence, .... Etc.]
TC[8-147]e
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Answers for Part ''-''G,
(a) III
= 0.7986 (b) |i| = 0.3498
TALK ,«.„.„ .. , ,, ., . EVE[Since TALK = q^^q and < T < 9, it follows that -r^^ < 1. Since
E 7^ D, it follows that E < D. Since E > 1, it follows that D > 2.
(a) Assume, now, that EVE and DID are relatively prime. It follows
that DID is a factor of 9999 [= 3^' 11' 101]. So, since D > 2, DID
is 303 or 909.
If DID = 909 then TALK = EVE • 11. But, from this it follows that
K = E, so there are no solutions of this kind.
If DID = 303 then TALK = EVE* 33 and, since E < D, E = 1 or E = 2.
If E = 1 then K = 3 = D. So, there are no solutions of this kind. If
E = 2 then L = 6. Since 1=0, E = 2, D = 3, and K = 6, it follows
that V = 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 9. On multiplying each of the numbers
212, 242, 252, 272, 282, and 292 by 33 one finds that, to avoid du-
plications of digits, V must be 4.
So, if EVE and DID are relatively prime, the only solution is that
given above.
(b) Assume, now, that HCF(EVE, DID) = n > 1. Then DID/n is a factor
of 9999 and, since n > 2 and DID < 989, DID/n is 1, 3, 9, U, 33,
TALK
99, 101 or 303. In these cases, respectively, EVE/n is qqaq >
TALK TALK TALK TALK TALK TALK , TALK
3333 ' nil ' 909 ' 303 ' 101 ' 99 ' 33 *
Suppose that EVE/n = m. Then, in the cases in question, TALK =
9999 "m, ,.. , 99 * m, and 33 'm, respectively. Clearly, the con-
dition that T, A, L, and K be different can be satisfied only in the
TC[8-147]d
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5, 2 or 4 [a^^ + a^r = 9(a^r^ + a^r^),
^
_^ = 3, and |r| < 1 (since the
progression has a sum). Since a^^ 4- 0> it follows from the
first equation that either 1 + r = or 9r^ = 1. From the in-
equation, r / - 1. So, r = 1/3 or r = -1/3. From the second
equation, a^^ = 2 or a^^ = 4. ]
00 00 00
6. 32/13 [^a^^rP-i =2= ^{a^rP-^)2= ^a^^r^)P-\ So,
p= 1 p=
1
p = l
a a^^
-, = 2 = -; r. Since Irl < 1, it follows that r / 1, andl-r l-r'^ I' I '
aj^= 1 + r. Hence y^;— ~ 2, and r = 1/3. So, a^^ = 4/3.
°°
a 3
Consequently,
J>
(a^r^ ) = T ~ 13 * -^
p=l
00
7. 3/2 and 1/3 [a + a^r = 2 and V a = 2 V (a^r^lrP" ^ It follows
n. n ^ I
p = i
00 00
from the second condition that a^ = 2 ^ ^1^ = 2r y a^^r^"*
p=l p=l
= 2r-; . Since a, / 0, r = l/3 and, since a, = -5
—
;
—
,
l-r 1'' / '1 + r
B.^ =.3/2. To comiplete the solution it is necessary to show
that the given conditions are satisfied. In particular, for
each n,
^ii(ir^^"-i(ir-7^i=i(ir"=vi
' - 3
TC[8-147]c

following way. The number s of feet travelled in t seconds by
a body falling from rest is, approximately 1 6t . So, t = -rvs .
By symmetry, the upward part of each bounce takes the same
time as the downward part. So, neglecting the periods during
which the bottom point of the b«ill is in contact with the ground
(when the ball is subject to elastic forces in addition to the
force of gravitation), the time (in seconds) that the ball is in
motion is, approximately,
p=i p=i
4 [ -Jb - Z) 4 Vb - 2
_
5^f^{^f5 + 2)^
_
571(9 + 4a/5 ) i ,, -
4
-
4
- 3L. < .
So, it seems a safe guess that the ball will bounce for less
than one nninute.]
3. 256V3 [The area-measure of an equilateral trieingle inscribed in a
circle of radius r is X^ r^. Also, if the circumradius of an
equilateral triangle is r then the inradius is r/2. So, the
area-measures of the successive triangles are
4"' 4\2y' 4\4
The required sum is computed as follows:
oo
3>/3" w2V/l\P"^ 3^3
-a— • lb Z (if" ' =^ -le^- -^ = ^^- 16^ = 256>/3.]
p=l ^ " 4
TC[8-147]b
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Answers for Part F.
1. (a) 18 (b) -g- (c) -g- (d) 5-g i^
2. 286.16 (feet); 450 (feet)
[To make sense of this problem one should assume that distances
are measured from the bottom point of the ball. (If, for example,
the top of the ball is initially 5 feet from the ground, the top will
travel more than 50 feet before starting up again. ) One should also
assume that the surface on which the ball strikes is completely
rigid, so that it is not depressed when the ball strikes. (Otherwise,
even the bottom point of the ball will travel more than 50 feet before
starting up. ) With these assumptions, the distance (in feet) that the
ball has moved by the time it hits the ground the fifth time is
{50.|)+2(!50 + 2
4
= 50 + 2^50(1)^ =
p = l
= 50(1 +8X0. 5904) = 286.16.
The second part of the problem requires additioned assumptions.
Actually, much of the energy of the ball will be dissipated by inter-
nal and external frictional forces, and the ball will come to rest
after some finite number of bounces. However, assuming this not
to be the case, one can compute that the total distance (in feet) the
ball will move is
00 00
5 4
1 - ^
30.z250(f=.0(..|X(f-')-0
p = 1 p = 1 \ " ' 5
= 50(1 + 8) = 450.
(The additioncd assunaption- -neglect of frictional forces- -is often
made in order to obtain a simple approximation to the solution of a
physical problem. )
Students nnay ask how one knows that the ball will ever stop. Under
our idealizing assunnptions this can be partially answered in the
TC[8-l47]a
r In view of the text on pages 8-106 and 8-107 and the accompanying
COMMENTARY, pages 8-148 through 8-152 should require little addi-
tional explanation. The earlier development of base-m representations
is reviewed at length fronn the lower half of page 8-149 through the
upper third of page 8-151. The new material, on base-m approximations,
parallels this very closely as will be apparent on comparing the displays
on page 8-150 with the similar ones on pages 8-151 and 8-152.
The positive numbers which have terminating decimal representations
are those which are quotients of positive integers by nonnegative integral
powers of ten--somewhat more sophisticatedly, they are those which are
quotients of positive integers by positive integers which have no prime
factors other than 2 and 5.
Similarly, for each m > 1, the positive numbers which have terminating
base-m representations are those which are quotients of positive integers
by nonnegative integral powers of m--that is, by positive integers which
have no prime factors other than those of m.
Since, for example, 1.75 = 1.750, it is proper to onmit the *[or termi-
nating]* on lines 9 and 10 from the bottom of page 8-148.
The "slight modification'* referred to in lines 10 and 11 on page 8-150
consists of starting at 0, rather than at 1.
The last line on page 8-151 is obtained from the preceding by noticing
that, by definition,
cm*l = ffcm'ij + ficm*^:^-
TC[8-148, 149, 150, 151]
si^s;> tsyfi.-: fi-
i50f?^
line 1: If < c < mP then < c/m^ < 1 and [c/mP]] = 0. Notice that
this is the first [in fact, the only] place in the proof where the
assumption that c > is used.
lines 5 and 6: Since, by Theorem 151b, m > k if k > 0, it follows that
if k el* and k > c then m > c. For example, for c > 0, if
k = |[ c J + 1 then k e r and c < m^.
lines 8 and 9: If < c < 1 then, since m > 1, c < m\ Since 1 is the
least positive integer, it, even more so, is the least positive
integer k such that c < m . In this case, ([ c/mP " ^J = ([ c/mi"])
= [[cl = 0.
next-to-last line: 'the preceding computation* refers to the next -to-last
line on page 8-151, subject to the choice of p such that ([ c/nn"]j
= [see first line on page 8-152],
TC[8-152]
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A 16 B 8 .
FB EB FB
DA " EA' 16
8
" 24' FB
K{I) = -i- • 16(16
-4' = 2563
K{II) = 16^ -^ 5121
= 16/3
9. 8/13 [4 + 3x - (9 - 2x) = 7 - 5x - (4 + 3x)]
10. 3 [By trial-and-error it is clear that 2* < 4 ! . But, what re-
mains to be shown is that, for each p > 3, 2P < p! . This is
easy to do by induction (actually. Theorem 114--J = 4). We
know that 2** < 4! . Now, suppose that [for q > 3], 2*1 < q! .
Since 2^ + ^ =2*2^, it follows that 2<1 + ^ < 2«q!. Also,
2<q+l. So, 2^'''^ < (q+l)q! = (q+1)! .]
11. 2x^ + 3x =
TC[8-153]b
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Answers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
Easy : 1-3, 5-16, 18-22, 24, 25, 27-33, 35, 37, 38, 41-43;
Medium : 4, 17, 34, 39, 44;
Hard : 23, 26, 36, 40, 45
1. (a) |x+ 5| (b) 111 - m^l (c) 9\k^
,r 2A-B
_
^'B'^
_
^'4"^
_
6-4 ,1
^'
'^L3A-2B- A - 3 -g-S-^'J
^ B 4
3 V =
^ ^ S /^ +-^
4. 54.5 [2(x + y) = 302, xy = 5460; x^ + y^ = 151^ - 2xy = 11881;
Vx2 + y2 = 109]
5. (a) 81x^ + 36x5 + 76x* + 124x2 + 40x^ + 48x + 36
(b) X® + 5x' + 4x^ + 3x? + 17x* + 22x2 + 9x^ + 5x + 4
^
(a + b)^ (a - b)^
_
[(a + b) - (a - b)][(a + b) + (a - b)]
4 " 4 4
2b •2a .
= 3 = ba
7. (a) true ["Each prime (greater than 2) is an odd number."]
(b) false ["A positive integer (greater than 2) is a prime if and
only if it is an odd number." Try 9.]
TC[8-153]a
12. I
13. 40 minutes [_-i2___ hours]
14. Assuming that, for each n,
n
JlUp - l)-"/
I
(2p) ='j
I
P
p = l p = l p= 1
[that is, that the product of the first 2n positive integers is the pro-
duct of the first n odd positive integers times the product of the first
n even positive integers], it is easy to proceed. For, by Theorem
145,
n n n
/ I (2p) = I
I
2*
I
1 p = 2"*n!, by definition.
p=l p= 1 p=l
Here is an outline of an inductive proof which avoids the assumption
and Theorem 145:
1
(i) Jl(Zp- 1) = 2-1- 1 = 1; j^ = l
p=l
q + 1 q
(ii) 7T<2p - 1) = 7T<2P - l)(2q + 1) = -^^(2q + 1)
p=l p=l
_
(2q + 2)! _ (2q + 2)!
(2q + 2)2^- q! ' 2q + ^Mq + 1)!
15. Suppose that m(ZAOB) = a and m(ZCOD) = b. The comnrxon measure
of the rennaining two angles of [isosceles triangle] AAOB is 90 - -^,
and that of the rennaining two angles of ACOD is 90 -
-^ . So, if, in
some similarity between AAOB and ACOD, O does not correspond
TC[8-154]a

with itself then a = 90 - — and b = 90 - — ["corresponding angles
of similar triangles are congruent"]. From this it follows that
a = b = 60. So, in this case, ZAOB ^ ZCOD. On the other hand,
if, in the postulated similarity, O corresponds with itself, then
ZAOB S ZCOD.
16. Vab
1-, ^ A c a 35 25 15 917. 2, 4, 6, 9 or -^, -^, -^, ^
(1) a, +a3 =2a2
(2) ^^ = ^^^^
(3) a^ +a^ = 11
(4) a^ + ag = 10
From (1), (3), and (4)
From (2) and (5)
From (4) and (6)
(5) 33.^ +a^ = 21
(6) 33^= a2{21 - Sa^)
(7) (10 - a.^f = a2(21 - Sa^)
25
a^ = 4 or a^ =
-^
18. -4912 [By the quadratic formula,
-9824 + V9824^ - 4* 2" -7
^1 =
and
So,
-
4
-9824 - V98242 - 4* 2* -7
^2 - 4
^1 +^2 =
-9824 -9824 9824 ,
4 ' 4 " 2 • J
TC[8-154]b
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19. Yes Let EBFG represent a rug placed
symmetrically with respect to a
3
diagonal. Then, BC = ~~j= and
AB = -^ . So, -^ + -7= = 10 and
x= loVz- 3. Therefore, x> 14.14
- 3 = 11.14. Since 11 feet 1 inch =
11^ feet, and 11^ < 11.14, the
strip of carpeting will fit [in the position shown].
20. ^, 0, f(x),
X ^ - 4y + 4
3x2 + 7x + 7' 3y2 _ 5y + 5
21, [Pythagorean theorem or s.a.s.] 22. 90/31
TC[8-154]c
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Consequently, for each n,
n n - 1
^n ~ Zj ^P ' Zj
p=l p=l
a =
P
n(n +1)
"
n(n - 1) "!^
^ n
27. f{£(x)) =
X - 1 X
X , X - (x - 1)
X
X - 1
[Alternatively: Since f{x) = 1 + r, it follows that
1
, .
1
f(f(x)) = 1 +
f{x) - 1 ^ "^ l/{x - 1)
= 1 + (x - 1) = X.]
TC[8-155]b

}23. (a)
(p-l)x
Since A^ApB —* QApP
is a similarity,
QAp - QP - P - 1 •
A
So,
x^
QAp + 1 = P' and.
since A^ Ap + QAp = QA^ = 1,
1/QAp = p.
Hence, QAp = l/p and, for each n, A A^^ =1 . Hence,
n
V,ZVp+i=l-rTT
p = l
(b) [See answer for Exercise 4(b) of Part E on page 8-137.]
24. 1000 [k + 3 = 10]
25. (a) iZ.X + y
(b)
x^ + x^ -h X + 1
X^ + X + 1
(c)
(x + y)2
26. The pth term of the sequence a is the sum of p consecutive odd
numbers, and, in fact, the sum of the first n terms of a is the sum
^.
n n
of the first \ p positive odd numbers. Since y p = ——=
—
-,
p=l p=l
n n(n+l)/2
p=i p=i
TC[8-155]a
28. X + y = 14
xy = 48
y > X
So, X = 6 and y = 8
3 4
Hence, tanZCAB =~ and tanZACB =
-^.
29. Let m be the slope of the given linear function, and let x^, x^, . . .
,
Xj^Q be the first components of the given ordered pairs. Since the
latter are consecutive terms of an AP, there is a number d such
-
that, for p < 9, Xp^^^ - Xp = d. [Since there are 10 ordered pairs
it follows that x^ / Xj^ and, so, that d j^ 0.] Now, if y^^, y^, . • • ,
y^^ are the corresponding second components it follows that, for
P< 9, yp+i - yp
= m.
and, so, that yp + i " Yp ~ "^'^' Hence, the second components are
consecutive terms of an AP whose comnnon difference is md.
30. From geometry we know that if p is the perimeter of the nth square
then p Vy is the perimeter of the (n + l)th square. So,n
xoo
= l{>/2r = 2*9V2.
31. (a) V^
+ 3v - 4 (b)
7a + 2
3a(a - 2)
32. (2k - 1)^ + (2k + 1)^+ (2k + 3)2
= 12k^ + 12k + 11
= 3(4k^ + 4k + 1) + 8
= 3(2k +1)^ + 8
TC[8-156]a
- .!
•:t.|
^'V''
33. For X ^ 0, x~^ = - 1 if and only if x = - 1 . So, for - 1 ^ x. ^ 0,
-1
il ~^\ - X ^ - 1 _ 1 - X _ X - 1^^
x~^ + 1 ~ 1 + ^
~
^ + 1
=
-f(x).
34. 4. 5 inches
18 - 2x
ZTTx
K=lii,^1^^2 . (9.^)^
_81
4 (x-|)^
35. 2135 [The ptih installment is 300 + 3% (1600 - 300 [p - l]) dollars.
Since there are 5 installments [5° 300 = 1500], the total num-
ber of dollars paid for the car is
5
500 + y [300 + 3% (1500 - 300 [p - l])]
P = l 5
= 500 + 1500 + 225 - 9 V (p - 1)
= 2135.
p=l
[Note the convention that '6% interest' is an abbreviation for
'6% annual interest'. ]
36. the 10^**'' place [that is, the first nonzero digit counting from the
right occurs in the 2500th place] [The problem is one of
finding the largest n such that 10^| 10000!. Since 10^^= Z^ ' 5^
TC[8-156]b
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"' 1.
:,:Ai' - V;
.[•-
JitJii
i i? i:
ilJ. tj . • 1.A .' >.
ij! ir; -T'-.c
:i:iCiP
.
^t ! .
.j.::i n '^n-
dioCi fJ i-
and since there are more multiples of 2 than of 5 annong the first 10000
positive integers, the problem reduces to one of finding the largest n
such that 6 | 10000!. Now, since 5 is a factor of each multiple of 5 cind
since there are 2000 multiples of 6 amiong the first 10000 positive inte-
gers, it follows that
52000| 10000!
But, some of these multiples of 5 are also multiples of 5^, 5^, 5*, eind
5^. In fact there are 400 multiples of 5^, 80 multiples of 5^, 16 multiples
of 5* ajid 3 multiples of 5^. So,
5^499
1 10000!.
Since 5* = 15625 > 10000, 2499 is the largest n such that 6"| 10000!.
So, the decimal numeral for 10000! ends in 2499 zeros.
In general, the exponent of the largest power of a prime, p, which divides
m
n! is y [[n/p J, where m is the least integer such that p"^ > n.]
k= 1
TC[8-166]c
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_du? »^J-s^^i^^?
ri-i- JO
-'^Jf-i
..•
.: K
•-,r -Cv- .J.-'&^
..VV--V-
.,,-.;•!-
D -
no q^
:
x.-i -•
.v-i^si^^ ^'•'
,..>, ^3.-i--'q
^->
.-,..
v..;n.oc
,
.» -jil.
.-,;r. iO 2^''-''-
(i- .-)^
,.^ui^v $i«-^''
i -,
i.
,Vs?->^.l
43, 88-^ [If d is the diameter of the inner circle then 3d is the diameter
of the outer circle.
3d\2 /d^2
^'T-J -^\zl 8,
2 . . , f . U^ , 3 ^ „ , 344. c' + c + 1 = Ic + ^1 + f > + ;J >
45. C(n, 4)--that is [see page 7-71], the number of 4-membered sub-
sets of an n-membered set
[Each 4 of the n points are end points of two intersecting chords .
The problem of computing values of 'C(n, 4)' is taken up on
page 8-168.]
TC[8-157]b

37. If there were numbers x and y such that x - I6y - 10 and x = 4y
then, for such numbers, {4y)^ - I6y^ = 10 --that is, = 10. But,
^ 10.
38. 5 [6n + 3 + 2(3n + 6) = 3n • n <=> (n = 5 or n = -1); n > O]
39. (a) a (b) X^ +
yL
40. approxinnately 14 feet [= VSOl]
[Consider the walls and floor as if they were subsets of the same
plane.
10
SC^ = V (^) + (7 + 5)2 = J /80T;
SCg = 7 (5)2 + (7 + ^j ^ = •|-/94r
The shortest path to any of the
upper corners is SC feet long.]
15
41. [Theorem 156]
42. AP = ^^—2— [We are looking for a point P e AB such that the area-
measure of the trapezoidal region bounded by APCD
is the area-measure of the triangular region bounded
by PEG. So, P is a point such that
i-h( X + AP) = ih{y - AP)
.
Hence, AP = y -X ]
TC[8-157]a
I
Intermediate steps in Examples 1(b) and 1(d) might help:
difference of squaresfuj.iicj[rcii<
(b) 4u^ - ^ = (2u)^ - (I)
=
(d) a* - 16d*= (a2)2 - (4d2)2 =
difference of squares
Naturally, students should not be encouraged to write these intermediate
steps in their own work. But, pedagogically, it is handy to have such a
technique around when you find a student who has difficulty. A related
technique is the use of frannes :
2 2
This is very useful in a problem such as Exercise 25 on page 8-159.
The explanation asked for at the end of this text is that, allowing radical
signs and introducing restrictions, any difference [or sum] is a differ-
ence of squares
:
^x>0 Vo"-y = ^^>'-^^)' tV^>o'^y<o" + y= (^)^-(^^)^]
Of course, as pointed out on page 4-75 ff. of Unit 4, when factoring, one
does not usually introduce radical signs.]
'1^
Answers for Part A.
1. (t - l)(t + 1) 2. (2a - 3)(2a + 3) 3. (1 - 4x)(l + 4x)
4. (6x - 7y)(6x + 7y) 5. f x - jj( x + ^) 6. [4a
-
^)( 4a + ^
'• (i-^)(i^^) «• (f-^)(f^^) 9, (x^-yz)(x^.yz)
10. (5a2 - l)(5a2 + 1) ll
. (xy - l)(xy + 1) 12. (10a - 2b2c){ 10a + 2bM
Answers for the rest of Part A are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-159.
TC[8-15,i]
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13. ^-1)4-^1 14. t - (' ^ !)('^-T
15. —,
1 5\/ 1
_!_
5
d/ c
iVx'' . iVx
16. I— - -
y z/\ y z/Vy
+ -11^2 + -2
17. (x - y + 7)(x + y + 3) 18. (2x - 5y + 4)(2x + 5y - 10)
19. (2a + 3b)(4a + b) 20. 5t(5t - 2)
21. 3(3s + l)(s - 1) 22. (7 - 5u)(7 + u)
23. (x - y - 5)(x +y - 5) 24. (a - b - l)(a - b + 1)
25. (2x - y - 3a - b)(2x - y + 3a + b)
26. (y - 2z - 2u + v)(y - 2z + 2u - v)
The explanation asked for three lines from the foot of page 8-159 is that,
since, for a ^ 0,
1 -(-1 = (l - ^1(1 +
a; \ a/\ a
and since a = aa, it follows that, for a 7^ 0,
1 - f:u^ = (1 - ^u l + fia
In connection with Theorem 170 on page 8-160 it is instructive to ask
students to complete:
? )X - y = (x - y)(
by using the division-with-remainder algorithm.
TC[8-159, 160]
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Answers for Part B.
1. (x - y)(x^ + xy + y^)
3. {1 - 2)(1 +z + z^)
5. (1 + 3z)(l - 3z + 9z^)
7. (x - l)(x* + x^ +x^ +x + 1)
8. (y + 2)(y* - 2y^ + 4y^ - 8y + 16)
9. (2a - b)(16a* + Ba^b + 4aV + 2ab^ + b*)
10. (x - y)(x + y)(x^ + xy + y^)(x^ - xy + y^)
IL z^(z - l)(z + l)(z^ + z + l)(z^ - z + 1)
12. (4a - 3b)(16a^ + 12ab + 9b^)
2. (a - 2b)(a^ + 2ab + 4b^)
4. (1 + z)(l - z + z^)
6. (2k - 3)(4k^ + 6k + 9)
14.
15.
xy sAxy 3Ax2y2 9
(x^ + l)(x^- x^ + 1)
X"
1 ^ V 1or : I — + X
2 I /
, 1 \2l16. (x - y)(x + y + 2)[(x + 1)^ + (y + 1)']
17. (5 - 4y^)(5 + 4y2)
IS, (a^ - z)(a8 + a^z -H a*z^ + a^z^ + z^)
20. (x^ - 8)(x^ + 8)
*22. (a - b - i)([a - b]^ + [a - b] + 1)
13. (i-iYi4+i + i!
1 +
^1]
18. (a + b)(a2 - ab + b^)
21. (a + b - 9)(a + b + 9)
TC[8-161]
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(a) m + n = 30 and m - n = 2 [m = 16, n = 14]
(b) m + n = 10 and m - n = 6 [m = 8, n = 2].]
3. (4, 3) [Since m^ - n^ = (m - n)(m^ + mn + n^) = 37 and m and n are
positive integers, it follows that m^ + mn + n^ = 37 and
m - n = 1 . So, {n + 1)^ + (n + l)n + n^ = 37 and it follows that
(n + 4)(n - 3) = 0. Hence, n = 3 and m = 3 + 1.]
4. (3, 1) [Since 2^^ - 3^^ = (2^ - 3J)(2^ + 3J), it follows that 2^^ - 3^3 = 55
if and only if (2^ - 3^ = 1 and 2^ + 3^' = 55) or (2^ - 3J = 5 and
2^ + 3J = 11). So, either 2^ = 28 and 3J = 27 or 2^ = 8 and
3J = 3. Since there is no integer i such that 2 = 28, and
since 2^ = 8 and 3^ = 3, the only solution is (3, 1).]
5. (2, 5), (5, 2) [Since 133 is not even, there is obviously no solution
for which m = n. By symmetry, it is sufficient to find those
solutions for which m > n. Since m^ - mn + n^ = m{m - n) + n^
and m and n are positive integers, it follows that, for m > n,
m^ - mn + n^ >. m + n. So, since (m + n)(m^ - mn + n^) = 7 • 19»
either m + n = 1 and ra^ - mn + n^ = 1 33 or m + n = 7 and
m^ - mn + n = 19 . Since (m + n)^ = m^ + 2mn + n^ and m and
n are positive integers, (m + n)^ > m^ - mn + n^. So, m + n j^^ 1
and [from the second possibility] 3mn = 30. Hence, (m - n)^
= 9, and m - n = 3. Since m + n = 7, the only solution [for
m > n] is (5, 2). The only other solution is (2, 5).]
6. 3 [m^ - 2m^ + 4m - 8 = (m^ + 4){m - 2) = 13 if and only if
2 2 1m +4=13 and m - 2 = 1 . {Since m - m + 6 = (m - =-
m^ + 4 > m - 2.) Hence, the only solution is 3.]
TC[8-l63]d
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n n
(m^)" - (m^ - l)n - 1 = (m^ - 1) V (m^)" " P - (m^ - 1) V 1
p=l p=l
n
p=l
n- 1
= (m^-l) y[(m2)"-P-l] [{m2)ti-^ -1 = 0].
p=l
Since, as shown above, for m > 1 and for each p such that n-p> 1,
n- 1
m^ - l|(m^)'^-P - 1, it follows that m^ - l| V [(m^)'^ " P - 1]. Hence,
p = l
(m^ - I)^|{m^)'' - (m^ - l)n - 1.
Answers for Part E.
Some solutions to these equations may be found by inspecting a table of
squares and cubes. For example, it is easy in the case of the Sample
to see that 49 - 36 = 13. So, (7, 6) is a solution. However, we need to
be sure that there are no other solutions. The factoring procedure gives
this assurance.
1. (10,9)
2. (8, 2), (16, 14)' [Since m^ - n^ = (m + n)(m - n) and m and n are
positive integers, m + n > m - n. Since (m + n)(m - n) = 60--an
even number-- one of the numbers m + n and m - n must be even.
Since m and n are integers, it follows that both must be even. So,
the only possibilities are
TC[8-l63]c

2^ " P is an integer . By Theorem 150c, ( — 1)P ~ ^ is an integer
.
Hence, by Theorem 1 lOd, for q > p, 2^ ~ P(-1)P " ^ is an integer
.
Using Theorem 110b it is now easy to prove by induction that
q
y2l-P{-l)P- Ms an integer. Hence, 3|2'5-{-l)q.
p=l
q
2. By Exercise 1, ^^
'
^'^^^
= y2q-P(-l)P-^
p = l
q-1
= y 2q-P(-l)P-^ + (-1)*!-^
p = l
q-1
= 2 y 2'1-P-U-1)P"^ + (-l)'!"^
p = l
q-1
As in Exercise 1, \ 2*1 " ^ " P(-1)P " Ms an integer . Since
p = l
(_l)q-i = 1 or = -1, it follows that [2*1 - (-l)^]/3is odd.
3. [See answer for Exercise ^4, below (m = 2).]
q
^4. By Theorem 170, (m^)^ - 1 = (m^ - 1) V (m^)*l"P and, as in Exer-
p=l
cise 1, it follows that, for m > 1 and for each q, m^ - 1 | {m^)'^ - I.
Sinnilarly,
TC[8-l63]b
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Answers for Part C.
1. 6x^(2 - 5xy) 2. Sab^ab - 3a + b)
3.
5.
7.
9.
m + q)(m + p) 4. (t + 5)(t - s)
z^ + 2)(2z - 1) 6. {x - y){3p - q)
X - 3)(x + 3)(y^ - 6) 8. (t - z)(t + 3)(k - 4)(k + 4)
b + l){b^ - b + l)(3a - l)(3a + 1)
X - l)(x + l)(x^ - X + l)(x^ + x^ + x^ + X + 1)
2a + 5b){2a - 5b + 1) 12. 4a3b(a + 3)(7a - 5)
a^ - 4a + I6)(a2 + 4a + 16) 14. (x^ - 2xy - y^){x.^ + 2xy - y^)
a^ - 3ab + b^)(a^ + 3ab + b^)
x^ - 2xy + 2y2)(x^ + 2xy + 2y^) 17 . (x - Z)(x^ + 4)
X - 2)(x - l){x + l)(x + 2)
X* - 5x^ + 4 = (x* - 4x2 + 4) - x^ = (x^ - 2)2 - x^ = . . .
;
X* - 5x2 ^4 = (x2 - 4)(x2 - 1) = . .
.]
19. 7(2 + u)(4 - 2u + u2) 20. (t - w)(t + w)^
Answers for Part" D.
q
1. By Theorem 170, 2^ - (-1)^ = (2 - -1) V 2*i"P(-l)P-i
= 3 y 2q-P(-l)P-^ It follows from Theorem 151a that [for q>p]
p = l
TC[8-163]a
10.
11.
13.
15.
16.
18.
^7. John's date is Clara, Henry's is Mary, and Bill's is Kate.
[Let J, H, M, and K be the average scores (and numbers of games
played) by John, Henry, Mary, and Kate, and let j and h be the aver-
age scores (and nunnbers of games played) by John's date and Henry's
date, respectively. Then, the total number of points which, for
example, John made is J^. The conditions of the problem are that
J^ - j^ = 63 = H^ - h^ that J - M = 23, and that H - K = 11.
Since (J - j)(J + j) = 63 and J and j are positive integers, it follows
that either J - j = 1 and J+j = 63, orJ-j = 3 and J + j = 21, or
J - j = 7 and J + j = 9. In these cases, (J, j) is (32, 31), (12, 9), or
(8, 1), respectively. Similarly, (H, h) is (32, 31), (12, 9), or (8, 1).
Since J - M = 23, J > 24. So, J = 32, j = 31, and M = 9. Already,
since j ^ M, we see that John's date was not Mary. Since H - K = 11,
H > 12. So, (H, h, K) is (32, 31, 21) or (12, 9, 1). In either case,
h ^ K and, since j = 31, j 7^ K. So, Kate was neither Henry's nor
John's date. Hence, Kate was Bill's date and, since John's date was
neither Mary nor Kate, John's date was Clara. Finally, by elimi-
nation, Henry's date was Mary.]
o^
Answers for Part F,
1. (x + 3y - t)(x + 3y + t) 2. y^(y - 1) 3. (b - 17)(b + 5)
4. (2z - l)(z + 8) 5. (pq - 9)(pq +9) 6. 5s(6r - 5s)
7. (x - 2"M{x + 2"M(x^ + 2"^)(x^ + 2"*)
8. (1 - a + b)(l + a - b + [a - b]^)
9. (a +b - c)(a + b + c) 10. (xy - 8)(xy + 3)
11. (5 + s)(5^ - 5s + s^) 12. (t - s - a)(t - s + a)
TC[8-164]a
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2\/->„213. (2a' - 9ay - 3y')(2a^ + 9ay - 3y^)
14. (3a + 2)(a + 1)
16. (t^ - I2r^)(t^ + llr^)
18. (x - 4a - 3b)(x - 4a + 3b)
20. (a - l)(a + l)(a^ + l)(a* + 1)
22. (u^ + v^ - x^ - y^)(u^ + v^ + x^ + y^)
24. (u - V - a + b)(u - v + a - b)
26. (1 - 3y)(l + 3y + 9y^)
28. (x + y - z)(x + y + z)
30. (5 - 6y)(6 + 2y)
32. (x + 2c - l)(x + 2c + 1)
'I*
Answers for Part G.
1. X + y
15.
17.
19.
21.
23.
25.
27.
29.
31.
33.
5 - s)(2 - 15s)
1 - X + y)(l + X - y)
?} + 2b^c^)^
t + 12)(t + 8)
sx - ty)(2x + 3y)
4 + m)(16 - 4m + m^)
3m + l)(9m^ - 3m + 1)
y^ - 5)(y^ + 5)
b + y - x)(b + y + x)
X + 5)(17x - 1)
2. pP + rq^^ 3. ^ 4. c(a + c)
TC[8-164]b
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Answers for Miscellaneous Exercises.
[Easy: 2-6; Medium ; 1, 8; Hard: 7]
1. (a) 1
2. (a) 15
3. 9-rT hours
5.
(b)
(a + b)(a - b)
(b) 1/2
2{a2 + b^)
(c) -4V5'
4. 7rab(b + 2c)
(d) 8/11
a > h => 2(a + b) > 2(h + b)
A b B
6. (a) (x + 12)(x - 3) (b) (a - 13)(a + 9) (c) (11 +x)(10 - x)
2n- 1
7. Guess : V^ V [p + (n - 1)^]
""
p = l
= n^ + (n - ir
2q- 1
Proof: Y [p + (q - 1)'] (2q - l)2q2 + (2q - l){q - If
P""^
= (2q - l)[q + (q " D'];
q^ + (q - If = [q + (q - l)][q' - q(q - 1) + (q
= (2q - l)[q + (q - 1)']
- 1)']
o Tc 3. b., b a+b e ab a+ba+b8. If T- = — then — = 7—r— . So, r * — = t—t— •;--;— •b c c b+c be b+cb+c
line 8b on page^8-166: Although the components of ({b, c, f}, {c, d, e, f})
are, respectively, a 3-membered ajid a 4-membered subset of
S, the first component is not a subset of the second.
line 2b: A 4-membered set has 4 3-membered subsets, each of which is
obtained by discarding one of the 4 members of the given set.
TC[8-165, 166]

4. C(9, 6) [or: 84] [Alternatively, the number in question is the total
number of 7-nnembered subsets of S minus the number of
those which do not contain the number 6- -that is, it is
C(10, 7) - C(9, 7). By (*) on page 8-166, C(10, 7) - C(9, 7)
= C(9, 6). Compare this with the reasoning on page 7-72 of
Unit 7 which originally led to the discovery of (*).]
5. C(5, 3) [or: 10]
6. C(10, 3) - [C(5, 3) + C(5, 3)] [or: 100] [The number in question is
the total number of 3- member ed subsets of S minus the num-
ber of those which consist exclusively of even numbers or
exclusively of odd numbers.]
In connection with the exercises of Part B and later counting exercises,
you may wish to introduce the word 'probability'. Before doing so, re-
read the COMMENTARY for page 4-G of Unit 4. You may also find
interesting Chapter 3 of Probability : A First Course by Mosteller, Rourke
and Thonnas, [Reading, Mass: Addison - Wesley, 1961]. Examples of
questions you might ask in connection with Part B are:
What is the probability that a 7-membered subset of S contains the num-
ber 6 ?
[Answer (from Exercises 1 and 4 of Part B): C(9, 6)/C(10, 7),
or: 0.7]
What is the probability that a 7-membered subset of S does not contain
the number 6 ?
[Answer: C(9, 7)/C(10, 7), or: 0.3, or (from the previous question)
1-0.7]
What is the probability that a 3-membered subset of S contains only even
numbers ?
[Answer: C(5, 3)/C(10, 3), or: l/lZ]
What is the probability that a 7-membered subset of S contains only even
num.bers ?
[Answer: C(5, 7)/C(10, 7), or: 0]
TC[8-167, i68]c

2. C(9, 6) = C{9, 5) •
= C(9, 4)-
9 - 5
6
9-44
= C(9, 3).9^.|-|
9-26.54
= C{9, 2)
= C(9, 1)
3 4 5 6
.
IjiJL
. I . 6 . 5 . 4
2 3 4 5 6
- ^^^' "' 1 2 3 4 5 6
=
1.9.8.7.6.5.4 ^
^12 3 4 5 6 ^^
3 c(10 7)-1.10.i.8.i.6.5.4^ 10-9'8 ^:J. (^uu, (} - i
J 2 3 4 5 6 7 1-2-3
4. C{3, 5) = C{3, 4)'^-f^ = C(3, 3)'—}^'^-^ =4
'I*
Answers for Part B.
[The principal value of these exercises lies in the practice they give in
expressing answers to counting problems in terms of values of C. The
computations of the relevant values have, for the most part, been carried
out in working the exercises of Part A.] [Note that Exercise 6 is on
page 8-169.]
1. C(10, 7) [or: 120]
2. C{10, 3) [Since to each 7-membered subset there corresponds exact-
ly one 3-nnembered subset (its complement), and conversely,
C(10, 3) = C(10, 7). So, an alternative answer is '120'.]
3. C(9, 7) [C(9, 7) = C(9, 6) • -^^ = 84- | = 36]
TC[8-167, 168]b
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(line 7 on page 8-167: The third entry in the second column is incorrect
since {a, b, d) ^ {a, b, e, f}
line 11: A given 3-membered set can be enlarged to a 4-nien:ibered set
by adjoining one additional naember. Since S has 6 members,
there are 9 - 3 choices for the additional member.
line 18: See (**) at the bottom of the page.
line 24: Generalizing the explanation for line 2b on page 8-166, a given
(k + l)-nnembered set has k + 1 k-membered subsets, each of
which is obtained by discarding one of the k + 1 members of the
given set.
line 27: Generalizing the explanation for line 11, above, a given k-mem-
bered subset of a j-membered set can be enlarged to a (k + 1)-
membered subset by adjoining any one of the j - k members not
already belonging to it.
As illustrated by the computation on page 8-168, use of the new recursive
definition of C involves nauch less labor than does use of the old definition
given in connection with (*) on page 8-166. [To compute C(12, 5) by the
latter method requires the preliminary computation of 56 vedues of C,.]
Moreover, the new formula leads directly to the explicit definition of C
[Theorem 171 on page 8-169] and the useful Theorem 172 on page 8-171,
Answers for Part A,
1. 0(5, 3) = C{5, 2)
= C{5, 1)
= C(5, 0) •
5-1
.
3
2 ' 3
5_J_0.4. 3
1 2 3
5 4 3
1'
-T • ^ • 4 = 10
1 2 3
TC[8-167, 168]a
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Answers for Part E,
1. 6! =5!»6=4!«5«6=3!«4«5«6=2!«3«4'5'6=1''2'3'4«5'6
= 0!«1«2'3«4«5'6 = 1*720 = 720
2. 1 3. 30 4. 120 5. 252
6. 9366819 [or: 3 • 7 • 11 • 23 • 41 • 43]
[In computations such as that of Exercise .6, a factored answer is usually
sufficient, and often more convenient. Here is atypical computation:
0 ^11 7
46! 4^':*5«44«43'4r'41 , , , , ,o .,TT = ;—=5—=5
—
^ r, f^ = 3'7'11*23«41'40!6! " 1 •^•/•^•^•^
'I-
Answers for Part F.
1. 7!/4! 2. 19!/l5! 3. 521/47!
TC[8-l69]b
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The answer for Exercise 6 of Part B is in the COMMENTARY for pages
8-167 and 8-168.
Answers for Part C.
1. For j > 0, C(j, 1) = C(j, 0)-i-^ = 1-j = j,
2. For j > 0, C(j, 2) = C(j, l).i-^ =-i^i^,
'1^
Answers for Part D.
1. (i) By Exercise 1 of Part C, C{0, 1) = 0.
(ii) Suppose that C(0, p) = 0. Since C(0, p + 1) = C(0, p) • ^ P , it
follows that C(0, p + 1) = 0. Hence,
V [C(0, n) = => C(0, n + 1) = 0].
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by the PMI, that V C(0, n) = 0.
^2. (i) For j > 0, C(j, j + 1) = C{j, j)-i^ = C(j, j).0 = 0.
(ii) Suppose, for a j >^ and a k > j + 1, that C(j, k) = 0. Since
C(j, k + 1) = C(j, k) • ^^-^, it follows that C{j, k + 1) = 0.
Hence, for j > 0, V^^ >
^ ^
^
[C{j, k) = => C(j, k + 1) = 0]
.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that, for j > 0,
Consequently, Vj > q \ > j + i ^U. k) =
TC[8-l69]a
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Answers for Part H.
1. 210 [A short cut: C(10, 6) = C(10, 4) =
^il^'s'I ^ ^- ^°°^
3. 177100 [or: 2^- 5^' 7- 11* 23] 4. 2598960 [or : 2** 3 • 5 • 7^' 13* 17]
5. 120 6. 7128 7. 1 8. 198
Answer for Part '^. q-l q-2
1 (P-
i =
1 -• i)
+
II (P-
i =
(q -
1 -
1)!
i)
C(p- 1, q) + C(p- 1, q- 1) =
Th. 171
q-2 q-2
y^(p - 1 - i)- (p - q)
I I
(p - 1 - i)'q
i =
•
i.^0
q! (q - l)!'q
q-2 q -_1
y]~(p - 1 - i)-p p-jj (p - i)
i = i = 1
q!
fTh. 148
q!
Th. 147-* =
q-
1
i =
1
'(P
q!
- i)
f
C(p, q)
Th: 171
[For q £ p - 1, factorial notation can be used throughout:
C(p- 1, q) + C(p- 1, q- 1) = ,/P"/^' >, + -7 \P~/^-' ,,^ ^ ^ ^ q!{p-l-q)! (q-l)!(p-q)!
_
(p- l)!Mp-q)
, (p-D-'-q
- q! (p - 1 - q)! {p - q) "^ (q - 1)! (p - q)! q
=
(P- 1)'-P = El = c{d q)
q!(p-q)! q!(p-q)! ^^P' **'
TC[8-171, 172]b

(i + k)'One consequence of Theorena 172 is that, for j > and k > 0, <' .^ '' is
j. k.
an integer [for, C(j+k, k) is a nonnegative integer]. It may interest some
of your students to see how this can be established without using Theorem
(i + k)'172. Now, if either j = or k = 0, ' .,' = 1. So, all that needs to be
J. K.
shown is that, for any na and n, and any prime number p, the sum of the
exponents of the largest powers of p which divide m! and n!, respectively,
is less than or equal to the exponent of the largest power of p which
divides {m + n)!. As pointed out in the COMMENTARY for Exercise 36
on page 8-156, these three exponents are, respectively,
[[m/pl + Im/p^Il + Im/p^l + .. . ,
ffn/pl H-lIn/p^Il +|In/p^]l +... ,
and [[(m + n)/p]l + [[(m+n)/p^]] + [[(m+n)/p^]] + . . . ,
Now, as proved in Exercise 3(h) of Part A on page 7-103 of Unit 7,
V^Vylxl+ttyl < [[x + yl.
Hence, for each q,
ttm/p^I +[[n/p^I| < \l{m+n)/p'^l
and so, for each p, the sum of the first two exponents is less than or
equal to the third.
An entirely similar argument shows, for example, that if m = n. + n^ + n
I
-i- ^ 3
then
;
; r is an integer
»
n ' n ' n ' "
•J,
That a j-naennbered set has [for < k < j] the same number of k-mem-
bered subsets as (j - k)-membered subsets, is obvious when one notices
that the connplement of each k-menabered subset of a j-membered set is
a (j - k)-menribered set, and vice versa. [See the corollary of Theorem
172 on page 8-172.]
•J,
Answers for Part G.
35! 176i 25! 25!
• 32! 3! '^- 85! 91! ^' 5! 20! 20! 5!
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(i + k)'One consequence of Theorem 172 is that, for j > and k > 0, "^ .,,/' is
j. k.
an integer [for, C(j +k, k) is a nonnegative integer]. It may interest some
of your students to see how this can be established without using Theorem
(i + k)'172. Now, if either j = or k = 0, ''.../' = 1. So, all that needs to be
J. k.
shown is that, for any m and n, and any prime number p, the sum of the
exponents of the largest powers of p which divide m! and n!, respectively,
is less than or equal to the exponent of the largest power of p which
divides (m + n)!. As pointed out in the COMMENTARY for Exercise 36
on page 8-156, these three exponents are, respectively,
[[m/pj +([m/p^Il +[[m/p^]] + ... ,
ffn/pl +ln/p'l +En/p^]l +... ,
and [[(m+n)/p]] + [[(m+n)/p'Il + [[(m+n)/p^]l + . . . ,
Now, as proved in Exercise 3(h) of Part A on page 7-103 of Unit 7,
V^V^Ixl +[[y3 < [[x + y]].
" y
Hence, for each q,
ttm/p^I +[[n/p^Il < ([(m + n)/p^ll
and so, for each p, the sum of the first two exponents is less than or
equal to the third.
An entirely similar argument shows, for example, that if m = n^^ + ng + n
., m! . .then ; ; 7 IS an integer
„
n, ! n^! n„ ! "
That a j-membered set has [for < k < j] the sanne number of k-mem-
bered subsets as (j -k)-membered subsets, is obvious when one notices
that the complement of each k-membered subset of a j-membered set is
a (j - k)-membered set, and vice versa. [See the corollary of Theorem
172 on page 8- 172.]
Answers for Part G.
1
^^•'
;,
176! 25! 25!
32! 3! '^' 85! 91! ' 5! 20! 20! 5!
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N(B) - N(A r^ B) = 0. This is an example of two wrongs making
a right. If one avoids the first error and assumes, correctly,
that, since N(A) = N(B) and A is infinite, N{A) + N(B) = N(A), he
obtains 'N{A w B) = N(A) - N(A r> B)\ Repeating the second
error, he obtains an obviously false result--N(A v^ B) = 0.)]
lines 7b and 6b: We give below a derivation of (***) from (**) and
various theorems about sets (and about subtraction of real nunn-
bers). The theorems about sets can be derived from the basic
principles given in Unit 5.
Ao'B=Aw(Ar^ B), and A r\ (A r\ B) = 0.
Hence, by {-*), N(A w B) = N(A) + N(A r^ B)
.
B = (A r^ B) w (A r^ B), and (A r^ B) ns (A r^ B) = 0.
Hence, by {=:";=), N(B) = N(A r^ B) + N(A r^ B),
and, so, N(A r^ B) = N{B) - N{A r^ B) . Consequently,
N(A w B) = N{A) + [N(B) - N(A r^ B)]
= N(A) + N(B) - N(A r^ B).
Solution of problenn at foot of page 8-174:
If A is the set of those families each of which has an automobile,
and T is the set of those each of which has a television set, then
N{A w T) = 10, N(A) = 8, and N(T) = 9. Since, by {***),
N(A r^ T) = N(A) + N(T) - N(A w T), N(A ,^ T) = 7. So, there
are 7 families which have both an automobile and a television
set. Since 8 families have autonnobiles, and only 7 of these
also have television sets, just 1 family has an autom.obile but
no television set.
TC[8-173, 174]d
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line 13: 2502 [The committees which contain at least 3 seniors are
those which do not contain at most 2 seniors,
C(15, 5) - 501 = 3003 - 501]
line 19: A X B is the union of disjoint sets, each of which consists of
all members of A X B which have a given first component.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between these sets
and the members of A, there are, by (C^), N(A) such sets. For
each of these sets, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween its members and those of B. So, by (C ), each set has
N{A)
N(B) members. Hence, by (C^), N(A X B) = Vn(B).
i= 1
line 23: Students have probably been thinking only of finite sets. How-
ever, infinite sets have cardinal numbers [although these
cannot, as in the case of finite sets, be correlated with the
nonnegative integers] and, while (Cg) and (*) hold for any sets,
finite or infinite, (***) does not. Actually, (***) does hold
whenever either A or B is finite. It fails to hold just in case
A, B, and A r^ B are all infinite and N{A) = N(B) = N(A r\ B).
In this case, N{A) + N{B) = N{A) and, because N{A r^ B) = N(A),
*N(A) - N(A r> B)' is not defined. [For reasons which will not
be gone into here, subtraction of infinite cardinals can justifi-
ably be defined only when the subtrahend is less than the
minuend- -for a cardinal number c, c - c = only if c is finite.
Amusingly enough, even in the case when (**«) fails to hold,
uncritical simplification of its right side can lead to the correct
result, 'N(A v_> B) = N(A)'. (The uncritical steps are assuming
that N(A) + N(B) - N(A r^ B) = N(A) + [N(B) - N(A r^ B)] and
that, since, in the case in question, N(B) = N(A r\ B),
TC[8-173, 174]c
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There is a great variety of counting [or: combinatorial ] problems.
One's success in solving such a problem depends largely on the insight
he develops by thinking hard about it. This might be said, truly, about
any kind of problem for which one has not nnemorized an algorithmi, but
it applies especially to connbinatorial problems because, due to their
great variety, algorithms for them are hard to come by. HoAwever, in
simple cases it is often possible so to analyze a counting problem as to
see how to express its answer in terms of values of the function C of
Theorem 171 or of the function P of Theorem 174 [on page 8-180]. For
j > and k^ 0, C(J5 k) is the number of k-membered subsets of a j-
membered set- -in connbinatorial language, the nunnber of combinations
of j things taken k at a tinne--, and P(j, k) is the nunnber of ordered k-
nnennbered subsets of a j-membered set--that is, the nunnber of per -
nnutations of j things taken k at a tinne. [The words 'connbination' and
'pernnutation' are introduced in the text on pages 8-178 and 8-179.]
Consequently, it is custonnary to divide the chapter on counting problenns
in, say, a "college algebra'" text into two parts--one labelled 'permuta-
tions', the other 'connbinations *. An instructor using such a text is
fortunate to find as nnany as three class -hours to divide between the two
parts --with a fourth hour for the chapter on probability which tradition-
ally follows the one on permutations and combinations. The results are
what one nnight expect. Students learn fairly readily to connpute values
of C and P But, their success in learning to solve counting problems
is indicated by the connnnon plaint: "I could do it if I knew whether it
was a permutation or a combination." [Usually it is neither.] Their
difficulties are of the same nature as those they experienced nnuch
earlier when they nnay have said, "I could do the problenn if I knew
whether to multiply or divide,"
Your students' familiarity with sets and their experiences with counting
problems in earlier units [see, for exannple, pages 4-12ff. of Unit 4,
pages 5142ff, of Unit 5, and pages 7-71 ff. and page 7-91 of Unit 7]
should have prepared thenn for the pages which follow.
In Units 4 and 5, 'n(A)- was used for 'the number of members of A'.
Here, to avoid confusion with the use of 'n' as a variable, we use 'N'
in place of 'n'.
The counting principles (*), (C ), and (C^) are of fundannental impor-
tance. In a treatment of cardinal nunnbers- -independent of the study
of real nunnbers--(C ) serves as a criterion for the adequacy of
TC[8-173, 174]a

(b) At least 5 students take none of the three subjects.
[For this part, N(M -^ E -^ F) < 63. So, by (*), above,
N(M w E -^ F) < 33 + 63 - 96. Since there are 100 students,
nriore than 100 - 96 take none of the subjects.]
(c) The data are inconsistent.
[By (*), if N(M <^ E r> F) = 68 then N(M w E w F) = 101. But,
N(M w E w F) < 100,]
[You can find other problems like Exercise 11, as well as a diagram-
matic method of solution, in Introduction to Finite Matheniatics , by
Kemeny, Snell, and Thompson [New York: Prentice -Ha 11, 1957] pages
88 ff.]
12. [See discussion on page 8-177.]
TC[8-175, I76]d
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C(2n, n) = C(2n - 1, n) + C{2n - 1, n - 1)
and, since n + (n - 1) = 2n - 1, C(2n - 1, n) = C(2n - 1, n - 1). ]
9. 12; 10 [Let B be the set of guinea pigs with some black, W the set
of guinea pigs with sonne white. Since
N(B v> W) = N(B) + N(W) - N(B r\ W),
it follows from the given data that
39 = 29 + 22 -N(B ^ W).
Since the set of spotted guinea pigs is B (^ W, the number of
such animals is 12.
Let P be the set of pure white guinea pigs. Since P-^ (B '^ W)
= and W = P w (B ^ W), it foUows, by (Cg), that
22 = N{P) + 12.]
10. (1) N{(A w B) w C) = N(A w B) + N(C) - N((A ^ B) r^ C),
(2) N(A w B) = N(A) + N(B) - N(A r^ B), and,
since (A w B) ^ C = (A r^ c) w (B -^ C)
and (A ^ C) ^ (B ^ C) = A ^ B ^ C,
(3) N((A w B) ^ C) = N(A ^ C) + N(B ^ C) - N(A ^ B r^ C),
Substituting from (2) and (3) n to (1),
N(A w B w C) = N(A) + N(B) + N(C)
- [N(A r^ B) + N(B ^ C) + N(C ^ A)]
+ N(A ^ B ^ C).
[This result is generalized in (C^^ ) on page 8-193.]
11. (a) 67 [Let M be the set of students taking math, E that of those
taking English, and F that of those taking French. Using
the formula of Exercise 10 and the given data,
(*) N{M w E w F) = 95 + 85 + 73 - [70 + 80 + 70]
+ N(M '^ E ^ F).
Since every student takes at least one of the three subjects,
N(M w E w F) = 100.]
TC[8-175, 176]c
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4. (a) 2118760 [= C(50, 5)]
(b) 218246 [The number of selections with at least 2 defective arti-
cles is the total number, 2118760, of selections minus the
number with at most one defective article. The latter is
C(44, 5)'C(6, 0) + C(44, 4)'C(6, 1) [= 1086008* 1 + 135751' 6].]
5. 447051 [= C(23, 6) + C(23, 6) + C(23, 7) = 100947* 2 + 245157]
with just one with neither
of the 2 of the 2
6. 15 [= C(6, 4), or: = C(6, 2)]; 22 [= C(6, 0) + C(6, 1) + C(6, 2)]
7. 65 [= 2* C{10, 9) + C(10, 8), or: = C(12, 10) - C(10, 10)]
8. (a) 35 [= C(7, 3), or:=C(7, 4)]
(b) 35 [There are C(8, 4) 4-membered groups, and each such group
determines a division of the 8 people into two groups of 4--
A cind A. However, A and A are two groups each of which
determines the same division- -A f A, and dividing into
A and A is the same as dividing into A and A. So, the num-
ber of divisions is
-^
• C(8, 4).]
(c) 70 [in contrast with part (b), we are now interested in ordered
pairs of complementary groups of 4.]
(d) As in part (a), there are C(2n - 1, n - 1) ways of dividing 2n - 1
objects into a group of n - 1 objects and a group of n objects. As
in part (b), there are
-^
* C(2n, n) ways of dividing 2n objects into
two groups of n objects. By Theorem 172,
rt?r. 1 „ n - (2n - 1)1 _ (2n)'(2n - 1)!CUn- 1, n- i)
- (n - l)!n! " (2n)-(n - l)!n!
_
i.Un)!
_ i.c/2n n)
- 2 n!n! - 2 ^^^'''
""''
[Alternatively, by Theorem 173,
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Corrections . On page 8- 176, line lib should read:
and 70 take nnath and French
f
line 8b should read:
(b) If less than 63 students
t
and line 6b should read:
(c) If it is reported that 68
f
students--
Answers for Part A.
1. 25 [There is a one-to-one correspondence between round-trips and
ordered pairs whose first connponents are up-routes and whose
second components are down-routes. Since both U--the set of up-
routes--and D--the set of down-routes are 5-menibered sets, it
follows by (*) on page 8- 173 that N(U X D) = 5* 5. Hence, by (C^),
there are 25 round-trips.]
2. 30 [There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of ways of
dressing and the ordered triples with suits as first connponents,
pairs of shoes as second connponents, and hats as third components,
Defining, as is often done, ordered triples as ordered pairs whose
first components are ordered pairs--(a, b, c) = {{a, b), c)--it
follows, by (C^), that the nunnber of ways of dressing is
N({A X B) X C), where A is a 5-nnennbered set (of suits), B is a
3-mennbered set (of pairs of shoes), and C is a 2-membered set
(of hats). By (*) page 8-173, N(A X B) = 5*3 and, so,
N((A X B) X C) is (5-3) -2.
There is a more freewheeling way of obtaining the answer
'(5* 3)' 2' by using principle (C3) on page 8-177. But, it should
do students no harnn to see the solution of this problenn brought
back to first principles.
Of course, we assunned, in the solution, that the nnan does not
wear the pants of his brown suit and the coat of his blue suit
along with one brown shoe and one black shoe. But, with this
nnore liberal interpretation of 'dressed' he can be dressed in 450
[= 5' 5* 3' 3" 2] ways.]
3. (a) 252 [= C{10, 5)]
(c) 100 [= C(5, 2)-C(5, 3)]
(b) 56 [= C(8, 3)]; 56 [= C(8, 5)]
(d) 126 [= C(5, !)• C(5, 4) + C(5, 3)' C(5, 2) + C(5, 5)' C{5, 0)];
126 [The"5-person connmittees with an even number of nnen are
the same as those with an odd number of women.];
126 [Since the total nunnber (5) of wonnen to choose fronn is the
sanne as the total number of nnen, there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the comnnittees with an even nunnber of
women and those with an even number of nnen. Alternatively,
the committees with an even nunnber of women are just those
without an odd nunnber of women. So, of the fornner com-
nnittees, there are 262 - 126.]
TC[8-175, 176]a
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4. 4500 [He can send each son to any one of 5 schools and each daughter
to any one of 6 schools . So, the number of ways is 5*5*5*6'6.]
5. 7630 [= C(8, 5) -0(5, 1)«C(3, 1) + C(8, 4) • C(5, 2) '0(3, 1)
+ C(8, 4) • C{5, 1) • C(3, 2) + C(8, 3) • C(5, 3) • C(3, I)
+ C{8, 3) • C(5, 2) • C(3, 2) + C(8, 3) • C(5, 1) • C{3, 3)]
6. (a) 125 [=5'5«5] (b) 60 [= 5 • 4 • 3] (c) 80 [= 5 • 4 • 4]
7. [The answers are the same as for Exercise 6 except that for part (a)
there are 5 fewer arrangements because those in which all 3 pennants
are the same color are, now, impossible. Alternatively, for part
(a), there are 5 • 1 '4 arrangements in which the 2 top pennants are
of the sanne color and 5 •4* 5 in which the 2 top pennants are of differ-
ent colors.]
8.720 [= 6'5-4-3«2' 1]; 20160 [= C(8, 6) • 720, or : = 8 • 7 • 6 • 5 • 4 • 3]
[See the discussion of Exercise 8 on page 8-179.]
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of all kinds, B is the set of round-trips in which the descent is by a
different route than the ascent, and C is the set of round-trips in which
the ascent and descent are by the same route, then A = B v^ C and
Br^C = 0. So, by (Cg), N(A) = N(B) + N(C). Since, by {*), N{A) = 5 • 5
and, by (C^), N(C) = 5, it follows that N(B) = 5^ - 5 = 20.
Answers for Part B.
1. 2520 [= C(10, 5)-C(5,3)-C{2, 2), or: = C(10,3).C(7, 5)«C(2, 2),
or: .
.
.]
2. 15 [There are several ways of solving this exercise. We give three;
(1) Looking at any division of the 6 people into 3 pairs, one sees
that it nnight be obtained in any of 3 ways --one might choose
any one of the 3 pairs and then divide the rennaining 4 people
into 2 pairs. Thus, 3 times the number of ways in which 6
people can be divided into 3 pairs is C(6, 2) • •=-C(4, 2). So,11
the number of ways is ^ • 15 • =- • 6.
(2) Again looking at any division of the 6 people into 3 pairs, one
sees that it might be obtained in one of 6 ways --one might
choose any one of the 3 pairs, then any one of the remaining
2 pairs, and finally "choose" the pair that is left. So, the
number of ways is 7- • C{6, 2) • C(4, 2) • C{2, 2).
(3) Begin by singling out a particular one of the 6 people. In any
division, this person will be in one of the 3 pairs. This one
pair is 1 of 5 pairs and, when one of these 5 pairs has been
chosen, all that remains is to divide the remaining 4 persons
into 2 pairs. So, the number of ways is 5* yC(4, 2).]
3. 90 [= C(6, 2)-C(4, 2)'C{2, 2)]
TC[8-177, 178]b

line 12 on page 8-177, Explanation: You can pick the 4 person committee
first, and then pick the 3-person committee from the remaining
11 people.
'I*
The counting principle (Cg) differs rather subtly from (*) on page 8-174.
It can, as mientioned in the text, be derived fronn (C^) and (Cg)
:
Let A be the set of ways in which the first event can occur and,
for each a e A, let Bg^ be the set of ways in which the second
event can occur after the first event has occurred in way a. By
hypothesis, N(A) = m and NIBg^) = n. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between the ways in which the two events can
happen in succession and the ordered pairs (a, b) such that a e A
and b
€
Bg^, So, by (C^), the number of ways in which the two
events can happen in succession is the number of members of
{(a, b) : a e A and b € Bg,}. This set of ordered pairs is the union
of m disjoint sets, {{a, b) : b e Bg.}, for a e A. Since there is,
for each a e A, a one-to-one correspondence between the mem-
bers of {(a, b) : b € Bg.} and the members of B^, and since, for
each a 6 A, N{Bg^) = n, it follows as in the derivation on page
8- 174 of (*) that N({(a, b) : a e A and b € Bg}) is mn.
Note that if, for each a e A, Bg^ = B, then {{a, b) : a e A and b e Bg,} =
A X B. In this case, the proof just given for (C^) agrees with that given
on page 8-174 for (*).
The problem of the mountaineer who nnust descend by a different route
can be solved byusing (C3)--for each of 5 ways of ascending there are
4 ways of descending; so the number of round-trips is 5*4--or by a
combination of (*), (C^), and (C^). This second method, though more
complicated than the first, is instructive. If A is the set of round-trips
TC[8-177, 178]a

and:
"What is the number of combinations of 15 things, of which 8
are of one kind and 7 are of another kind, taken 5 at a tinne ?
In general, two combinations [or permutations] are to be considered
equivalent [and counted as one] if one can be obtained from the other by
replacing one of the objects by another of the sanne kind; and two per-
mutations are [also] to be considered equivalent if one can be obtained
from the other by interchancing two objects which are of the same kind.
Conning, now, to the discussion in the text, the word 'needed' is to be
considered as a set of 6 things, 3 of which are of one kind ['e's] eind 2
of which are of another kind ['d's]. So, each permutation of the six
letters is equivalent to 1 other [1 = 2! - 1] which can be obtained from
it by interchanging the 'd's. And, each of a class of 2 such equivalent
pernautations is equivalent to 5 others [5 =3!- 1] which can be obtained
from it by permuting the 'e's. In sum, each of the 6! permutations of
the 6 things is one of 2! 3! equivalent permutations, cuid the number of
"different" permutations [strictly, the number of classes of equivalent
permutations] is 6!/(2! 3!).
TC[8-181, 182]c

9. 60 [The 5 acts can be arranged in 5! ways. The 2 given acts
will occur in the specified order in half of these 5! ways
(and in the opposite order in the other half).]
10. (a) 720 [= P{6, 6)]
(b) 60 [See the discussion following this exercise on page 8-182.]
In the discussion on page 8- 182 and, to a greater extent in the optional
nnaterial which begins on page 8-186, students encounter one of the
prime sources of difficulties in interpreting combinatorial problems.
Baldly put, the question is "When are two permutations [or combinations]
the same?". The correct answer to this question, taken literally, is,
of course, 'Never'. However, what is really involved is the question of
deciding when two permutations or combinations are sufficiently similar
that, for the purposes of the problenn at hand, one should not distinguish
between thenn. Let's illustrate this with two problems in combinations.
First, in how many ways can a connmittee of 5 people be chosen from a
group of 15 people? As we know, the answer is 'C(15, 5)', and C(15, 5)
= 3003.
Second, in how many ways can a handful of 5 nuts and bolts be chosen
from a drawer containing 8 nuts (all of the same size, and none defec-
tive) and 7 bolts (all of the same size and none defective)? Here, again,
we are choosing 5 things out of 15 and the answer might again be 'C(15, 5)'.
But, for most purposes, any collection consisting of, say, 3 of the nuts
and 2 of the bolts would be as satisfactory as any other collection with
the same composition. So, the expected answer is nnore likely to be '6'
[5 bolts, or 1 nut and 4 bolts, or ... , or 5 nuts]. [But, if, as in Exer-
cise 4 of Part A on page 8-175, one is "sampling" the contents of the
drawer, the expected answer is, instead, 'C(15, 5)'.] As illustrated by
these two problems, when one sets up a problem, one usually knows
what he is after, and knows what distinctions he wishes to take into
account. The difficulty which a writer faces is that of expressing to a
reader what these distinctions are. And, a reader has the problem of
understanding tb'e writer. The conventional solution of the writer's
difficulty, as applied to the two problems above, is to state thenn as
follows
:
What is the number of combinations of 15
[different] things taken 5 at a time ?
TC[8-181, 182]b

Answers for Part C.
1. 7980 [= P(21, 3)]
2. (a) 12! [= P(12, 12)] (b) 103680 [= 3!(4! 3! 5!)]
3. 4! [Seat one person. Then, arrange the remaining 4 in, say,
clockwise order around the table, starting from the seated
person.]
4. (a) 240 [= 5!' Z! (See Exercise 2(b).)] (b) 480 [= P(6, 6) - 240]
5. (a) 12144 [= P(24, 3)] (b) 13824 [= 24 '24 '24]
6. 30240 [= 2* 3'P(7, 7)]
7. (n - 2)! • (n - p - 1) • 2 [Here are two ways to analyze this problena:
(1) The n- 2 "ungiven" people can be lined up in (n - 2)! ways. Once
this has been done, one of the given persons can be chosen in 2
ways, and this chosen person inserted in the line-up in any one
of the n - p - 1 positions at which he will have at least p of the
n - 2 people on his left. The remaining person then steps into
the line-up at the left of the pth person to the left of the chosen
one. The number of arrangements is (n - 2)!* 2* (n - p - 1).
(2) First, choose and arrange p of the n- 2 "ungiven" persons. This
can be done in P(n - 2, p) ways. Next, flank this group in either
of 2 ways by the given people. There are now n - p - 2 people
and one group of p + 2 people. These n - p - 1 things can be ar-
ranged in (n - p - 1)!. ways. The number of arrangements of the n
people is P(n- 2, p)* 2" (n - p- 1)!.]
8. (a) 4!/2 [Connpare with Exercise 3. Since a ring can be turned
over, each clockwise arrangement of keys on a ring [but,
not of people at a table] is equivalent to a counterclock-
wise arrangement.]
(b) (n - l)!/2 if n > 2; (n - 1)! if n < 2 [it takes 3 points on a circle
to distinguish a direction of rotation ('AC' vs. 'ABC').]
(c) 1 y^{Z- l)!/2]
TC[8-181, 182]a

6. 3' [In succession, each of the 9 people exercises one of his 3
choices
. ]
7. 2520 [One way of bringing about such a distribution is to line up the
10 people in one of the possible 10! orders and send the first 5
into the living room, the next 3 into the dining room, and the
last 2 into the kitchen. Arrangements in which the first 5
people are the sanne, the next 3 are the same, and the last 2
are the same, are, for this purpose, equivalent. So, the num-
ber of 'different" arrangements is g, •3171 • Another way of
bringing about such a distribution is to choose 5 to go into the
living room and 3 for the dining room. So, the number of
distributions is C{10, 5) • C(5, 3).]
8. The number of permutations of the kind described in Theorem 175 is
C(p, p^) • C{p - p^, pg) • . , . • C(p - p^ - ... - Pn _ ^, Pn)
•(P-Pi - • •• - Pn)'
P? (P-Pi)! (p-p^ -.., -Pn^. J!
PiMp-p^)! P2! (P-Pi - P2)! '** Pn' .<P"Pi " ••• " Pn)'
•(P-Pi - •• • - Pn)'
Pi' P2' •••Pn'
'1^
line 36 on page 8-184: Cq is the number of subsets of a 0-membered
set. The only O-membered set is 0, and its only subset is 0.
So, Cq = 1.
TC[8-183, 184]b
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Answers for Part D.
1. (a) 554400 [or: Z^ • 3^ • 5^ • 7 • 1 1] [= jyTTv)
(b) 180 [=
-^j ] (c) 3360 [=2711]
(d) 9979200 [or: 25.3^.52.7.11] [= 2!213!2! = ^ivmTTl = 18-(a)]
2. 10 [=
-jTrr 1 [Notice that, by Theorem 175, if n = 2 and
p + Pg = p, then the number of permutations in question
is C(p, Pj). This is to be expected, since such a prob-
lem amounts to finding the number of ways in which one
can choose p^^ positions (out of p) for the p^ things of
the first kind. ]
3. (a) 5040 [=7!] (b) 210 [=7»/4!] (c) 35 [=7!/(4!3!)]
4. (a) 144 [To be seated alternately, the men must occupy the odd-
numbered chairs (counting from either end) and the
women must occupy the even numbered chairs. So (by
courtesy) the women can be seated first in 3! ways,
after which the men can be seated in 4! ways. So, by
(Cg), the answer is *3! 4!*.]
(b) 6 [= 3!] (c) 1152 [= 2-4! 4!]; 48 [= 2.4!]
(d) 144 [= 3! 4!]; 6 [= 3!]
9
'
5. 1260 [= TTTTTi ] ^^^ ^^^^ exercise, the circularity of the table
is irrelevant- -the problem would be the same if the
people were lined up in a row. If, in contrast, one asks
for the numiber of ways the fruit could be distributed
around the table before the chairs have been occupied (or
8' 1
place cards set), then the answer is:
,, g, ji J
TC[8-183, 184]a

How many "6-place" automobile license tags can be made if the first
two iilaces are letters and the last four are digits ? Pa • ?A^« 10*1
Bill has 3 pairs of shoes. In how many ways may he choose a right shoe
and a left shoe ? How many of these selections will not be mates ?
[Ans: 3^ 3^ - 3]
In Zabranchburg there are 6 elementary schools. In how many ways
may 3 children attend these schools if no two are in the same school?
[Ans: P(6, 3)]
In how many ways can a prowler enter a house by one window and leave
by another if the house has 12 windows? r . , -, , ni' [Ans: 12* llj
From a party of 6 boys and 4 girls, how many couples can be formed for
dancing? r. / A^^ [Ans: 6 '4]
How many two-digit nunaerals can be formed from the digits 'T, '2', *3',
-•^'^'^
[Ans: 4^]
In how many ways may 6 boys be arremged in a line, if the same one
always stands at the head of the line? r »
. kiI
If the 8 questions on a test may be answered in any order, in how many
orders is it possible to answer them? r .
.oil
Ten points are marked on a circle. How many inscribed triangles are
there whose vertices belong to this set of ten points ? r .
, cdO '^W
An artist wishes to use 4 colors in drawing a poster. If he has 6 colors
to choose from, how large a selection does he have? r . . ^,, .v-i
How many decimal numerals can be formed from the digits '2', '3*, *4',
'5', and '6', no digit being repeated? How many of these stand for even
numbers ?
5 5
[Ans's: 325, (= VpiB.p)); 195 (= y3-P(4, p-1))]
p="l p=l
TC[8-1S5; :86]d

2. 2*^ - 12 [There are 2^^ ways of choosing an odd-menabered commit-
tee, but 12 such choices lead to 1-person committees.]
3. (2 - 1)(2 - 1) + 1 [if either of the factors of a cartesian product is
then so is the product. The number of nonempty carte-
sian products of the kind described is (2 - 1){2 - 1).]
. -.m + n ,^m, _n i\rA.,T-.i _m+n , ^ -,n - ^,4. 2 - (2 + 2 - 1) [-^ ^ B has 2 subsets. 2 of these are
subsets of B--that is, contain no men:iber of A. 2 contain
no mennber of B. 1, the empty set, is of both kinds. So,
there are 2 +2 - 1 subsets each of which either contains
no member of A or contains no member of B. The remain-
ing subsets are those each of which contains at least one
member of A and at least one menaber of B.]
Here are 15 counting problems, somewhat less challenging than those in
the text. As a test of achievement, all students should be able to solve
them.
How many four-letter words are there? [For the purposes of this pro-
blena, a four-letter word is what you get if you punch letter-keys on a
typewriter four times,] r. ^ ?A*1
How many integers are there between 2000 and 5000 whose decimal
numerals can be formed from the digits '2', '4', '3', '9', and '7'?
[Ans : 3 • 5 • 5 • 5]
Find the number of combinations of 50 things taken 48 at a time.
[Ans: 1225]
In how many ways can the four aces of a deck of cards be arrcuiged in a
''°'^'
[Ans: 4!(= 24)]
TC[8-185, I86]c
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V
Oi.r.-,di-
•!i: .
in the preceding discussion by references to binary numerals is that of
nnaking it obvious that different collections of the four weights have dif-
ferent weights.]
The proof of Theorem 177 which might be suggested [second sentence on
page 8- 186] by the proof on page 8- 184 that V- > /^ C. , = C.*2goesas
follows
Suppose that S is a p-menabered set, e^ e S, and S is the (p - 1)-
membered subset of S which consists of the members of S other
than e^. Then, each even-membered subset of S is either an even-
membered subset of S^ or is obtained by adjoining e^ to an odd-
membered subset of S , Hence, S has just as many even-membered
subsets as S has subsets. Similarly, S has just as meiny odd-mem-
ber ed subsets as S^ has subsets. Consequently, S has the same
number of even-membered subsets as it has odd-membered subsets.
Note why the proof breaks down if S is 0--in this case, there is no
e^eS.
The other proof of Theorem 177 which is referred to depends on the
binomial theorem. See Exercise 2 of Part E on page 8-199.
•J.
Answers for Exercises,
1. 2' [The intersections of the 8 crossroads with either of the two roads
divide the latter into 9 parts. There are 2^ sets of these parts
and there. is a one-to-one correspondence between routes and sets
of parts of one road, associating with each route the set consist-
ing of those parts, of a given one of the roads, which the route
traverses. (See Exercise 1(c) of the Miscellaneous Exercises
beginning on page 7-91. )]
TC[8-185, 186]b
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Completion of proof of Theorem 176:
(i) Since C^ = 1. and, by the recursive definition of the exponential
sequence with base 2, 2° = 1, C^ = 2°.
(ii) Suppose, for a j > 0, that C = 2>'. Since C-^
^^
= C-* 2 [line 3b on
page 8-184], it follows that Cj +^ = 2J« 2 = 2J +* [by the recursive
definition of the exponential sequence with base 2], Consequently,
V, ^,[C. = 2J=>C.,^ = 2J-M.
^ 73(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows, by Theorem 114, that V. ^r> C. = 2J>0 J
^1^
'c-
The "other proof" of Theorem 176 is based on the binonaial theorem.
See Exercise 1 of Part E on page 8-199.
Line 10: If there are, for example, 30 students in your mathematics
class then the nunnber of situations referred to is 2^°.
Usually liie word 'connbination' is intended to suggest nonempty subsets.
So, one often finds the statement:
The total number of combinations of n things is 2 - 1.
The explanation of the weighing problem is very simple in terms of bi-
nary notation. Fol*' example, the binary nunaeral for the eighth -pound
measure of the weight of, say. the one- pound weight, the half-pound
weight, and the eighth-pound weight, together, is '1101'. So, the nunn-
ber of weights which can be measured is the number of at most 4-place
binary nunaerals for positive integers. This is 2*- 1. [The role played
TC[8-185, I86la
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The generalizations of (5) and (6) referred to at the top of page 8-189
are:
(5*) The number of distributions of p things of tiie same kind
in n boxes, at least q in each box, is C(n - 1 + p - nq, n - 1).
and:
(6*) The number of combinations of p things of n kinds, at
least q of each kind, is C(n - 1 +p - nq, n - 1) [assunning
that there are at least p - (n - l)q things of each kind to
select from].
Explanation of answer for (c'): There are 3 ways in which the boy can
dispose of his penny. Having done so, he has 3 ways in which to
dispose of his nickel. So, by (C ), there are 3*3 ways to dispose
of his penny ajid his nickel. Having done so, he has 3 ways to dis-
pose of his dime. So, by (C ), he has (3* 3)' 3 ways to dispose of
his first three coins. Etc,
Explanation of answer for (d'): There are 3 ways in which one can decide
on a kind of fruit for the first place in the line-up. Having done so,
there are 3 ways to decide on a kind of fruit for the second place in
the line-up. So, by (C ), there are 3* 3 ways ....
Comparison of (3')> on page 8-190, with Theorem 176 should suggest
that choosing a subset of a p-membered set can be likened to distributing
p things in 2 boxes. The things which go into, say, the right-hand box
constitute the subset one has chosen.
TC[8-189, 190]

48!
(b) 4!* —
—
—1 [First, deal out the aces, then deal the remaining 48
cards. J
(b) C(13, 5)-C(39, 8) (c) C(26, p)'C(26, 13 - p)
5. (a) 11550 [= 4,4J3, > by (5') on page
8- 190]
(b) 5775 [= ^^]
[The relation of part (b) to part (a) is the same as that of Exercise
8(b) of Part A on page 8- 176 to Exercise 8(c).]
6. 1820 [= C( 16, 4), by (4) on page 8-188]
7. 56 [= C(10 - 1 + 2, 10 - 1), by (3) or (4) on page 8- 188]
[An alternative solution: There are 10 ordered pairs
of numbers from through 9. Each of 10 of these has
the same number for both first and second component.
So, there are (10 - 10)/2 unordered pairs with unequal
components. So, counting doubles, there are
(10^ - 10)/2 + 10 dominoes.]
Answers to Exercis^'es 8-12 are in the COMMENTARY for page 8-193.
TC[8-191, 192]b
> ivy J
line 3b on page 8-191: Why 5? Because the 4 blocks north which John
has to walk begin or end on one of 5 east-west streets.
>;>
lines 4-6 on page 8-192: The answer to both questions is 'none',.
Answers for ''^Exercises,
1. 60 [=
-, - j ,, ] [A throw of 6 dice may be thought of as a dis-
tribution of 6 things of different kinds into boxes--a 6-box,
a 6-box, etc. So, the number in question is the number of
distributions of 6 things of different kinds in 3 boxes, with
2 in the first box, 3 in the second, and 1 in the third.
Alternatively, a throw of 6 dice may be thought of as an
assignment of numbered tags to the dice. So, the number
in question is the number of permutations of 6 things (one
for each die) of 3 kinds- -2 sixes, 3 fives, and 1 ace,]
2. (a) 6 [the number of distributions of 12 different things (dice) in
6 boxes; the number of permutations of 12 things (numbered
tags) of 6 kinds. ]
12!
(b) 2** 3^' 7* 11 [= TTTi^] [the number of distributions of 12 different
things (dice) in 6 boxes, with 2 in each box; the number of
permutations of 12 things (numbered tags) of 6 kinds, with
2 of each kind.]
52' r "'
3, (a) j-,'.^ [the number of distributions of 52 different things (cards)
in 4 boxes, with 13 in each box; the number of permutations
of 52 things (players' name tags) of 4 kinds (players* names),
with 13 of each kind.]
TC[8-191, 192]a

8. 455 [=C(3 + 12, 3), by (4) on page 8- 188]
9. 3003 [=C(5 + 10, 5), by (3) on page 8-188]
10. 280; 280 [A sum of 3 positive integers is even if and only if either
none or two of them are odd and is odd if and only if
either none or two of them are even. Since, of 16 con-
secutive positive integers^ 8 are even and 8 are odd, the
sanae nunnber of sets of 3 are even-sunamed as are odd-
summed. So, the number of triples of either kind is
"I
-0(16, 3).
Alternatively, the nunaber of triples of either kind is
C(8, 3) + C(8, 2)° C(8, 1).
Note that the restriction to positive integers is irrelevant.]
11. (a) 50388 [=C(7+12, 7), by (4) on page 8- 188]
(b) 1716 [=C(7 + 6, 7), by (4) on page 8-188]
(c) 28 [= C(8, 6), by (2) on page 3-187]
12. C(n-p+l, p) [Between each two successive members of a p-nnem-
bered unfriendly set there is at least one positive integer.
There may or may not be a positive integer which is less
than each member of the set, and there may or may not
be one which is greater than each naember of the set and
less than or equal to the given number n. An unfriendly
set can ba specified by telling how many integers are in
each of these (p- 1) f 2 ''boxes". So, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between unfriendly p-membered sets
each of whose members is at most n and distributions of
n - p things of the same kind in p + 1 boxes, a given p - 1
of which are nonempty. To deternnine the number of such
distributions one proceeds as in deriving (5) on page 8-188
from (3). Put one of the n - p things in each of the given
p - 1 boxes and use (3) to determine the number of ways
of distributing the remaining n 2p -I- 1 things among the
p + 1 boxes.
]
TC[8-193]

and, since there are C(10, 2) choices for p andq,N2=8! "QlO, 2)
= 101/2!. By similar arguments, N^ = 10 i/3! , . .
.
, and N^q
= 10!/lO!
Note that the probability of at least one letter being in its proper
10 «»
envelope is > -^ ^-j . Since y .
^
= — [where
p=
1
i=0
e = 2.71828. . .], the probability in question is very nearly 1 ,
2
^
or, approxinnately, r,-.]
TC[8-195]b
\J i
line 6: For i odd, (-1)^ ~ ^ = 1; and, for i even, (-1)^ " ^ = -1.
Ox
'I*
Answers for ^Exercises.
1. 100 [Let the sets of families in the four categories for which data
are given be A^, A^, A^, and A^, respectively. Then, A^r^A^
is the set of families each of which has an annual income of at
least $3000 but less than $4000. Except for A^ r^ Ag, each
intersection of two or more of the 4 sets is empty. Hence, in
the notation of (C^), N^ = NIA^ r^ A3) and N3 = N^ = . From
the given data, N^ = 900 + 2000 + 900 + 50 = 3850. So,
3050 = 3850 - N(Ag r^ A3),
and N(A2 r\ A3) = 800. Since the nunnber of families with in-
comes of at least $3000 but less than $5000 is 900, it follows
that the number with incomes of at least $4000 but less than
$5000 is 900 - 800.
Other exercises of this kind can be found in the article "Prob-
lems involving overlapping finite sets" by Brother U. Alfred,
F.S.C. in The Mathematics Teacher for November, I960.
However, note the errors which are pointed out on page 335 of
the May 1961 issue.]
10
i 4 [For 1 < p < 10, let Ap be the set of those ways
p=l
putting the letters in envelopes so that the pth letter is in the
proper envelope. Evidently, N{Ap) = 9! . Since there are 10
choices for p, Nj= 9! MO = 10! Also, for p / q, N(Ap r^ Aq) = 8!
TC[8-195]a
line 6: (a + b)^(a + b) = {a^ + Sa'^b + Sab" + b^)(a + b)
= a^ + 3a^b + 3a^b^ + ab^ + a^b + 3a^b^ + 3ab^ + b*
= a'* + 4a^b + 6a^b^ + 4ab^ + b*
line 8: (a + b)^ = a^ + 5a*b + lOa^b^ + lOa^b' + Sab* + b^
lines 13-18: Have students tell which of the dpma and the idpma justi-
fies each step:
(l)-(Z) [dpma], (2)-(3) [Mpma], (3) - (4) [dpma],
(4) - (5) [dpma], (5) - (6) [idpma]
line 23: 16
TC[8-196]
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Answers for Part B.
1. -14784x^
2. 262440x''y^'
3. 36a*b'c'
4. -583649763840u^v^
_5_
545. ^x^y'
6 . 1 1 20
= C(ll, 5)l^^~5(-2x)5 = 462*1 • -32x^3
= C(10, 3)(3x)^°~V = 120«3'xV]
= C{9, 7)(a2)9-7(bcn
= C(13, 9)(3u)^3~^(-6v)' = -715-3*6^u*v']
= C(6, 3)(f)^-3 (J)' = 20- 4*2T1
C(8, 4)x8-4(|)* =70.x^.4]
7. lO'^'x16„16 8. 97«29^pq9^
Answers for Exercises 9 and 10 of Part B are in the COMMENTARY
for page 8-199.
TC[8-197, 198]h
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line 4: Note that 'terms' is used here to refer to certain expressions,
This usage differs from that on page 8 - 2ff . where the terms
of a sequeace are the values of the sequence [i. e. function].
Words like 'term', 'exponent", 'coefficient' etc. are custom.-
arily used anabiguously and we shall, at least to some extent,
follow the custom c
An example of the short cut:
(x + -y)^ ^ Ix^ + d^A-y) + 15x^(-y)2 +_20x^(-y)' +
T /T1°6 / 6°5
1 2
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 8-197].
1. a^ + 8a'b + Z8clV + Sea^b^ + 70a*b"* + Bba^b^ + 28a2b^ + 8ab' + b^
2. x'' - 7xV + Zlx^/ = 35x^y- + 35xV - 21xV + 7xy* - y''
3. 16a^ + 32a3b + 24a2b^ + 8ab3 + b^
4. 243x? - BlOx-^y + lOSOx^y^ - 720xV + 240xy'* - 32/
5. I6807z^ - 12005z'* -h 3430z' - 490z^ + 35z - 1
6 «^ ^ x^y x^y^ xV xy^ /
°' 32 ^ 16 20 50 250 3125
7. 252 - 144/3" -'
8. t' + 7t^ + 21t^ + 35t + 35t~^ + 21t~^ + 7t~^ + t~'
9. 485 + 258/6"
TC[8-197, 198]g
-•
. o ; feif-.-.^
ji.
dm--^
i'iiy'.->i\
fy-'4i}JJ^- •yy'^?^?"'?^,* -SiyV^:.
>"5';' Xi.
.
:: Myr
00
Hence, for |x| < 1, if V lAx.^ = (1 + x)J
k =
CX3
then XPk^]''^ " ^^ +x)J-V
k =
This is an instructive bit of algebra, but is not all that is necessary for
part (ii) of the proof. What else is required is a preliminary paragraph
in which it is shown, for |x| < 1, that the sum sequences whose nth
n n
ternas are given by * \ (k)^ * ^^^ ' / \ \r )^ ' ^° have limits. [That
k=0 k=0
this is necessary is witnessed to by the fact that, for |x| >, 1, they
don't.] The ''formal part" of the proof has been given, above, in case
any of your brighter students should discover it. If this happens, he
should, of course, be congratulated. But, you should point out to hinn
that, when dealing with "infinite sum.s", one must begin by making
sure that they "exist".
The preceding discussion miay raise questions about nonintegral expo-
nents. Once the concepts have been defined, it is possible to prove
[again, for |x| < 1] that
v.(i^^)^=Z(k]-
k=0
However, more than induction is needed for this
line 1 on page 8-198: Values of the function C are often, as here,
called 'binomial coefficients'.
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00 00
Then u.., 2f ;;>''= Zf.y^Si^^'P''
k = k=0 k=0
k=0 k=l
00 00
-toy^i{'-.y*U-i X
k=l k=l
-{'iy^im^{i--i
k= 1
x^
A
-toy ^ my
k=l
00
-[y-iiiy
k=l
00
1rk=0
= {1 +X)''.
So [since 1 + x ^ O]
00
^(^;;^)x^ = (i + x)j/(i + x) =(1 + x)j-i.
k =
TC[8-197, 198]e
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^,. 'i-b:':,
._ 1
^;p :.'. ./
is no hindrance to extending the definition of C by relaxing all restric-
tions on its first argument. When this is done, it is customary to adopt
a different notation for the new function--' (,' in place of 'C(z, k)'--and
define it recursively by:
V,
z k>0\k+lj XSa] k + 1
The proof [on page 8-170] of Theorem 171 goes through as before,
yielding the theorem:
k- 1
V V z\ i =
z k>0\k/ k!
and the proof in the answer for Part ''^I on page 8-172 also goes through,
and yields :
z n \x\j \ ^ ) \n - 1
Using this extension of Theorem 173 one can construct part (ii) of a
"backward" inductive proof [Theorem. 116] to show, for |x| < 1, that
00
(«) ^j<-iii^-'')^ = z(iK-
k =
[Part (i) of the probf comes, of course, from (*).] Formally, the proof
of (**) is quite straightforward. In brief [part (ii)]:
eo
Suppose, for |x| < 1, that y f^Jx = (1 + x)''.
k=0
TC[8-197, 198]d
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,
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'.J ,u.. : V
1contains ' \ ' [which, with '-1' for 'j', becomes ' j> '] instead of
k=0 k=0
00
' y ' naay be ''explained" by recalling Exercise ^2 of Part D on page
8-169. When j is a nonnegative integer then C(j, k) = for k >. j + 1 . So
«> j
Theorenn 178 might, itself, be written with ' y ' instead of ' N '.
k=0 k=0
The need for the restriction 'jx] < 1' has been brought out on page 8-143.
Briefly, it is due to the fact that, while any finite nunaber of terms of a
sequence have a sum, infinitely many terms of a sequence may fail to
ha.ve a sum- -"an infinite sum may fail to exist". [Recall (page 8-138)
that the second word 'sunn' in the preceding sentence has a different
meaning than does the first.] So, although no restriction is needed on
'x' and 'y' in Theorem 178» a restriction happens to be needed in Theorem
I68b and its equivalent, (-').
[One can use (*) to derive a theorem a little more like an instance of
Theorem 178. In fact, for x / and Ix| < | y |
,
' X
- ^C(-l,k)(jj^= ^C(-l.k)x-»-V-1 -1/1 X y N-1 - ^-1 \ V/ , i_v /y\ ^ V ^, , , . -i-k„k
k=0 ' ' k=0
{*)
Besides "algebra", including laws of exponents, and (-•=), one needs an
analogue, for infinite suins, of Theorem 133.]
As students should be quick to guess, similar results hold for binomial
exponentials with any negative integral exponents. To begin with, there
TC[8-197, 198]c
•: iTK'ojt..
00
and conclude, in line 2b, that y ^k+ i ~ 1—^ '^
k =
Now, if, in Theorem 171, we ignore the restriction 'j >. 0', we can
obtain
:
C(-l, k) =
k- 1
y]'(-i - i)
i =
k!
k- 1 k- 1
/ I
{-!)•
II
(1 +i)
i=0 i=0
k!
i=
1
i= 1
k!
^
\ Theorems 28 and 145
Theorem 148
_
(-l)^kl
_ ._,.k
k! ~ ^ ^'
[Of course, the numbers C( — 1, k) have nothing to do with counting
subsets
.]
So, if we adopt Theorem 171, with 'V. ^„' replaced by 'V.', as a defini-
tion, it turns out that, for [xj < 1,
(*) (1 + X)- ^ = ^C{-l,k)x^
k =
This last compares favorably with the binomial theorem ['1' for 'x', 'x*
for 'y'. and ' -V for 'j^ in Theorem 178]. The fact that Theorem 178
TC[8-197, 198]b
• fU-.ifi
Ai
.y.-v.-
nline 6 on page 8-197: (a + b)'^ = V C(n, k)an - kbk
k =
line 7: Called 'the binomial theorem* because an expression whose
principle operator is a ' + ' is a binomial . For example,
'-6(a + b) + -2c' is a binomial.
/
't-
Students may wonder whether there is a binomial theorem for negative
integral exponents. There is, and they are already acquainted with an
instance of it. By Exercise 2 of Part E on page 8-145, for |x| < 1,
|-x| < 1, and, by Theorem l68b, for [-x| < 1,
(1 +x)-^ = {1 - {-x)]— 1
= 1 (-x)P-'
p =
00
"1 i-^y
k =
00
Theorem 168b
) Theorem 137
Theorems 28 and 155
= ^(-l)kxk.
^
k=0
[The reference to Theorem 137 is not quite appropriate- -the theorem
needed here is one like Theorem 137, but with 'V, > . ,' deleted and *k'
and 'k + j^' replaced by *«'. Alternatively, one can apply Theorem 137
n n - 1
to modify line 4b on page 8-146, changing y a^rP"* to ^ a^r^ ,
p=l k=0
TC[8-197, 198]a

The third step on page 8-200 follows from the second by Theorem 137
and some algebra [j - (k - 1) = (j + 1) - k].
The fourth step [two lines of print] follows from the third by an applica-
tion of Theorem 136 [to the first sum] and an application of the recursive
definition of S-notation [to the second sum].
The fifth step follows from the fourth because C{j, 0) = 1 = C(j, j) cind
by an application of [the apa and] Theorem 134 [and the dpma].
The sixth step follows from the fifth by Theorenn 173 because C(j + 1, 0)
= 1 = C(j + 1, j + 1).
The last step follows by Theorem 136 and the recursive definition of
S-notation.
TC[8-199, 200]f

n n
2. = O"^ = (1 + -l)'^ = y C(n, k)l'^"^(-l)^ = Vcdi, k)(-l)^
k=0 k=0
= the number of even-.membered subsets of an n-menabered set
nninus the number of its odd-numbered subsets.
3. (1 + a)° = 1 = 1 + Oa
n n
(1 + a)"" = y C{n, k)a^ = C(n, 0)a° + C(n, l)a' + V C(n, k)a^.
k=0 k=2
Since C(n; k)a^ > for a > and k > 2, it follows, using Theorems
n
143 and 133, that y C(n, k)a > 0. Hence, it follows, for a> 0,
k = 2
that (1 + a)^ ^ C(n, 0)a° + C(n, l)a^ = 1 + na.
Consequently, V ^^V, >q(1+x) >l+kx.
[Notice that the case k = had to be treated separately.]
Answer for Part F.
Part (i) is justified by three recursive definitions --that for exponential
sequences [page 8-101], that for C [page 8-168], and that for S-notation
[page 8-36]
.
The first displayed line in part (ii) is, of course, the inductive hypoth-
esis, and the last lijae on page 8-199 follows from this and the recursive
definition of exponential sequences [and the cpm].
The first step on page 8-200 follows by the dpma and the next follows by
Theorem 133, the recursive definition of exponential sequences, and
some algebra [cpm, apm, etc.].
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to find the expansion of, say, '(a + b + c)^"'. As in the case of *{a + b)^'
[see page 8-196], '(a + b + c)^°' is, by the dpnna and the idpma, equiv-
alent to an indicated sum of 3^° 10-letter product- expressions. [3 "
because each 10-letter product corresponds with a distribution of 10
things (factors) in 3 boxes (an 'a'-box, a 'b'-box, and a 'c'-box. By (3')
on page 8-190, the number of such distributions is 3^**.] Now, if j^^, j^,
and j are nonnegative integers such that jj^ + jg + Jo = 1 then the num-
ber of these 10-letter product- expressions which contain j^^ 'a's, j *b's,
and j 'c's is the number of distributions of 10 things in 3 boxes, with,
for 1 < i £ 3, j. things in the box- -that is, by (5') on page 8-190,
10!
•:
—
p
—
p
—
p . So, as in the case of the binomial expansion,
(a+b+c)^°= y ,.^Q/. , a^ib^^c^a,
i-->
'•I* ^2' S'
where the sumnnation extends to all terms for which i^^, i„, and i are
nonnegative integers whose sum is 10.
In general,
/ m \j m
/ 1
p'
p=i
where the sumnnation extends to all ternns for which, for 1 < p < m, i
-
P
is a nonnegative integer, and
J)
i = j.
p=l^
»!,
'«»
Answers for Part E.
j J
1. C. = ^C(j, k) = ^C(j, k)lJ"^l^ = (1 + 1)J = 2J
k=0 k=0
TC[8-199, 200]d
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'd«.
4. 0.668
[ 12° = 1 1
-20- 2 • 10-2 = -40* 10-2 0.6
190- 2^- 10-^ = 760* 10-* 0.676
-1140* 2^' 10"^ = -9120* 10"^ 0.66688
4845- 2*' io-« = 775 20* io-« 0.6676552
-15504- 2^* 10-1°= -496128* 10-1° 0.6676055872
38760* 2^' 10-12 = 2480640* 10-12 0.66760806784
-77520' 2^- 10-1-^= -9922560' 10-1* 0.6676079686144
125970* 2^* 10-16 = 32248320* 10-16 0.667607971839232
-167960* 2^* 10-18=.-85995520* 10-18 0.66760797175323648 ]
Answers for Part D.
1. (x + y + z)2 = (x + y)2 + 2{x + y)z + 7}
= X + 2xy + y + 2xz + 2yz + z
= X + y + z + 2(xy + yz + zx)
2. (1 + a + b)^ = (1 + a)^ + 3(1 + a)^b + 3(1 + a)b^ + b^
= 1 + 3a + 3a2 + a^ + 3b + 6ab + 3a2b + 3b^ + 3ab^ + b^
= 1 + a^ + b- + 3(a + a2b + b^) + 3(a2 + ab^ + b) + 6ab
3. 1 + 4x + lOx^ + 16x^ + 19x* + 16x^ + 10x6 + 4x^ + x8
The binomial theorem is a special case of a "multinomial theorem".
1 - k k'Note that the coefficients of the term containing 'a** b in the ex-
pansion of ' ta- + b)J ' is 'the number of ways of distributing j things (the
j factors) into 2 boxes (an 'a'-box and a 'b'-box) with j - k things in the
first box and k in the second. This suggests using (5') on page 8-190
TC[8-199, 200]c

2. 0.886 [(1- 10"2)i2
= 1^2_ i2» l0"2 + 66* 10-*- 220* 10-^+495' 10-8-792' 10-^° + ...
= 1 - 0. 12 + 0. 0066- 0. 00022 + 0.00000495 - 0. 0000000792 + ..
.
il20.99' 1
0.99^^ = 0.88
0.99^^ = 0.8866
0.99^^ = 0.88638
0.99^^ = 0.88638495
0.99^^ = 0.8863848708
[l term ]
[2 terms]
[3 terms]
[4 terms]
[5 terms]
[6 terms]
Students may be interested to notice that in a case like this,
when the successive terms are alternately positive and nega-
tive and decrease in absolute value, the error at each stage is
less than the absolute value of the next terna. For example,
-0. 12 < 0.99^^ - 1 <
< 0.99^^ - 0.88 < .0066
-0.00022 < 0.99^^ - 0.8866 <
etc. ]
3. 1. 344 [(1 +3* 10"^)^°
= 1^° +10* 3* 10"^ + 45' 3^' 1 0-^+1 20* 3^ • 10-6 + 210* 3*' 10~*
+ 252* 3^' 10~^° + 210- 3^* 10"^^ + 120' 3^* 10"^* + . ..
= 1 + 0. 3 + 0. 0385 + 0. 00324 + 0. 0001701 + 0. 0000061236
+ 0, 00000015309 + 0. 0000000026244 +
. .
.
[1 term ]10 ±1.03)
1.03)^" =1.3
1.03)'° = 1. 3405
1.03)'° =1. 34174
1.03)10 1.3419101
1.03)'° = 1. 3419162236
1.03)'° = 1. 34191637669
1.03)'° = 1.3419163793144
[2 terms]
[3 terms]
[4 terms]
[5 terms]
[6 terms]
[7 terms]
[8 terms]
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9.
-252xM= C(10, 5)fej (-|J]
10. 280y6 [= C(7, 3)l'"^(2y^)^ = 35'8y*]
vU
'r
In part C students are asked to compute approximations which are cor-
rect to the nearest 0.001. This amounts [see TC[3-116] of Unit 3] to
obtaining 3-decimal place approximations which are in error by less
than 0, 0005. Students are expected, in doing these exercises, to decide
by guess when they have added up enough terms to obtain a sufficiently
good approximation. Actually, for small values of 'x', the values of
the successive terms in the binomial expansion of '(1 + xp' decrease
so rapidly that their guesses are very likely to be correct.
Answers for Part C.
1. 1. 707 [Here is more computing than one actually needs.
1.02^' = l^"' + 27(0.02) + 351(0.02)^ + 2925(0.02)^
+ 17550(0. 02)* + 80730(0. 02)^ + 296010(0. 02)^
+ 888030(0. 02)' + 2220075(0. 02)^ + . .
.
= 1 + 0. 54 + 0. 1404 + 0. 0234 + 0. 002808
+ 0. 000258336 + 0. 00001894464
+ 0. 0000011366784 + 0. 00000005683392 + . .
.
1.022"'= 1 [1 term ]
1.02^' = 1.54 [2 terms]
1.02^^ = 1.6804 [3 terms]
1.02^' = 1.7038 [4 terms]
1.02" =1.706608 [5 terms]
1. 02" = 1. 706866336 [6 terms]
1.02^' = 1.70688528064 [7 terms]
1.02" = 1.7068864173184 [8 terms]
1.0227=1.70688647415232 [9 terms] ]
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The technique used in finding the largest term can also be used to esti-
mate the error in using the first p ternas in the expansion of '(1 + x)^* to
approxinnate the value of '(1 + x)^' fcr small values of *x' [--that is, in
exercises like those of Part C on page 8-199].
The error is
C{n, p)xP + C{n, p +l)xP ^i + + C(n, n)x",
and its absolute value is, by Theoremi 169c, at most
{*) \C(n, p)xP| + |C(n, p + l)xP + ^|+... + |C(n, n)x^I.
Now, as in the preceding COMMENTARY,
C(
|C(n, p + k)xP + ^| ^, , n - [p+(k-l)] ,
I
n, p + (k- l))xP + (k-i)| [p + {k-l)] + l
<^|x|, fork> 1
So, the terms of (*) are at most equal to the corresponding terms of the
geonnetric progression whose first terna is | C(n, p)xP| and whose common
ratio is —
^^ 1^1 ° Since the sum of all the ternas of this progression is
|C(n, p)xP|
it follows that (*) is less than this number. That is, the error after p
ternas is less than
-.
—
,
. .
P
, r-|
—
I
- [the absolute value of the (p + l)th terml.(p + 1) - (n -p)|x| • ^f ' J
Applying this result to the comiputation given in the answer for Exercise
1 of Part C on page 8-199, we see that the sum of the first 5 terms,
1.0706608, differs from (1.02)^' by at most
(5-H)-(2y-'5)|0-02| • 0-000258336.
Since this is less than 0.000277, it follows that
1.706608 < 1.02" < 1.706855.
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line 1 on page 8-201: By the recursive definition of C on page 8-168,
for p - 2 > 0,
C(n, p - 1) = C(n, p - 2) ['p".2^~/j '
Since, for < p - 2 j< n, C(n, p - 2) / 0, it follows that, for 2 < p
< n + 2,
C(n, p- 1)
_
n - (p - 2)
C(n, p - 2) - (p - 2) + 1 •
So, in particular, this is the case for 1 < p < n + 1. [The case
p = n + 2 is of no present interest.] Now, by Exercises 4 and 3
of Part E on page 8-145, it follows that
C(n, p- 1) xP~^
C(n, p-2) xP-2
C(n, p-1) xP-^
C(n, p-2) xP-''
C(n, p- 1)
C(n, p-2)
X p-i
xP-2
_
n - (p-2)
"(p-2) + 1 X
line 8b on page 8-201: By Theorem 118c,
Simplifying, we see that this is the case if and only if 1 < n + 2.
Since n >. 1 and 3 > 1, this is always the case.
Answers for Part ''^G.
1. the 7th term [= C(18, 6)/2^ = 464l/l6]
2. the2ndterm [= C(97, 1) • 0.02 = 1 . 94]
3. the 10th term [= C{15, 9) • 3^ • 4^ = 2'« • 3^ • 5 • 7 • 1 1 • 13]
4. the 8th term [= C(256, 7) -(-0.03)' = -3'' • C{256, 7) • lO'^*
=
-278.85044227104]
'4^
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n 6
p=l \ k=l
n
n
(-l)k + ic(3+l, k+1) V;
P=l
.3-k
n
= in* + C{4, 2) ^ p' - C{4, 3) ^P + C(4, 4) ^ 1
\ p=l p=l p=l.
= ifn* 4- 6 n(n-H)(2n+l) _ n(n+l) ^ \ __ n^n + 1)^
4\ 6 2/4
2. The summation theorem for fourth powers can be obtained by con-
tinuing as in the answers for Exercise 1. The result is :
n
1 p* =^n{n+l)(2n+l)(3n2 + 3n-.l)
p=l
Using this and Theorem 131 one obtains, frona (*) :
n
1
p=l
p5 ^ ^[j,6 ^^3 n(n+l)(2n+l)(3n^+3n-l) _ 20 B!ili±il!
^ ^3
n(n+l)(2n+l)
_ ^
n(n+l)
^ ^
6 2
3. Vp5 = ^(2n^ +n(n+l)(2n + l)(3n^ + 3n- 1) - 10n^{n+l)2
p=l +5n(n + l){2n + l) -6n{n+ l) + 2n|
= Yyfn(n + l)[{2n+l.)(3n2 + 3n- l) + 5(2n+l) - 6] + 2{n6 +n) - 10n^{n + l)2j
= —• [n(n + l)(2n^ + 4n3 + llnH9n) - lOn^n+1)^]
=
-j^ |.n(n + l)n{n+l){2n^ + 2n + 9) - 10n^(n+l)2]
^~ n^(n + l)2(2n^ + 2n- 1)
4. [See discussion beginning on page TC[8-203, 204]a.]
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Answers for "'^Exercises.
n
p= 1 p = l \ k=l[_ • p = l
n
n n / 1 r n
^^^ Z^" Z^'^TTir'"^'+ X ^-1)^''' c(i + i,k+i)^pi
p=i p=i k=l
-k
p = l
= Y^(n^+^ +(-1)^+^ C{1 + 1). 1+1) ^p^-»
p=l
n
p = i
n
(c) X^'^zrrk^'+X <-i)^'''c(2 + i,k+i) ^p^-k
p=
1
\ k=
1
_
p = 1
/ n n 1
= 24-i[n2 + i+ C(2+l, 1 + 1) ^p'-' -C(2 + l, Z+1) ^p'~'
\ P=l P=l
=
1 (^3 + sBiiiiJL) - in) = -(-^')[^-^')
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Also, (f f) can be proved by induction:
lr"m "1 m mri
/-. Zj^p» q ~ Zj^i. q " Zj Z_,%.
p=iLq=i q=l q=lLp=i
n
(ii) Suppose that y
p = l
~ m
y-
Zli p» q
q=i
m n
q=ll p=l
. Then,
n+ ir m "~| n
Z_. Zj^p» q ~ Zj
p=H_q=l J p=l
m
Z_. p. q
in
^ n + i,
.q=i J q=l
"N
Etc.
. inductive
) hypothesis
m n
~ Zj Zj P/ q / n-f-i.
q=lLp=l J q=l
m
J
q^
m n
Zi Zj^P» q ^n+1,
q=lLp=l
) Theorem 134
J
m n + 1
q=lLp=l
recursive
definition
J
The passage from (ii) to the next line on page 8-204 is by Theorem 136
and the fact that (-1)^ C(j + 1,1) = -{j + 1) [Exercise 1 of Part C on
page 8-169].
'1^
The recursion formula (*) on page 8-204 can be transformed further.
For a reference, see the COMMENTARY for pa ge 8-24.
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<:i :...., T
:j./il/: Vl.
diiikii
•->, :.u !A\
'i
-'bi.-vd.r
and, by Theorem 133,
n n n
1 y(p+i), zV (p+2), 3y{p+3), ... (j+i) ^[p+{j+i)].
p=i p=i p=
1
p=
1
Adding these, we see that the sum of all the values listed is
J + 1
1
k=l
n
p = l
+ k)
On the other hand, if we return to the table and begin by adding the
terms listed in each single row, we obtain, respectively,
j+1 j+1 j+1 j+1
VkCl+k), yk(2+k), yk{3+k), ..., Vk(n+k).
k=l k=l k=l k=l
Adding these sums we see that the sum of all the values listed is
n rj + 1
1 I'^'p^'"
p = iLk = 1
Consequently, (f),
Aside from the use of Theorem 133, all that is needed for a rigorous
proof is one new theorem:
n
(ff)
m
m n Zj Zj^P. q Zj Zj%»
p = l[_q = l J q=lLp=l
m m
An intuitive justification of (f f) can be carried out along the same lines
as that of (f)--the table looks like:
^2,1
2, 1
3i 1
1, 2 "l, 3 • * • °-i, m
'2, 2 ^2, 3 • • • ^2, m
3, 2 ^3, 3 • • • ^3, m
n, 1 n, 2 ^n, 3 a
•
n, m
TC[8-203, 204]b
•C r..~L\ ;::::)
n.' -r--
.: Hi ^i-od-
Oi^S .!. n: -V j:;i^
TV i- VAi i<> t
y ' -)'
. :y^^«4J
f ::: 7;
n y^^::i' ~. fieri -..) . -i T
:\ i : J
I.
•! f i
•'^.^, &.
1:..
^is-a
last line on page 8-203: By Theorem 138,
n
^[pj + i -(p.l)J + i] = nJ+i -0J + ^
P=l
Now, for j + 1 > 0--that is, for j > 0--'0J''"^ = 0. So, (i) on page 8-204
follows [for j >. O]
»
'1^
The passage from (i), on page 8-204, to (ii) may or may not trouble
your students. If it doesn't, fine [for the present]. If it does, the
explanation [which is the answer for Exercise 4 at the foot of page
8-204] is as follows:
Consider [to save writing] some simpler expression than
'(-1)^ C(j + 1, k)pj'*'^ "^'S say*k{p+k)'. What we need to show is
that
(f)
n nn n + 1
"I
2 ^k{p + k) = ^ k ^(p + k)
p=]Lk=l J k= iL P=l
The values of 'k(p+k)* which are of interest can be arranged in a
table:
[k=3] ... [k = j + l]
3(1+3) ... (j + l)[l+(j + l)]
3(2 + 3) ... {j + l)[2+(j + I)]
3(3 + 3) ... (j + l)[3 + (j + l)]
[k=i] [k=2]
[p=l] 1(1 + 1) 2( 1 + 2)
[p = 2] 1(2 + 1) 2(2 + 2)
[p=3] 1(3 + 1) 2(3 + 2)
[p = n] l(n + l) 2(n + 2) 3(n + 3) ... (j + l)[n + (j + l)]
Adding the terms listed in each single columns we obtain, respec-
tively,
n n
^l(p + l),. ^2(p + 2), ^3(p+3),..., ^(j + l)[p + j + l)],
p=l p=l p=l p=l
TC[8-203, 204]a
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9.
a: 2 3 7 9 -4
Aa: 14 2 -13
A^a: 3 -2 -15
A^a: -5 -13
A*a: -8
Since A% is a constant,
n
Va = 2n + 1 ^<^ • ^> + 3 n(n- l)(n - 2) _ g n(n- l)(n - 2)(n - 3)
Zj P 2 6 24
p=l
„ n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4)
= - jIq {8n* - 55n^ + 70n^ - 5n - 258).
TC[8-205, 206]g
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7. a: 2 20 72
Aa: 18 52
34A^a:
A^a: 3*3! - [by the theorems referred to
between Exercises 5 and 6]
n 3
Vny (3p^ - p^) = na^ + ^ C(n, k+ 1){a\)^
p=
1
k= 1
= n* 2 + C(n, 2)* 18 + C(n, 3)' 34 + C{n, 4)» 18
= 2n + 18 ^<"
• ^^ + 34
n(n- l)(n - 2)
2 b
,+ 18
n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)
24
=
-i^[24n + 108n(n - 1)+ 68n{n - l)(n - 2)
+ 9n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)]
= j|[9n^ + 14n^ + 3n - 2]
= ^n(n + l)(9n^ + 5:n - 2)
8. a: 5 13
Aa: 8
A^a: -2*2 [since a = - 2p^ +
. . . ]P
p=l
a = 5n + 8 "^"/ ^^ - 4"<" ~ ^i<" " ^^p 2 6
=
-|(2n^ - 18n + 1)
TC[8-205, 206]f
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The proofs of the other two theorems mentioned are trivial:
By definition, V (a + b) =a +b . By definition, V [A{a + b)l
'
P P P P n
•
-"n
= (a +^)n + i - (^ +b)n. So. [A(a + b)]^ = (a^ + i +bn + i) " (a^ + b^)
= (^ + 1 - ^n) + <bn + i - bn) = (Aa)^ + (Ab)^.
By definition, Vp (ab)p = apbp. So, [Aiab)]^ = an + ^b^ + i - a^b^. But,
if a is a constant sequence, a^^
^ ^^
= a^, and, so, a^^^j^b^^^j^ - a^b^^
= ^n^n + i - ^n^n = ^n^^n+l " ^n) = ^i^^^)n'
6. a: 1 32 243 1024 3125
Aa: 31 211 781 2101
A^a: 180 570 13 20
A^a: 390 750
A%: 360
Since, for each p, (A^a) = 5! = 120, it follows from Theorem 180b
that
n n
Vn ^P^ = na^ + ^C(n, k+ 1){a\)j^
p=l k= 1
= n* 1 + C(n, Z)* 31 + C(n, 3)' 180 + C(n, 4)' 390
+ C(n, 5)' 360 + C(n, 6)' 120
= n + 3i "("~ ^) f 130 ^^^ " ^Hn- 2) ^ 3,^0 "(n - l)(n - 2)(n- 3)
2 6 24
'•
, o.n ^(^- l)(n-2)(n-3)(n-4)
+ ^^° I2O
n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4)(n - 5)
^^ 720
[ =Ypn^(n + l)^(2n^ + 2n - 1), as in Exercise 3 on page 8-204],
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5. Suppose that b is a sequence when mth difference sequence is a
m
constant. By Theorem 180a, Vpbp = b^^ + 2^C(p- 1, k)(A b)^^.
Hence,
k=l
n n m
Vbp = y b^ + yc(p- 1, k)(A^b)i
3=1 p=
1
k=
1
n
-l^^^l
= 1
n
p=l
m
m
Yc(p- 1, k)(A^b)i
Lk= 1
n
^bi + 2 (A^b)^^- ^C(p-1, k)
p=i k= iL p=
1
m
= nb, . 2
k=l
(A^b)i* C(n, k+1)
m
= nbj^ + Vc(n, k + lXA-'^b)^^.
k=l
So, for each sequence a whose mth difference-sequence is a constant,
m
L^^ + ^C(n, k+l)(A^a)3^.
n
V^ Va_ = na.
p=l k=l
»mThe proof that, if a is the sequence of mth powers then A a is the con-
stant sequence whose value is na! is difficult [on the basis of the results
already at hand]. However, students have a little evidence for believing
this from Part C on page 8-63.
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(ii) Suppose that; for each sequence a whose mth difference- sequence
ITl
is a constant, Vj-^a^ = aj^ + N C(n- 1., k)(A a)^^, [This is the inductive
hypothesis,] Suppose that b ic a sequence such that A b is a
constanto Since A b - A"(/:^b), Ab is a sequence whose mth
difference -sequence Ls a constant. So, by the inductive hypothesis,
ni m.
Vn{Ab)^=(Ab)i+ ^C(n-i.. k)(A^Ab)^ = (Ab)^ + Vcin-l, k)(A^"*''b)
k=l k=l
m + 1
Z
k=l
= (Ab)^^ + y C{n-1, k- l.'> = (Ab)^+ y C(n- 1, k- l)(A^b)j^.
k=2
q - 1
By Theorem 140, b„ = b, + > (Ab)_.
p = l
So, q-
b = b + )
p = i
= W +
rri -r i
k=l
"m + 1
y c{p-i, k-i)(A^)^
.
k^l
q - 1
p = l
= b^ + y [(A^b;^-C(q-l, k)]
m + 1 Theorem 179a
k = i
m + 1
= b^^ + y C(q- 1, k)(A^b)^.
k=l
Hence, for each sequence a whose (nn + l)th difference- sequence is
m + 1V k
a constant, Vn^^n ~ ^i "^ / C(n- 1, k)(A a)^.
Etc.
''^'-'
TC[8-205, 206]c
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3. Theorem 132
[The instances of Theorem 179b for k = 0, 1, 2, and 3 are:
n n
Vc(p- 1, 0) = C(n, 1) --that is: ^1 = 11
p=l p=l
n n
yC(p, 1) = C{n + 1, 2)--that is: Vp = (^ + 1)"
p=l p=l
|^C(p + l, 2)=C(n + 2, 3)-thatis: ^ l£_+JL)£ . (n ^ 2Hn ^ l)n
p=l p=l
n n
yC(p + 2. 3) = C(n+3, 4)--thatis: ^ (p + ^Hp + l)p
P"^ P"^ (n +3)(n + 2)(n + l)n
24
These are equivalent to the four parts of Theorem 132.]
[Exercises 4 through 9 are on page 8-206.]
4. [As suggested in the text following the statement of Theorem 180,
we use induction on 'm'. In the following proof we use 'b'as a test-
pattern variable.]
q-1
(i) By Theorem 140, bq = b^^ + y (^'=')p' Suppose that Ab is a con-
stant. Then, by Theorems 133 and 131a, V (Ab)p=(q- l)(Ab)j^
V ' k ^^^
= y) C(q- 1, k){A h)^. Hence, for each sequence a whose 1st
k=l 1
difference-sequence is a constant, Vn^n"^!"*" / ^('l " ^» k)(^ ^)i'
k= 1
TC[8-205, 206]b
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line 9 on page 8-205: Here are the rewritten parts of Theorem 139:
n n
(a) V^ ^C(p- 1, 1) = C(n, 2) (b) V^ Y ^^P" ^' 2) = C(n, 3)
p=l p=l
n n
(c) V^ ^C(p- 1, 3) = C(n, 4) (d) V^ ^C(p- 1, 4) = C(n, 5)
p=l p=l
In obtaining (b), one "divides Theorem 139 through by 2" and
applies Theorem 171. In obtaining (c), one "divides Theorem
139c through by 6" and applies Theorem 171. Etc.
line 15: The instance of Theorem 179a for m = 1 is
:
n
V„ Yap-l, 0) = C(n, 1)
n £_j^
p = l
and is equivalent [by Theorem 171- -or by the recursive definition
of C on page 8-168 and Exercise 1 of Part C on page 8-169] to
Theorem 131a [or: Theorena 132a].
Answers for ''^Exercises.
1. \h^ = aj^:] For m > 1, C(l, m) = = C(l - 1, m- 1);
and C(l, 1) = 1 = C(l- 1, 1- 1).
tVnbn + x = t)^ ^^n + i = 3 By Theorem 173, VnC(n + l, m)
= C(n, m) + C(n,. m- 1).
Consequently, by Theorem 130, Theorem 179a.
2.. C(l+k, k + 1) = 1 = C(k + 1-1, k) and, by Theorem 173,
V^C(n + l+k, k + l) = C(n+k, k + l) + C{k + n, k). Consequently, by
Theorem 130, Theorem 179b.
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p
The material on pages 8-207 through 8-217 is, as indicated, optional.
It may be thought of as a continuation of related material in Unit 4
[starting >with page 4-49] and in Unit 7 [starting with page 7-115]. How-
ever, the treatment here does not presuppose detailed knowledge of
this earlier material.
You may wish to discuss pages 8-207 and 8-208 with your students
--possibly omitting the proof of Theorem 181--and to point out that
Theorem 183 on page 8-213 is (7) in the list, on page 7-47, of the assump-
tions which were made in Unit 4 concerning the positive integers. With
the proof of this theorem, [which begins somewhat below the middle of
page 8-215] a.11 seven of these assumptions have been shown to be con-
sequences of our basic principles.
The short bibliography on page 8-217 should also be called to your
students' attention^
TC[8-207 througn 3-217]
Answers for Review Exercises.
1. (a) none [5p_ + 3 = 3p - 1 <=> p = -2, and -2 ^I*]
*(b) a = b <=> 3, ^ ^{m = 3k + 1 and n = 5k + 3)m n k.^ V
[So, for examples, a^ = bg and a^ = bg. In fact, a = b
<=> 5m + 3 = 3n - 1, --that is, <=> 5m - 3n = -4. Since, by
inspection, 5* 1 - 3*3 = -4, it follows that 5m - 3n = -4
<=> 5{m - 1) - 3(n- 3) = 0. But, since 5 and 3 are relatively
prime, this is the case if and only if, for some k, m - 1 = 3k
and n - 3 = 5k. Morever, 3k + 1 > and 5k + 3 > if and only
if k > . ]
2. 63, 80, 99 [(n - 2)n + (n - l)(n+l) + n{n + 2) = 242 <=> 3n^ - 1 = 242
--that is, <=> n = 9]
4
3. (a) 4 [By definition, V {2p - 5) = {2 • 3 - 5) + 2 • 4 - 5), and
p = 3
since, for each p > 3, 2p - 5 > 0, there is no other
solution.]
6
(b) 6 [By definition, y {9p^ + 2p + 4) = 0, and since, for each
p = 7
P >. 7, 9p^ + 2p + 4 > 0, there is no other solution.]
(c) 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 [or: the solution-set is {n:n< 10}]
(d) 10 [3iB±i)i2Ltl) = 315<=> n= 10]
(e) 1, 2, 3, ..., 16 [We are to solve BllL±ii < 153'. Since 17^
< 306 < 18^, 16 • 17 < 306 and 18* 19 > 306. So, each
positive integer which is less than or e^ual to 16 is a
TC[8-218]a
;^j;.. i\'
solution, and none greater than or equal to 18 is a solution.
Since 17 • 18 = 306, 17 is not a solution. Alternatively,
n(n+l) < 306 <==> (n+18)(n- 17) < 0.]
(f) 821, 822, 823, ..., 861 [820 < n < 861]
(g) 8 [We are to solve 'BilLtil < 41 < (ii + lHn + 2) '^ ^^^.^ .^ ^^^^^^_
lent to 'Vn(n+ 1) < a/82 < VTn + l)(n + 2). Since, for each n,
n < Vn(n + 1), and since v82 < 10, each solution must be < 10.
Similarly, since 9 < "/^ and V(n+ l){n + 2) < n + 2, each solu-
tion must be > 7. So, the only numbers which can be solutions
are 8 and 9. Testing these, 8 is a solution and 9 is not.
Alternatively, the sentence to be solved is equivalent to:
(*) n^ + n - 82 < < n^ + 3n - 80
Solving the quadratic equations 'x^ +:x - 82 = 0* and *x^ + 3x- 80
= 0' it can be seen that x^ + x - 82 < <=> ~^ - V 329 < ^
^ -1 +V329 J ^u * 2 , o on -. A <—> / ^ -3 - V329< 2 and that x -!- 3x - 80 > <=> (x <_ = or
-3 + V329 ^ X c /-\ • • , ^ ^
= < x) . So, ('<•) is equivalent to:
^ -1 + VT29 -, ^ -3 + aA329
n < X and n >^ j
--that is, to *8 < n < 9'.]
4. (a) (1) (i) b, = ^-^-^^ = 2; a^ = 1^(1 + 1) = 2
_
(n+l)(n + 2) [n(n+l) + 12(n+l)]
_
(n+ l)(n + 2) [3n^ + n + 12n + 12]
12
(n+l)(n + 2)(n+3)(3n + 4) _ .
=
12 »i + 1'
TC[8-218]b

(2) (i) ^p2{p+l) = 12{1 + 1) = 2 = ^-^
p=l
1 • 2-3'4
2
q + 1 q
(ii) ^p2(p+l)= ^p2(p + l) +(q+l)2{q + 2)
p=l p=l
_
(q+l)(q + 2)(q+3)(3q + 4)
12
(b) Vpp(p + 1)2 - p^'lp+l) =p{p + l) [algebra]
q q q
^p{p+i)2= ^p{p + i) + ^p2(p + i)
p=
1
p=i p=i
_
q(q + l)(q+2) q(q + l)(q+ 2)(3q + 1)
3 12
_
q(q+l)(q+2)(3q + 5)
12
q q - 1 q- 1
(c) y{p-l)2p= ^k2(k+l)= ^p2(p+l)
p = 1 k = p = 1
_
(q-l)q(q+l) [3(q- 1) + 1]
_
q(q^ - 1)( 3q - 2)
12 12
[by part (b), above, if q > 1; obvious if q = 1]
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q-1
(Aa)q = (Aa)^^ + V (A^a)p
p=l
i q-1
= [(Aa)^ - ^(A'a)p] + ^(A^a)p
p=l p=l
q-1
= (50 - 22) + y [22 + 6(p - 1)]
p=l
= 28 + 22(q - 1) + 6^^" ^HQ-il
q-1
p=l
q- 1
= 12 + y [28 + 22(p - 1) + 6 'P" ^^^P" ^h
p=l
= 12 + 28(q - 1) + 22^-- ^)<q--il + 6 <q-^Hq-2)(q-3)
2 o
= 12 + 28(q - 1) + ll(q - l){q - 2) + (q - l)(q - 2)(q - 3)
a^^QQ = 12 + 28' 99 + .Jl^-99°98 + 99 "98 '97
= 12 + 2772 + 106722 + 941094 = 1050600
TC[8-2l9]d

^9. There were probably either 35 or 65 marbles in the bag.
[Suppose that there were n marbles in the bag. Since there was 1
left over when John counted the marbles by twos, n is odd. Since
there were 2 left over when he counted them by threes, there is an
integer j > such that n = 3j + 2. Since n is odd, j is odd- -say,
j = 2k + 1. So, for some integer k > 0, n = 6k + 5. Since n is
divisible by 5, so is k. Hence, for sonne integer i > 0, k = 5i and
n = 30i + 5. Consequently, n = 5, or 35, or 66, etc. Now, John
could scarcely have for gotten the number had he had only 5 marbles
--especially since he had counted them by fives ! And a small bag
would be unlikely to have contained 95 or more marbles. So, the
only likely possibilities are 35 and 65.
10. 9825/176851
^ 100 100
2.p(p + l)(p + 2)(p +3) = 3 2^p(p+l)(p + 2)
1
Lp=l
(p + l){p + 2)(p+3)
p=l
- 1 r_J__ 1 1 _ 9825
" 3Ll*2'3 " 101' 102" IO3J ~ 176851
11. 1050600
q- 1
[(A^a)^ = (A^a)^ + ^ (A'a)p
p=l
2
{A^a)3 - ^(A^a)p
P=l
= (34 - 12) + 6(q - 1)
q-1
+ Y(A^a)1
p = l
TC[8-219]c

498
[or: 10 y (p + 2)
p=l
498 498
= io^p.z2^i
p=l p=l
498° 499
= 10 ^^^^^ + 2* 498
= 10[ 12425 1 + 996] = 1252470 ]
^6. [See Part B on pages 8-40 and 8-41.]
n n
p=i p=i
1 , n(n + l)(5n + 1)
n-
(1 + i)(5 +i)
n n
n- 1
L = Y if/pV + P] = A . (n - l)n(5n - 1]n /_j n[\n/ nj n^ 6
(1 - -)(5 - ^)
n n
Guess: area-measure = -r
7. 7 [
n(n + l)(2n+l)
.^^ ^^^ n(2n^ + 3n - 119) = 0]
8. a is the sequence b such that, for each p, b = (p
+ l)(p + 2)
n
[U) =iyp(p + l)^i- "^"^H^"^'^ = (n + l)(n-H2) jn n /_, n 3 3
p=l
TC[8-219]b
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50 50 50 50
5. (a) ^ (p - l)(p + 1) = ^ p(p + 1) - ^ p - ^1
p=
1
p=
1
p= 1 p=l
50«51"52 50<'51
50 = 42875
50 50 50 50
[or: ^ (p - l)(p + 1) = ^ (f' - 1) = ^ p' - ^1
p=l P= 1 p=
1
p=
1
50° 5 ' " 101
; — - 50 = 42875
60 60 60
(b) y (p - i)(p + 5)= ^{p- l)(p- 2) + 7^{p- 1)
p=i p=l p=l
60«59'58 60»59
3 ^2
= 60*59 •^ + 1 = 80830
60
[or: )'(p-
p=l
60 60 60
l)(p + 5) = Xp'^^^S^ " ^2^
p= 1 p= 1 p=
1
=
60-6iM2l ^4.60.61
. 3 .
.^
= 73810 + 7320 - 300 = 80830 ]
498 500
(c) 10 y(p + 2) = 10 Vp = 10
p = 3
500» 501
- (1 + ^>]
= 1
= 10[ 125250 - 3] = 1252470
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12. (a) a„ =n
n- 1
p = l
n- 1
= a,.^d
p = l
= a^^ + (n - l)d
(b) 8 [f [24 +4(m- 1)]
n
'n
= ^ta^ +(p- l)d]
p=l
. , n(n - 1)
= aj^n + d—^
—
J
—-
= f[2a^ +(n- l)d]
208 <=> m{6 + m - 1) = 104
<=> (m - 8)(m + 13) = 0]
(c) 8; 59 [
7.75-0.5 0.5-Ci
2-31 31- 1
7.25 0.5-ci
-29
217.5
29c
3^
30
-14. 5 + 29c
j^
232
8
7.75-0.5 7.75 + 6.5
2-31 2-n
7. 25 14. 25
-29
14. 5-7. 25n
7. 25n
n
2-n
-413.25
427.75
59 ]
13. -^ [{3 +x)'= (1 +x)(2 +x)]
14 . 7/3 ; VT46 [ 7v^-^ll-7^- 1 = j^ , ^/(7VT + 1)(7V3 - 1) = >/l47—1]
91
15. (a)
^
(b)
71
110 (c)
10847
3330 (d)
11
150
16. (a) J (b)|
TC[8-220]a

(a)
my
m - y
(e)
jk
(j + k)2
/i,\ x^
X- 1
2, 2(b) a^b
(f) 72
..
6^ ,5„2
(i)
(c)
b + 1
b^
(d)i|
/h\m- n
,
(g) [1] [m>n]
TC[8-220]b


k+2
(ii) []a^
p = l
= K + 2)
k+1
— a
I
p=l
= K + 2)
k
— a
.p=l
p + i
[recursive definition]
[inductive hypothesis]
^p + i
- (^{k+i) + i)
^p = l
k + 1
^p+i
p = l
[recursive definition]
[Part (c) of Exercise 20, and its solution, may be made clearer by in-
troducing the sequence b such that, for each p, bp = a-^ j^. The problem
then, is to prove:
k + 1 k
a, = 1 k>0 - a_ = - b
p=l p=l
Now, in the solution, replace 'ap + ^' {in three places) by 'bp', and
'^(k+i)+i' ^y '"^k+i'-i
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18. (a) 2 (b) 2 (c) (d) 1 [81 • 9^ = 720 + 9^ <^=> 80' 9^ = 720]
(e) 3 [4^ - 4^"^ = 4.4k-i _ 4k-i ^ (4 _ i)4k- 1 ^ 48-j
^(f) 2 [32k + 2^3k-2 _ jj _ 36(3k- 2 _ i) = q
<. !>
(32k + 2
_
36)(3k- 2.1)=
k = 2 or k = 2
k+S 1 wok + 3
*(g) -5,-3 [(2^"^^- 1)(2^''^- 1) = 0]
19. (a) (2^'+ 1){2^'- 1) = (2^V- 1^ = 2^'*^- 1 = 2
,1 + 1
.-1 +1
-1
(b) (i) 77(2^' +1) = 1; 2
i =
k + l k
(ii)
'f~|~(2^'+ 1) = J^{Z^\
1)(2'"' + 1)
i=0 i=0
, k + l - k + l
= (2^ - 1){2^ + 1)
= 2^ - 1
-1=2^ -1=2^ -1=1
20. (a) a^^ [or: a^* ]; a^ ^ ;
^1
3
(b) 2^ = 2^ = ?}^ = 65536
+ 1
(c) (i) - ap =
^p = ^1
p=l p=l
1' Q_^P + i
P = i
= 1
TC[8-22l]a
n21 v77fi--^U-^ ri ^ - p i.i.l _iL_=_J_i
• nil \ p+lj n + 1 ^ p + 1 p+1'2 3 4 n+1 n+P
P= 1
1
(^) 7T(^-FTi)^' 1+1-2-1+1
p=i
M=i- ' -1- 1
p=i p=i
- q+l(^ " q+2J
1 /q+U 1
q+l\q+2y q+2
1
22. (i) Vap = aj^. Since Vpap € I*, a^el*.
p = l
q+1 q q
(ii) / ^-n ~ / ''p ''' ^q + 1 • ^y ^® inductive hypothesis / ^q 6 !*•
p= 1 p = l p=l
And, since VLa € I*» 3-q + i € I*. So, since I* is closed with
q+1
respect to addition, ^) ap e I*.
p=l
[Variations on Exercise 22 include:
*
t
n
V a € I* => V TTa € I*
p p
-
n 1 I p
p=l
TC[8-222]a
r. L
^a(^«.(i--M *. V
iijs&i; z'p'
4+p
(
I
'
f:^'
"I d ;!.L:VMi?' Uk)
,n :. , T r'"
.t.
.
' /
jj ;/C;ifr ,;>r/>
iOji'J.fJiJJ^ ;i;l JSru sot
v;«i;.i -j; /..:.. :oi-/'X^;-i<;- fit/ etn6i:/t?ix/i V ;
nVa€l=>V >ael
P P n ^ p
P=l
p p n / I p
••
p=l
^3. (i) Since a = a^ and b = bS it follows that if a > b then a^ > b^.
(ii) Suppose, for b > 0, that if a > b then a" > b" [inductive
hypothesis]. Suppose that a > b. It follows, for b > 0, that
a > 0, and that a" > b". Since a > 0, it follows, by Theorem
152a, that a" > and, since a > b, that a"a > a"b--that is,
that a^"*"^ > a%. Also, for b > 0, since a*^ > b^, it follows
that a% > b^b = b'^'''^ Hence, by transitivity, a^"*"^ > b'^'*'*
Consequently, if a > b then a.^ ^ > b*^ ^. Etc.
24. {-i)-^= i/(-i)^= iV(-i)^ = (i/-i)^ = (-i)^;
or: (-irk = {-l)-k-l ={-l)-k(_i)2k,(_l)-k+2k,(_l)k
25. (a) If a and b are two positive numbers then the geometric mean,
Vab, of a and b is the geometric mean,~\ /—=— • —rj-r- , of their
arithmetic mean and their harmonic mean. Since
2 a + b
only if (a + b)^ = 4ab--that is, only if (a- b)^ = 0, and since a ^ b,
it follows that —=— / —r-r - Since the geometric mean of two2 ' a + b •*
numbers is between the two numbers, it follows that the geo-
, a + b , 2ab . . ^ a + b , 2ab „
metric mean or —=— and
—
r-r is between —t— and —r-r • Hence,2 a+b 2 a+b
the geometric nnean of a and b is between their arithmetic mean
and their harnnonic mean.
TC[8-222]b
^•/f'.:^ i-
dx^S-
'.h
V^' *'.
y..-
.It .s<,'£.:j rr->: ci*::-
•' vV 'iC<-
t:|Si-::-.tlJ:-^;:i
(b) Since the arithmetic mean of two positive numbers is greater
than their geometric mean, it follows from part (a) that the
harmonic miean of two positive numbers is less than their geo-
metric mean and, so, is less than their arithmetic miean:
x>Ov>0'-' x + v i-
a + b
,
i—r-
—=— + Vab
(c)
(d)
=
(/T)^ + Z/Ib +(/b")^
_
//a + Vb" y
^"^rr^ 4/ab (ab) 4(ab) | Z/T/b [
^
j—r
^
2ab" ~ Vab (a + b) + 2ab " a + b + zVab ~ \vT + 4hl
a + b
^^b. The least prime divisor of a composite number is at most equal
to the square root of the number [Theorem 181]. Hence, the least
prime divisor of a composite number which is less than 2500 is a
prime number less than 50. There are, by count, 15 such prime
numbers. Since 16 > 15, it follows that, of any 16 composite num-
bers less than 2500, at least 2 will have the same least prime
factor [see the pigeon-hole principle, page 8-84],
TC[8-222]c
odr-i^-
•: H^ 1/:.d
f V • "
OjK'*
,x . ~-
->: r v--:
-.1 ; lli :
ii>n; vX i ! J/.;!!:*
,>. I ; . . .7 ::;! !fL-
! j> i,/. • ^ ! 'J
32. There is only one way. Suppose that the amounts paid are x^^, Xg,
r^, ^A * ^? X, + X-
x^, x^, Xg, andx^. Then, x^^ = -2——^, x^ = " ^ , ..., and
v_
-|" X X "I" V
x^ =
^
, Suppose that x^ < x^- Since X3^ = —^ ^ , it fol-
lows that Xj^ < Xg < Xg. Continuing, we see that if x^ < x^ then
Xg, < X^ < Xg < X3 < X^ < Xg < x^.
Similarly, if x. > Xp then
x^ > X^^ > Xg > X3 > X^ > Xg > Xg,.
In either case, by transitivity,
Xj^ = Xg = 3^ = x^ = Xg = Xg^.
TC[8-223]d
w »•;:>.-
i - i
,-)
\iy-i
i .;
-I J.£
ji3 iij ii}
29. (i)
I I
(a.b.) = 1;
J
|
a. •
J
j
b. = 1- 1 = 1
k+1 k
(ii) ;|(a.b.)= ;|(a.b.)(a^^^b^^^)
k k
k k
k+1 k+1
= 7^^• n\
/ 7 \fl
30. ~—~ [See Exercise 2 of Part B on page 8-128. There are
(*) C{2n, 2)« C{2n- 2, 2)'C(2n-4, 2)' ... '0(2, 2)
ways of choosing the couples in a specified order. Since t
the order of choosing the couples is irrelevant, the number
of ways of pairing off 2n people is obtained by dividing {*)
by n!.-' Now, using Theorem 172, it is easy to see that the
expression in {*) can be simplified to '-
.]
31. 15 [0 + 1 + 2 + 3 +4 + 5 = 15]
TC[8-223]c
qq^
P/
.:'i- ,-•/
-H.
•- f ;:
a.
-l.i.-^±j: >- r p
UA + >: ;
p.. -: -' i
..c; '.h
) (d)
n'-
-!
.'•
-i-
'>.
;
..V vi-x;;
i -
.1. ~
-a.^-,i)
^•-lO'J'
(ii) Suppose that P - — ^ __ Since, by the recursive def-
inition (2), Pq + i "^ -^q "*" ^*^ "*" ^)» ^^ follows that
q + i
-
q + q + 2
+ (q + 1)
Etc.
_
q +q + 2 + 2(q + 1)
2
^ [q ^ -fq + (q + D] + (q + 1) + 2
2
-
(q + 1)' + (q + 1) + 2
2
(b) (1) S^ = 2; Sg = 4; S^ = 8
(2)
Si = 2
Vn^n + i = S^ + Pn 1= ^n ^
n* + n + 2 •
(3) Since S^ = 2 and, VnCAS)^ =
140, that, for each n,
n'^ + n + 2
,
it follows, by Theorem
n- 1
S = 2 +
n
y p' + p +
p=i
n- 1
= 2 + ZP¥^^']
p-i
n - 1 n - I
p=l p=l
= (h + dTi + ^<^^- ^^]
(n + l)(n^ - n + 6)
6
TC[8-223]b
\0 :> "•, :".'.
1 ic • yurr'u-f^ :i-K.i
oi• • Ol , l^iJi
-"!*?:''.'. fr
. .I.e.
i-:>-*\ >4gS>ii:ni '] K-
.;K.^5>-i;UD;T
Correction. On page 8-233, line 8b
should begin:
31. What is the least number
27, (a) For each p, let a be the number of 1 foot squares which con-
tain p - 1 blades of grass. We wish to show that, for some m,
a > 2. For sonne positive integer, say n, a = for p > n--
that is, no 1 foot square contains as many as n blades of grass.
n
For this n, j> a = 40000, the total number of 1 foot square
p=l
regions. It follows, by Theorem 144, that, for some m < n,
a^^ > . From this it follows [since each a is an integer]
^ 40000
that, for some m < n, a^ > 2 if > l--that is, if n< 40000.
Ill n
So, if no 1 foot square contains as many as 39999 blades of
grass, it is the case some two such squares contain the same
number of blades of grass. Now, a few experinrxents will con-
vince one that no 1 foot square region can contain 39999 blades
of grass. In fact, another use of Theorem 144 shows that if
some such region contains 39999 blades of grass then some 1
square inch region contains at least 39999/144 blades. Since
39999/144 = 278, this is clearly impossible.
(b) All that nnatters is that each of the regions into which the lawn
is divided contains less than 39999 grass blades.
*28 (a) (1) P^ = 2; P^ = 4; P3
r ^1 = 2
^^^ VVnPn + i = Pn + <^ + l)
(3) V^ f'n ~ 5 [Comparison with the recursive definition
of T on page 7-61 of Unit 7 suggests that, for each n, P =
Tj^ + 1. Now, use the explicit definition of T on page 7-63.]
(i) Pi = 2 =
TC[8-223]a
1^+1+2
1 1 /
1
\^
33. (a) — [if X + y = 1 then xy = x( 1 - x) = -j - I— - x 1 . Hence, if
1 11
X + y = 1 then xy < -j and, for x = — , xy = -z.]
(b) 5 [If 3x + 4y = 25 then x^ + y^ = x^ +
25 - 3x 25
16
[(x- 3)2 + 16].
Hence, if 3x + 4y = 25 then Vx^ + y^ > 5 and, for x = 3,
Vx^ +y'= 5.]
[The geometric interpretations of the extrenna problems are inter-
esting. In (a) we are trying to find the rectangle of greatest area-
measure whose upper-right vertex belongs to the graph of 'x +y= 1*.
In (b) we are trying to find the shortest distance from (0, 0) to the
graph of '3x + 4y = 25'.
3x + 4y = 25
the maximum occurs
when the rectangle is
a square
the minimum occurs when
the radius vector is per-
pendicular to the line
34. ab^ + 2b [a = x'^ + y'^ = ^^-^
= ab^ + 2b]
""
^J ; (x + yf = x" + y' + 2xy
TC[8-224]a
<•>
1
35. 40 [=5' 2* 4]; 2E[= 3 • 2 • 3 + 2 • 1 • 2]; 24[= 3 • 2 • 4]
36. (a) 9! (b)9!-2 (c) 9!(2i*' - 3) [= 9! 2*° - (9! + 9! • 2)]
37. (a) 3600 [= 7! - 6!'2] (b) 4320 [= 6 • 6!] (c) 720 [= 6!]
38. (a) 64 [= C(10, 3) - C(8, 3)]
(c) 56 [= C(8, 3)]
(b) 8 [= C(8, D]
(d) 112 [= C(8, 3) + 2* C(8, 2)]
39. (a) 725760 [= 2*9!] (b) 2903040 [= 10! - 2* 9!]
TC[8-224]b
I,
. t,
" 1
•
= • ik: '-J
!l^ ^- i -
US
i V.)i--.
\-' ;
.^v'-; v^'
^'^
-J; . r-i:-
i) I
•1
>) f
'\i} '-^n
oL:j:jbr,
:c; ii-:
. :a(..
t-' ! < -i,--
'1,
.
..i-y : i.
' -^^' ^'^':
-^i-U
-v.
I ,
•u
*45. an = 1 • lO^'^"^ + 1 • 10^'^"^ + ... + 1 • lO" + 5 • 10*^"^ + 5 lO"^"^
+ .. . +5-10^+6
2n - 1 n - 1
= V loP + 5 y IqP + 6
p=n p=
1
n ' n - 1
= y loP"'"'^-^ + 50 y loP-i + 6
p=l p=l
n n - 1
= 10° y 10P-1+ 50 y lop-^ +.6
p=i p=i
^lOniP;^ 4-50 ^Q"";-^ +6
lO^"^ - lO'^ + 5 • lO'^ - 50 + 54
_
10^*^ + 4» lO'^ + 4 / lO° + Z Y
9 = [ 3 I
It is easy to show that 3| 10 +2. One can use induction:
3 1 10^ + 2; lO'^'*'^ + 2 = 10"- 10 + 2 = 10° + g^lO"^ + 2
= (lO'^ + 2) + 9 'ion
or the binomial theorem:
10° + 2 = (9 + 1)° + 2 = 9k + 1° + 2 = 9k + 3
Hence, a is the square of an integer.
A^ , f—^ 10° + 2 „Moreover, (Va)^ = 5 • So,
Va: 4, 34, 334, ....
TC[8-225]b

Correction . On page 8-225, Exercise
10
' 4(e) should be: n^ - n - 2 ^ p
/ P = l
40. 5
10 10 10
^[5(ap - 4) - 4] = 5 ^a^ - ^ 24 = 245
Lp = 1 p = 1 p = 1
240
41. 485 - 198/6"
42. Each of the terms contains an 'x'
.
[The (k+l)thterm is 'C(18, k){x*)*^~^(x~2)^' or, more simply,
'C(18, k) x9°~''^'. There is no k such that 90 - 7k = 0.]
43. -12446720 x^^ [= C(17, 9)x"-9 (-2y)^ = -24310x» • 2^^]
44, (a) y [4y2 (x - 3y) - 1] (b) {1 -X- 2y)(l +x+2y)
(c) (X + z-^)(x^ - x^z-^ + x^z-^ - xz-3 + z-^) (d) (x + x-»)
(e) (n - ll)(n + 10) (f) 2n(n + 1) (g) (7 - 2x)(3 + x)
(h) -{x-l)(x + 2)(x2-x + 2) (i) (x-y)(x2 + xy + y2+x + y)
(j) {a - b)(a + b)(a2 + b^){a^ + b*)
(k) 4(a - 2)(a* + Z^? + 4a2 + 8a + 16) (i) 7T(R - r)(R+ r)
(m) xV(y - x){y + x) (n) x(x + 1)^
TC[8-225]a,
''^46. Guess : a^^ = n^
nV 2 ^Proof : a^^ = n "> (2p - 1) = n" n = n
p=l
47. 4 [{2^ - 16)(2^ - 5) = 0]
48. (a) 7 (b) -4 (c) 0.06
49. 10 YJ minutes after 2 o'clock
[Suppose that at x minutes after 2 o'clock but before 3 o'clock the
hands are pointing in the same direction. In x minutes the tip of
the minute hand has moved x/60 of a trip around the clock, or
X 2
77: - -rr— of its trip between 2 and 3c In the same time the hour
X X 2hand has moved 7-^ of its trip between 2 and 3. So, j-^ - -yy ~
— •—1
60 12°-'
"^50. (a) Suppose that d is the shortest distance the point can move
during the nth second. Then,
^n = "^K - ^n- 1'' + (Vn " Yn-i^''
= 5n
n n
e V^ c V 5n(n + 1)
p=l p=l
TC[8-226]a
y' '}!
,^^k
'.:,l. Or
\
'
:
-;• t .,
2n 2n
(b) x^^ = ^(Xp - xp. ,) = ^3p - 3l^l<^^^ = 3n(2n . 1)
p=l p=l
2n 2n
'2n
n= 1 P= 1p l
n n
= y (-l)(^'l-^^-^4(2q- 1) + 2(-l)'*l''4(2q)
q=i q=i
n
= y [4(2q - 1) - 4(2q)] = -4n
p = l
51. (a) 3,-3 (b) -V7, V? (c)|
52. (a) YY
(b) 1165
/ \
21
53. 2|| gallons [= f^Y- 10 gallons]
TC[8-226]b
:|vJ^.
'Oh
'
-'
I
MA = ^^r^ , NA = -—1.—^, (MN)2 = (BM)2 + {BN)^
cos 40' cos 30'
So,
cos (ZA) = cos
= (tan 40°)^ + {tan 30")^
1 1
cos 40° cos 30'
Now, for each x between and 90,
sin x°
_ , , »x2 _ 1 / • o\2tan x° =
cos Xs and (cos x")" = 1 - (sin x")''.
So,
cos (ZA) =
1 - (sin 40°)^
^
1 - (sin 30°)^
(cos 40°)^ (cos 30°)^
1 1
cos 40° cos 30
1 + 1
1 1
= cos 40° • cos 30'
cos 40° cos 30°
= 0. 766 • 0. 8^6 = 0. 663356.
60. 1 [a - b = b
61. 45 or 135
1
> a = b; - = 7
a
a^O]
Since m(ZABC) + m(ZCAB) + m{ZACB)
= 180, it follows from the hypothesis that
ZACB is an angle of 45°, There are four
cases to consider : C e AE and C e BD,
C e AE and D e BC, E 6 AC and C € BD,
and: E e AC and D e BC. In the first
and fourth cases, m(ZCDE) + m(ZCED)
= 180 - 45 = 135. In the second and third
cases, m(ZCDE) + m(ZCED) = 45.
TC[8-227]c
d^.ii
56. 15 inches
CD = 10 'tan 66" = 22.46
CG =
-J
• CD ^ 14. 97
A 10 D 10
57. (a) 55 [x + 10 + X - 30 = 90] (b) 18 [4x + x = 90]
(c) 13 [3x + 6 = 45] (d) 6 [5x = 30] (e) 20 [3x = 60]
58. 35
[The angle in question is ZGAF [see figure for Exercise 59]. Since
ZAFG is a right angle, tan (ZGAF) = GF/AF = l/VY. So, tan (ZGAF)
= 0.707. Hence, °m(ZGAF) i 35.]
^9. 48
[(MN)2 - (NA - PA)2] + (PA)2 = (MA)^
(MN)2 - (NA)2 + 2'NA.PA = (MA)^
_
(MA)^ + (NA)^ - (MN)^
^^ 2^NA
cos (ZA) = PA/MA
_
(MA)'^ + (NA)^ (MN)^
2 • MA • NA
Suppose that AB = 1. Then,
TC[8-227]b
;:<.}:: c.^!i;5^i v^ ; awii-j;..!: i:"^ r,:/
r fi-^ v^rji.e.:
.:-..:-^ -.i-
} ••l!n:.<i\Ji
-^
lir.
• .' t .^^5C
:"• ' ; ;.'. I.-,
'm:
'
54. 39 square inches; 20 inches and 6 inches
D C
12
1567 24° rj
B X
X = 8 • cos 24" = z
y = 8 • sin 24"
area-measure = 12y = 96 • sin 24" = 96 • 0. 4067 = 39. 0432
(AC)2 = {12+x)2 + y^ = 144+24x + x2 + y2
= 144+ 192 -cos 24" +64 [(cos 24")^ + (sin 24")^]
= 208 + 192 -cos 24"
= 208 + 192«0.9135
= 208 + 175. 392
= 383. 392
AC i 19.5804
(BDf = (12-z)2 + y2 = 144-24z + z2 + y2
= 208- 192 'COS 24"
= 32.608
BD = 5.7103
tan (ZEAB) =^ = . 6
"m(ZEAB) = 31
°m(ZEBA) = 90
"m(ZDAB =62,
'm(ZEAB) = 59
°m{ZABC) = 118
TC[8-227]a
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